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PREFACE
Interfoliafructus}

H£ present volume is intended as a com-
panion to the handbooks already pub-
lished in this series on English, French,
American, and Ladies' Book-plates. It

was originally undertaken by Dr. H. Pallmann, of

Munich; but, in the summer of 1899, he found
himself unable to carr) out his project, owing to

the pressure of other historical works, and the

publishers then entrusted the volume to me. As
my collection of exlibris is the largest on the

Continent, numbering over 20,000 examples, of

which nearly 10,000 are German, old and new,
and as I have already written a good deal on the

subject in various artistic periodicals in Germany,
I hope I may have succeeded, in the following

pages, in giving a comprehensive survey of the

history of German book-plates.

The illustrations arc mosth' reproduced from

examples in my own collection, only a few having
been taken from other sources. It was, indeed,

unnecessary to draw on other collections to any
extent, since those of Wamecke in Berlin, Von

' A motto often found on exlibris.



vi Preface

Berlepsch at WolfenbiiUel, and the Booksellers'

Association at Leipzig have been thoroughly illus-

trated in volumes already published, and the other
collections in the country do not contain many ex-
libris of importance whicli are not also in my
possession, some revvuni(jue plates only excepted.
As far as possible 1 have avoided illustrating

plates which have been frequently reproduced else-

where, though an exception has been made in the
case of some unique and more than usually inter-

esting exlibris ; it must also be remembered that
\

this book is intended primarily for English readers,

to whom German exlibris literature is not so access-

ible as to Germans.
It is necessary to state here, at the outset, that

no attempt is made to provide complete listsof all

German exlibris, but only of the most important,
which, however, are given as fully as space will

allow.

At the request of the publishers, Swiss book-
plates have been omitted, as they have already
been dealt with exhaustively in Gerster's monu-
mental volume on " Die Schweizerischen Biblio-

thekzeichen " : the present handbook, therefore,

includes onlyOerman and the nearly allied Austrian

exlibris. Alsatian book-plates are mentioned when
they date either from the old or the modern period

of German possession, and plates of the French
time are included when they bear German names
or are the work of German engravers.

As I have referred constantly to the German
" Exlibris-Zeitschrift," which will be found a rich

mine of information and illustration for those who
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Preface vn

wish for fuller details on many points, I have made
use of the abbreviation " E. L. Z."

Besides the volumes mentioned in the Biblio-

graphy (p. 497) and at the beginning of the

chapter on Heraldry (p. i6)» the following books
of reference may be mentioned

:

Dr. G. K. Nagler, " Neues Allgemeines Kt&nst-

lerlexicon " (Munich, 1835-52).

H. W. Singer, ** Allgemeines Kunstlerlexicon
"

(Frankfurt-on- Main, 1 895- 1 900).

R. von Retberg, *• Durers Kupferstiche und
Holzschnitte " (Munich, 1871).

H. S. Schmid, " Kunststilunterscheidung

"

(Munich, 1897).

Dr. M. Heimbucher, " Die Orden und Kongre-
gationen der Katholischen Kirche '* (Paderborn,

1896).
I am indebted for much kind information and

help to the Royal Library (Munich), the Royal
Print Room (Munich), and also to Dr. H. Pallmann
(Munich), Herr Guido von Volckamer (Munich),
Herr K. Burger( Leipzig), Herr K. Koch (Vienna),

and Mr. i*\J. Thairlwall (London). 1 must also

tender my best thanks to all those who have
kindly placed cliches at my disposal ; and to Mr.
G. Ravenscroft Dennis for the pains he has taken
to produce a faithful translation of the work.

I shall always be ready to give any information

in my power with regard to German or other ex-

libris.

K. £. Count zu Leiningen-Westerburg.

Villa Magda,
Nenpasiiig, Munich.
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TRANSLATOR'S NOTE

Mv best thanks are due to my friend Mr.
Carnegy Johnson, Chairman of Council of the

Exiibris Society, for his kindness in reading the

proofs. It is hardly necessary to add that the

book has been translated and produced under
the close supervision of the author.

G. R. D,
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GERMAN BOOK-PLATES
INTRODUCTION

HE interest in ExHbris which has
sprung up within the last twenty-five

years has developed with extraordin-

ary vigour. The last ten years have
been specially rich in results, and the movement
inciudes in its historical and literary bearings,
France, England, Germany, Austria, Sweden,
America, Holland, Italy, and Switzerland. The
custr)m of asserting ownership in books by means
of a book-plate originated in Germany more than
four hundfred years ago, and the revival of a
iBage once so familiar would seem to Justify a
someirhat detailed inquiry into the ongin and
j^Btoiy of this ancient practice. The inquiry,
K Hill be seen, is intimately connected with the
histor)^ of art and literature during the last four
centuries.

Many of those who nowadays adopt an exlibris,

B
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: GeYjrtan Book-plates

. • .... ^
i

are content to copy one belonging to a friend,

or some design which they may have seen in a '

magazine, and are wholly unaware that they are
following an old usage, established by their fore-

fathers in the fifteenth century, and justified of
continued existence by its useful as well as artistic !

character. It cannot be exj)ected tliat the rapid in-
;

crease in the number of book-plate owners during
|

recent years will be maintained when tlie fashion

has run its course, as all fashions must At the

same time it is impossible to doubt that so useful

a custom, having once again come into vogue, will

continue as long as books and private libraries

exist.

The correct German expressions for these plates

are

:

(i) Bidliolkekzeicken {Jiihtzxy label), an expres-
sion which explains itself. It is a literal transla-

,

tion of the words stgnum bibliotheccc which occur
on book-plates of the eighteenth century (see

'

that of Ma^ister Christian Gottlieb Steinberg, !

Breslau, 1762). The word appears for the first

time in literature about the year 1840, in the diary
of a soldier who fought in the wars of German
Independence (18 1

3-
1 5). It is also used exclu-

sively by Heinrich Lenipertz the elder, the first

German writer on book-plates (1853 65).

The word Bucherzeichen (book-label) which is

often used, is a modern and inexact term, frequently
\

confused with iffi^^^^^M, the book-marker placed
in a book to keep the place. All writers on the
subject of any note now use only the words Bidlio-
thekzeichen or

I

I

I
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Introduction 3

(2) Exlibris. This expression is derived from
the common inscription on book-plates "Ex Libris"

(with the owner's name in the genitive case) . . .

from the books of" . . . "one of the books of."

This short and practical designation—transferred

from the book itself to the label of ownership—has
now become international, and occurs in the titles

of the three exlibris societies, English, German,
and rVench.

(3) For the sake of completeness we may men-
tion the old German expression, Buck-Aimer^
which appears on plates of the family ofVon Hase
in Leipzig. Aimer is derived from armarium^
meaning a book-case—an "intellectual armory''
—the word most frequently used for the mediaeval

library.^

In England the expressions in use are '* exlibris
"

and "book-plates," though possibly "library labels"

would be more correct; in French, exlibris "and'
marques de possession " or "de biblioth^ue " ; in

Dutch," exlibris," "boekmerken," and "bibliotheek-

merken."
Exlibris must not be confused with the alle-

gorical or armorial "printers' marks" or "pub-
lishers' marks/' which are found on the title*

page or at the end of a book, and are the trade

" In earlier times we read of hook -collectors ])roviding them-

selves with *' VV'appen " (coats of arms) or "Kupfcr" (coj)per-

plates). Hans Imhof, in his "Theatrum virtutis et honoris

oder 'rugendl)uchlcin Willibald Pircklicimers," 1606, sj)eaks of

having 'V/// schoms cmNenur' made and engraved, which he

"inserted at the beginning and end of many of his books."

This plate is signed "J.B. 1529" (see " Exlibris-Zeitschrift,"

ToL v., p. 43)-
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4 Gennan Book-plates

marks of the firms which issue or print the
volume ; nor with the small printed labels some-
times found in the upper or lower corner of the
inside of the cover, either at the beginning or the
end, which merely give the name of the binder or

the bookseller.

On the other hand, what are called "Super-
exlibris '* ^ must be reckoned among exlibris.

Superexlibris are the heraldic or other des^s of

a personal character, stamped in gold, colour, or
blind toolino;, on the outside of a bindinii^ in order

to desicrnate ownership. The old superexlibris

are not as a rule so interesting artistically as many
of the early book-plates. In Germany the best

period of book-binding was in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries, but the French have excelled

in these "reliures" or "fer de reliures" from the

sixteenth century to the present time.

A good example, here reproduced, is the super-

exlibris of PeUr Vok van Rosenberg (1608). It

shows the owner in armour with the armorial bear-

ings on his breastplate and the rose for a crest.

These binding stamps are, however, not always
marks of ownership {e.t^., in the sixteenth century ).

Often, especially in bindings of Leipzig origin, the

leather covers were decorated with portraits and
arms of distinguished princes (^.^m the Elector of
Saxony) or contemporaries (Lutlier» etc.), the
metal stamps being kept in stock and used for

ornamentation as required. Such stamps, of

^ Or Superlibros,** as they are usually called in Eneland.
Both designations are sufficiently barbarous, but no better

have been suggested at present.

L yu,^ -Lj Ly Google
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course, are merely decorative designs, and not

superexlibris proper.

A curious method of marking ownership was

SUPEREXLIBRIS OF PETER VOK VON ROSENBERG (1608).

used in the sixteenth century at Rostock. Four
examples are known ^ in which the names are

engraved on the metal clasps of the covers. This

' See '* Exlibris-Zeitschrift," vol iv., pp. 6 and 89.
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fashion does not appear to have spread beyond
Rostock.

Autograph inscriptions are found as early as

the fourteenth century ; as a rule, however, they '

have no particular interest, except when they dis-

play the signature of some well-known historical

character, or are tricked out with decorated initials

or coats of arms

The use of an exlibris is obvious. In the first

place it is intended as a safeguard—that is to say,

a book-plate fixed in a volume gives documentary
evidence of its rightful owner. Borrowers of

j

books are frequently forgetful, and men who for I

purposes of study or for other reasons borrow i

largely from friends may easily forget to whom
a particular volume belongs. Moreover, stolen or

lost books may be recovered on the evidence of
the book-plate, so long as it is not removed, and
returned to their owners.

It is needless to add—though this is often
j

neglected—that it is of the utmost importance
,

that the fiame of the owner should be on every '

plate, and not merely a design of a general char-

acter, or an anonymous coat of arms. The owner's
|

name on the book-plate is the best guarantee of
the safety of the book.

The exlibris, however, is not merely useful, but
serves as an ornament to the book. Every book-
lover win prefer to have in each volume an artistic

label of a personal character, rather than a badly-
written signature or the blurred impression of an
india-rubber stamp. This latter, indeed, may be

yu,^ jd by Google
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convenient fi)r a municipal library of ten or a
hundred thousand volumes, but is not fitted for a
private collection which will rarely exceed a few
thousand. A book-plate which is specially desig^ned

according to the wishes of the owner, will reflect

bis tastes and bis character, and associate him
closely with his books. Moreover, the interest of
such an association will descend to his relations

or Iriends who may afterwards inherit the library.

There isa personal quality, an intimitis about such
a mark of possession which, even after a long
period of time, brings the owner near to us, and
gives us an insight into his temperament, his tastes

and his studies.

To insure that a book-plate shall be a thing of
beauty and an ornament to the volumes in which
h is fixed, it is essential that the design be
carried out by a competent artist. If intrusted

to an inexperienced amateur, who, with the best

intentions, has neither the technical ability nor the

artistic feeling necessary for the work, the result

will be incorrect drawini^, overcrowding, bad com-
position, and general failure.

Signed plates, t.^., such as bear the name or
monogram of the artist or engraver, will always be
more prized bv the collector than those which
have no signature and can only be identified by
guess-work or by comparison with other plates of
a similar character. Signed plates, which afford a
certain proof of authorship, are, especially if they
hear the sig^nature of a well-known artist, not only
of more commercial value, but also, it may be
assumed, of higher artistic merit.
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In the same way dated plates are more sought
after than undated. For, although the expert,

who has made a special study of the styles of
different periods, may be able to assign almost
any plate to its correct date, within ten or twenty
years» yet the ordinary collector will* find the pro-
cess difficult; and in any case it is more satis-

factory to have a certain and authentic proof
of date, than to deduce it by reasoning or con-
jecture.

The position of the book-plate in a volume
varies. It is usually placed on the inside of the
cover, in front or occasionally at the end of the
book. Double exlibris are sometimes found in

both places. Other positions are the fly-leaf, or

the back of the title-page, where the book-plate is

sometimes printed, either from a woodblock or
copperplate. Sometimes again it is bound into

the volumie as a separate plate.

What remains to be said on the subject of
German exlibris will be found in the following

chapters, to which the reader may, therefore, be
referred.



PART I—GENERAL

CHAPTER I

METHODS OF REPRODUCTION

HE original mark of possession in books,

representing the later Exlibris, was (be-

sides the usual autograph) the owner's
coat of arms, painted in the volume by

hand. This method, practicable only so long as

bonks were few in number, was superseded, after

the invention of printing by Johann Gutenberg,

of Mainz (circa 1450), by the woodcut. The art

ofwood-engraving was known among the Chinese
as early as the tenth century, and it was prac-

tised in Germany in the fourteenth century. The
earliest dated example is the ''St. Christoj)her

'*

of 1423, but the woodcut did not attain importance
until the last quarter of the fifteenth century, and
its highest artistic perfection was reached at the

beginning of the sixteenth century under Albrecht
Diirer. As a rule the artist handed over his

design, drawn on the wood, to be carried out by a
C
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lo German Book-plates

professional enc^raver, though frequently the block

• would be cut by the designer liimself. The wood-
cut remains to this day one of the most satisfactory

methods of reproduction, as it presents a clean

flowiniT line, with strong outlines, while at the

same time the engraver is able to reproduce with

the utmost fidelity the quality of the original

drawing on the wood, and the style and character-

istics of the artist

The most important names in connection with

wood-engraving as applied to book-plates are

those of Albrecht Diirer, Hans Holbein, Lucas
Cranach, Hans Hurgkmair, Hans Baldung Grun,
the Englishman Bewick (the inventor of modern
wood-engraving), and, to come to recent times,

Ludwig Richter and Hugo Burkner.

Woodcut exlibris were usually printed in black,

less often in brown. They are also to be met
with—^especially in German)-

—

coloured by hand,
sometimes roughly and carelessly, sometimes with
care and artistic feeling. Wood-engraving was
used for book-plates most frequently in the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries, but many recent exlibris

have been produced by this method.^

* A large number of fine old woodcut exlibris, superbly re-

produced both in colour and black and white, are to be found
in the pages ofthe German " Exlibris-Zdtschrift " vols, i.-x i.

,
c.^.

,

(vol. ii. 2) RadigundaGossenbrot, if^Eggenberger \circa 1502) ;

(voL ii. 3)t Christof Scfaeurr(^imi 1500X and Wiguleus Hundt
von Lauterpach (1556); (vol. iii. i) Johannes Ras of Koester
(1491); Propst Georg von Heiligkreuz, Augsburg (1567); (voL
iii. 2) Tannstetter {circa 1485) ;

(vol. iii. 4) Mtus Tuthsenhauser

(1542); (vol. iv. 3) W. Hering(i536), and K. Peutinger (1516) ;

(voL v. I and 4) Melchior Yatii, Suffragan Bishop of Constanoe
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Methods of Reproduction x i

A good example is here reproduced from the

author's collection : Jakob Hainriclimann, Pre-

bendar)^ of Augsburg, circa 1520. This vigorous
and accurately coloured woodcut displays the

owner's coat of arms, with the letters S. M. C./'

representing his motto, " Spes mea Chrtsius**

After the woodcut, the most important methods
of reproduction are engraving on copper and
ETCHING, which have been dangerous rivals of

wood-engraving since the early part of the six-

teenth century, as they admit of much greater

fineness and delicacy of execution.
The art of engraving on copper was discovered

in the south-west of Germany about 1440, and the

earliest known dated print (not a book-plate) bears

the date 1446. Of the '* little masters" who ap-

plied this art to the production of book-plates the

most prominent are Albrecht Dttrer, and Barthel

and Hans Sebald Beham ;
^ after them come Virgil

Solis, Jost Amman, H. Ullrich, H. Troschcl, M.
Ziindt. A. Khol, Dominic and Jakob Custos, the

Sadelers, Hans Sibmacher, J. E. Ridinger, the

Kilians, and later G. D. Heumann, J. £. Nilson,

(1529); Job. Siabius {circa 1530); K. Kcntniann (1552);
(vol V. 2) Augsburger Stadtbibliothek (circa 1530) ; (voL v. 3)
Bishop Urban of Gurk (1572); (vol. v. 4) Bishop Hugo of

Constance {circa 1520) ; (vol. vL 3) Hector Pomer {circa 1 520)

;

(wL vii. 4) J. C. Scherb (1598) ;
(vol. viii. 3) M. Pfintzing the

elder (1548); (vol. viii. 4) D. Byigl(r/>ni 1560); (voL x. i)

E. Vend (1567).
' The influence of the German masters— Diirer, Beham,

Aldegrever, Virgil Solis, and others—may be clearly seen in the

work of Mr. C. W. Sherborn, the most distinguished engraver

of book-plates in England. Mr. G. VV. Eve has also learnt

much from the same source.
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M. Bernigeroth, J. W. Meil, J. Striedbeck, D.
Chodowiecki, the CSntgens, the Fridrichs, M.
Tyrofif, J. G. von Miillcr, till we come, in the present

day, to W. Ungcr, C. L. Becker, M. Gube, P.

Halm, Max K linger, Otto Greiner,and H. Vogeler.

The copperplate flourished along with the wood-
cut in the sixteenth century, and during the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, though it had
passed its prime from the artistic point of view, it

was used for book-plates almost exclusively. In

the early part of the nineteenth century also

copper-engraving was much used, but there w^as

a distinct falling off both in the number of plates

engraved and in the quality of the work. After
1 87 1, when there was a general revival in all

the arts, the copperplate and etching again came
to the front, and, though they have met with serious

competition from the cheap modern photographic

rocesses, a considerable number of fine plates

ave been engraved in recent years. In this

respect Germany is surpassed by England and
America in quantity only.^

' The ^'Exlibris-Zeitschrift" has published a laige number
of old plates printed from the original coppeiplates, e.^.^ (vol.

vi. 4) H. Baumgartner, by Barthel Beham {circa 1530); (voL
iv. 4) Haller von Raitenbuch {circa 1600) ; (vol. iii. 4) i\. S.

Coler, the elder (r/m7 161 7), and his son (1643); (veil. iv. i)

M. (lerum {circa 1640) : (vol. v. 3) S. von Birken {circa 1670) :

(vol. V. 4) Franz Freihtrr von Nesselrode (1695); (vol. iv. 1)

J. M. von Stallhurg {circa 17 19) : (vol. vi. 3) the Monastery of
Raigern, 1784, etc. Many of the best modern engraved and
etched exlibris also appear in the same pages, printed from the
original platec^ e,g., (vol. iii. 4) C. L. Becker, by himself

(1893) ; (voL iii. 3) Adolf and Albertine Bachofen von Echt, by
C. L. Becker (1889 and 1893) ; (vol iv. 2 and 3) eight plates

i_-yuu.ud by Google
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The allied art of engraving on steel seems to

have been used very seldom for book-plates, and
the only other fine art to be mentioned here is

LITHOGRAPHY, the ETt of printing from stone. Dis-

covered by Senefelder at Munich, at the end of
the eighteenth century, artistic lithography has
been brought to a high pitch of perfection in

Germany chiefly by the efforts of Dr. C. Wolf and
Son, printers to the Court and University at

Munich, and C. A. Starke of G5rlitz, and is being
employed more and more for the production of

book-plates.

At the present time all the modern photographic
methods of reproduction are being used for ex-

libris, such as PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHY,
CHROMO-LrrHOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAVURE, COLLOTYPE,

the HALF-TONE " proccss, and commonest of all,

the ZINC LINE BLOCK.

Besides the above methods, some recent ex-

periments may be mentioned. Thus the exlibris

may be printed direct on the inside of the cover
or end paper of the book b)^ means of cut stencil-

plates. A series of exlibris has been carried out
in this manner by Ernst Berger, of Munich {see

Exlibris-Zeitschrift," vol. viii. 2), and more re-

cently ( 1899) Anna vonWahl has employed stencils

for book-plates of members of her family/

of the Government Printing Office in Berlin, by P. Voigt

(1894) ; (voL viL i) W, Bode, by Max Klinger (1897) ; (voL

tx. i) W. Felang, by F. Stassen (1898) ; and (vol ix. 4) Helene
Schiissler, by Ludwig Kiihn (1899).

* A number of designs for stencilled plates by Miss Waldron
were reproduced in "De^^oradve Kunst," Munich, voL L 2,

p. 87.
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The earliest stencilled book-plates known to nie

are (
i

) a plate printed in black and red, K. Hardy,

J. N. L.," dated 1747; (2) one in green and red,

of French or Swiss origin (eighteenth century),

Dr. G. J. de Bridoul ; and (3) an " exlibris Duch^,"
also French, circa \ 770.
We may mention also some experiments made

by the well-known painter Hans Thoma, of Frank-
furt/ and Otto Kohler, of Berlin, with ALGRArnv,
an art allied to lithography, the drawing being
made on a plate of aluminium instead of on stone.

Similar experiments have been made with zinc

plates by Miss M. Fiedler, of Dresden, and even
with glass by O. Schwindrazheim, of Hamburi^.

It is impossible to give here any further technical

details concern ing the various methods of repro-

duction named,- from the woodcut to the zinc

block. Information on the subject may be found
in any handbook, and it is only necessary to say
here that, for the reproduction of book-plates, the

copperplate is the most exj^ensive, and the zinc

block the cheapest. The ten volumes of the Ex-
libris- Zeitschrift" give numerous examples of all

methods of reproduction, and the illustrations in

the presentvolume itselfwill give sufficient material

for comparison.

For the sake of completeness, it may further be
noticed that in Germany in the seventeenth, and
in England in the eighteenth century, cases have
been found, where the owner has Impressed his

seal into a book, either with a wafer or even with

^ Now Director of the Art Gallery at Karlsruhe.
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sealing wax. The reason for this must usually

have been the want of a proper book-plate, but in

one case at least (a German exlibris, "J. F.J. D,"

eighteenth century) the seal is found alongside of

the heraldic book-plate, engraved on copper. The
owner no doubt thought thereby to render the

proof of property still more conclusive. Fortun-

ately this unpractical and ugly custom has not

become usual.

We hnd also black prints from iron plates

(seventeenth century) and black or blue prints

from brass stamps, the precursors of our india-

rubber stamps. Indeed the metal dies made for

stamping in gold upon leather bindings have
been printed in black on paper and stuck into

books \c.g,, Erhart Voit, Abbot of Kremsmiinster.

15S7). Such stamps, whether ot metal or india-

rubber, are, however, as a rule inartistic, and
lacking in beauty and clearness. Finally the die

stamps of our own time may be mentioned, which
are stamped into the end paper with a punch and
stand out like a stamped address on note paper :

e.g., Dom Pedro August, Prince of Sachs-Coburg-

Gotha {circa 1892), coronet with inscription. Or
die die is stamped oh small square labels which
are then fixed in the book, e.g.^ F. Berg, 1 900, in

blue on white and gold on white.



CHAPTER II

GERMAN AND ENGLISH HERALDRY*

VERY large proportion of German
book-plates from the fifteenth century
to the present time display armorial

bearings, and it is necessary therefore

to devote some s[xice to German heraldry.

Heraldry probably had its origin in FrancCt
where it reached a high pitch of development.
What now remains of it in that country is but a
shadow of the beautiful heraldic art applied to

seals and coats of arms in the Middle A^res. And
although at the present time, in spite of the re-

publican form of government, the French take a
remarkable pleasure in armorial bearings, yet in
the drawing of coats of arms» old or new» so many
mistakes are made, and styles, periods, and cen-

turies so mingled together, that only in very ex-

^ Authorities consiilted: Professor Ad. M. Hildebiandt's
" Wappenfibel " ; l\ Warnecke and Professor E. Doepler's
" Heraldisches Handbuch"; H. G. Strohl's " Heraldischer
Atlas " and the same author's article in Kunst und Kunsthand-
werk" (Vienna, 1S99, iL 7).
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ceptional cases does it appear that any attention is

paid to the fundamental laws of heraldry. One of*

the chief causes of this state of things is the lack

of a good modem handbook of heraldry in French,
which might make the good old examples and
rules more generally known, and throw overboard
the hideous monstrosities of later times.

In Germany and England the case is different.

The heraldry of these two countries is nearly

allied, and the general principles are much alike.

In the last two centuries, however, English heraldry
has been cramped and fettered by a number of
new rules, which are now firmly established,

while in Germany more freedom remains and it is

sufficient to pay attention to the old fundamental
laws.

Both countries have to record a decline in the

beauty of heraldic representation at the end of the
eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth century
-—a decline which corresponds with the fashion

and Zeitgeist of that period. And both countries,

Germany rather earlier than England, have made
a return during the last quarter of a century to the

good old manner, and the eariier style, with the

result that the beauty of heraldic designs has

sensibly increased: of English artists, I need only

mention the names of Father Anselm (Baker),

C. W. Sherborn, G. W. Eve and J. Vinycomb.

To come to details and the differences between
German and English heraldry, it may be noticed

that it is not a German, or Austrian, but an ex-

clusively English custom to place the Crest
D
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18 German Bfiok-plat^s .

{Zimier, Helmzier), with wreath, directly on the
• shield, or even floating in the air above it. In

Germany the locrical rule is that a crest cannot

exist alone, and must not be represented witliout

helmet and lambrequin. It is imagined as bound
or screwed to the helmet, as in reality it was. Of
course it is easy to point to German desims and
book-plates where the English custom is fcJlowed

;

but the reason for them is generally not far to seek.

In the first place it was the fashion in Germany in

the early part of the nineteentli century to copy
foreign methods simply because they were foreign

:—an error which has gradually disappeared during

the last thirty years. Then again the reason is

often to be found in the home and ori^jin of the

plates : thus, forexample, people living at Hamburg
or at Hanover in the first half of the nineteenth cen-

tury, and having frequent relations with London,
would often have their ex-libris made there.

These, however, are only the exceptions which
prove the rule.

The same remarks apply to the English fashion

of allowing the crest to float in the air above the

shield, instead of being attached to it as the
German custom demands.
Many Forms of Shields, also, such as the

Georgian triangular cusped variety (or spade-
shield, the English pelta) and the modern or
"die-sinker" shield are never found in Germany
except in the first half of the nineteenth century.

The Position and Shape of the Helmet has no
significance in Germany. In modem English
heraldry, however, the following rules are binding
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—tliough they are not recognized in old English
heraldry, as many old monuments show.
Royal Helmet : Gold, full-faced, with six bars.

Peer's Helmet: Silver, in profile, with five

golden bars.

Baronet's or Knight's Helmet : Steel, dec-

orated with silver, full-faced, with open visor.

Esquire's Helmet: Steel, in profile, with visor

shut.

These differences in the position and form of the
helmet are unknown to German heraldry, which has
two rules onl)- : (i) If several helmets arc repre-

sented, the centre one is shown full-faced, those

on each side look in cr towards it—half beinix thus

turned to the dexter, half to the sinister; (2) the

helmet and crest must be placed in corresponding
positions, f.^., if the crest cannot be drawn in pro-

file, the helmet must also be placed affrontee, and
vice versa. In Germany it is heraldically and
loi^ically inadmissible to place the helmet full-faced

and the crest on it sideways, for the crest is

fastened to the helmet and must turn with it

Otherwise it is open to the draughtsman and
desig'ner to give the helmet any position which he
thinks the beauty and style of the design require.

Thus a spread-eagle on a helmet aJ/rofiUc would
show both wings, but if turned sideways only one
wing would be visible, or at most the second wing
would be only half seen.

In Germany there is only one helmet which has

a specific form, viz., the so-called Royal Helmet
(gold, with open vizor) : but this French invention

was only imported into Germany in the eighteenth
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century, and was rightly discarded by the Emperor
Frederick III., when Crown Prince, in favour of

the tilting helmet, as shown on his seal. The
Emperor William II. has also discarded the

Royal Helmet,.and adopted the old German barred

helmet
The Number ok Bars on a helmet with an open

vizor, varies in German heraldry between h\ c and
seven and is not definitely fixed as in England.

The Nu.MBER OF Helmets is not, in Germany, a
sign of rank, but a historical outcome of the new
estates which have come into the possession of a
family through conquest, inheritance, marriage, sale,

etc., and their arms, in the same way a shield

with many quarterini^s shows only in a secondary

degree descent and alliances ; it is rather a record

of the accession of estates, or territories, whose
arms—mostly those of a family—^have been added
to the shield from the fifteenth century onward.*
Thus whereas the coat of arms of a gentleman in

England often bt^ars thirty or more quarterings, in

Germany only a few states and some of the older

families, who own extensive properties, have coats

with more than four or five quarterings.

Old German families nowadays often prefer to

use only the original arms of their house, without

^ In the case of what is called the lower nobility many-
quartered shields occur almost wholly in specially granted coats

ofarms, and have no reference to descent, etc. The quarterings

of counts and barons sometimes display the arms of the mother's

family, or they refer to some circumstance connected with the

ermoblement of the owner, or they form part of the territorial

arms (a so-called Gnadenuichen or "mark of grace"): often

they are entirely arbitrary.
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those of more recently acquired properties which
have oftenpassedagain out oftheirpossession. The
old rule still holds mod : the simpler the coat of

anns» the older and at the same time the more
beautiful it looks.

In England the eldest son bears his father's

arms, with a Labki, as mark of cadency;^ in

Germany, on the other liand, the label is the mark
of the younger line ofa house. • It is now, however,
hardly ever used.

Supporters have no definite position in German
heraldry—except in some modern instances where
they have been specially iLi^ranted with the arms

—

nor are they nearly so numerous as in Enirland,

whose colonial possessions have brought about the

use <^ many strange animals as supporters. In
Great Britain they are borne only by Peers» Knights
of the Garter, Knights Grand Cross of the Hath,

Baronets of Nova Scotia, and a few families to

whom they have been expressly granted, or who
have used them from early times.

Badges, which play a considerable part in

English heraldry, are unknown in Germany.
These devices or cognizances do not form an
intCLrral part of the armorial bearings, but are

separate marks of distinction, often borne instead

of the more complicated coat of arms* They were

* The second son bears a crescent, the third a mullet, the
fDurth a market, the fifth an annulet, the sixth a fleur-de-lys, the

seventh a rose, the eighth a cross moline, the ninth a double
quatrefoil. On the death of the father the eldest son lays aside

the label, but the remaining sons and their descendants retain

their marlu of cadency.
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formerly embroidered on the breasts or backs of

soldiers, or on the sleeves of servants and retainers,

and were used also for decorative purposes. As
instances of badges we may mention the plume of

ostrich feathers passing through ascroUwith the old

German motto Ich dien " of the Prince of Wales,
the white and red roses of York and Lancaster,

the Tudor rose, white and red, and the '* bloody
hand" of Ulster—the badi;e borne by baronets.

Since the time of Queen Anne the badges of the

United Kingdom are the Tudor Rose for England,

the Thistle for Scotland and the Shamrock for Ire-

land,towhich maynowbeaddedthe Lotus for India.
This luiglish system of badges is, as we have

said, unknown in Germjiny, but somewhat analog-

ous to it is the decorative use of a part of the
crest or the separate charges on the shield, e.g.,

in painting, wood-carvine, embroidery, etc.

The observance of ttie two countries in the
matter of Crowns and Coronets is radically

dift'erent.

Apart from the crown of the Holy Roman
Empire with one arch, that of the German Emperor
since 1871 with three arches, and those of the

German Empress, the German Crown Prince, the
Emperor of Austria, the King of Hungary, and
the Oueen of Eni^land and the Coronet of the

Prince of Wales, which have fixed shapes and are

known to everyone, the forms given below are
recognized in Germany and Austria, and, though
not established by law, have the authority of
long usage.

Coronets of degree, which came into general use
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onK' within the last two hundred years, must not be
confounded with the old three-leaved crest-coronets

which were formerly placed above the helmets of

princes and nobles. Moreover, it is an outrage

against the rules of German heraldry to place a
modern coronet, only two hundred years old, on
an old helmet which may be earlier in date by two
or three centuries. A mediaeval helmet should
have over it onlv the old three-leaved coronet,

which indicates not that the bearer belongs to the

higher or lower nobility, but merely that, according

to the old saying, he was *'zu Schild und Helm
geboren "

—

i.e.^ d^at he was of noble rank/
It follows that the coronet has no place in the

arms of an esquire, who must either use the wreath
to join helmet and crest, or let the crest rise direct

from the helmet and lambrequin. The wreath in

Germany is generally depicted as a twisted roll of

cloth, and never cigar-shaped, as is not unusual in

England.
So also it is not consistent with good German

heraldr}^—though it has often been dojie of late

years—to place a coronet of degree on the shield

and at the same time to add one or more helmets
above it. in reality it was only possible to wear
one of the two, either a helmet or a coronet, but
not both at once—^the modem coronet of degree

* Tn the grants of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

these coronets were wrongly called, in the official language of the

dav, *' royal crowns." The original German houses did not, in

the earliest times, bear these coronets, which were afterwards

granted to &iiiilies who received patent of nobility, and thus

came into more general usew
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below and the old helmet above. So that if it is

considered necessary to sic;"nify the rank of the

bearer by a coronet, the helmet, mantling and crest

must be omitted, and the coronet placed directly on
the upper edge of the shield (not floating in the air

above it). As these coronets are only two hundred
years old, the shield in this case must not be early

mediaeval, Roman or Gothic in form : the best

shape for this purpose is the last true form of shield

—round at the base and square at the top.

The German Crowns and Coronets of Degree
are the following

:

a. Royal Crown (fig. i): Ei^^ht arches, open
inside, except in Prussia, where the inner space

is tilled with a crimson cap. The Kings
Crown is borne also by the Royal Princes and
the Austrian Archdukes. [Title, MajesULt,

Kdnigliche Hoheit, Kaiserliche Hoheit."]

d. Grand Duke's Crown : Eight arches, with a
crimson cap, filling half the space inside. As
a matter of fact this crown exists no longer,

as every Grand Duke bears the open Royal
Crown ["Kdnigliche Hohdt "].

c. Duke's Crown (fig. 2): Eight arches filled

with cap. The earlier form of Duke's Crown
has ermine instead of the metal circlet.

[*'Hoheit."]

d. Prince's Crown {FUrstenliut^ fig. 3) : The
crown of the mediatized Princes of the so-

called higher nobility (originally immediaie
Princes of the HolyRoman Empire)—Ermine
circleti crimson cap, four arches set with pearls
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(6g. 4). The crown ofnon-mediatized Princes

has instead of the ermine a metal circlet with
six points. [" Durchlaucht/']

€. Count's Coronet {Erlaiiclit-Grafejiknmc, figs.

5 and 6): The Coronet of Counts of the higher

nobility (originally immediate'). Metal
circlet, with eight leaves (five visible) alter-

nating with pearls ; within is a crimson cap, on
which Heads of houses have the so-called

*' Reichsapfel " (imperial apple), others an
ermine tassel. ErlauchC "Erlauchtig
Hochgeboren."]

f. Count's Coronet (fig. 7) : Counts of the

lower nobility have a circlet with sixteen

pearls set on high spikes, nine being visible.

[" Hochgeboren."]

g. Baron's Coronet (fig. 8) : A similar coro-

net with twelve pearls (seven visible). [*'Hoch-

wohlgeboren."]

h. Noble's Coronet (fig. 9) : The coronet of
the aristocracy {edelleute, ** von ") is either the
old noble's coronet—five leaves alternating

with four pearls (three leaves and two pearls

visible), or the modern form, usual in Southern
Germany—a circlet with five visible spikes.

[" Hochwohlgeboren."]

There arc, of course, many differences in the

details of the various coronets, which, however, are

not of importance for our purpose, and need not
be noticed here.

It must further be mentioned that, although cor-

.

onets of degree came into use about two hundred
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years ago, yet many armorial book-plates of the

eighteenth century display coronets on which the

number of pearls bears no relation to the owner^s
rank. Thus exlibris and arms of commoners exist

which have coronets with three, six, eight, nine and
twelve pearls, or, in some cases, even roses. Such
instances, are, however, not confined to Germany,
but are much more common in France and Alsace,

then a French possession, where no fixed rules

as to coronets of degree were observed ; the pearl-

coronet was in those countries (see, e.g., several

book-plates by Stricdbeck of Strassburg) often

no more than an ornamental accessory, designed
to serve the owner's vanity.

The Mural Crown surmounting the shields of

cities is of modern origin. That of Residencies

shows five towers, other cities having three only
(fig. 10).

'

English Cukonets or Degree are the follow-

ing:

I. Duke's Coronet (fig. 11) : Circlet height-

ened with eight strawberry leaves, of which
five are visible, inclosing a crimson cap, turned

up with ermine, and a gold tassel. His
Grace."]

k. Marquess's Coron;£t: Circlet with four

leaves, alternating with pearls,^ showing three

leaves and two pearls (fig. 12). [''Most
Honourable."]

• /. Earl's Cukunet : Circlet with eight pearls

^ The balls technically called pearls are made of silver.
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on tall spikes with smaller leaves between
them (showing five pearls and four leaves),

(fig. 13). [" Right Honourable."]

, ;;/. \'iscc)UNt's Coronet: Circlet with twelve
pearls without stems (seven visible), (fig. 14).

[" Right Honourable."]
n. Baron's Coronet: Circlet with six pearls

without stems (four visible), (fig. 15). ["Right
Honourable."]

All the above coronets may inclose a crimson
cap turned up with ermine.

In German armorial design the following are

the chief Stvi.ks and Pkriods, which must be
carefully distinguished. It is an offence against

the laws both of heraldry and of style to mix
details of different periods in the same composition,

and in heraldic art especially, style is strongly

marked.

a. Romanesque and Early Gothic (twelfth

to fifteenth centimes). Triangular shield.

Heaume { Topf/iclm, fig. 16), and Pot helmet
Knhc/lich)i (fig. 17).

b. Late Gothic (fifteenth and sixteenthcenturies).

Targe {TartscJu\ fig. 18); round-based shield

(fig. 19); tilting helmet {Sieckkelm, fig. 18),
and barred hornet {Spano^enhelm, fig. 19). It

has been custoniar) since the sixteenth century
to use the tilting helmet without bars for the

arms of commoners, and tlie barred helmet for

nobles. This Js incorrect, as it was, of course,

the noblewho originallyused the tiltinghelmet
in tournaments, to which commoners were not
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admissible. In the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries vakie was attached to the different

styles of helmets, as is shown by the exlibris

%3>

BOOK-PLATE OF DR. (JEORG SEEFRIED.

By Wolfgang Kilian {area 1650).

of Dr. Georg Seefried of N uremberg, by Wolf-
gang Kilian {circa 1650). At first Seefried

bore the commoners tilting helmet on both
sizes of his exlibris, and afterwards had it

altered on the copperplate to the older and
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more hif^hly esteemed barred helmet. The
lower end of the eye-hole of the tiltini,^ helmet

may still be seen on the altered plate between
the visor and the mantling in front No one
with a knowledge.of heraldry now uses either

form of helmet as a sign of rank, but indiflTer-

ently accordin^r to the style uf the design or
the wishes of the owner.

c» Renaissance (sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies). Fanciful shields with symmetrical

indentations on each side, notched and
scrolled, or cartouches, with barred or fanciful

helmets (fig. 20).

d. Baroque (16 10); Rococo (1740); Debased
rococo (Zopf) (seventeenth to nineteenth cen-

turies). Shields of the most arbitrary shapes,

Srenerally with frames out of all proportion

;

anciful helmets, or, more usually, coronets

instead of helmets (figs. 21, 22).

Empire, Period of Napoleon 1.

e* Present Day. Since 1871 the modern revival

of taste has led designers back to the good
styles and patterns of earl) times, and in spite

of Japanese influence and the modem festoon,

flower and scroll style, the old forms must be
adhered to, since nowadays arms are used
merely as the expression of clan feelini^—the

outward sign binding the family together—or
for purely decorative purposes. New forms
of shields cannot therefore be invented, since

shields are no longer borne in battle or tour-

nament. It is the same with the helmets of

past ages ; no one with any intelligence would
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be tempted, now that times have changed, to

place a modern infantry or cavalry helmet on
a shield belonging to a bygone century. Good
German heraldic draughtsmen such as Pro-
fessor E. Doepler, Professor A. M. Hilde-
brandt, H. G. Str5hl, or £. Krahl, have»
however, proved that old types of arms can
well be brought into harmony with modern
tendencies of style or composition. One thing

only is necessary—good taste.

The most important part of the armorial bearings

is the Shield and its charges. Originally the shield

was used alone to represent the owner's arms on
seals, etc., and now also it often appears by itself.

In the Middle Ages, and again at the present day,

the shield is often tilted to the right/ instead of

being placed upright, as if it were hung slanting on
a nail from its strap.

If two shields are placed opposite to one another,

as in the arms of husband and wife, the old rule,

now again observed, of ''heraldic courtesy" de-

mands that the charges on the husband's shield

be turned round so as to face the charges on the

wife's shield, t.^., the husband's shield must not be
so wanting in politeness as to turn its back, so to
speak, on the wife's shield, but the charges must
face each other.

The available space and the scope of the present

' It is hardly necessary to say that the heraldic /-/X'/// or
dexter side is the spectator's left and vice versa, the sliicld

being considered from the point of view of the bearer, who
held it on his chest or shoulder.
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volume forbid a detailed account of the various

heraldic char<Tes, and the language of blazonry.

It is enoiiorh to say. that in Germany the Eagle and
the Lion are the charges most frecjuently met with.

Next in importance to the shield come the Hel-
met, Crest and Lambrequin, which must of course

harmonise in style with the shield ; it would be a
breach of the German rule to combine a Gothic
shield with a renaissance helmet. Of the position

of helmet and crest we have already spoken.

The Helmet must be placed on the shield, not

floating in the air above it, or balanced on it in one
comer. If the shield is tilted, the helmet is placed

on the highest comer of it, but if more than one
helmet is shown, the shield must be placed upright,

with all the helmets on the upper edge. Helmets
maybe placed on the heads of supporters, whether
men or animals.

The oldest Crests were eagle's wings, horns of

oxen, lime twigs, etc., and were either real wings,

homs, and twigs, or made of leather, wood, cloth,

tin or other material. Later came figures, hats,

caps, ** Schirmhretter," etc. Originally crests were
changeable, i,e,, the same person, and the dif-

ferent members of one family, would not always
use the same crest ; not until the second half of the

fourteenth century did crests become hereditary,

and appertaining to one house and one branch of
the family.

Very common crests in German heraldry are

th^douile horns, which are often wrongly described

(^./;, in the ** Ex-Libris Journal," Dec 1893).
They are neither elephant's tusks or trunks, nor

F
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chalumeaux (as Warren says in his *• Guide nor
wind instruments, but the horns of the ordinary

domestic ox, which were borne on the hehiiet by
the old Germans in the earliest times, together with

the scalpy to give a martial appearance, and also to

afford protection to the head against blows.

It was not until heraldry deteriorated that the

points of the horns were made into orifices, in

which feathers, banners, etc., were stuck. The
original significance of the horns was forgotten,

and they were ornamented in the same way as

huntsmen's horns. Anyone, however, who has in-

herited horns as his family crest, should remember
that they are the horns of oxen, and depict them
with pointed ends.

The Wreath and Crest-Coronet serve to con-

nect the helmet and crest.

The Lambrequin was originally a short piece of
material, which was worn as a protection for the

neck against heat and rain, and was depicted

either hanging down, or flying out behind. As
the mantling was in reaHty constantly cut and
torn (** gezaddelt it came to be represented

with ragged edges, and by the middle of the fif-

teenth century,&e cuts had developed into leaf>like

serrations, or flowing* scrolls, ending in Gothic
trefoils. At ilu; end of the fifteenth and in the two
following centuries, the flowing ends were drawn
in the shape of the acanthus leaf, and the mantling*

the originalmeaning ofwhich was forgotten, became
more and more luxuriant and extravagant
As a rule the mantling shows the colours of the

shield, but the beautilul and effective British
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custom of powdering the folds with heraldic forms
(leaves, stars, hearts, etc.) is unknown in (lermany.

If a shield with a helmet is represented, the
latter must always be provided with crest and
lambrequin.

Supporters are not an essential part of German
armoriarbearings, but used to be borne at will and
were not necessarily hereditary. They were used
in early times, but do not appear before 1456 in

the arms of commoners.
In Germany, if supporters are chosen at all, one

or two may be borne according to personal wish,

or the style of design and room available—except,

of course, when they are specially granted. The
most usual supporters are lions, but stags, griffins,

bearS| dogs» unicorns, and angels, saints, wild men
and women, lancers, knights, maids, etc., are also

found.

In modem times, when special supporters have
been definitely mentioned— contrary to the old

custom—in grants of arms, these alone are borne
as a rule by the families in question.

The ex-libris, here reproduced (p. 35), of Christo-

phorus Hieronymus Kress van Kressenstein^ of
Nuremberg (copperplate, circa 1650) shows how,
eg,, saints were used as supporters, St. Christopher
and St. Jerome, his patron saints, being placed on
either side of the shield. '

This is all that need be said of the ancient rules

of heraldry. Among comparatively recent acces-

sions are theCoRONETS ofdegree already mentioned
and the different Hats of ecclesiastical dignitaries.

In Germany and Austria, the Cardinal's hat has iive
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tassels hanging down on either side, the arch-

bishop's hat four, and the bishop's hat three.

There are besides various Orders, Decorations,
Armorial Mantles and Pavilions, Devices and
Mottoes, all of which are more or less heraldic in

character.

Banners and Standards, which often bore her-

aldic charges (without a shield) or devices, were a
development of the old lance-pennons, which had
originally no connection with the armorial bearings

or the colours of the shield. Charges on the stan-

dard always look towards the staff. The modern
German cavalry-pennons bear for the first time

the territorial colours.

The Origin of Heraldry dates from about the

year 1 1 50, to which year belong also the earliest

known German seals. The earliest known crest

is that of King Richard I. of England.
HousK-MARKS {Hausmavkefi), which have been

used in Germany, by commoners only, since the

fourteenth century, were at first personal, after-

wards hereditary. They consisted of wands,
crosses and geometrical figures of all kinds, with
no frame round them, and did not form armorial

bearings, of which, however, they may take the

place if set on a shield, and duly coloured.

The old Heraldic Tii^ctures are

:

Metals : a, Or, gold (Ger. gold or gelb)
;

b.

Argent, silver (Ger. silber or weiss),

CoLOL RS. c. Gules, red {roth)
;

Azure, blue

(d/au) ; e, Vert, green {griiji) ; /, Sable,

black {schwarz) ; and of more recent origin.
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but now seldom used, Purpure, purple
(purpur) ; h. Brown {draun) ; i, Iron (Eisen),

The two last are unknown in England.

As in English heraldry, metal must not be placed
upon metal, nor colour upon colour. If a coat of

arms is not represented with real colours, tincture

signs are used, as shown in the plate on p. 25 (fig.

23» a'g). These signs are of late origin, dating

from 1 638, and as they are inartistic and ineffective^

they are now very often omitted altogether, especi-

ally in crowded shields or very small drawings, and
in sculpture or wood-carvini^. They should not,

of course, be used on shields drawn in the mediaeval
style, as they were not invented at that period.

Diapering was often used in eariy times to

relieve the blank spaces on shields, and a beautiful

effect may be produced by this means. The
background is covered with small ornamental
devices, which form no part of the armorial bear-

ings, and care must be taken that they are sub-

ordinated to the charges on the held. (See book-
plate ofthe monastery of Niederaltaich reproduced
opposite.)

Many arms contain an allusion, more or less

veiled, to the name of the bearer. These are

called Canting Arms : e,g.y the Red Castle {Rathe

BurgV of Rothenburg ; the Fish of Fischer ; the
breeches {Hose) of Hos, etc.

The custom of placing Monograms which are,

generally speaking, quite modern conceptions, on
a shield is essentially unheraldic.

In conclusion we may mention a shield which

yu,^ jd by Google
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often appears on German book-plates—that of the
German Kunstlerwappen (Arms of the Guild of

Artists), which, in contrast to those of Holland and
France, bears gules (not azure) three escutcheons

argent (fig. 24). The crest is a maiden vested

aigent» between two buck's horns proper; the

mantling shows the colours of the field.

BOOK-PLATB OF THB MONASTERY OF ST. MAURICE,
NIBDSRALTAICH (1622).



CHAPTER III

INSCRIPTIONS ON BOOK-PLATES

HE most necessary lettering on an ex-
libris is the NAME of the owner. With-
out this, the plate does not fulfil its chief

object, which is to indicate to whom the

volume belongs, and to whom the borrower is to

return it. Initial letters, monograms or nameless

coats of arms are not sufficient and it is of the
utmost practical importance that the full name of
the possessor should be displayed on the book-
plate, whatever the rest of the design may be.

This rule of practical expediency was followed

by the oldest owners of book-plates, and from the

fifteenth to the eighteenthcentury, nameless exlibris

are comparatively scarce. In the eighteenth cen-
tury, however, plates bearing only a coat of arms,

or a svmboHcal desicrn without a name, are fre-

quently met with. To find the correct family names
for these anonymous armorials, etc., is often a most
difficult task ; indeed, an elaborate search through
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the numerous heraldic books of reference and
dictionaries of armorial bearings which exist in

Germany, will result in the identification of two-
tiiirds at the outside. It is generally quite impos-
sible to determine the actual owner of a volume, or
even his Christian name, yet one would often be
glad to know to which particular member of a

family a book-plate and book belonged, or still

belongs. In exiibris, as in everyday life,

anonymity is strictly to be avoided.

(B^ Besides the owner's name we meet with
PHRASES of BOOK-POSSESSION of a most Varied

nature* They are found in German, and also in

Latin, especially in early times when it was still the

lai^uage of the learned world, and less frequently

in ^reek and Hebrew ; French also was often used
on German bookplates of the eighteenth century.

We give here a selection of these phrases of
ownership, without attempting a complete list of

all the forms employed.

German :

Fiir meine Freundc und mich (Schwarzkopf, 1791).

Gropius und seinen Freundcn (18 . . ).

Fiir mich und mein Haus (v. Retbeig, 186 . ).

Bibliothek des ^ron NeufviUe, 189 1).

Zur Bibliothek (Kreuzschule^ 18 .
.

).

Zar Leihebibliothek (Waisenhausbuchhandlung, Bruns-

wick, 17 . . )•

Der (Heideloff'schen) Bibliothek gehorig (18 . . ).

Aus der Bibliothek der (Grafin Hahn, 1890).

Die Bibliothek von mir gestift,

' See " Exlibris Zeitschrift," vol. ii., No. a, pp. 3-7 ; No. 4,

pp. 19-21 ; voL v., pp. 59'6o.

G
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Im Lorentzer Pfarrhof aufgericht (Vennitzer, i6iS}.

Bibliothekzeichen dcs (P. Hildcn, 1894).
Biicherci (Jansfcldc, 18 . . ).

Aus der Bucherei (Stetten, 18 . . ).

's Bucher (Milhauser, 17..)*
Zu den Biichem (Hegner, 17 . . )*

Aus den Buchem (Bredetin^ 17 .
.

).

Gehdrig za denen Buchem (Geoigii Bogner, 17 . . )•

Biichersammlung (Reinecke, 17 . . )•

Aus der
|

Zu meiner - Biichersammlung (17 . . ).

N^ der I

Aus dcni (Orthischcii) Hiichervorrath (17 . , ).

Eigenlhiim von ('rhurn und Taxis, 18 . . ).

Der Hoch.s( hule zu (Strasshurg, 187 .
,
Heidelberg, 188 . ).

Aus tlem \'ernia( hntiss (Jasche, i 787).

Das puch und der schilt ist . . . (universal exlibris, 1489).

Diei Kleeblattlein, solches ist der Seyler \Vappenzier,

Drum schiitzt es auch dies Biichel hier (Seyler, 1891).

Kdne Leihbibliothek (v. Gaudy, x8 . . ).

Mir und Dir ! (v. Hase, 1876).
Gefaort nach Wettbeigen (v. Retbeig, x86 . ).

Dass metn Andenken bleib' ip dieser Bucherei
Steir ich auch dieses Buch den Herrschaftsbuchem bei.

Die " Hohe Lohe"gdnn' ihm ein Gnadenstrahl,

So stets 2u ihrem Dienst, mir aum Gediichtnissmahl (Griiflich

Hohenlohe'scher Rath Wolff, 1708).

Was du hier siehst, ist mein und dein,

Die Kunst wird dich wie mtch erfreun, I

Nahmst Du was mit, hatt* ich's gar gem,
Wenn's geistig ; handlich bleib's dir fern (H. Lempertz, 18 .

.
).

Um jedem anzuzcigen,

Da.sh dieses Buch mein eigcn,

Fiigt' ich dies Zeichen ein (Lutcke, 189 . ).

Dies Huch gehort in nicine Hand,
Klisc Hauscn bin ich genannt,
Francke bin ic h gcborcn.

Wer's find't, ich habs verloren (Freifrau v. Hausen, 1893).

I
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Elisabeth, Heiligc, Rosengeheiligte,

Schutie das Wenige, was mir gehort (Elisabeth v. Hausen,
1894).

Laim:
Ei bibliotheca and Ad bibliothecam (very frequent).

Signiim bibliothecae (Sternberg, 1762).
Signetum „ (Magdeburg, 1597).
Symbolum „ (Nack, I759)*

Insigne, Insignia bibliothecae, or librorum.
Ex calalogo bibliothecae.

Ex bibliophylacio (Altmann. 17..).
Sum bibliothecae fratrum (Uammelburg, 1762).
Liber (Ebner, 1516).

Ex libris, Ad libros, Ex libris bibliothecae (very frequent).

Ex libris . . . ah . . . collectis (Deutschordenskommende,
Vienna and Liiu, 16 . . ).

Ex coUectione librorum (Harscher, 17 . . ).

Unus ex coUectioiie libioram (Bimbecken, 1 720).

Inacr. CataL libioram (Graf Enzenberg, 17 . . )•

Plitiotnis libri (Bishop Melchior of Constance, 1529).
Iste liber est (Pluml, 1492. Polting, 1560).
libconim signum (L. Clerid, 18 . . ).

Possessor hujus libri (Filser, 1725).
Proprium (Frisingense, Freising, 1727).

Ex libria, Ex lihraria. Ex suppellectile libraria(Zahn, 17 . . ).

Suppellex librorum (S( hmidner, circa 1670).

Fro ejusdem bibliotheca (Cathedral Chapter, Eichstatt,

16 . . ).

Ex museo (Schopflin, 17.. ).

Ex fructihus (Barkhaus, 17 . . ).

In usuni. Ad usum (Teubern, Eder, 17 . . ).

Me pobscdit. . . .

Verus possessor (Hogger, 170. ).

Sum J(jannis ConeL Sors olim licet nonnunquam recedat
redit (Keil, 155 . ).

Wessofontani proba sum possessio claustri (Wessobrunn,
1706).

Meque Hirostephani bibliotheca tenet (Weihenstephan,

17 . . )•

Hie liber spectat ad monasteriuro Benedictbeuero (15 . . )•
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Patriae et amicis (Pfinziiig, 1569).

Sibi et amids (Pirckhdmer, 1503).

Sibi et 81118 (Sdiiifer, 15 . . )•

Amico amiciis (Ptew, 16 . . ).

Gleimii et amicorum (17 . . ).

Musis et amicis (Baur, 17 . . ).

Amids et mihi (D'Oendi, 18 • • ).

Bibliothecae amicomin.
Nostrum et amicorum.

Non mihi, sed aliis (Savigny, 17 . . ).

Amioonmi, baud omnium.
Nunquam amicorum.
Ex hereditate, Ex dono.

(C.) Many book-plates give Directions about
the return of the volume, e.g.

:

Man bittetum baldige Riickgabe dieses Buches (Kissel, 1 886).

Man bittet um giitige Schonung der entliehenen Biidier

sovrie um deren baldige /uriickgabe (Adamy, 1891).

Wer binntMi . . . das Buch nicht zuriickbringt, bezahlt fiir

jedcn Icnieren Tag . . . Ptcnnigc (Bibliothek des Vereins
vom heiligcn Karl Boromueus, 18 . . ).

Buclicr schonen, baldigst zuruckgebcn ! (von Garczynski,

Ersuchc um baldige Zuruckgabe (Geisslcr, cina i860).

Um bestmoglichste Conservirung derBiicher wird freundlichst

gebeten (L. Vaterloss, drca 1840).

Gieb stcts /uru( k /ur nachsten Frist

Mein Buch, das ni( ht das Deine ist (A. Zschuppe, 1895).

Halt! Mein Buch! (R. P.cnknnl, 1895).

Lies und gieb zuriick (Hanuchcn Kohni, 1900).

Entk ihcr von Hurhcrn aus dieser Sammlung wcrdcn ersucht,

jene iluchcr sorgsam in Acht zu nehmen und bie binnen

14 Tagen wieder zuruckzuliefern.

(A. Hertwig, cina i860).

Niemand darf mich einverleiben,

Ich muss beim Zum Felde bleiben (Zum Felde, 1897).

L.iju.^ijd by GoO'
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Liebes Biichlein lass dir sagen,

Wenn Dich Jcniand weg will tragcn,

Sag, lass mich in meiner Ruh,
Idi gehdie Ros'chen Sperling zu.

(1802 ; this rfajrme is frequent in the Mkrches).

Latin :

Heus ! Domino mc rcdde meo; sic jura reposcunt (Wesso-
bninn, 1706).

Lege et redde.

Lex bibliothecae : Inter 14 dies commodatum ni reddideris,

neque belle ciistodieris, alio tempore dominus: Non
babes, dicam (also dicet), (C. F. Hommel, 1762).

Iste liber pertinet ad S. Nasarium in Laurissa, redde sibi

!

Utere conoesso^ sed nollus abutere libro

;

Lilia non maculat sed modo tangit apis (M. and Th. C
Lilienthal, 1700 and 1750).

See also the two Gerhard inscriptions given below under E.

(I?.) Warnings and Cautions, appealing in-

directly to the sense of honour, are also often found
on exlibris.

German

:

Johannes Gremperii bin ich,

Wiltu was lesen ? brich nit niii h,

Auch thue mich heimlich nit vcrhalten,

Dass ( Jott der Ewig dein muess waken (J. Greraper, 1500)

Anton Mirtschink bin ich genannt,

Groditz ist mein \\itcrland,

Wer dicss liuch stiehlt, der ist schlccht,

Er sei Herr oder Knecht (Gesan^duckt 1795)*

Dieses Biichlein ist mir lieb,

Wer mir's nimmt, der ist ein Dieb,
Wrr mir's aber wicdcrgiebt,

Dtn hab' ich lieb (In Schoolbooks, i8th Cent).

Leih ich dich hinaus

Bleib nicht zu lange aus
;

Komm zuriick nach Haus ;

Nicht mit ii'lecken oder Ohren,
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Wie sie machen nur die Thoren,
Und geh ja mir nicht verloren (A. Stdber 187 . and Sir T.

N. Dick-Lauder, Bart. 1900).

Der liottiose borgt und giebt nicht wieder

(Psalm 37, 21; Pfeiistiicker, 1889).
Latin:

Me sibi jure suum, Dominus propriumque paravit;

Usum concessit sponte cuique bono.
Sed tu, si bonus es. Domino me reddito, gratus.

Si retines^ malus es, nec bonus utus erit (A. Hedio, Konigs-
berg, circa 1650).

Oesaris sum, noli me tangere (J. C. Ketsser, 1706).

(E. ) Warnings grew into threats against book-
stealers, which often denounce the failure to

return books in the strongest language and invoke
curses on the head of the defaulting borrower.

German

:

Aus dicsein Ort, wer etwas raubt,

Dem bleib der Fluch, den Gott getiaut (WoUmurth, 16 . . X

Dieses Tiuch ist mir lieb,

WVt es stiehlt. der ist ein Dieb

;

Er sei Herr oder Rnecht,

Der Galgen ist sein Recht.

Konmit er in cin Haus,

So jagt man ihn hinaus

;

Kommt er an dnen Graben,
So fressen ihn die Raben

:

Kommt er an einen Stein«

So bricht er Hals und Bein (Family Bible, i8th Cent).

Wer das puch stehl, desseiben chel

Muzze sich ertoben

Hoch an elm Galgen oben (14 . . ).

Dyt bork hort Metken vam Holte

;

De dat vind, de do dat wedder,

Edder de Diivel vorbrennt em dat ledder

;

Hoet dy ! (17 . . or 18. . ).
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Die Pest auf ihn, der mir das Buch niclit wiedeigiebt (Marie
von Geyso, 1899).

Wer sdehlt das Buch, den trifft mein Fluch (17 . . ).

German and Latin

:

Hie liber est mein,

Ideo nomen meum scripsi drein ;

Si vis hiinc librum stehlen,

Pendcbis an der Kehlen
;

Tunc veniunt die Raben
Et volunt tibi oculos ausgraben,

Tunc clamabis : Ach, ach, ach !

Ubique tibi recte gescbach. (Germanic Museum MS.)

Honny soit qui ne me rend pas (Wegener, 1899).

J^n fii k and Latin :

Aspice Pierrot pcndu,

Quod librum n a pas rendu,

Pierrot pendu nun fuisset

Si librum reddidisset (A. Stober, i8 . . ).

Latin

:

Est liber ille meus, caveas deponere loco,

Si mihi sustuleris, fur tibi nomen erit (Hartmann, 158 1).

Inspector quare libris his abstine palmas
Ni pravi furis nomen habere ^elis (Tulpen, drca 1675).

Sdto : ultra Septimanae spatium e dicta bibliotheca ne me
tecum retineto. Quisquis me furto abstuleris, ne Deum
intum sentias, Cayeto I (Gerhard, 17 . .).

D. O. S. Bibliothecae Gerhardinae pars sum. Cave, ne
macules, ne laceres, ultra mensem ne e dicta bibUotheca
apud te retineas, furari noli (Gerhard, 17 . . ).

Privatae commoditati ; publicae utilitati ; non furtum

ftdes; ite potius advendentes(Matthew,xxv. ; Oberzell, 175).

Qui te furetur, cum Juda dainpnifuxtur (Mediieval).

Sor I su,,cr 1 scrip \ li
\

poti
\

Mor j superb j rap J a j mon
)

(Mcdiseval).
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Qui te furetur, hie demonis ense seoetur,

Iste sit in baimo qui te furetur in anno (Lorscfa, 13 . . ).

Si rapis hunc librum, prodit te fulminis ales

(J. E. Kayser, 17..; appropriate to the design—an eagle with
lightning).

To come to modern timeSi the following threat

from a written exlibris may be quoted, as it is in

every respect an eloquent production

:

Dieses Buch das ist raein eigen,

\Nxr es anfasst, kriegt Ohrfeigen.

Wer es wegnimmt, der kriegt Keile^

Das sage ich jetzt alleweile.

Bei meinem Herrn hab' ich's gut gebabt,

Das danke ich ihm tausendnial,

Hei dcm da bin gum gcwescn,

Das thut man in dcni Huchc lesen.

(AUvin Starke, IVivate in the 4th C>)mpany of the 104th
Regiment, servant to Lieutenant Erich Freiherr von
Hausen, Chemnitz, 1881).

The so-called Book-curse {^BUcherfiuck) was not
concerned only with the lending of lx>oks, but was
invoked also on all who, while using a volume,
should alter the title, curtail or tamper with texts,

or introduce errors, e.g., into the Scriptures. Book-
curses are ofgreat antiquity ; one occurs in Ruhnus,
about 410, another in the " Sachsenspiegel " about
1 240 ; and in German and Hebrew writings of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, curses are
invoked against pirates and translators.

The Papal excommunication is directed in the

volumes of the Vatican against book-thieves

:

Si quis secus fecerit, libros partemve aliquam
abstulerit, extraxerit, clepserit, rapseritque, carp-

serit, corruperit dolo malo, ille a fidelium com-
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munione ejectus, maledictus anathematis vinculo

colliofatus esto. A quoquam praeterquam Romano
Pontihce ne absolvitor !

"

The written exlibris of the monks of the famous
Mount Athos threatened book-thieves with the

curse of the twelve Apostles and all monks.^
The book-plate of the Benedictine monastery of

St. Peter, at Salzburg (about 1706)'^ contains a
threat of excommunication against book-thieves by
means of a special bull from Pope Clement VI.

;

another threat of excommunication is found on the

exlibris of Brothers Johann G. D. Gottfried and
Aegidius Gelen, priests at Cologne (16 .

{F,) Inscriptions of a more general nature,

MAXIMS, EPIGRAMS and VERSES, dealing with the

contents and value of books, are of course common.
Quotations from German and foreign poets and
from the classics, etc., are employed for the purpose.

From the wealth of such inscriptions a few only
can be given here:

Gtrman :

fileichwie die Bien* aiis Blumen saugt,

Was zu dem siissen Honig taugt,

Also bedient Hcrr Rissling sich

Derguten Biicher nutzbariich. J. Killing. 1664.)

Gellehene Bucher wiedergeben
Wird oft versaumt von Jung und Alten;
Deiin leichter ist's, die Biicher selbst,

Als was darin steht, zu bebalten. (Johanna Kessler, 1895.)

* See Zcitschri/tJSrBikher/reunde, 1897, ii. 101, and E. L. Z.

ffi. 127.
' The fiill woiding is given in the E. I* Z. vi. 46.
* Given in LemperU, Bilderhefte, Exlibris, plate iv. 3.

H
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Wer seme Biicher lieb hat^ voborgt sie nidit
(Caroline Amous, 1896.)

So nahrhaft fur den Gebt, wie fiir die Sinnen siisse.

(Tiattner, 1766.)
In jedem Buch liegt ein eigen Wesen,
Es sind gitf schlimme Lent, die nur ein Buch gelesen.

(Jacobten, 1883.)

A mes livres

:

Plaisants, je vous aime^
Serieux aussi,

Frivoles, de mcme,
Pedants— merci. (J. Jb^lach, Stiassbuig 18 . .)

A mes livres

:

Cheres'ddices de mon &me,
Gardez vous bien, de me quitter,

Quoi(iu'on viennt' vous eniprunter.

Chacun de vous ni'cst une tenuiie.

Qui peut St' laisscT voir sans blame

£t ne se doit jamais preter. (C. Mehl, Strassbuig, 18 . .)
{

LaHn:
Bonitatemet disciplinam et scientiam doce me (Miller, 16 • . )

Uaurit aquam cribris, qui discere vult sine libris.

(Seyringer, 1692.)

Deus nobis haec otia fedt (v. Loen, 1725.)

Scientise ipsrc, ignorantis nostrse testes, (v. Loen, 1725.) I

Aut prodesse volunt, aut dclectare. (Ohlenschlager, 17 . . )

{G,) Another class of Inscriptions—Mottoes
and Devices—can only be briefly mentioned as they
are far too numerous for quotation. Book-lovers
of the past, in common with those of to-day, de-

lighted in placing family mottoes, tags of woridly 1

wisdom, learned reflections, or religious sentiments
on the scrolls or panels of their exlibris, partly from
inner conviction, partly no doubt with a view to I

giving a good impression.

yu.^ jd by Google
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{H.) Initial lettkrs are often found either on
scrolls or printed by themselves above or below

BOOK-PLATE OP THS UNIVERSITY OF TtlBINGElf {.dfta I560).

the coat of arms. These refer sometim^es to the

Christian and surnames of the owner. Thi^



UOOK-PLATE OF SIXTUS KAPSSER, 1 560.
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S.K.D. and D.S.K. on the double exlibris here

reproduced (pp. 52, 53) stand for Sixtus Kapsscr^

Doctor (Munich, 1560) ; W.R.V.R. on a woodcut

BOOK-PLATE OF CHRISTIAN A. CUGEf. VON BRAND.
By Jost Amman {circa 1 583).

of about 1540 Stands for IVo/f Relilinger vo7i Reh-
lingen (Augsburg) ; and V.T. on the woodcut here
shown {circa 1560) '* Universitatis Tuebingensis

"

zz University of Tubingen. (See p. 51.)
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Sometimes, however, the initials refer to a
motto. Thus in the book-plate, reproduced on

p. 54, of Chr. A. Gugel von Nuremberg), a
copperplate by Jost Amman, circa 1583, the

letters C.F.I, (wrongly engraved C.E.I.) stand

for Consilium Fortunam Inhibeat" ; G.G.G. on
the exlibris of J. H^ensireii, copperplate, 16 1 3 (see

p. 56), signify Gott Gebe Gnade"; N.O.O.P.
on the exlibris of Johann Georg von Wcrdenstcin

(Eichstatt), woodcut, about 1560, stand for Non
Omnibus Omnia Placent" ; and A.B.C.D.E.F., a
play on the first letters of the alphabet, on the

plate of Johann Georg Mayr^ Canon of Augsburg
[circa 16 fo), stand for Allein Bei Christus Die
E vv ige Freude " ("With Christ alone is everlasting

peace
Sometimes, again, initial letters refer both to

the owners name and also to the motto which
has obviously been chosen with this intention

:

e.g., on the book-plate of Seyfried Pfiming von
Henfcnfcld (Nuremberg), copperplate by Matthias

Zundt, 1569 (see p. 57), the letters S.P.V.l i. stand

for his name and also for " Saluti Patriae Vixisse

Honestat."; on the plate of Johann WilhelmAVm
von Kressensiein (Nuremberg), copperplate, circa

1650, the letters J.W.C.A.C. refer to both name
and motto (see reproduction, p. 60) ; and on that of

Christof Friedrich Kress vo7i Krcsscnstcin (Nu-
remberg), copperplate, circa 1690, the initials

CF.C^.C.S. stand not only for Christoforus

Fridericus Cress A Cressenstein Scabinus (=
Schdffe, sheriff), but also for his motto, "Christiana

Fides Crescit Ad Caelorum Salutem."



BOOK-PLATE OF JOHANN HEBENSTREIT, 1613.
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A similar play on letters occurs not infrequently

on seventeenth- and eighteenth-century plates :

e.g., that of Magister G. Rupruht^ a clergyman
of Augsburg, copperplate, circa 1770, on which is

the word MiGRAnDVM/' the capital letters

forming the initials of the inscription, Magistri
Georgii Ruprechti Augustani Divini Verbi Minis-
tri." (See p. 61.)

An original double use of Icttc^rs, quite in ac-

cordance with the taste of the eighteenth century,

is seen on the plate of Chr. Heinrich Andreas
Gereti a divine and official at Thorn, about 1760

:

the middle letters of the word "Heinrici" are
engraved large, so that the inscription on the Cross,
LN.R.I., stands out prominently, which the owner,
as a priest, no doubt thought peculiarly becoming.

Anothermonogram ofa mysterious nature occu rs
on two much earlier plates, those of Luther's
opponent. Dr. Johann Mater, called Eck^ of Ingol-
stadt. These coloured woodcuts are probably by
Hans Springinklce, and are dated 1518 and 1522.
On a copy in the Royal Librar\- at Munich, l^ck

himself has written the explanation of the mono-
gram J.M.E.T.—Johannes Maioris (for Maier)
Eckius Theologus (see illustration, chap, vi.,

(I,) Very often, both on old and modem exiibris,

the Date is printed—a great help to the student,

who is then no longer dependent on his knowledge
of style, or comparison with other plates. But
book-plates also followed the custom of the period
and made use of hidden dates. This form of
conundrum is called a CAramgram (or if in verse,
a ChranosticAon), and may be seen in the inscrip-
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tions over diurch portals and on monuments of the

eighteenth century, and on medals even of the

nineteenth. The mode of procedure is to write,

print, or carve those letters ol the inscription

which are also available as figures, in large

characters, so that when added together they
give the date when the plate was engraved, or
when the church was restored, or the medal
struck. A crood example is given by the exlibris

of the Benedictine Monastery of Raigern in

Moravia (copperplates of 1784 and 1789). On
the sides of the press are the following couplets,

printed with large and small letters thus

:

In front

:

OfnCIna Llbrarla stVDIIs
sVaVIorlbusqVe MVsIs saCra

at the back

:

Cura et stM)Io OthMarl praeposltl

NoVIs CopIosIsqVe Llbrls eXornaU.

If the figrure-letters be added up, each couplet will

be found to give the date 1784. The smaller

variety of i 789 has five added in each couplet by
printing another u as V in the words suavioribus'*

que and aira.

A similar chronogram occurs on the book-plate

of Lorenz JCe/tner, of Wittislingen, 1772, where
the typographical inscription runs: **eX testa-

Mento D: LaVrentll KeLLner PLebanI In

WIttlsLlngen " = 1772.

(AT.) A further form of inscription is the Sig-

KATURE of the Engraver or Designer, given either

in full or in form of a monogram or initial letters.



BOOK-PLATE OF JOHANN WILHKLM KRtSS VON KRESSENSTEIN
{circa 1650).
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MiGRAnDVMl
Jf^^r yja j^Mn RahcmiL^ die Cit^datem

permancntem, fed iutumm mquiritfius

M. Geor^itRuprechtt/ Atu^

DuTint VerbiMini^trt.

ROOK-PLATE OF MAGISTPIR OEORl'. RUPRECHT (tT/Vfrt 1 770)
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The signature is usually found in small characters

in the right- or left-hand comer at the foot of the

plate, or hidden in the design. It is to be regretted

that so many plates of the fifteenth, sixteenth, and
seventeenth centuries are unsigned, so that in the

case of many rare and fine exlibris, which are

certainly the work of a distinguished artist, his

identity can only be guessed at It may be hoped
that artists of the present day will take this to

heart, and sign their book-plates as carefully as

they do their larger works.

{L,) Many single letters found on book-plates

are Abbreviations of titles, etc. : thus, J.U.L.
= '* Juris utriusque Licentiatus ; D.V.M. =r
'* Divini Verb! Ministri"; S.R.I. =: "Sacri Romani
Imperii," etc.

(J/.) AbbreviatedWords alsofrequentlyaccom-

pany the artist's signature : e.g\, sc. ~ sculpsit (en-

graved) ; f. = fecit (made) ; del. = delineavit

fdrew) ; gez. =: gezeichnet (drew) ; exc.= excudit

(cut in wood)
;
pmx. = pinxit (painted) ; inv. =: in-

venit (invented)
;
calcogr. = calcogravit (engraved

on copper) ; imp. = iinpressit (printed). The art-

ist's place of residence is also often abbreviated :

e.g.. A.V. =1 Augustae Vindelicorum (Augsburg).
{N.) Another peculiar form of book-plate in*

scription remains to be mentioned, namely, the
LiNKi^D Letters, which enjoyed a temporary
popularit) at the end of the eighteenth and be-

ginning^ of the nineteenth centuries. Large letters,

sometimes as part of other decoration, sometimes
alone, are incoherently linked together, each one
intertwined in a promiscuous manner with the rest»



BOOK-PLATE OF ADAM XWKV.'SEK {ciKCa I740).
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m

SO that the result is a mass of apparently unrelated

lines. As the word—the surname—which they
indicate can only be deciphered with great trouble,

this curious custom cannot be said to have any-

practical value, and belongs rather to the category of
jokes or conundrums. The letters of the heraldic

exlibris reproduced on p. 63 form the name of

Birkner: the plate, which was designed by Johann

B0OK-PL.\TE OF REUSCH {circa 1 7 57).

Jakob Schiibler and engraved by Martin Tyroff, is

that of Adam Birkner, jurist, of Nuremberg (about

1740). A similar plate is that of Reusch (Nurem-
berg), an anonymous copperplate (about 1757),
the engraving of which has also been ascribed to

Martin Tyroff. In this case ** Reusch " is easily

legible. Other plates of the same kind are those

of Kelner (copperplate, circa 1 780) and Frohlich

(lithograph, circa 1840).
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CHAPTER IV

SIZES OF EXLIBRIS

OOK-PLA FES vary considerably in

size, according to that of the volumes
for which they are intended. In the

period immediately following the in-

vention of printing, when many stately folios were
published, hir^^e book-plates were also made to

correspond. The names of the different sizes

of books, which are determined by the number of

times a sheet ofpaper is folded»are as follows : foh'o,

quarto, octavo* duodecimo, sextodecimo (i6mo),
etc. ; Le., a folio has two leaves (= four pages) to

the sheet, a quarto four leaves, an octavo eight

leaves, and so on. These names may also be
applied to the sizes of book-plates.

In all probability the largest plates known, with
the exception of that of Count Breiner, mentioned
below, which is distinctly marked with the words,
" Ex Libris,"were not specially designed as book-
plates, but as ornamental coals of arms : they

were, however, used occasionally as exlibris in

large folios.

K
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The Largest Book-plates known are the follow-

ing:

{A.) Old Plates, drawn and cololrld bv

UAND :

Benedikt KUnkervogel^ annorial with inscription, 1581

;

9f in. wide x 15 in. high.

Heinrich II ToMng (Luniebuig), armorial, ana 1498 (see

below, chap, vi.) ; n in. x 13I in.

Geoig GwanduAmeider (NufembergX armorial with inscrii>-

tion, 1585 ; 7f in. X i$i in.

(B.) Old printed Plates:

Ferdinand liarth von Harmatinj^ (Munich), copperplate,

armorial bearings between inscriptions, circa \ 690

;

12 j- in. X 16^ in. (Some doubt has been thrown on this

as an exlibris.)

Sebald Milltier tfon Zmeyradetty co^jperplate, signed P. W.

;

coat of arms sarrounded by wreaths» area 1560 ; 10^
in. X 141^ in.

/ySnun^'Griiml/acA (Nuremberg), copperplate by A. Khol

;

coat of arms with architectural surroundings, a'nca 1650

;

9J in. X 14 in.

Max Ludwig, dmfit Bret tier (Breuner), Privy Councillor,

Field-Marshal and ('ommissary (Icncral (X'ienna and
Milan), cojjjK rplatc l^y Josef Tetrarca (Milan) : armorial
with troj)hics, etc., circa 1700 : 9 J

in. x 13] in. (It has been
proved that this plate was adapted for use in volumes for

which it was too large by the simple expedient of cutting

off the outer framework. ')

Christof Kress van Kressenstein (Nuremberg), not by Diirer,

but of his school; woodcut, armorial bearings without
name, after 1530 ; 10^ in. x 13 in. (See p. 68.)

' See K. L. Z. v. 38. An uncut example of this fine

plate is in the possession of Mr. (iilhrrt T. Fllis, London, and
was reproduced (full size) in the " L.vLibris Journal," July,

1893.
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C^mmt vom Hamm-LichUnberg^ handHX)loiired woodcut,

irmoriaU cirta 1570 ; loj^ in. x 12 in.

(C.) Modern Plates:

Theodor J/tnnijt^ (Berlin), by himself; plant decoration,

lithograph, 1895 ' '^f ^ ^2^- in.

1 ran/ FreiJurr von Upper/wide (Berlin), by Karl Rickelt;

zinc-block, armorial with knight as supporter, between
two inscriptions, 1894 ; 7; in. x i if in.

The Smallest Exlibkis are not of German
origin :

CountJacquet (Bar-le-Duc, Prance), typographic, printed in

gold on white enamelled pa|)cr, circa i860
; { in. x | in.

E. C. G. (Frcfich), 1900; initial letters ; }in. xV^in.
Dr. A. Warniont (Paris), 188 .

, \ in. diameter.

O'Kcrrins Hyde, Irish emigrant (France), circa^ 1880 ; ar-

morial, in. y X
I

in.

Hirzel (Zurich), circa i860; armorial, printed in gold on
silver paper, ^ in. X j- in.

Umvtnity IMrary^ Ghent (Belgium), heraldic lion with in-

scription, lithograph, cirea i860 ; f in. in diameter.

Jac ManMoni (Ital^)> crest and crown, copperplate, area
i860; 4f in.x|-in.

The Smallest German Exlibris b that ofJohann Baptist

Gadner^ armorial, copperplate, dna 1700 ; f in. xf in.

Between the extremes given above there is

room for infinite variety of size, and no rule need
be followed in the matter. Everyone who orders

a book-plate may consult his own wishes, but the

most i^enerally useful size\s will be found to be

octavo and duodecimo. Plates are also frequently

made in various sizes to suit larger or smaller

volumes, and these will be spoken of in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER V

(A.) Varieties of Size

NYONE who preferred not to use the

same exlibris in hooks of all sizes would
have different plates made to suit large

and small volumes. We will consider

first those which have the same design on each.

In old times, indeed before the invention of pho-

tography, it is certainly surprising to find a plate

made in three or four different sizes with exactly

the same design ; for it must have involved very

nearly as muchlabour to engrave four similar plates,

whether on wood or copper, as four different de-

signs. The retention ofone design was due partly,

no doubt, to the conservative disposition ot our

forefathers
;
partly to the fact that the owner of the

plate was so pleased with the one design that he
wished for no other, or that he could not afford to

commission several draughtsmen to work for him.

In modem times the conditions have changed.

The invention of photography has made it possible
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to reproduce one drawing in three or four different

sizes at a very slight cost—especially if zinc-blocks

are used. The saving in expense is consequently

considerable, especially as artists of any standing
nowadays charge high prices for drawings.'

As an example of a design reproduced in several

sizes, the exh'bris of Johann Baptist /cy// may be
mentioned (designed by P. Opel, and cut on the

wood by C L., 1593). It exists in three sizes

(6 in. X 8^ in.; 4 in. x 6§ in. ; 2f in. x 3| in.)

which differ only to a trifling extent owing to the
greater difficulty of engraving the smaller sizes on
the wood. The second size is reproduced here.

Again, the exlibris of the orphanage (\\ aisenhaus-

Bibliothek) at//a//?, copperplates, ar^tf 1750, exists

in three sizes (5 in. x 4J in. ; 3I in. x 3 in. ; 2\ in. x
2^^ in.). These three library interiors are almost
exactly the same, though the rococo frames show
slight variations, owing to the sizes of the plates.

The same remarks apply to the book-plates of
Johann Max Zicm /7/;/^^«(Frankfurt-on-Main), four

sizes, copperplates, circa 1599; Prebendary Johann
Georg van IVerdenstein^ two copperplates, 1 569; the
Benedictine Monastery of Lambach^ two copper-
plates, ^fVr« 1720; the Moravian bibliophile and
lawyer Wilhchn Alexander Bahxiis (Briinn), two
copperplates by Martin Tyroff, circa 1750; the
Moravian Benedictine Monastery of Raigem^ two
copperplates, 1784 and 1789 ; and Zacharias Kon-
rad von Uffenbtuh, Senator* (Frankfurt-on-Main),
four copperplates by J. U. Kraus, circa 1770, etc

* In (iormany prices rani;c from io5. to^io for the drawing
alone (exclusive ot the cost ot engraving).



BOOK-PLATE OF JOHANN BAPTIST ZEYLL.

Designed by P. Opel, 1593.

I
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In modern times the ru/e\s to have one size only,

but two or three sizes of the same design are often

met with
;

e.g., two sizes : The Emperor William
II,, The Empress Auguste Vieform, The Empress
Frederick, X'ictoria Melita, Grand DmcIicss oJHesse

^

Historischer Verein der Pfalz (Spiers), Verein
Herold (BeHin), Kunstgewerbe-Museum (Berlin),

H. M. Count BrUkiy E. Heuser (Spiers), Marcella
Sembrich^ almost all plates designed by Hans
Tkoma (Karlsruhe), and many others.

Examples of three sizes of the same plate

:

Frederick Franz III., GratidDuke ofMccklcnhuig,
Euii^en, Arehduke of Austria, Fedor von Zobeltiiz

(Berlin), Bogislaw von A7e^/>/ (Gebersdorf), Albert
Andreae (K5nigrstein-in-the-Taunus), etc.

{B^ Varieties of Design.—Anyone who pre-

ferred not to have the same desit^n in all his books
would have a new one made for each diflerciu size,

thus securing variety, though at an increased out-

lay.

As old examples of this practice may be men-
tioned the four sizes of the plate of the University

Library at Wittenberg, with the portrait of the
Elector of Saxony, John l^>edcrick the Mag-
nanimous, 1536, woodcuts by Lucas Cranach :

sizes 1. and II. (5^ in. x 10 in.
; 5 in. x 7^ in.) have

the portrait with fourteen coats of arms, size I. with

eighteen lines of inscription and verses, size II.

with only six lines of verse; sizes III. and IV.

(3 J in. X 5^ in.
; 2| in. x 4^ in.), [)ortrait with only

six coats of arms, the same six lines of verse, and
two similar but not identical portraits (see reproduc-

tion, p. 129).
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BOOK-PLATE OF JOHANN DERNSCHWAM DE HRADICZIN (rmvi 1 568).
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IJOOK-PLATEOF JOHANN DERNSCHWAM DE HRADICZIN {circai^b'S).

Another interesting set are the four plates of the

Bohemian, Johann Dernsclncain de Hradiczin,

woodcuts, before T569. Although all four display
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only the coat of arms, except size IV., which has

landscape accessories, three distinct draughtsmen
and wood-engravers can be recognized : only sizes

II. and III. are from the same hand. The sizes

are : 5^ in. x 8J in.; 5 in. x 7J in.
; 3^ in. x 4I in.

;

BOOK-PLATE OF JOHANN DERNSCHWAM DE HRADICZIN
{circa 1560).

2] in. x 3 in. The smallest (IV.) is the oldest and
best of the ^et ; Nos. II.. III., and IV. show the

influence of Durer, and No. IV. is certainly by
one of his pupils—perhaps Hans Springinklee or

Peter Flotner (Nuremberg). Nos. II. and III.
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arc almost identical, the borders of the shields only
showing variations. Nos. I., 111., and IV. are here
reproduced.

It is impossible to illustrate, or even to mention,
all the plates of which varieties of design exist,

but a few may be named :

Five difterent varieties of size and design : Dr.
Christof HoSy Procurator (Spires and Worms),
woodcuts, 1520-8; four sizes and fifteen designs :

Dr. Martin Eisengrein (Ingolstadt), woodcuts,

156070; six sizes and seven designs: Sebald
Millnervon Zwtyradm, woodcutsand copperplates,

1560-74; four sizes and seven designs: Johann
Aegolph voH Kudrifti^cn, Bishop of Augsburg,
woodcuts, 1565-73 ; three sizes and three designs

:

Zacharias Geizkojlcr von Gailcnbach (Austrian),

copperplates by D. Custos and S. C, 1603 and
1605; three sizes and three designs: Joachim
Freikerr von Windhag (Vienna), copperplates,

1654-61 ; Hof- und Staats-Bil)liothek, Munichy
between 1618-1870, copperplates and lithographs,

twenty-three different sizes and designs, not reck-

oning the numerous varieties of engfraving; Dr.
Christof Jakob Treu^ anatomist and court physi-

cian (Nuremberg), circa 1760, nine different ex-
libris, with eight varieties of size, seven varieties

of desio^n, and three varieties of cn^^ravinof ; Franz
Gregor, Cd?//w/ Giatmini, Prelate of Olnuitz, Hreslau

and Znaim, protonotary, six copperplates of differ-

ent design, drca 1 740 ; Josef Anton Imhof von
Spielbergs Provost of Augsburg, 1700-24, three

varieties of engfraving and desigfn.

The monasteries often had numerous plates, in
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consequence of the change ofabbots : thus Andechs^
seven woodcuts and copperplates, 1590-1790;
Bautnburg, eight copperplates, 1580- 1763;
Chiemseeythirteitn copperplates, 1 637- 1 764 ; Pollings

nine woodcuts and copperplates, circa 1560- 1744 ;

Wurzbiirg (St. Stephen), three woodcuts, 1522.

1548, and 1558 ; St. Paul, in the Lavantthal, four

copperplates, drca 1600- 1750, etc.

To come to modem times, Dr. Friedrich

Schneider, Prelate of Mainz, has in all sixteen ex-

libris (three etchings and thirteen zinc-blocks), with

thirteen varieties of desi^^n, all based on the same
motive (a cross with the word '* Dux"), by Otto
Hupp and Peter Halm, 1891-5; Karl Emich,
Count zti Leiningen-lVesterburg (Neupasing,
Munich), has twenty-one different designs, and
Ma^da, Countess su Leiningen-Westerburg, eight

others: their twenty-nine plates being desi<^ned

by A. M. Hildebrandt, E. Doepler, E. Freiherr

von Hausen, E. Krahl, W. Schulte vom Briihl,

M. von Weittenhiller, VV. Behrens, G. Otto, Ed»
Lorenz Meyer, J. W. Simpson, G. Barldsius,

A. Freiherr von Fdlkersam, A. Count du Chastel,

Major Bengfough-Ricketts, J. C. Maess, L. M.
Rhcude, and Henry-Andre (zinc-blocks, litho-

Lrra|)hs, and etchings, 1 888-1900, many of them
complimentary plates from the artists) ; Paul
Nicolaus Ratajczak (Berlin) has eleven varieties,

by £. Doepler, A. M. Hildebrandt, M. J. Gradl,

W. Schulte vom Brtihl, J. C. Maess, G. Otto, W.
Horstmcyer, P. Voigt, Th. Hennig; Carl G. F.

Langensclieidt (Berlin) has eleven varieties, by A.

M. Hildebrandt, F. C. Maess, G. Barlbsius etc.
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(zinc-blocks, lithographs, and etchings, 1 895-
1
900) ;

and Markus Schiisslcr (Nuremberg), five designs
—including one of F'rau Schussler—and eight
different sizes» by L. Ktthn, K. Hammer, P. Ritter,

H. Kellner, 1895-9.

The owners of these plates— at least the five

last-named—were influenced, not by the necessity

of having several exiibris, but rather by the wish
to possess a number of designs, by exiibris-

draughtsmen of the most varied styles, fonning a
unique decoration for the books of a library, and
at the same time an interesting record for future

historians of the black-and-white art of our day.

(O Varieties of Engraving.—These have
resulted from various causes. Thus a copper-

plate would become worn, and have to be re-
\

engraved, which led to slight variation in the
work, either intentional or accidental. This con-
tingency does not arise at the present time, as

plates are " steel-faced," which allows of a much
larger number of impressions being taken. 1

An example of four such varieties of engraving
is afforded by the exiibris of Dr. Johann Karl

1

Seyringer, a lawyer in Upper Austria, 1692, by i

J. de Lespier: though apparently alike, there are
two variations in the position of the words in the

,

first line of the inscription, and the shading varies 1

in all four plates. The Monastery ofDlessen, 1755,
has three varieties of engraving ; and Frederidc
August, Duke of Brunswick-Ols^ circa 1 789, has
sixteen varieties of engraving (two different sizes

and a number of different colours).

Again, varieties are caused by the different
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"states" of the plate, before and after letters";

the exlibris ofKdnig von Kdnigsthal, one state

of which has a blank scroll left for the inscription,

on which is written the name of Eberhard Jodocus
K5nig, 1 763 ; another state has the engraved in-

scription: ** Ex Musaeo Gustavi Geort^ii Koenigii

de Koenigsthal," a proof that a number of copies

were printed off " before letters, ' lor the use of

another member of the family.

A further cause of varieties of engraving is the

alteration of the inscription, as the owners titles

increased in number. Thus C. F. J. N. A. von

Bertrand, Count voft Periisa (Munich), circa i 760.

who possessed four armorial plates—in two of

which the coat of arms and border are alike—had
the inscription re-engraved four times, with some
addition in each case. This plate was originally

engraved for the Calendar of the Bavarian Order
of St. George, and was first used as a book-plate

alter its publication.

A fourth cause of varieties of engraving arose

from four small plates of the same design being
engraved together on one large plate of copper.

Four prints would thus be obtained from each
impression, and these could afterwards be cut up
and used separately, the extra cost of engraving
being compensated to some extent by the saving

on the printing. In such a case it is obvious that

slight variations in the engraving would occur.

A proof of such * procedure is found in an uncut
sheet of four plates of Albert Kirchmayer, Canon
and Professor of Rhetoric, designed by Wink, and

engraved by J. P. P. Rauschmayr, Prebendary of
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Augsburg, r/;rfz 1790. The chief differences on
the quadruple plate, here reproduced (p. 81), are

in the little bush at the feet of the figure of Apolio»

and in the sices of the signatures of designer and
engraver. The four plates, cut apart and fast-

ened singly into books, were frequently met with
a few years ago.

{D,) Varieties of Names, Coats of Arms,
£TC.—These arose from the use of the same
design* or even the same copperplate, by two
different people, with alteration of name or coat

of arms. Such plates may be distinguished as
conscious or unconscious plagiarisms, according

as the owner was aware of the imitation on the

part of the artist or engraver, or not Often, no
doubt, he would give the engraver a plate which
pleased him, as a pattern; often the engraver
would merely copy some stock pattern without
the owner's knowledi^e. In this slavish imitation

of other people's work, there is no doubt that, as

a rule, neither owner nor engraver perceived any
harm. It is nevertheless a precedent which should
be sternly avoided.

Some of the Nuremberg little masters," at the
end of the sixteenth and beginning of the seven-

teenth centuries, were particularly fond of*' borrow-
ing^" each other's dcsi^^ns. This resulted partly

from similar commissions being given by the same
person to two artists, e.g., the two exlibris of Veit
August Holzschuher, by Jost Amman and Hans
Sibmacher, 1580 and 1600; partly from the close

intercourse existiiii* between the Nuremberg en-

gravers between 1560 and 1591. As pupils and



BOOK-PLATE OF ALBERT KIRCH MAYER.

Designed by Wink. Engraved by J. P. P. Rauschmayr, <:/y<ra 1790.

Four exlibris engraved on one plate.
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artistic successors of Durer, they worked in the

same spirit, and after the same formula, frequently

discussing their ideas among themselves. In the
case of most of the plates of that period it is im-
possible to say who was thefirst designer, who the
copyist : again, many ofthe little masters used their

own sketches dgain and again ; pupils copied their

master's work, or, in many instances, finished, in

his manner and his spirit, what he had himself

begun. Moreover,therichNurembergfamilieswere
closely connected and related to each other ; and
the repetition of a motive or of a whole design is

often to be explained by the fact of a man seeing^

a coat of arms or book-plate in the house of a rela-

tive, and straightway ordering a similar plate for

himself, a different coat of arms in the same
border.

The same reasons, no doubt, account for the
existence of so many fine exlibris of that period,

with no artist's monogram : such copies and imita-

tions could not be signed as orii^inal work.

As examples of this general habit of ** borrow-
ing" may be mentioned the exlibris of V. A*
Holzschuker (Nuremberg), engraved by Jost
Amman ("J. A.") 1580. and P/audt (Nurem- .

berg), engraved by H. Sibmacher (" H. S.'*) circa

1600, on which the putti above have the same
form and position ; this Pfinidt book-plate, more-
over, resembles in its whole construction that

engraved by Jost Amman for Julius Geuder
(Nuremberg). Again, the exlibris of Heugel and
Behaniy by Sibmacher, bear close resemblance to

those of Miirtz^ IVe/ser, and Hallcr by Jost
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Amman.^ As we shall recur to the book-plates

of these little masters in a subsequent chapter, we
need not illustrate them here.

Of more recent examples we may notice two
exiibris of the Premonstratensian monastery of

Oberzell, near WUrzburg, that of Abbot George
Fasel (173S-47), and that of Abbot Oswald
Loschert (1747-85) by Gutwein. These two
plates are absolutely identical, except that the

later abbot inserted his own arms in place of those

of his predecessor.

One motive—a boy with book and pen» with

rococo ornament below, and coat of arms (copper-

plate)—^is found on the book-plates of no less than
five separate owners in the eighteenth century ;

fi) Gottlieb Ettling, jurist, engraved by J. A.
Fridrich (Augsburg); (2) Chr. C. L. von Savi<^?iy

(with the well-known motto, " non mihi sed aliis

unsigned ; (3) J. F, A. C. Neuratk, lawyer in

Darmstadt, unsigned; (4) Heinrich Wilhelm
Leknemann, Doctor Juris, Sheriff of Frankfurt,

by J. J. Schnaper (Offenbach), and (5) Johann
Friedrich Mille?' (Minden and Bremen) unsigned,

with a slight variation in the position of the boy.

The Ettling plate, shown on p. 84, is the best of
the five.

Another design, bid men (teachers), planting

young trees (scholars), and watering them, en-

graved by Daniel Chodowiecki (Berlin), for the

' Andresen, in his "Deutsche Peintregraveiir'' (1S64, voL
ii^ p. 332), states that the engraved work of Sibmacher and
Jest Amnian b so alike that it is often difficult, if not

impossiblei to distinguish between them.
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exlibris of the French Seminary in Ber/ift, 1772,

(see chap, viii., C), was twice copied a few years

BOOK-PLATE OF GOTTLIEH ETTI.ING (l?..)-

By J. A. Fridrich.

later by his friend, Johann Rudolf Schellenberg,

for the Mwiicipal Library of Winterthur}
Almost exactly ah'ke, with the exception of

^ Reproduced in E. L. Z. ii., No. i, p. 14 ;
iv., p. 17 ; viii.,

PP- 37, 38.
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arms and inscription, are the "library interior'*

plates of F. D. Hdberlin of Ulm, publicist in

Helmstadt, copperplate, about 1750, and of Pro-

fessor Amadeus Ltilin (Geneva), engraved by
B. Picart, 1722; also those of J. M. vo7t Lo'en,

Privy Councillor and author (P rankfurt), engraved
by P. Fehr, 1725, and of C. S. Jordan, Privy

Councillor (Berlin), probably also by P. Fehr, and

UOOK-PLATE OF D. CHR. AUr.UST STOLZER {circa 1800).

of the same period ; in these two plates, not only

is the whole arrangement identical, but even the

motto, *' Deus nobis haec otia fecit," is common
to both. Johann Lorenz Blcssig, Professor and
theologian, and his friend Friedrich Rudolf (von)

Salzmann (both of Strassburg), seem to have used
the same copperplate, engraved by Ferdinand
Wachsmuth (Paris), about 1775, slight alterations

being made for the names and coats of arms.

The three plates (engraved about 1760) of P. J.
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Schamo, Christian Gottlieb J&cher, University
Librarian at Leipzig, and J ohann Christof Gottschcdy

critic and dramatist, are, it is true, in different

styles, but they have the same motive—bookcases,
Minerva with spear, and coat of arms.

The book-plates of D. Chr. August Si^lzer and
C. J. wm Hcpffgarien, copperplates, about 1800,
have a similar design of Roman writing materials.

(See p. 85.)

Friedrich Karl vo7i Moser (Darmstadt and
Ludwigsburg), again, allowed his friend Susanna
Katharina von Kletienierg (Goethe's ** Schone
Seele'') to use his copperplate, designed by

J. A. B. Nothnagel and engraved by H. Contgen
(Mainz, about 1765) ;

only the inscription is

altered (see reproduction, chap, viii., C). Another
plate used by two people is that of Luise Adel-
gunde Viktorie Gottsched (** die Gottschedin ")
about 1750-60, which was also used by G. E.
Weinland, perhaps after her death in 1 762. The
necessary alterations in the inscription, etc., were
made l)y

J ohann Michael Stock (Leipzig), who
probably engraved the plate originally.'

The urn-plates of J. C. G. Reuss^ J - Rcuss
and J. F. Haakk (end of eighteenth century), have
the same urn, the first two with the arms of Reuss,

the third with those of Haakh.
That two near relatives should use the same

design is not to be wondered at, c.o^., the exlibris

of Heinrich Wilhelm Kohne (Berlin and St.

* Reproduced in E. L. Z. ii., No. 4, p. as. For another

example of bonowine," see the exUbrb ofG. H. A. Koch and
F. D. HaberUn, described below (Chap. VIII., B. b).
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Petersburg), and Karl Bernhard Wilhelm KdJine

(Beriin)y lithographs, circa i850» are identical, the

Christian names only being altered.

Many instances cf the use of the same design
by different owners occur also in modem times.

Thus the armorial plate designed by E. Doepler
(Berlin), 1888, for Otto Freihcrr von Aufscss
(Berlin, now Regensburg), has been copied no
less than three times, the armorial bearings and
crest only being altered in each case: J. C. Al^

A/ (Basle), 1894, Adolf Geuder zum Herolds-
berg (Nuremberg), 1898, by A. Steinbriichel,

and J. Baedeker (Iserlohn), by W. Baedeker
(Paris).

The exiibris of Friedrich Warnecke (Berlin),

i893» Doepler (bookshelves and shield,

etc), occurs again with the name and arms of
Adolf Schid, Colonel in the Transvaal (a gift

from Warnecke to Schiel)/ and also with those of

Friedrich Allmann (Frankfurt-on-i\Iain), 1899,

by himself, and Johann Nepomuck i^.irr (Buchioe),

1899, by Professor Ferdinand Lotz (WUrzburg),
The five coloured armorial exiibris TfOH Hertz*

berg^ 1893, by C. A. Starke, are identical, the
Christian names only being different—Siegward,

Kurt, Erich Rlidiger, Rlidiger, and Gcrtzlaff.

The bookplate of W^rxwdiWVi Frcikcrrvon Walter
(Wurttemberg), 1880, by A. M. Hildebrandt, was
used by M. von Wedderkoppy 1889.

The exiibris of Nathsdie, Dowager Duchess
Elimar of Oldenburg, nie Baroness Vogl von

' Keproduced in £. L. Z. iv. 16 (1894).
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Friesenhof (Castle Erlaa), by her daughter, Count-
ess von Welsburcr, with view of Castle Brogyan,
and that of Dr. Hans Schulz (Berlin), by himself,

with view of the Saalethal near Jena, are both
founded on the plate designed byW. Schulte von
Briihl for K. E. Count zu Lciningen- IVesterburg^
with view of Castle Neuleiningen.

The exlibris of O. Augstcin (Berlin), 1897
(** O. A. with appletree), by P, .Voigt,. has twice

been copied in Sweden, by A. Landgreen and
A. Lindstedi (Stockholm), 1899, even the motto
of the original, " Inter* folia fructus,** being re-

tained.

An interesting series of twelve varieties of one
design, used by three generations of the same
family, may be mentioned. The celebrated pro-

testant theologian and historian Karl August von
Hase, who died at Jena in 1890, used a book-plate

designed by AH)crt von Zahn (redrawn after him
by L. Nieper) : Coat of arms in front of architectural

design, an alleg()rical fig ure on each side, and above
two angels, and a wreath with Luther's arms—-a

rose inclosing a cross. His son Oscar von Htise^

proprietor of the firm of Breitkopf and Hdrtel
(Leipzig), retained the same design, only inserting"

in the wreath the Iron Cross, which he won in

the war of 1870-71. and the original of which he
sealed up in the foundation stone of the " Deutsches
Buchh^ndlerhaus," at Leipzig. See reproduc-

tion, p. S9. Johanna, his wife, made use of the

same design, adding a beehive at the top, as a

symbol of industry, and their eight children all use

the same plate, the motto and the emblematical
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ornament in the wreath being altered in each
case, as well as the name.

Adaptations of old designs are also not uncom-

BOOK-PLATE OF OSCAR VON HASE.

By L. Nieper (1875).

mon : e.g., the exlibris of K. E. Count zii Lemmgen-
Westerburg,\^()l (see p. 90), by E. Krahl (Vienna),

who had as a model the book-plate of Wolfgang,
N
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Count Palatine of Veldenz and Duke of Bavaria,

by Virj^il Solis, circa 1559 (see reproduction,

•p. 119). Again, Ralf von Rctberg (Munich), the

BOOK-PLATE OF KARL EMICH, COUNT ZU LEININGEN-WESTERBURG.

By E. Krahl (1893).

well-known Durer scholar, designed all his larger

exHbris after Durer. Other adaptations are :

the exlibris of Heinrich Frciherr von Gudcnus
(Waidhofen), engraved by Jauner, Vienna, 1891,
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adapted from that of Valentin Ferdinand Freiherr

von Gudenus engraved by A. Reinhard, 1732;
Max Josef von Baumgarten (Munich), designed by
F. Stembriichel, 1892 (lithograph), adapted from

;

an old anonymous " universal " exlibris, circa 1489
' (see p. 97 and ])art ii. 12). The exlibris of the

Sclion(^auer Society at Kolmar, designed by A.
Waltz, 1 894, is adapted from a well-known armorial

design by Martin Schongauer ; the exlibris of

F. GoUschmtdi (Vienna), 1882, by C Lambotte,
and Simon Moritz, Freiherr van Bethmann (Frank-
furt-on-Main), 1889. copperplate by H. Goetz, and
Dr. H. Kabdebo of Capri (\' ienna), 1 883. are almost

J

exact copies of plates by H. S. Beham, circa 1540
and 1 543. Many other instances might be given.

[eJ) Varieties of Colour and Paper.

These are very common, and arise either from
a love of variety or from a wish to have an
exlibris in different colours for different sections

of a library. Nowadays the printer generally

sends a large number of proofs in different

' coloured inks and on different papers* and three

or four varieties are often chosen. Although
such varieties are, no doubt, prized by enthusiastic

collectors, they have no intrinsic value, and we
need give no examples here.



CHAPTER VI

FIFTEENTH AND SIXTEENTH CENTURIES

E come now to the History of Book-
plates, and may mention first of all

iyi'M"^ the Earliest Exlibris known—an
I^MilS^ Egyptian tablet in the British Museum
(No. 2 2(S7S), about 3,300 years old. It is a small

lii^^ht-bliic piece of pottery with dark-blue inscrip-

tion, a ticket such as was laid in the cases holding
books or papyri and, as the inscription shows,

it belonged to the library ofAmenophis HI., circa

1400 B.C.*

In Europe,^ personal marks of possession first

occur in the middle aq;es, wlien not only was the

name of the owner written in a codex, but his coat

of arms was also painted by hand on one of the

'See E. L, Z. viii. 124, and "Zeitschrift fiir aegjrptische

Sprache und Alterthiiniskunde," xxxiii. (1895). p. 72. A second
one, B.C. 668-626, is mentioned in the Exlibris Journal, x.

(1900), p. 1 20.

S. R. Rohler, in the Catalogue of the Exlibris Exhibitiun

in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass., iHgS, mentions a
statement which lacks verification, that in Japan^ book-plates

were used as early as the tenth century.
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opening pages. This was not a difficult matter in

those days, when Hbraries were small, and when

BOOK-PLATE OF HEINRICH TOEBING {circa I498).

all the volumes were themselves written by hand
and ornamented with miniatures.
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Of these hand-paintedexlibris several are known,
dating from the fifteenth century : e.g., IngolsiacU

Library, 1482 ;^ Johannes Ras of Kocster (Em-
merich), 1491 Bishop JohannW.^^Mof Breslau,

1494 anonymous armorial, crescent on a moun-
tain of three cotipeaux, circa 1485-90;* von
Dcizisau (Esslingen), 1499;^ Monastery of 7V-
gerfisee (gift of Johann Eythlinger von Toelz),

1493, and others.*^ A detailed description of these

exlibris would, however, be superfluous, as our
subject is the history of mechanically reproduced
and printed book-plates. One interesting* ex-

ample of a haiid-painted exHbris may be given
here (p. 93)—^that of Heinrich Toebing^ Burgo-
master of Luneburg, circa 1498.^

{A.) Earliest German Exlibris.

The book-plate as we know it at the present

time had its origin soon after the invention of
printing, which we owe to Johann Gutenberg of
Strassburg and Mainz, 1440-50. The oldest Ger-
man book-plates known, which were mechanically

reproduced, are the following woodcuts ; they are

distinctly Gothic in style.

a. Hildebrand Brandenburg qi Biberach (Wurt-
temberg), monk of the Carthusian monastery

^ Reproduced in the ''Exlibris Sammlung des Leipziger

Buchhandler-Borsen-Vereins," 1897.
* See E. Z. iii. 2, Ras of Koester « Ras alias Koester.
' Ibid. iii. 47.

*" Ibid. iii. 26.

* Ibid. iv. 42. • Ibid, vii. 79.
' Ibid, vL 40.
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of Buxheim near Memmingen, to which he pre-

sented books : angel with shield, produced at

Biberach or Ulm, circa 1470. This plate has

been frequently reproduced/ but always from
copies of the original, which are not exact. The
illustration which forms the ftaniispiece of this

volume is from the original exlibris, and in-

cludes the written inscription. The woodcut
is coloured, shield blue, dress red-brown, hair

yellow, wings red lined with green, and is fas-

tened on the end-paper of the volume. The
charge on the shield is turned towards the con-

tents of the book—the heraldic left—and the

inscription reads, above: "T.(itulus) Suma
virtutu Wilhelmi lugd. (lugdunensis) Epi
(episcopi)" and ''Cuntenta"; below, ** Liber

Cartusien. In Buchshaim ppe (prope) Mem-
ingen pueniens (provenlens) a cffe (confratre)

Arb 6SR> (nostro domino) hilprando Brandeburg
de Bibraco Donato sacerdote ctinens (continens)

ut s (supra) oret (oretur) p. (pro) eo et p qbs
(pro quibus) desideravit."

6. Domicellus Wilhelm vo7i Zell, of the extinct

Bavarian family of Zeller von Kaltenberg, who
also presented a volume to the same monastery
of BuxUeim {circa 1470). This displays the
coat of arms of Wilhelm von Zell and his wife,

with helmets and crests, side by side : it is not

' In I^mpertz, "Bilderheften" (1853 plate i. ; "Zeitschrift

des MiinchciHT Altcrthums-Vcreins "
( 1887), p. 38 ; W arnccke,

•*Die Deutbchcn Buchcrzeichcn " (1890), p. 8; Seyler, "Ex-
libris-Taschenbuch " (1895), p. 8 ; Castle, "English Book-
plates" (1893), p. 33.
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coloured, and the inscription, written evidently

by the librarian of Huxheim, is almost identical

with that of the Brandenburg^ plate.*

€. Hans Igler called Knabemberg (Bavaria), circa

1470, a brown-coloured woodcut, showing a
hedgehog {Igel) with a flower in its mouth, on
g^ss strewn with flowers ; above is the inscrip-

tion " Hanns Toiler das dich ain Igel kiis." The
owner was e\ idcntly fond of his punnini^ motto
which he repeated, in \vriting, at the end of the

preface, ** Iste libellus attinet Johannem Knab-
ensperg, alias Igler, das dich ain Igel kiiss and
in other parts of the volume Johannes Knab-
ensperg aliasX^^r cappellanus illorum schonstett
Das dich ain Igel kiiss" and " Igler cappellanus

illorum schonstett. Das dich ain Igel kiiss.
'^

The exact date of these three oldest plates will

probably never be fixed. Warnecke (p. 40) dates

the Brandenburg plate " about 1480," and the Von
Zell plate about 1479." Seyler, in his '* Exlibris-

Taschenbuch," assigrts both to " the last quarter

of the fifteenth century." Warnecke places the

Igler plate ''before 1450." while Seyler speaks of
" its age having been hitherto exaggerated," an
opinion which is certainly justified. Schreiber,

perhaps the best authority on this question, dates

' Reproduced in \Varnecke, j). g.

In an undated volume entitled " \'ocabulariuni incipiens

teutonicu ante latinuni." Rei)rodured in W'arnei ke, see

pp. 10, 11 and |)late i., and Engli^^ii "Exlibris Journal,"' Nov.
1 893. Two copies of this old plate, which has no pretensions to

beauty, or artistic qualities, were sold to England in 1896, and
two others are in the Royal Print Room at Munich.
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it from 1470-80.^ We shall hardly be wrong if

we 1:^1ve the date of all three plates as about 1470.
The di£ference in date between them cannot in

any case be more than a few years.

Warnecke and Seyler both mention as an exlibris

a plate designed by B. S. (Barthel Schon ?) of Ulm
(not by Bartholomrius Zcitblom), about 1466, dis-

playing the armorial bearings ofB, von Rohrbach
(died 1482) and E. von Holzhausen (died 1501);
but beautiful as it is, both in design and execution,

this plate was certainly never intended as a book-
plate, and no old example has ever been found in

a book.

Not many printed exlibris of the fifteenth cen-

tury exist. The use of a book-plate at that time

had not become common, but was still confined to

a few book collectors.

Besides the three plates already described, the

following are the only mechanically reproduced
exlibris known, prior to the year 1 500. They are

all woodcuts, and may be assigned to the years

1480- 1 500.

d. Designfar a dook-^ptaie^ or, as such a design is

sometimes called, a Universal Exlt6rts : blank
shield and inscription ** Das puch und der schilt

ist," place bcini^ left for the name to be added.
On a copy at Munich, printed in the volume by
the publisher (Nuremberg, 1489), is written the

name of Anna Geuder (probably nie Kleiber,

Nuremberg), while on a similar example at

.Manuel de I'amateur de ia gravure sur bois et ni^tal au
15. sit:ck," Berlin, 1890.
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Leipzig is the name and arms of Michel Lorber
(see reproduction, part ii. 12).

e. Another Universal Exlibr-is', a woman holding
a blank shield, both facino; the (heraldic) left

;

from a volume published at Ingolstadt ( 1497) in

the Buchhandlerhaus at Leipzig ; ' on a similar

example at Munich a certain Ms^ster Albertus
Gloss, of Leonberg (1504), has inscribed his

name and arms.

f. An ano)iyi)ious arviorialplate, probably from the

south-west of Germany, a fleur-de-lis on the

shield, and as crest the demi-figure of a man
with a battle-axe, the whole surrounded with
floral ornament, circa 1495-

1
500.* This plate

is here reproduced (p. 99).

g. Thomas //yj/^/z/V/.^ (Wolf), Pontificii Juris Doc-
tor ; colourccl woodcut, coat of arms and in-

scription, circa 1485-90.
^, An anonymous armorial plate, a bull s head

caboshed, from which springs a sickle ; the shield

is painted red and supported by two yellow lions

;

above on a scroll the initials "M.G.B.H." Of
this plate, which is, perhaps, accordinjj^ to

* Schreiber, of Alsatian origin (?), four examples,

used as exlibris, are known. It is reproduced
on p. ICQ.

f. Rupprecht Muniziftger, South German, per-

haps by M, Wohlgemuth, Diirer's master.*

This plate has been assigned to the years 1505-

10, but the style of the design seems to show

^ Reproduced in £. L. x. 8.

* JM, X. 4.
* Jbid» V. 79.
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that it belongs to the end of the fifteenth

century.

i. M. Reicharts coloured woodcut, armorial, with
inscription above.*

/. Radigunda, ^Ue Eggenberger of Fiissen, widow

ANomrMous book-plate.

of Domicellus Geor^: Gossenbi'ot of Holienfri-

berg (who died in 1502). Date, cirxa 1500,

possibly earlier.* This plate is also in a volume
presented to the Monastery of Buxheim, and has

^ Reproduced in the Exlibris-Sammlung des Lcipziger

BuchhiUidler-Bdrsen-Vereins," 1897, Plate I. b.

* Reproduced in E. L. Z., vol. ii., No. 2 ; see also x. i.
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a written inscription similar to those on the

Brandenburg and Von Zell plates.

Another characteristic exlibris which may be

BOOK-PLATE OF HEYDERGER {circil 1 500).

dated '* about 1500" is that of the Austrian family

of Heyberger, a coloured woodcut, with canting

arms {Hey = hecke, French, haie, old English,

hay, a hedge, and Berg, a hill) with wild man and
woman as supporters. Here reproduced.
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Another so-called exlibris must here be noticed,

as it has been mentioned by one authority after

another, viz,, " Johannes Plebanus ad S. Mauritium
in Augusta,'* Johannes Pastor of St, Maurice
at Augsburg^ with the date 1407. Were this

really an exlibris, it would be the earliest known,
but as a matter of fact it is not a book-plate at

all, but only a seal or stamp, which the owner
may have impressed once or twice as a mark of

possession on some page of a book. Such an
impression exists in a folio MS. volume in the

Munich Library, " Tractatus Artis Moriendi

"

{firca 1475). That this pointed oval stamp was
merely the pastor s seal is shown by the letter S
{= Sigillum) before the legend and by its re-

semblance to hundreds of other seals of clerical

personages. It is to be classed among " Portrait

seals," as it represents the pastor kneeling before

St. Maurice, the patron saint of his church. It has
not hitherto been generally known that the matrix
of this seal has been preserved and is in the

Munich Library. It is a finely cut and well pre-

served wood-block.

Although the year 1407 is on the seal itself,

there is much difference of opinion as to its real

date. Schreiber assigns it to 1507, and other
authorities place it from 14 70- 1480. According
to Schreiber the pastor was a member of the

family of Schellenbcri^er, and a writer in " Ex-
libris Ana" (1895) states that the figure of St.

Maurice represented the arms of the family. Of
this, however, there is no proof, and every expert
knows that the figure of St. Maurice occurs on
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many other seals of the fifteenth century as the

patron saint of the church at Augsburg. It ap-

pears, also (Murr, Journal, ii., p. 107), that there

was no pastor of St Maurice of the name of
^ Johann in 1 407, while in 1507 there was a pastor
so named ; and further, we have the fact above
mentioned, that the seal is found in a volume
written about 1475.

(iff.) Earliest Dated Exlibris.

The earliest German plates of all are undated
{circa 1470), and the following are the earliest

dated examples of various countries :

Gennany: 1516, Hieronymus Ebner.
France: 1529, Jean BertHud de Latour-Blanche (hitherto

the earliest plate has been supposed to be X574» C. Aille-

boust d'Autun).

England : 1574, Nicholas Bacon.
Sweden : 1595, Thure Bielke.

Holland : 1597, Anna van der Aa.

Italy: 1622, Anonymous, Cibo?
America: 1679, John Williams.

Russia and Denmark follow in the eighteenth

century,

(C) Exlibris by Albrecht Durer.

Returning to the history of German book-plates,

after 1500 we come to the period of the Renais^
mnce,—^the revival of ancient, chiefly Roman art.

The Renaissance or old German style is charac-
terized by rich arrangement of decorative orna-

ment, bellying curves, and fine scroll work. Here
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HOOK-PLATE OF WILLIBALD PIRCKHEIMER.

liy Uiirer {before 1503).

we meet at once the name of the greatest of all

exlibris desicrners

—

Albrecht Durer. The num-
ber of his authentic plates is less than was formerly
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believed, but the following can be ascribed to his

hand with certainty

:

a. Willibald Pirckheimer (Nurembercr), Councillor

of the Emperor Charles V., woodcut, executed,

according to Ralf von Retberg,* "before 1503"
(Von Retberg, 50; Bartsch, Appendix, 52;
Heller, 2139). This plate has the well-known
motto, ** Sibi at amicis," and the arms of WilH-
bcikl Pirckheimer, and his wife, Crescentia, n^e

Rieter, with Pirckheimer s helmet and crest.

There are two varieties, with and without the

inscription above, in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin,

which was printed in afterwards. This plate

has been frequently reproduced {e.g,, in Lem-
pertz, Warnecke, Warren, etc.), but as, perhaps,

the most interestinij;^ of all German exlibris, it

may be again given here (see p. 104).

Armorial plate, also used as an exlibris, of
Michael Behaim van Sckwarzdach, senator at

Nuremberg, woodcut, "about 1509" (von Ret-
berjnr) ; armorial bearings with empty scroll below
(Bartsch, 159; Heller, 1937). Here repro-

duced (p. 105).

c. Armorial plate and exlibris of Johann Slab (Stab*

ius), Historiographer to the Emperor, mathe-
matician. Poet-laureate, and friend of DUrer;
with laurel wreath but without inscription (Ret-

berg, 243; Jkirtsch, 166; Heller, 1945), "about
• 1 521/' Tlicre are two more plates belong-

ing to Stab which, however, neither Thausing
(*'DUrer," vol. ii., p, 124) nor Doepler (*'£x-

1 "Diirer's Kupferstiche und Holzschnitte," Munich, 187 1.
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OMNIA FATA KT.C\ KJSXS

BOOK-PLATE OF LAZARUS SPENGLER.

By Diirer (i 515).

107
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libris-Zeitschrift, " vol. v., p. 34) consider to be
the work of Diirer.

d. Lazarus Spengler^ Recorder of Nuremberg,
savant and poet» one of DUrer's most intimate

friends, woodcut, 1 5 1 5 (Retbergf, A. 59 ; Bartsch,

App. 58 ;
Heller, 2 1 49). Armorial bearings rest-

ing on a skull, with motto below (see p. 107).

An original pen drawing by Diirer (15 15) fur

this exlibris, with the figures of a satyr or a
nymph added, is in the Albertina Collection,

Vienna; it is in violet ink, the arms being
painted in black, red, and gold.

e. Hieronymus Ebner von Eschenbach, judge in

Nuremberg, and an eminent supporter of the

Reformation movement, woodcut, dated 15 16

(Retberg, A. 53 ; Bartsch, App. 45 ;
Heller,

1940). Arms of Ebner and Fiihrer. Retbeig
says that it is " perhaps after a sketch by Diirer,

but scarcely by his own hand/' Thausing, on
the other hand (vol. ii., p. 125) says: ** There
is no doubt that Diirer drew the design on the
wood with his own hand for his friend."

y. Johann Tscherte, architect and bridge-builder to

uie Emperor, Vienna, woodcut, "about 1521"
(Retberg, 244 ;

Bartsch, 170; Heller, 1948);
arms with satyf and two dogs ; a punning coat,

the Bohemian word Tschert (Czert) meaning
" devil " or *• satyr."

Thausing gives the following Designs Jor Ex-
libris by Diirer (vol. ii., p. 124) :

Coloured pen drawing; winged cauldron on
goose's feet, and above, a raging lion, rising
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out of a crown, scroll and inscription, " Fortes
fortuna juvat, 1^13/' In the Berlin Museum.

J. Coloured pen drawing : Wheel of fortune, with
four men ; above, the Goddess of Fortune with
crown and sceptre ; vines in the corner ; about

1515. A later inscription on the back says

that ** Albrecht Diirer painted this in Melchior
Pfinzing's book." In the Berlin Museum.

i. Pen drawing: Wild man as shield-supporter,

surrounded by ears of com and vine-branches.

In the Louvre, Paris.

Dr. F. Lippmann mentions also ("Zeichnungen
von Albrecht Dttrer in Nachbildungen," Berlin,

1883, p. 17, No. 82):

k. Pen drawing : design for an exlibris of Willibald

Pirckheimer, Genius with outspread wings, hold-
ing in the left hand a shield which rests on the

ground : on the shield is a tree—Pirckheimer s

arms—and above the monogram.

Wamecke in his Exlibris des 15. und i6.

Jahrhunderts/' mentions also several plates, which
are undoubtedly by Diirer, but were in all prob-
ability never used as exlibris.^

(2?.) Exlibris from Durer's Studio or
School.

a. The large exlibris of Hector PomeTy Provost

* There is also a drawing in the British Museum—circular,

with allegorical female figures—signed by Diirer, which seems

to be a preliminary sketch for the Pirckheimer plate by the
monogrammist "

J. B.," reproduced on p. 133. It is given in

Gust's Diirer's Paintings and Drawings," 1897, p. 99.
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UOOK-PI.ATE OF HECTOR FUMER.

Schcol of Diirer (1525).
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1

of the Church of St. Lawrence at Nuremberg,
woodcut, 1525 (Retberg, A. 21

;
Bartsch, 163;

Heller, 2140): signed, **R. A. 1525," which
stands for ** Resch (or Roesch the wood cutter),

Anno IS^S/'^ It displays the figure of St.

Lawrence, with his gridiron and the palm of

martyrdom, and in front of him the shield,

bearing the gridiron, quartered with the arms
of Pomer. The helmet with its rich mantling is

surmounted by the crest of Pomer—a demi-nun.

At the sides are pillars connected by an arch.

In the four comers are shields bearing the an-

cestral arms of P5mer, Rummel, Schmidmaier,
and Ferkmeister. Warnecke in his ** Herald-

ische Kunstbliitter " (vol. i., p. 5, No. 39) writes:
** the design is in all probability by Diirer him-
self." It is here reproduced (p. Iio).

b. The second exlibris of Hector P&mer^ woodcut,
citra 1 52 1 (Retberg, A. 55 ; Bartsch, App., 53 ;

Heller, 2 141). The armorial bearings wiihiii

an arch, with the four family coats of arms as

above ;
below, a blank label, with two angels*

heads at the sides : attributed by Retberg (p.

124, A. 55) to H. S. Beham.^
The small exlibris of Hector Pihner^ woodcut,
circa 152 1. The armorial bearings surrounded
with fruit garlands, and the four coats of arms
as before, and blank label below. Attributed

by Grenser ("Adler," 1S72, No. 9, p, 135) to

H. S. Beham. Here reproduced (p. 112).

d. Stephan Rosinus, Canon of Passau, woodcut,
' See "Adler," Vienna, 1872, No. 8, p. 122.
* See E. L. Z. vi. 78-79.



BOOK-PLATE OF HECTOR POMER.

School of Durer {circa 1521).

1 12
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BOOK-PLATE OF SKHASTIAN VON ROTENHAN.

School of Diirer (1518).
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circa 1 530 : coat of arms between pillars, at the
back an altar with the figure of Christ*

e. Albrecht V. Scluurl and his wife Anna, ni^e Zingl

(Nuremberg), circa 1523, woodcut: wreath and
quatrefoil surrounding the arms, and below a
cupid holding tablet with inscription: four small

coats of arms in the comers. The wood-block
was evidently inherited by Christof Sckeurl II

L

von Dcfcrsdorf, and his wife Sabine, lUc Geuder
zum Heroldsberg (Nuremberg), who erased
three of the small family coats of arms, circa

1560 (Bartsch, 164, "after Diirer").

y. Sebastian v(m Rotenhan (Wurzburg), Doctor
Juris, Lord Steward of the Household to^ the
Court of Wiirzburg, copperplate, 15 18; his

portrait, as a knight, with shield and lance,

kneeling in a hall ; in front of him is his helmet.

Attributed by Heller (" Kunstblatt,*' 1847, P- 47)
to Diirer, but by Nagler (** Monogrammisten,"
vol. L, p. 207) to the school of Diirer. The
Royal Print Room at Munich.describes the plate

as the work of Hans Springinklce. It is here
reproduced (p. 113).

We have no space to describe other book-plates
of DUrer s school, but their names may be given : ,

g. Johann Demschwam de Hradiczin, sizes ii.,

iii., and iv., already illustrated (pp. 74, 75, 76).

The smallest size is by Hans Springinklee or
P. Mutner, 15 . .

h. Bchaim von Schiuarzbach (Nuremberg), 15 . .

Attributed by Retberg (A. 58) to H. S. Beham.
^ Reproduced in £. L. Z. iv. 4.
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Five exlibris of Christof Sclicurl von Dcfcrs-

dorf (Nurembercr), circa 1 540. The clesia-n was
certainly not intended originally for a book-

j

plate, but was converted into one afterwards by
the addition of the mottoes and the inscription
*' Liber Christ Scheurli," etc.

Anonymous plate of Kress von Kressenstein

(Nuremberg). Retberg, A. 19; Bartsch, 161;
i Heller, 1941 ; Warren, p. 131, after 1530; etc.

(-£*.) Exlibris of Nuremberg Little Masters
OF DuRERs School.

The brilliant example of Diirer and his pupils,

and the magnificent specimens they produced,

acted as a stimulus to the designing ot exlibris,

especially in Nuremberg, where the rich and art-

I

loving patrician families were lavish in commis-
sions for such works. After Dttrer's death the
copperplate took the place of the wood-block
more and more, but the influence of the master's

designs was long felt, and in consequence we hnd,

in the domain of book-plates, a large number of
works of art, which were held in high esteem even
at that time, and are now of very great value
from an artistic as well as from a pecuniary point

of view. The exlibris of the little masters of

Nuremberg durinij; the period of the early Ger-
man Renaissance (1520-60), and in the height of

the Renaissance (1560-1600), are so ntmierous, that

it would be impossible to mention them all here

;

we shall, therefore, describe only the most im-
portant.
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By Barthel Beham\ Hieronymus Baumgartner,
the famous senator and jurist, friend of Luther
and Melanchthon (Nuremberg), circa 1 530, with

and without inscription : the scarce variety with

inscription is here given ; Melchior Pfinzing,

BOOK-PLATE OF HIEKONY.MUS UAUMGARTNER.

By Barthel Beham {circa 1 530).

provost of the Church of St. Alban, Mainz,
circa 1 530: armorial with inscription.

By Hans Sebald Beham: Dr. Hector Pomer,
circa 152 1 (see above, p. iii); Behaim von
Schwarzbach, 15 . .. wild man with two shields
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(see above, p. 114); Sebald Beham (Nurem-
berg and Frankfurt), 1544, his own; his coat

of arms displays a chevron between the three

shields of the Artists' Guild. Here repro-

duced.

By Virgil Solis: Gundlach (Nuremberg), 1555;
Pomona with arms of Gundlach and Furleger,

BOOK-PLATE OF HANS SEBALD BEHAM.

By himself (1544).

in landscape ; a very beautiful plate ; Andreas
Imhof (Nuremberg), 1555, arms and landscape;

Erasmus Rauchschnabel (Nuremberg), 1562,

coat of arms, supported by wild man and
woman; Straub (Nuremberg), coat of arms
surrounded by wreath, circa 1560; Wolfgang,
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Count Palatine of Veldenz, Duke of Bavaria^

circa 1559. Here reproduced (p. 119).

By Mattliias Ziindt : ? our armorial exlibris of
the Pfinzing family (Nuremberg), one of which
was reproduced above (p. 57); Hermann von
Guttenburg, 1 530, coat of arms and four figures

in the comers; Hiibner, circa 1550, arms and
caryatides; Melchior Peundtner (Nuremberg),
1568; arms between pillars; Wimpheling^
(Spires), 1568, arms with four angels in the

corners; Hans I mhof (Nuremberg), i57i,arms
of himself and his wife in landscape; Demler
(Ulm), circa 1570, arms with decorative frame

;

an anonymous coat of arms in oval frame,
flowers in the corners ;

* Fabritz and his wife,

lu^c Ehen, circa i 570, arms with landscape below
in frame, with blank labels, attributed by Hirth
(*• Formenschatz, " 1883) to Virgil Solis.

By Jost Amman : The book-plates of this artist

display almost invariably the full armorial bear-

ings in the centre, surrounded by a rich Re*
naissancc frame, in which are caryatides and
allegorical figures ; corner figures are specially

characteristic, generally angels, as well as groups
of musical instruments and weapons: Purer
von Heimendorf (Nuremberg), circa 1570;
E. Behem von Behemstein, 1570; Melchior
Schedel (Nuremberg), circa 1570;" Johann
Aegolf von Knoringen, Bishop of Augsburg,

' \'on Heinemann, " Wolfenbuiilci Exlibris-Sammlung,"

plate 35.
* Reproduced in the Zeitschrift fur Biicherfieiinde," voL i.,

p. 474.



BOOK-PLATE OF WOLFGANG, COUNT PALATINE OF VELDENZ AND
DUKE OF BAVARIA.

By Virgil Solis {circa 1559).
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BOOK-PLATE OF VEIT AUGUST HOLZSCHUHER.

By Jost Amman (1580).

circa 1570; Kress von Kressenstein, r/Vr^ 1570;
Hallervon Mallerstein (Nuremberg), r/m? 1580;
Veit August Holzschuher (Nuremberg), 1580, '
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1

BOOK-PLATE OF JOHANN JAKOB MARTZ.

By Jost Amman {circa 1590).

here reproduced
; J oh. Fischart, called Merjtzer,

circa 1580, whose initials J. F. G. M. stand for

**Johann Fischart genannt Mentzer," and also

R
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for his motto, "Jove fovente i^ignitur Minerva";
Christ. Andreas Gugel von Brand (Nuremberg),

circa 1583 (reproduced p. 54^; Johann Georg
Schwingsharlein (Nuremberg), 1589;^ Johann
Jakob Mftrtz, Doctor of Theology (Ingolstadt)^

circa 1 590, here reproduced (p. 1 2
1 ); JuUusGeuder

zum Heroldsberg (Nuremberg), circa 1590;
Hans Rieter von Kornburg (Nuremberg), 1591 ;

Bauingartner(Nurembei]g)» 15 . . ; Martin Pfinz-

ingvon Henfcnfeld (Nuremberg), 15 . . ; Scheurl

(Nuremberg), 15 . .; Von Welscr (Nurembei^g),

15..; Salomon Schweigger, of Sultz, 15..
By Konrad Salddrfer (probably a pupil of Virgil

Solis) ; two exlibris of Sigmund Held von
Hagelsheim (Nuremberg), circa 1570. Arms
with supporters and arms in frame, with six

allegorical figures. Both plates have the ladies*

shields of Rdmer and Ebner.
By Gcorg Hupsckmann: Schortz (Nuremberg),

circa 1 590. Arms with five allegorical figures

and two angels.

(/^) Other Exlibris of the Sixteenth Cen-
tury BY KNOWN AkHSTS.

By Jorg Breu (Augsburg), under the influence of
Hans Burgkmair ; exlibris of Hugo von Hohen-
landenbcrg, Bisliop of Constance, woodcut, black
and white, and coloured. 1504; Virgin and
Child, with S. Conrad and S. Pelagius, Adam
and Eve above.'

' Reproduced in E. L. Z. iii. 52.
' Jifid, V. 96.
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By Hans Baldtoig Gri'in (Strassburir) ; Lempertz
and Warnccke i^^ive two coloured cxlibris of Dr,

John Maier, called Eck, Professor at Ingolstadt,

and opponent of Luther, woodcuts, circa 1 5 1

8

and 1 522, as doubtful woilcs of this artist ; while

the Royal Print Room at Munich assigns that of

1 5 1 8, here reproduced (p. 1 24), with more proba-

bility to Hans Springinklce, the pupil of Diirer.^

For Eck's two later exlibris see chap, ix., C.

By Hafis Springinklee (Nuremberg). Besides the

small plate of Johann Demschwam de Hradic-

zin (see p. 75), and that of Eck, just mentioned,
the Royal Print Room at Munich ascribes

the followin^T to this artist ; C. G. Teng^ler,

circa 1516. here reproduced (p. 125): punning
arms, the hammers bearing an allusion to the

so-called "dengeln"—the forging and sharpen-

ing ofthe scythes ; MagisterGeorg Tannstetter,

astronomer, and court physician (Vienna), before

1 5 16, here reproduced (p. 126).

^here is no doubt that these two plates and that

of Eck, illustrated on p. 124, are by the same artist,

as may be seen by the style of the drawing and
the similarity of arrantrement. Thus each has the

arms with name and label below, and an allusion

to the owner's profession—-the figure of God the

Father for Eck the theologian, a globe for Tengler
(perhaps a geographer), and the firmament and
stars for Tannstetter the astronomer—and in each

of the three plates a similar monogram in the

same position. (J. M. £. T. =: Johannes Maioris

^ See chap. iiL, and chap. ix. C



BOOK-PLATE OF DR. JOHN ECK.

By Hans Springinklee ? {circa 1518).
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HOOK-PLATE OF C. G. TENGLER.

By Hans Springinklee ? {circa 15 16).

125
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BOOK-PLATE OF >rAGISTER GEORG TANNSTETTER.

By Hans Springinklec ? (before 1516).
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,

Eckius Theologus ; C. G. T. C. G. Tengler

;

M. G. T. = Magister Georg Tannstetter.) It may
be noticed, further, that these plates bear a strong
resemblance to that of Hieronymus Ebner von
£schenbach by (or after) Durer (see above chap,
vi., G, e). Springinklee lived in the same house
with Durer, and as Thausing remarks (" DUrer,"
vol. ii., p. 132), ** no one followed so faithfully in

the masters footsteps. He uses Diirers motives,
both in decoration and in his figures, without
scruple."

By Lucas Cranach the Elder (Wittenberg and
Weimar) ; PrSUlikaturOehringen(Wurttemberg),
woodcut, 1 509, identified as the work of Cranach
by his usual shield with the swords of the Elector

of Saxony ; it represents St. Paul with book and
' sword. Municipal Library of Oehringen, for-

merly Omgau, woodcut, circa 1536-43, identified

as above ; it represents St Peter with keys and
book. The original wood-block was cu t i n 1 509,
without the inscription, and is printed in

Cranach's *' Wittenberger Heiligthumsbuch,"

J 509 ; it was afterwards disposed of and used
many years later as an exlibris. It was well

suited to Oehringen^ as the arms of the town
were St Peter with keys and books ; reproduced
here (p. 128). Dr. Dietrich Block (W ittenberg)

woodcut, r/Vr^ I 520, punnini»- arms with the two
patron saints of the medical profession, SS.
Cosmas and Damian (ascribed to Cranach).^

Christof Scheurl I. von Defersdorf and his wife

* See E. L. Z. vol. ii,, No. 3, pp. 10-15.



nook-pijvte of the municipal library of orngau
(Oehringkn).

By Lucas Cranach {circa 1536-43).
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Ec patris, dC patrui, famam, viitutfbus, arquat.

Qyi pacn's 3^ patrui,nobilcnomen habet.

Adferitjinuicfto diirinum pccflorc vcrbum,
EcMufas omnidcxrcTiratciuuar.

. Hinc etiam ad prompcos (ludiorum contulic vfus,

Infpidshocprzfcns quodmodo Lccfior opus«

BOOK-PI.ATE OF THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, WITTENBERG.

By Lucas Cranach (circa 1536).

S
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Helena, Tucher (Nuremberg) ; female figure

holding in her right and left hand the arms of
the pair, inscription above, woodcut, circa 15 15,

not signed, but certainly by Cranach ; Univer-
sity Library, Wittenberg (after 1548 in Jena),

with portrait of the Elector of Saxony, John
Frederick the Ms^poanimous (1503-1554) ; four

sizes, woodcuts, circa 1 536, the two largest with
fourteen shields, the other with six shields, all

four with Latin verses ; the second size is here
reproduced (p 129). There seems to be no
doubt that these plates are the work of Cranach.
Ulrich, Duke of Mecklenburg (1527- 1603),
woodcut, circa 1 552 ; originally appesured at the
end of the Mecklenburg " Kirchen-Ordnungen "

of 1552 and 1557, and was not used as a book-
plate till 1559. the dates 1559, 1573, and 1579
being afterwards added. The duke also used
as a book-plate a copy of the original, made
about 1590, without the inscription.'

By Hans Holbein (bom at Augsburg ; Basle and
London). Two exlibris are attributed to

Holbein by Warnecke, D. G. Hauer'-and D. L.
Marstaller, woodcuts, circa 1540: both plates

are alike in arrangement, a cupid holding a
shield, with florid architectural surroundings

;

there are slight varieties in the drawing and
different charges on the shield.

* See C. Teske, " Das niecklenburgischc W appcn von L.

Cranach, etc.," Berlin, 1894.
* Repfoduced in Wamecke, Rare Book-plates of theXVth

and XVIth Centuries" (plate 65); and in Seyler, "Exlibris"

(»895)» P- 63.
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BOOK PLATE OF HANS (OR KRITZ) STROMER.

By Christof Stimnier {circa 1575).
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By Hans ScJiaiifclin (Nordlingen and Nuremberg).
Christof Bruno, licentiate and teacher of the

Artof Poetry (Munich^, woodcut, 1542 ; ascribed

to Schaufelin
;
according to Hirth's ** Formen-

schatz "
( 1 885), the border is by HansBurgkmair

:

arms, with verse inscription in decorative

border.

Hans Jhirgkmair {rKw^^wx^y). The following

have been attributed to this artist: Martin,

Count von Oettingen, woodcut, 1526; arms and
inscription with border ( ? if used as an exlibris).

Johann Saganta, wooacut, circa 1540; arms
and inscription ; Melchior (?), woodcut, 15 . .,

arms between columns. An anonymous coat of

arms displaying the head of one of the Winds,
in a niche, woodcut, 15 . . Benedictine Monas-
tery of Benediktbeuem, woodcut, 15 • .; arms
ofthe foundation with two-line inscription above,-

attributed to Burgkmair by Hirth ("Formen-
schatz," 1883, No. 87), but probably not his (see

reproduction in chap, ix., B. a").

By Ckristof Stimtner (Schaffhausen). Hans IV.
Stromer, judge, or Fritz Stromer, councillor

(Nuremberg), copperplate, circa 1575 ; arms in

heavy border, here reproduced (p. 131).

By the Master of the Monogram, /. B, : Willi bald
Pirckheimer (Nuremberg, see also p. 106),

copperplate, 1529; the plate is mentioned in
Hans Imhof's Theatrum virtutis et honoris
Oder Tugendbuchlein Pirckheymers " (1606), as
having been used by Pirckheimer as an em-
blematical device to place at the beginning and
end of his books ; in the centre is an anvil with
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Pirckheimer's arms, a birch-tree {Birke) upon
• it; reclining below is the figure of Tolerantia,

while on the right Invidia holds a heart on the

anvil» which Tribulatio on the left is striking

with a hammer : at the back stands Spes, point-

ing to heaven, from which are falling drops of

refreshment. Pirckheimer used the plate for

one year only» as he died in 1530. It is here
reproduced (p. 133).*

By the Master of the Monogram, 71 H. V. B.
(Constance?): Count Trapp (Austria), 1569,
here reproduced (p. 135); Jakob E liner, Suffragan

of Constance, circa 1570;^ Dr. Bartholomaus
Matzler, Canon of Constance, circa 1570:^ all

these are copperplates, arms with architectural

surroundings.

By the Master of the Monogram^ : Von
Roggenbach, copperplate, 1543; armorial.

By Heinric/i I 'ogthcrr (Augsburg) : his own ex-

libris, woodcut, circa 1537; armorial, here re-

produced (p. 136).

By Martin Rota, of Sebenico, a Dalmatian artist,

who lived after 1 586, in Venice : Wolf Christof

von Enzestorf, celebrated Austrian musician,

1575; armorial with graceful border, here re-

produced (p. 137).

By David Kandel^ painter, of Strassburg : Exlibris

* See E. L. voL v., pp. 43, 44, and Von Hcinemann,
IX. A sketch of the same design, by Durer, is in the Btidsh

Museum.
* E. L. Z. ix. 70.
' Re[)roduced in Warnecke, "Exlibris of the XYth and

XVlth Centuries," plate 86.
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of Georg Kandel, Nuremberg, 15..; arms ^

with colours and arch.
,

By Anton IVicrix (Antwerp, etc.) : Exlibris
|

Nikolsburg, copperplate, circa 1585. |

BOOK-PLATE H EI N RICH VOGTHERIU

By himself (a'nra 1537)-

We have no space to mention other exlibris by
the little masters of the sixteenth century, and
may refer those who wish to study the subject

further to the various volumes to which frequent
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BOOK-PLATE OF WOLF CHRISTOF VON ENZESTORF.

By Martin Rota (1575).
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allusion has been made» where many more ex- ,

amples will be found reproduced.^
|

{G.) Sixteenth Century ExLUttRis by unknown
Artists.

The great majority of the sixteenth-century
\

exlibris, given in Warnecke and other volumes,
{

cannot be even mentioned here, and we must ^

confine ourselves to naming the more important
|

plates, which are either especially characteristic

or little known
;
many of these will be found in

the ** Exlibris-Zeitschrift," to which references are

given.

Hugo von Hohcnlandcnberg, Bishop of Constance ; coloured
\

woodcut, not the same as that already described on p. 122,

thou|^ of simikur design, cina 1504 (E. L» Z. v. 98).

Johann Cuspinlan {[Gennan "Spiessheimer Doctor of
Medidne, humaniist, poet and historian (Vienna^ wood- I

cut : portrait with verses, arm 1520 (£. L. Z. ir. 112).

Christof Hos (Spires and Worms), three woodcuts, 1520 and
1528, and two hand-ooloured armorial plates, with canting
arms (£. L. Z. iv. 9, and vi. 44, 104).

Dr. Gregor Angrer, Canon of Brixen and Vienna, four wood-
j

cuts, 152 1, with llowint; mantling (one by " H. R.,*
E. L. Z. ii., No. 4, p. 5 : here reproduced, p. 1 39).

Dr. August Marios, suffragan Bishop of Wiirzburg, two wood-
cuts, 152 1 and 1522.

Dr. Paul von Oberstain, Provost, Archdeacon, and Chan-
cellor of the University of Vienna, one coloured and one
bkdc and white woodcut, 15 16 and 1528.

^ It may be noted that in Wamecke's ''Exlibris of the
XVth and XVIth Centuries" several plates are given by
August Hirschvogel, Hans Sebald Lautensack and Hans
Schaufelin, as to which there is no proof, nor even any
probability, that they were ever used as eadibris.
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BOOK-PLATE OF JOHANN GR£MP£R {drca 1 525).
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Monastery of St. Stephen (Wiirzburg), three woodcuts, 1522,

1548, 1558 (E. L. Z. X. 32-38).

BOOK-PLATE OF REINHARD, COUNT ZU LEININGEN-WESTERBURG

{circa 1530).

Johann Gremper (Bavaria), woodcut, circa 1525, interesting

on account of the two verse inscriptions ; the letters in the

four corners read: "Sum, eram, fio cinis" (E. L. Z. ii..

No. 4, p. 8 ; see reproduction opposite).
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Dr. Jakob Spiegel (Sdilctistadt), councillor to the Kmperors
Charles V. and I cidinand 1.; coloured woodcut, i7>^:a 1530.

Helfrich (Nuremberg), woodcut, armorial, cirta 1530.
Augsburg, Stadtbibliotbek (Municipal Library), six coloured

woodcuts, 1530-44 (E. ll v., 42).

Magtster Johann Alexander Brassicanus (German Koel"),

BOOK-PLATE OF DR. MATTHIAS BISCHMRR (n>V» 1543).

poet (Tubingen and Vienna),woodcut, dr€a 1530 (E. L. Z.
viL 82).

Heinrich Kurz, Suffragan of Passau, woodcut, 1530.

Reinhard, Count zu Leiningen-Weaterburg, Canon of
Cologne, Mainz, and Trier, and Dean of Cologne, copper-
plate, fine work of the Lower Rhine, circa 1530, here re-

produced (p. 141).
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Sebastian Theuritz, called Keller von Lowenbeig^ woodcut,
1530-

Kaspar von Sch6nei( h (Schonei), colouied woodcat, 1535
(E. L. Z. X. 64, 65).

W. Bering (Bavaria), coloured woodcut, 1536 (£. I.. Z. iv.

125).

Dr. (icorg Hobsingcr (Regensburg), two woodc uts, one with

canting arms, and one with portrait (see part ii. 10), 1536
and 1539 (E. I^- Z. ii., No. 4, p. 7, and iii. 34).

Sebastian J.inck, Doctor of Theology and poet (Ingolstadt

and Treising), woodcut, dna 1540 (E. L. Z. iv. 113).

Von Gottesheim (Alsace), woodcut, arm 1540 (£. L. Z»
iv. 84).

Jobann Faber, Bidiop of Vienna, two woodcuts, 1540, and
two typographical memorial labels (one of whidi is re-

{MToduced in Wamecke, p. 6).

Dr. Jobann Peter Merenda (Vienna), two woodcuts, one of
them coloured, 1540 and 1548.

Dr. Matthias Biechner, l)rother of the Abbot of Zwiefahen
(Wiirttemberg), woodcut, circa 1542, here reproduced

(p. 142).

Jan Z. Lipeho (Bohemia), woodcut, 1541, signed " E. K."

br. Vitus Tuchsenhauser, pastor (Straubing), coloured
woodcut, 1542 (E. L. Z. iii. 75).

Johann Ecker, Provost (Sdiifi^ani), coloured woodcut,
punning arms, harrow (»£gge)on shield, 1545.

Wolfgang Seidl (Sedelius), Benedictine sdiolar (Munich,
Salzburg and Tegemsee), woodcut, 1543, here repro-

duced (p. 143). The two compasses form the initial W;
S -Seidl.

Johann Baldinger, Canon (Frdsing), woodcut, 1547
(E. L. Z. viii. 72).

Johann Marbach, Doctor of Theology (Strassburg, formerly

of Lindau), woodcut, {)robahly by Anton Wonsam of
Worms, (irca 1550: symbolical representation of David
and (ioliath, Daviii standing for Marbach as a successful

champion of the faith (K. L. Z. v iii. 32).

Konrad Wolfhardt called Lycosthenes, of Rufifach, Dean
of St. Leonhardt (Alsace), armorial, woodcut, ana 1550.

Isaac Jeger, canting arms, woodcut, 1553 (see opposite).

Dr. Wii^eus Hundt von Lauteijpach, jurist, Chancdlor,
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and President of the Council (Munich), coloured woodcut,

1556 (E. Z. il, No. 3, p. 18).

Benedictine Abbey of Tegernsee, woodcut, circa 1556 ; the

initials stand for "Walthaior Abt zuTegernsee" (Widthasar»

Abbot ofTegerasee) ; reproduced below (chap. ix.).

Jakob Christof von Uttenhcim (Ramstein, Alsace), i559»

woodcut, armorial with wild man and wolf (K L. Z. ii. i,

p. 9).

Dr. Sixtus Kapsser, court physician (Munich), 1 560, portrait

and arms, two woodcuts (the name has hitherto been
wrongly given as S. Kercher), reproduced above (pp. 52, 53).

BOOK-FL.VTE OK ISAAC JECER(I553).

\)x. David Byrgl, a Bavarian jurist, three coloured woodcuts,

area 1560 (£. L. Z. ii., No. 4, p. 6, and viiL, p. 105).

Dr. W. Lazius, Professor and Historiographer-in-ordinary

(Vienna), two copperplates, 1559, and circa 1560.

Martin von Schaumburg, Prince Bishop of £ichstatt, coloured

armorial woodcut, circa 1560.

Weisenau, Premonstratensian Abbey in Allg^u, copperplate,

circa 1568; reproduced below (chap. ix.).

Dr. Martin Eisengrein, Vice Chancellor of Ingol&tadt, four-

teen woodcut.s, 1564-70.

Magister Anton Heckhel (Ingolstadt), coloured woodcut,

1569.

U



BOOK-PLATE OF HEI.MHARDT JORGER FREIHERR ZU TOLLER
UND KOPPACH (1571).
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HOOK-PLATE OK SKI5ASTIAN MILI.NEK VON ZWAIRADEN (l579):

148
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BOOK-PLATE OF DR. KARL AGRICOLA (1588).
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Karl Apian (Amberg), woodcut, circa 1570 (E. L. Z. v.

112).

BOOK-PLATE OK JOHANN HEKTOR ZUM JUNGEN {ctrca 1 590).

Liineburg, Councillors' Library, woodcut, 1570-80, perhaps
by Albert von Soest ("Zeitschrift fiir Biicherfreunde," ii.

S. 6).

, v.oogle
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Helmhardt Jorger Freiherr zu Toller unci Koppach, Imperial

Councillor, etc. (V^ienna), copperplate, 157 1, here repro-

duced (p. 146); in the corners are represented Love, Faith,

IVniperance, and Hope.
Urban Sagstetter, Bishop of Ourk in Carintbia, coloured

woodcut, 1572 (E. L. Z. V. 68, 123).

Johann Rumel, Dean of Ndrdlingen, woodcut, 1573 (£. L. Z.

ii- 45)-
Sebflstuui Millner von Zwaimden, cantiog arms, 1 560-79,

seven exlibris^ one of them a coloured woodcut^ here le-

prodoced (p- 148).

BOOK-PLATB OP SBITZ (15..)*

Michael Heumair, jurist (Munich), three copperplates^ dna
1580.

Hieronvmus Hyrsen, Vicar of Oepfingen, woodcut, before

1581 (E. L. Z. vi. 8).

Balthazar Dorner, Paj>tor ol Munderkingen, two woodcuts,

1 581 and 1583 (E. T>. Z. vi. 8).

Monastery of Baumburg, four copperplates, 1 580-7.

Benedictine Abbey of Thierhauj)ten, two woodcuts, 1587,

1 596 ; the initials B. G. in the shield of the earlier plate,

stind for Benedikt Gangenrieder Abt"
Dr. Karl Agrioola, jurist, Hamburg, diree exlibris, one of
which isa coloured woodcut, signal ''J. B.,**and hare repro-
duced (p. 149) ; in the comers are the four seasons, 1588.

Benedictine Abbey of Andechs, two armorial woodcute, circa

T588 and 1590.



1

UOOK-PLATE OF GEORG HELWICH (iS . . )•
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Wolfgang Andreas Rem von Ketz, Provost of Augsburg, two
woodcuts, 1588; one, a giit-platc, is here reproduced

(P- 147).

Johann Hektor zum Jungen (Frankfurt), copperplate, circa

1 590 ; here teproduced (p. 1 50).

Johann Schwagerl, Pastor of Alburg, two armorial woodcuts,

159?-
Benedictine Abbey of Ochsenhausen, armorial woodcut,

1593 (E. L. Z* vi. no).
Christof Freiherr von Wolckenstein-Rodn^ (Austria^ three

armorial woodcuts, 1594, 1595, 1597-
Johann Max zum Jungen (Frankfurt), four copperphUes,

circa 1599.

Magister Konrad Witzmann (Havaria), two coloured wood-
cuts, with two ( oats of arms, 15 . .

Seitz, a Patrician family of Augsburg, copperplate, 15 . here
reproduced ({). 151).

Thomas Knoll, jurist (Austria), two armorial woodcuts,

15..
Halbmeister, coloured armorial woodcut, 15..
Leonhard Hoermann (Augsbuig), coloured copperplate,

15..
Geoig Hdwich, Vicar of Mainz, woodcut, 15 .

. ;
though the

coat of arms, evidently inserted afterwards by another
haiid, is not beautiful, the border is worthy of remark;
here reproduced (p. 152).

Further examples of plates of the sixteenth

century, as well as of later date, will be found in

the various exlibris books to which reference has
already been made.



CHAPTER VII

THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

H E exlibris of the seventeenth century
far exceed those of the earlier period

in point of number, though not in

beauty of design nor in artistic compo-
sition and execution. The Baropte Style, which
is characteristic of the century, is distinguished

by an excessive heaviness of drawing, with gro-

tesquely curled scrolls, festoons, and garlands,

and an elaborate medleyof curves. Thus, although

the influence of Durer and his school may still be
recognized, and many magnificent exlibris were
executed between 1600 and 1700, yet the total

number of plates which take high rank from an
artistic point of view is considerably less than in

the previous century. The cause for this is to be
ascribed partly to the destructive influence of the

Thirty Years* War, and partly to the cumbrous
nature of what has been termed the " Periwig
Style."

The woodcut gave way more and more to the
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copperplate, which gradually reached a high pitch

of development Many plates were still produced
at Nuremberg, but Augsburg also became an im-
portant centre of artistic effort while northern
Germany was yet of little account.

In the seventeenth century the armorial bearino^s

remain, as before, the chief ornament of the book-

plate, sometimes alone (with or without inscrip-

tion), sometimes accompanied by ancestral shielcb,

som€!times in heavy frames. Oval cartouches

with inscriptions are also common.
On sixteenth-century plates we generally find

the achievement surrounded with an architectural

border, or flanked by caryatides, with symbolical

figures in the comers. In the seventeenth century,

on the other hand, the armorial bearings are very
often surmounted by round or oval wreaths of
laurel or other spra) s, a wide-spread lash ion,

which can be traced, in part at least, to Johann
Sibmachers WappenbUchlein " of 1596,^ where
such wreaths are of frequent occurrence.

The number of engravers whose names have
come down to us, is very large, those who lived in

the early part of the century being still under
the influence of Durer and the old Nuremberg
school.

(A.) The known Exlihkis Artists of the
Seventeenth Century.

Of these the following are the chief. Many of

* Johan Sibmacher fedt, Friedhch Diirer excud"
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BOOK-PLATE OF VON OELHAFEN. By HcinHch Ulrich (1614).
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BOOK-PLATE OF GEORC REHM.

By Heinrich Ulrich {circa 1600).
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them were already working at the close of the six-

teenth century

:

a. Heinricli (Nuremberg) : Several exlibris

of the family of Von Oelhafen (Nurembei^),
the largest of which is here given (p. 156) ; it is

dated, in manuscript, 16 14, but may have been
executed at the end of the sixteenth centur}% or
about 1600

;
woodcut, also used bv Wolf Hiero-

nymus Oelhafen. The boldly-drawn arms are,

in part, canting, the lion holding an oil-pot (Oel-
hafen). Others by the same artist are : Baum-
eSUtner (Nuremberg), 159. -1600; Ftirer van
Heimendorf (Xurembcri;), 159. -1600; Gabriel
Schlusselberger (Nuremberg), 1594; Klemens
Resen, 16 . . ; Von Imhof (Nuremberg), 16 . .

;

Geoig Rehm (Augsburg), circa 1600, here re-

produced (p. 157^ for the sake of its finely en-
graved wreath ot flowers.

b. HansTroschel (Nuremberg) : Berenhard, 16 . .

;

Johann Wilhelm Kress von Kressenstein (Nu-
remberg), 1 6

1 9, designed by H . Hauer, engraved
by Troschel ; here reproduced (p. 1 59) : a pretty
plate, finely engraved.

c. /^a«f^ai»^ (Nuremberg): Besides the exlibris

of J. W. Kress, mentioned above, that of Geoi^
Seyfried Coler the younger, 1043, is probably
the work of Hans Hauer; while the exlibris of
Georg Seyfried Coler the elder, circa 161 7 (an
imitation of the Geuder exlibris by Jost Amman)
may be ascribed either to Hauer or Troschel.^

^ Impressions of these two exlibris, printed from the original
copperplates, are given in £. L. Z. iii. 77-79.
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BOOK-PLATE OF JOHANN WILHELM KRESS VON KRESSENSTEIN.

Designed by Hans Hauer, enjjraved by Hans Troschel (1619).

'59
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d» Hans Sihmaclicr (Nuremberg), a close follower

of Jost Amman, was the author of the Wappen-

BOOK-PLATE OF VEIT AUGUST HOLZSCHUHER.
By Hans Sibmacher {circa 1600).

buch'' of 1604 and 1609 : Exlibris of Dilherr von
Thumenberg ( Nuremberg), circa 1 592 Andreas

' Reproduced in E. L. Z. ii., No. 4, p. 10.
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BOOK-PLATE OF THE ELECTORAL LIBRARY OF THE DUKES
OF BAVARLX AT MUNICH.

By Raphael Sadder.
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Beham the elder (Xuremben^^), 1595; Paul

Heugel, 159.; Flechtner (Windsheim), 159-;
Von HUlss, 16 . . ;

Baumgartner-Oertel (Nurem-
berg), 16..; Pfaudt (Nuremberg), 16..; Veit

August Holzschuher (Nuremberg), circa 1600^

here reproduced (p. 1 60).

€, Jolia)in Sadelcr,ju)iior{Vi\x\\\K:\i) \ Johann Gcorg
Herwarth (Munich and Forstenried), 1630;
P erdinand von Hagenau (St. Peter's, Munich),
1646.

f. Raphael Sadeler (Munich) : Electoral Library

of the Dukes of Bavaria at Munich, circa 1623,

three sizes, with varieties of engraving ; the

largest is here reproduced (p. 161); Bibliotheca

Palatina, the Library of the Elector Palatine

(Heidelberg and Rome), 1623. (See part ii.4.)

g. Egidius SaBleUr{lliun\Q\i) : Arnold von Reyger,

1604, here reproduced (p. 163); the letters

Z.G.M.Z. stand for " Zu Gott meine Zuflucht,"

the German translation of the Latin motto at

the top, ** Ad deum rdiigium " ; three book-

plates of Peter Vok, Prince Ursini, Count von
Rosenberg, 1609.'

h. Crispin van den Passe, the elder (Cologne, also

London and Paris) : Dr. Johann Stiger, 1602*;

Johann von Liskirchen (Cologne), circa 1602,

here reproduced (p. 164).

i. Anion Eiscnhoit (Warburg): Theodor von
Furstenberg, Bishop of Paderbom, 1603.*

' Sec Warren, pp. 199-200. Reproduced in Wamecke, "Die
Deulsc heii liiichcT/cichen," plate xvi.

Reproduced in \\. L. Z. iii, 81-82.
^ Ibid., ii.. No. i, p. 11.
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BOOK-PLATE OF ARNOLD VON REYGER.

By Egidius Sadder (1604).

•63
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BOOK-PLATE OF JOHANN VON LISKIRCHEN.

liy Crispin van den Fasse {circa 1602).

164
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k. lohann P/ann, the younger (Nuremberg)

:

Library of the Clergy-house of St Lawrence,
Nuremberg, a library of i i ,200 volumes, founded
by the cutler, Johann Vennitzer ; the plate has
the founder's portrait, with commemorative
verses, the arms of the Cutlers, and allegorical

figures of Fides and Caritas, 1618^; Behaim
von Schwarzbach (Nuremberg), 1635.

/. Daminik Custos (Augsburg) : Johann Georg von
Werdenstcin, Prebendary of Augsburg and
Eichstatt, three plates, one of 1592, and the

others about 1600 ; one of the latter is here re-

produced (p. 165) ; two exlibris of the five owned
by Zacharias GeizkoAer von Gailenbach, Count
Palatine, Imperial Councillor, 1603.'

tn. Raphael Ciistos (Augsburg) : Wilhelm and
Clara 'Kress von Kressenstein (Nuremberg),

1645, with thirty-one ancestral coats of arms ;

reproduced opposite (unsigned, attributed to

Raphael Custos by Wamecke) ; an anonymous
armorial plate, lion with column, signed, 1650.

n, Jakob Custos (Augsburg) : Hoser (Augsburg),
circa 1650; Ph. H. Rether, Doctor Juris, 1664,
both signed. The following plates are unsigned,

but are probably the work of this engraver:

Joachim von Donnersperg, 1606; Dr. Georg
Sigismund Miller» 16 . . ; Ch. Gobel; of HofgiefaK

ing, 1640 ; Balthasar Ranpeck, councillor (Mun-
ich), 1642 ;

Georg Anion, pri\ ate secretary

(Munich), 1643; Johann Schmidt, circa 1643;
Albert Lerch, chaplain (Munich), 1650; Franz

^ Reproduced in £. Lb Z. No. i, p. 9.
* Ilnd, iiL 84.

I
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Maralt, Doctor Juris, 1650 ; Fr. Melchior Saur,

jurist, 1650, and others.

liOOK-PLATE OF WII.HKI.M \M» CLARA KRJtSS VON
KRr>Si:NS'l KIN.

By Raphael Custos (1645).

o. Lukas Kilian (Augsburg), pupil of Dominik
Custos» his stepfather ; Freiherr von Burckhaus,

1664; Arsenius, Provost of Chiemsee, 1637,

I
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arms of the monastery and abbot, noteworthy
on account of the skeleton, here printed from the
original copperplate.

p, lVolfgano[ Kiliaji (Augsburg), pupil of Dominik
Custos : three plates of Johann Georg Seefried»

Doctor of Medicine, Nuremberg, i6.. (repro-

duced above, pp. 29 and 30); Fugger(Augsburg),
16 . . ; Sebastian Myller, Bishop of Adramytti,
Suffragan and Canon of Augsburg, 1635*;
Johann Adam Spizhutrr. 1649 ; Rui^ert, Provost

of Chiemsee, 1654, witii St. Rupert, and the

shields of the monastery and of Salzburg (re-

produced in chap, ix.) ; the same design was
afterwards re-engraved in 1688 and 1691 by

:

q, Johann Ulrick Franck (Augsburg), for two
other provosts of Chiemsee, Sebastian and
Jakob.

r. Alexander Mair (Augsburg) : Monastery of
the Holy Cross at Augsburg, Provost Johann,
1606; Johann Wildenroder (Munich), 1610;
Georg Rosch, Bishop of Philadelphia and
Suffragan of liichstatt, 1615; Johann Heinrich
Hybsmann von Biebcrach, 16..

s. Andreas Kiioi (r^iuremberg), one of the best

artists of his time : Pfinzing-Grundlach (Nurem-
berg), circa 1650; arms with Mutius Scaevola
above and the fine motto, " Patriae et Amicis,''

here reproduced (p. 169).

/. Joiuliim von Sandrart, member of the " Order
of the Palm Tree " (" Palmen-Orden painter,

engraver, and writer on art, pupil of Egidius

^ Reproduced in Wanren, p. 192.
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BOOK-PLATE OF TU£ MONASTERY OF CHIEMSEE

{ana 1637).
ir0/kce^. 168.
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Sadeler ( N iiremberc^) : two ( .\lil)ris for himself,

circa 1680 ^
; Floridan, Le,^ Sigmund von Birken,

BOOK-PI.ATE OF SICMTNI) V(^N BIRKKN.

By Joachim von iSandrart {firca 1670).

poet (Nuremberor), about 1670, here reproduced

;

' One of thcsf is reproduced in the journal of the French

KxHbris Society, Archives," vol. i , iS()4, No. (),]). 139, the

Other in Burger's " Leipziger Exhbrib Samnilung, 1697, No. 46.
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1

"Floridan" was the name he adopted as a

member of the " Floral Society of the Pegnitz
"

BOOK-PLATE OF COLONEL OEORC. CHRISTOF VOLCKAMER.

By D. Kriiger (1674).

at Nuremberg (*' Pegnesischer Blumen-Orden
and the (lower opposite it—Amaranth or " Flor-

J Google
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amor"—was his distinctive symbol in the
society ; above is the passion flower, and below
the pan-pipes, the emblem and device respec-

tively of this ancient society, which celebrated

its 250th year of existence a lew years ago.*

n, JohannSirtd6eck{A\igshurg): Magister Johann
B. Renz, pastor (Augsburg), portrait exlibris»

1697.*

V. Christof, J. Stenglin {yiumch) : Patricius Mandl
von Deutenhofen, Provost of Baumburof, 1658;
Quiron IV. Milon, Abbot of regernscc, 1700,

with the patron saints, Sl ^uirinus and St.

Benedict (reproduced in chap. ix.).

w. Martin Hailler (Frankfurt-on-Main) : Vacha
(Hesse), Church Library, 1672.

X, D, Kriiger: Colonel GeorgChristof Volckamer
(Nuremberg), 1674, here reproduced (p. 171).

y, Aloritz Lang (Vienna) : Georg Szelcpcheny.

Archbishop of Gran, Primate of Hungary, por-

trait exlibris, circa 1670.

z. Johann Chr. Schmischeck (Prague) : Honoratus,
Abbot of Seeon, 1634 : with patron saints (re-

produced in chap. ix.).

(^.) Less known and less important En-
gravers OF THL Seventieth Century.

Besides the names already given, the foUow-
engravers also executed book-plates

:

^ A full account of " Floridan " and of the *< Blumen-Orckn,"
as well as of the book-plate in question, with an impression

from the original oq>perplate, is given in £. L. Z. v. 69-75.
* Reproduced in E. ll Z» iL, Na 3/ p. 19.
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L. Eberk, 1600 ; H. Dirr, 1625 ; Matthaits von Sommer
(NurembcsgX 1650; Geoige Kdler (Nurembeig ?) ; P.

Kiifiher (Nuremberg); Johann Wilhelm Stor (Nuremberg);
Lukas Schnitzer (Nuremberg), circa 1650; Johann Bap-

tist Homann (Nuremberg), 1695; Matthias Kiisel (Mun-
ich), 1658; F. (Irassanter, 1672: Hans Ulrich Franck
(Augsburg), 16S2 : Andreas Ehmann (Aucishurg) : J. I^on-

hard Beil, 1690 ; [. de I.cspier, 1692 ; and also the t'ollow-

iDg, whose plates are not dated, but belong to the seven-

BOOK-PLATE OP PRKIHERR VON LAND8EB.

By H. Fickwirtt (16 . .)•

teenth century : J. 1). Albrecht ; Le Clerc (either David,

who worked at Frankfurt, Darmstadt, and Cassel, or his

brother Isaac, at Cassel) ; Johann Baptist Te/l : P. Crusius;

J. C Stum : Jakob Je/.l ;
Jakob Lindnit/ ; H l ickwirtt,

one of whose two exlihris of Freiherr von I^mdsee is liere

reproduced ; Ellas Wideniann (Augsburjj;, \'ienna, I'rague,

and Pressburg) : J. (i. Hahre ; Manasser (apparently

Johann Kaspar of Prague, perhaps Daniel of Augsburg),

1627 ; also the owner of the monogram I. G. F. D., whose
exUbris of Pomer (Nuremberg), with ancestnd coats of

arms, is here reproduced (p. 1 74).
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BOOK-PLATE OF THE ELECTORAL LIBRARY OF THE DUKES
OF BAVARIA AT MUNICH (1618).
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BOOK-PLATE OF JOHANN CHRISTOF VON BNOBLSHOKLN

(1623).
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BOOK-PLATE OF POMER (1648).
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(C) Unsigned Exubris by unknown Artists.

There are, besides, a larg^e number of tmsigncd

plates belonging to the seventeenth century. Of

BOOK-PLATB OP HANS MARTIN l5fPBLHOLZ {fSnm 1650).

these many are no doubt the work of Nuremberg
little masters—such as LJlrich, Troschel, Pfann,

Khol, and others
;
others, however, are by un-

known and less important engravers, who can no
longer be identified.
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Some of the best or most interesting exlibris of
the seventeenth century by engravers who are
unknown or cannot be identified may be enumer-
ated here. Most of them are also illustrated :

Library of the Dukes of Bavaria, Munich, 16 18,
three sizes, of which the largest has five varieties

BOOK-PLAT£ OF GEORG SCHR0D£K (i6 .

of engraving-, the second four, the third one
noble plates, worthy of a prince (pp. 175, 176).

Johann Christof von Engelshofen, copperplate,

1623 (p. 177^.
Johann Albrecht IL, Duke of Mecklenburg, Co-

adjutor of Ratzeburg. woodcut, circa 1625.

Erhard von Muckenthal, of Hacksenacker, wood-
cut, 1634 (p. 178).

Christof Fiirer von Haimendorf, Duumvir, Cap-
tain of the Castle, of Nuremberg, copperplate,

164 1, with ancestral coats of arms (p. 1 79).
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Johann Christof Wolfskeel, Imperial Notary,

copperplate, 1643 (p. 180).

Pomer (Nuremberg), copperplate, 1648 ; armorial

bearings in wreath (p. 181).

Hans Martin Loffelholz von Kolberg (Nurem-
berg), copperplate, circa 1650 (p. 182).

HOOK-PLATE OF GEORG CHRISTOF HOLZSCHUHER (1660).

Scheurl (Nuremberg), copperplate, i6 . . (p. 183).
Georg Schroder, Magister, copperplate, 16 . . ;

canting arms, this form of beetle being called
" Schroder "

(p. 184).

Rittershaiis, copperplate, 16 . .
;
canting arms, a

knight (Ritter) and fortified house (p. 185).

Holzschuher (Nuremberg), copperplate, 1660
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(p. 1 86) ; the owner is represented as St Georgre,

with the arms of Holzschuher, and with St.
Christopher on the horse's chest, and the plate

may be assicrned without doubt to Georg Christof
Holzschuher (1623-73), Cornet in the Imperial
Cuirassiers; in the background are a maiden

BOOK-PLAT£ OF DR. JOHANN GEORG STARCKMANN (l6 . .).

and a castle, which are almost invariably found
on pictures of St. George,

Balthasar von Lowenfeld (Tyrol), copperplate,

16 • • ; in pronounced baroque style, with cant-
ing arms (p. 187).

Theexlibris of Johann Georg Starckmann, Doctor
of Philosophy and of Medicine, is remarkable
both for its indirect canting arms—Herculess
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strong man (starker Mann)—and for its motto,
taken from Maccabees, ii. 2, 13 (p. 188).

The ornament on the shield of Johann Christof
Wagenseil, Professor and Librarian of the Uni-
versity of Altdorf, 16 . . , is original, and per-

JOH. CHRlSrOPJfOHV^

BOOK-PLATE OF JOHANN CHRISTOF WAGBNSBIL (l6 . .)*

haps may have had its origin in a twisted rope

{SeU)t here reproduced.

Although on exlibris of the seventeenth century

the armonal bearings form the chief ornament, yet
here and there we meet with pure allej^yprical

designs in which the arms take an unimportant

position, e.£[.

:
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BOOK-PLATE OK KONRAD FRANZ REIKELT {circa 1690).
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BOOK-PLATE OK EUCHARIUS GOTTLIKB RINK {circa 1692).
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Konrad Franz Reibelt, Licentiate of Law, Princely

Councillor (Wurzburtr), woodcut, circa 1690,

witli symbolical figures in luxuriant baroque
frame (p. 190).

Eucharius Gottlieb Rink, Professor, jurist, and
historian, collector of coins and armour (Altdorf
near Nuremberg), copperplate, ci7ra 1692 ;

above are two commemorative medals, and
below the name and arms ; the eagle is con-

nected both with the motto and the arms of
Rink, and may be taken to signify that the
owner, like the bird, knows his way both on
land and sea (p. 191).

Dr. Christian Johann Lange, physician, circa

1685 ; in an oval formed by a snake is the name,
surrounded by a spray of laurel or olive held
by a dove, and a thorn twig held by the snake.

Johann Caspar Reichsfreiherr von Domsperg
(Steyermark), 16 . . ; canting arms, thorns
{Donten) on the shield, in a rich oval cartouche.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

(-i.) Hi.KALDIC r^XLTBKIS (oTHI K THAN RoCOCO
AND Allegorical Plates)

OCOCO and allegorical plates will be
dealt with separately hereafter, and the

present section will include only those

heraldic exlibris which contain merely
the armorial bearings, without any further decora-

tive ornament This type of book-plate was much
in favour between 1700 and 1800. As a rule the

name of the owner is given, and very often his

title, while the place and date are not infrequently

added. At the same time we find many anonym-
ous armorials, with no inscription, which fail to

fulfil the main object of a book-plate—to indicate

the owner clearly. These plates, the outgrowth
of a most unpractical fashion, are the horror of
every book-plate collection ; for it is absolutely

impossible to identify a great many of these

anonymous coats of arms—even such as were
c c
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borne by one person only, and not handed down
from generation to generation.*

This custom of introducing: the coat of arms
only, reflects the deterioration of art and taste in

the seventeenth century, which resulted partly

from the effects of the Thirty Years' War; all *

sense of decoration was lost, and until the rococo !

style developed itself, all ornament became formal,

cold and insipid. Moreover, scarcely any artists
|

of importance executed book-plates in the '

eighteenth century—rococo and allegorical plates i

still excepted—and the majority of pure armorials

were produced by inferior engravers who were I

engravers simply, without being artists in the

wider sense. Book-plates became mere articles

of merchandise, chietly because the demand for

and appreciation of works of art, among the iHU
* as well as the general public, was practically non-
existent As we have already said, this does not
apply to the rococo period, when a great improve-
ment set in.

Although the number of eminent engravers of

armorial exlibris decreased between 1 700 and
1800, the actual number of professional and
amateur engravers who produced book-plates is

' Many of these anonymous plates have, ot course, been
identified from time to time by dint of searching in the dic-

tionaries of Armorial Hearings by H. Freiherr von Linstou,

G. A. Seyler, and Count Renesse, as well as in Sibmacher's
" Wappenbiicher " and similar works. J'he greatest number of

anonymous heraldic exlibris—especially of the eighteenth

century—which have been identified are in the collection of

the author, who has also been able to identify many plates in

-other collections.
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very considerable. Nuremberg no longer kept its

pre-eminence, and engravers are met with in all

parts of the country, especially in Southern Ger-
many and Austria.

a. Engravers of Heraldic Exlibris,

Without attempting to enumerate the engravers
of less important exlibris, the following may be
named of those who produced pure armorial

plates between 1 700 and 1 800 ; where the place

and date are not given, information on the sub-
ject has not been available.

Germany :

George Daniel Heumann (Nuremberg), engraver
to the Court of Brandenburg ; his book-plate
of the Library of the clergy-house of St. Law-
rence, Nuremberg, with a portrait of Johann
F(\^)enitzer, the founder, circa 1750, is repro-

duced in Part ii. 12. The library possessed an
earlier plate by J. Pfann, 1618 (see p. 166), also

with a portrait of Vennitzer.

Josef Erasmus Belling (Augsburg).

Josef Sebastian, or Johann Baptist (Augs-
burg).

Johann Striedbeck, senior (Augsburg).

Johann Striedbeck^ junior (Augsburg, Frankfurt,

and Strassburg). (See E. L. Z. vii. 85, and x.

J. H. Siorcklin (Augsburg).

Josef Mori (probably Augsburg).

Philipp Andreas Kilian (Augsburg).
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Georg Christof Kilian (Augsburg).

Jakob Andreas Fridrich (Augsburg), engraver to

the Court of Wiirttemberg.

Josef Anton Zimmermaiin, court engraver (Augs-
burg). Among other plates, he engraved one of
the numerous exlibris of the Electoral Library
of the Dukes of Bavaria, Munich, 1 746 (with
and without signature), which, with the omission
of the fruit i^^rlands, and the addilion of a
second order, is exactly copied from that by
Raphael Sadeler (see pp. 161 and 162) without,

however, approaching it in fineness <^ exe-
cution.

Johann Georg Piniz (Augsburg).

Johann Xepomuck Maag (Munich).

Josef Hcinlctli (probably Munich).

Johann Michael ^t^VrytV^^r (Munich) ; his florid ex-

libris of the Ducal Library at Munich, 1779
(three sizes), reproduced on p. 196, is a good
exani|)]e of die formal taste of the period ; the

lions supporting the shield are mere caricatures,

The design is by Christian Wink.
F"ranz Xaver Jumrivirth (Munich).

Dc ia Haye (probably at Munich, also at Fontaine-

bleau. } if the same artist).

Andreas Leonhard Moglich (Nuremberg).
Johann Wilhelm St^ (Nuremberg).
Martin Tyroff (Nuremberj^).

Johann David (Nuremberg).
Georg LiclUenstcgcr (Nuremberg).
Johann Georg Ehcrsberger (Nuremberg).
Johann Michael Zell (Nuremberg).
Michael /?6ts:f&r (Nuremberg ana Frankfurt) ; ex-
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libris of Heinrich Christof von Ochsenstein,

17 . . , here reproduced (p. 197).

BOOK-PLATE OF FRAU VON JEETZE.

By S. T. Gericke (17 . . ).

Georg Jakob Schneider (probably Regensburg).
Johann Georg Fridrich (Regensburg).
Bernhard Gottlieb Fridrich (Regensburg).
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Johann Baptist Gntivcin (Wiirzburg).
Peter Fclir (Frankfurt).

Johann Christof Bemdt (Frankfurt).

J ohann Heinrich Wicker (Frankfurt).

Anna Rosalia Wicker (Frankfurt).

J. C. (Frankfurt).

Andreas Rcinhardt (Augsburg and Frankfurt).

J. G. Jfoldcnricder (Mainz).

Franck (Mainz).

Johann Michael Stock (Leipzig).

RosnUisler, perhaps Johann Friedrich (Leipzig).

Feller (Jena).

Samuel Theodor Gericke, court painter and Direc-

tor of the Academy at Berlin. His exlibris of

Frau Sophie Marie Charlotte von Jeetze {ti^e

von Lattorfi)i Berlin, 17 . * , with French in-

scription, as was then common, is here repro-

duced (p. 199).

S. Ha//c
(
Hcrhn).

C h ristian / / luckier ( Breslau).

Bartholomeus StraJiowsky (Breslau).

G. F. Pingeling (Hamburg).
Franz Xaver (perhaps Josef Michael) Lapartcrie

(Colojrne).

P. Kiiffncr, J. G. Scoppy G. F. Weiss, F. A. Lohr-

))nuui, A. Sclidn, G. F*. Mandhqfft Bodenekr,

Cliavin^ Paul Maassen, etc

Austria :

J ohann Adam Sckmuzer (Vienna). Rich armorial

plate of Count j. C. Cobenzl, 17.., with the

Golden Fleece, here reproduced (p. 201).

Anton Josef 6V///W/^r (Oimutz).
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Andreas (?) Nicolai (Vienna).

Christof Dieiell (Graz).

Anton Birckhardt (Prague).

Anton Mansfclt (Prague).

Johann Berka (Prague).

Martin Theophil Polak, born in Poland, worked
in the Tyrol, court painter to the Archduke
Leopold.

August Mtyer^ A. Drost, F. L. Schnulner^ J. A.
Prechkr (? Prague).

Among foreign engravers who executed ar-

morial exlibris for Germany and Austria may be
mentioned

:

Franz Pilsen (Ghent), Jakob van der Spyk (Ley-
den), Reinier Vinkeles (Amsterdam). Joliann

Georg 6V/7/rr. junior (Schaffhausen), Harthelemy
Roger (Paris), and Bernbard Picart, (Paris).

b. Unsigned Heraldic Exlibris.

Some examples of armorial plates by unknown
engravers may be here reproduced.

John William Duke of Saxe-Eisenach (two vari-

eties with and without the order), circa 1722.

The letters above stand for " Dei Gratia
• Johannes Wilhelmus Dux Saxoniae Isenacensis

(Eisenach), Juliacensis (Jiilich), Cliviae (Cleves),

Montium (Berg), Angrariae (Engern), West-
faliae "

(p. 203).

Ambrosius Count of Virmont, Hret/enheim and
Nersen, Imperial Councillor, President of the
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{circa 1722).
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B0OK-PI^\T£ OF AMBROSIUS, COUNT OF VIRMONT AMD KSRSEN
{circa 17 lo).
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Westphalian Count's College (which died out in

1772) ; the library was called after his Christian

name ; circa 17 10 (p. 204).

Aloys, Count von Harrach (Vienna, 1669- 1742),
Ambassador to Spain, Lord- Lieutenant in

Austria, Imperial Councillor to the Emperor
Charles VL and the Empress Maria Theresa,
Austrian Viceroy at Naples from 1728 to 1731 ;

cii'ca 1 7 10. The inverted shield displays i and
4. the arms of the Tyrolese Count von Thann-

BOOK-PLATE OF ALOYS, COUNT VON HARRACH {ctrca I710).

hausen, 2 and 3, those of the extinct family

of Aeckerlin, the last of whom Conrad von
Thannhausen took to wife in the fifteenth cen-

tury. In the eighteenth century the male line

of the Thannhausens also became extinct, and
the heiress, Countess Marie Cacilie, married

Count Aloys von Harrach. The extinction of

the Thannhausen family is expressed by the

inversion of the Thannhausen shield, over

which two angels spread a mourning cloak.

Side by side with it, however, the same shield,
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with the arms of Harrach added on an ines-

cutcheon, is placed the right way up to show
that the inheritance of the 1 hannhausens has

KOOK-PLATE OF PHILIP, PRINCE OF LOBKOW ITZ, DUKK OF SAGAN
{cina 1725).

been merged in that of the Harrachs, and so

survives. The significance of the position of

the shields is further symbolized by the mottoes,

which refer to the setting and rising of the sun

(p. 205).
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Philip, Prince of Lobkowitz, Duke of Sagan
(\ ienna), circa 1725 (p. 206).

Franz Ludwig Anton Freiherr von Lerchenfeld-

B0OR-PL.\TE OF FRANZ LUDWIG ANTON FRBIHBRR VON
LERCHENFKLD-PRSNNBERG (l? . .)•

Prennberg, Chamberlain of the High Court of
Appeal (Munich), 17 . ., with two banners, one
of which refers to the domain of Prennberg^
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the other to the patronage of St. Mary's Con-
vent at Zell (p. 207).

F. W. B. V. G.= F. W. Balbach von Gastel

(Baden and Bavaria), 17 . . .

B V: G

liOOK-PLATK OK K. \V. BALBACH VON T.ASTKL (17 . . )•

Johann Leonhard von Behr, Privy Councillor and
Master of the Household to the Prince Bishop
of Augsburg, circa 1728. The symbolism of

the arms is highly interesting and typical of the

J Google
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taste of the period ; the owner, Behr. repre-

sented by a bear, is crowned by the Prince
Bishop Alexander Sigmund, Duke of Bavaria
—the lion—in recognition of his loyalty—the

BOOK-PLATE OF JOHANN LEONHARD VON BEHR (iT/rca 1 728).

figure 3 being symbolical of his three chief

virtues, Fidelitas, Sobrietas and Assiduitas.

The German verse above and the Latin motto,
" Per haec tria," continue the same allusion.

Christof Franz Josef von Pauli (Austria)
;
though

dated 1699, this plate probably belongs to the

E E

.
,
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eighteenth century, since three similar plates

by the same unknown engraver—that of Johann

BOOK-PLATE OF CHRISTOF FRANZ JOSEPH VON PAULI (1699).

Leopold Count von Trautson, that of the same
owner when Prince Trautson, and that of Maria

J Google
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1

Theresa, Countess von Trautson—are dated

17.., and may be assigned to the years

1 705-1 1; the style also belongs rather to the •

BOOK-PLATE OF VON KRAFFT (17 . . )•

beginning of the eighteenth than to the end of

the seventeenth century.

Family of von Krafift (Ulm), 17 . . It is curious

to find the arms drawn in the early mediaeval

style within a baroque border ; the arms are
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I

probably copied from one of the numerous old
hatchments in the Cathedral of Ulm.

• In the exiibris of Achilles Augustus Lersner,
Senator of Frankfurt, 17.., the oval shield is

surrounded by a baroque frame which is already
approaching to the scroll-work of the rococo
period.

BOOK-PLATt OF ACHILLES AUGUSTUS LERSNER (17 .. )•

The anonymous armorial plate shown opposite is

that of the Imperial Count Palatine Lauhn, ap-
parently liernhard Friedrich Rudolf Lauhn,
Doctor Juris, Councillor to the K lector ofSaxony
(Bautzen and Weimar), circa 1770. The arms
of the owner are below, and above are the
following coats in order: Electorates of Treves,
Cologne, and Mainz, Kingdom of Hungary,
Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation
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3

(with the Austrian shield and the Order of the

Golden Fleece), Kingdom of Bohemia, Elec-

BOOK-PLATE OF HERNHARD FRIEDRICH RUDOLF LAUHN,

COUNT PALATINE {circil I770).

torates of the Palatinate, Saxony, and Branden-
burg.
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(b.) Rococo.

The graceful style of decoration known as

Rococo (a word connected with the French
** Rocaille "—" shell-work") flourished in Germany
from 1 700 to 1780. In its later development, from
I 780 to I Soo, it became known as '* Zopf," or *' de-

based Rococo/' and at the close of the century

was already passing into the " Empire " style.

Rococo is the most frequent and most pleasing

form of decoration found on such eighteenth-cen-

tury book-plates as are not simple armorials, and
thus demands special consideration. Though
French in origin, rococo ornament soon made its

way into Germany, and many fine examples, both

in architecture and interior decoration, are to be
found in the Mark of Brandenburg, at Munich,
Stuttgart and Dresden, in the monasteries of

Southern Bavaria, in Franconia— Bayreuth, Bam-
berg, Wiirzburg—on the Rhine, in Vienna and
elsewhere. Its influence was felt in all the arts,

and engraving in Germany and Austria came
naturally under its spell.

Rococo plates are characterized by absence of

symmetry, fanciful shell-like scroll-work, conven-

tional treatment of flowers and palms, and deeply

indented framework. Everything is curved and
undulating, the forms of men and animals are

luxuriant, the limbs and figure often having a
strained appearance, and draperies are much used.

In spite of extravagance the general eftect is, as

a rule, light, flowing and graceful—a true expres-

sion of the light-heartedness of the period.
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Towards the end of the century rococo degener-
ated into the formal, old-&shioned, severely clas-

sical "Zopf," which again gave way to the cold

insipidity of the ** Empire " style.

The English "Chippendale" style, called after

Thomas Chippendale, the famous cabinet-maker
of St. Martin's Lane, London, and its subdivision,

the Scotch Chippendale, are national varieties of

the continental rococo. " Chippendale " exlibris

were produced in large numbers between 1740
and 1770, and are distinguished by the grace and
delicacy of the drawing and engraving, as well as

by luxuriant scallop-shell borders, and rich flower

and plant decoration. In selecting plates for illus-

tration it has been a matter of some difficulty to

choose among the very large number of charm-
ing rococo exlibris. and many fine plates have
necessarily been omitted. The illustrations which
follow will, however, give some idea of German
rococo work.

a. Engravers of Rococo Exlibris.

The more important engravers of book-plates in

the rococo style are the following

:

Germany :

The greatest master of this style of decoration is

Johann Esaias Nilsoi, Court Painter to the

Elector Palatine, Director of the DrawiuLT
Academy at Augsburg, who engraved, among
very numerous ornamental and other plates, a
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BOOK-PLATE OF BARTHOLOMEUS JAKOR NEUSS.

By J. E. Nilson (1752).

number of charming exlibris.* As examples
we reproduce two plates here : Bartholomeus

^ See E. L. Z. vi. 11 7-1 18, vii. 29-31, and x. 4.
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Jakob Neuss (Augsburg), 1752, and Johann
Reis, surgeon (Augsburg), 1756. In the former

BOOK-PLATE OF JOHANN REIS.

By J. E. Nilson (1756).

plate the treatment of the Neuss arms

—

azure, OJi

a bend argent three roses gules y between two
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estoiles or—is extremely ingenious, and though

essentially unheraldic, is in accordance both with

the character of the time and the degenerate

HOOK-PLATE OF ERHARD RIEDI.IN.

By J. A. Fridrich {circa 1750).

State into which heraldry had fallen. The bend
is made to form the centre line of the initial N :

the roses and stars, which have developed into

lilies, spring from stems having their root out-
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side the shield ; and the star of the crest has

become a realistic shininj^i^ star (p. 2i6).

The exlibris of Johann Reis displays the

owners initials, and instruments, books, skull,

etc., indicating the doctor and botanist (p. 217).

flOOK-PLATB OF COUNTESS FUGGBR.

By J. E. Belling {circa 1750).

Jakob Andreas Fridricli, engraver to the Court

of Wiirttemberg (Augsburg), also produced a
series of book-plates, of which we reproduce the

characteristic exlibris of Erhard Riedlin, circa

1750. Even the damascening of the shield is

carried out in the rococo manner, and the crest
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is also in accordance with the style of the whole
design (p. 218).

Leonhard Michael Steinberger (Augsburg).

Josef Erasmus Belling (Augsburg), whose ex-
libris of Countess Fugger (Augsburg), circa

1750, is here reproduced (p. 219) : the initials

stand for Maria Anna Grftfin Fugger und Kirch-
berg und Weissenhorn, geborene Grafin von
Welsberg; the A. V. in the signature stands for

Augustae Vindelicorum = Augsburg*
Johann Geoig Pintz (Augsburg).

Johann Nepomuk (Munich) ; his '*trophy"-

plate of Josef Ferdinand Maria Count von
Salem, Bavarian General (Munich), 1780,
is here reproduced (p. 221).

Georg Sigmund Rbsch, court engraver (Munich).

Fran9ois de Cuvillids the yount^^er, Captain of En-
gineers» and architect to the Elector of Bavaria
(Munich), son of the famous rococo architect

Francois de Cuvilli^s ; a fine plate of Count
Sigismund Spreti, Bavarian Privy Councillor,

Presid(!nt of the Council at Nuremberg, Vice-

president ofthe Academy of Sciences at Munich,
circa 1765 ; the Count is shown in the dress of

his Order, with his escutcheon surrounded by
amoretti.

Adam Ludwig Wirsing, Martin Tyroff^ Georg
Lichtcnsteocr, Johann Georg Ebersperger (all of

Nuremberg).
Georg Daniel engraver to the Court of

Brandenburg (Nuremberg and Gottingen).

.Christof Friedrich Hermann von GtUenberg ( Kauf-
^ For his c.xlibris see £. L. Z. viii. 105, aiid ix. 24.
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beuern, Augsburg and Ulm) ; his fine plate of

the Library of the Imperial City of Kauf-

BOOK-PLATE OF JOSEF FERDINAND MARIA, COUNT VON SALERN
{circa 1780).

beuern, circa 1740, is here reproduced (p. 222).

His own exlibris is engraved after the same
model, but on a smaller scale.



BOOK-PLATK OF THE LIBRARY OF THE CITY OF KAUFBEUERN.

Hy C. F. Hormann von Gutenberg {area 1740).

222
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BOOK-PLATE OK THE " BERGBIBLIOTHEK " AT GLUCKSBRUNN.

By J. H. Meil(i7..).

Johann Georg Fridrich (Regensburg).

Johann Christof ^rr;/^/ (Frankfurt-on-Main).

Johann Heinrich /( Vr/rr (Frankfurt-on-Main).
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Andreas ReinJuirdt (Frankfurt-on-Main).

Johann Michael Zcll (Frankfurt-on-Main).

Johann Michael Ebm (Augsburg and Frankiurt).

Gustav von Traiteur (Mannheim).
Johann Michael Stock (Leipzig).

BOOK-PLATE OF HIERONVMUS SCHOLTZ.

By J. B. Strachowsky (1780).

Karl Gottfried Nestler^ Inspector of the Print

Room at Dresden.

Johann Heinrich lilcil (I^erlin, brother of Johann
Wilhelm Mcil), whose charming exlibris of the
•* BergbibHothek " at Gliicksbrunn—no doubt
the Cobalt mines in Saxe-Meiningen—with the

mines worked by putti and simple graceful

frame, 17 . ., is here reproduced (p. 223).
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Johann Christof Sysang (Halle, Dresden, and
Leipzig).

Johann Bartholomeus Stra{c)howsky the younger

KOOK-I'LATE OF HILRONVMUS MAX VON GI NDEKOUE.

By Johann Slriedbeck (17 . . ).

(Breslau); his characteristic and brilliantly

drawn exlibris " H.S." = Hieronymus Scholtz,

deacon and preacher at the church (^f St.

Elizabeth at Breslau, 1 780, is here given (p. 2 24)

;

the Scholtz plate exists in no less than eleven

G G
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varieties of engravincr, inscription, and paper,

seven being by Strachowsky, and four by an

unknown engraver.

BOOK-PLATK OF JACOB FRIEDEMANN COUNT VON WERTHERN
{circa 1765).

Charles Dupuis, Lieutenant of Artillery and

drautrhtsman to the lectors Max Friedrich

and Max Franz, of Cologne (I^onn and Co-

logne).

Johann Stricdbeck, the younger, born at P'rank-
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furt, worked at Augsburg and Sttassburg.

One of his numerous plates is reproduced on
p. 225 : Hieronymus Max von Gunderode

ANONYMOUS BOOK-PLATE (?SCHUTZ VON PFBILSTADT)

{circa 1770).

(Frankfurt-on-Main), 17..; it shows French
influence.^

ohann (Strassburg).

. L. Herr B. de la Rocguc, C. Kdmer (? Munich),
Werner^ Reusmann, Sprcngel and others.

*

* See E. L. Z. vii. 87, and x. 51.
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Aus'i KiA :

Professor Johann Veit Kaupers (Vienna and
Graz).

Franz Xaver Walter (Vienna).

^inton (? Karl) Birckhart (1Vague).

BOOK-PLATE OP JOHANN DANIBL SCH<)PFLIN {circa 176$).

Josef Peirarca (Milan, which at that time be-

longed to Austrian Lombardy). He engraved
the enormous exiibris of Count Breiner, drca

1700 (see above, p. 66).
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b. Ufisigned Rococo Exlibris.

The following may be mentioned as more or

less characteristic

:

Jacob Friedendaan Count von Werthern (Kythra,

BOOK-PLAT£ OF KARL WERNER CURTIUS ((/Wtf 1760).

near Leipzig, and BeicWingen), Priv>' Coun-
cillor to the Elector of Saxony, circa 1765 : one
of his five plates is here reproduced (p. 226);

Digitizou by
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the drawing of the supporting lions is genuine
rococo.

Karl Otto F^Veiherr von Gymnich (Gymnich, Co-
logne and Harff), circa 1770; one of his three

Elates is here illustrated (p. 227) ; it is probably

y a Cologne artist, and is a good example of

DOdK-PLATE OF C. H. A. KOCH {fina I770).

the extravagant rococo of the Rhine school

;

after the same model are the exlibris P. S."
zz p. Schneltgen (Cologne), circa 1780, which
has the same frame, with a very rococo std;^

rampant on the shield, and that of Ludwig
Freiherr von Bongart, of Pfafifendorf {circa

1898).

Digitizou by CjUv.wil
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A pretty and delicately engraved anonymous
rococo plate, circa 1770, perhaps of Schiitz von
Pfeilstadt (Bavaria), reproduced on p. 228.

Johann Daniel Schopflin, born at Sulzburg, in

Baden, historian and antiquarian (Strassburg),

Historiographer to Louis XV., author of
"Alsatia illustrata et diplomatica " and " His-
toria Zaringo-Badensis." His valuable library

1500K-PLATE OF THOMAS HEINRICH GADEBUSCH [tina 1770).

was burned durinj^ the bombardment of Strass-

burg, August 24th, 1870. and consequently his

two exlibris are very scarce. This somewhat
heavy but characteristic rococo plate was en-

graved by Johann Weis (Strassburg), circa

1765 '

(p. 229).

' According to A. Benoit, " Les Exlibris de Schopflin,"

1883, p. 8.
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Karl Werner Ciirtius, Doctor of Medicine and
savant (Liibeck). Bom at Narwa in Livonia
(hence Narvalivonus Curtius studied in

Paris, as well as at Halle, and his exlibris

—

BOOR-PLATE OF THE ORIENTAL ACADEMY OP VIENNA
{firca 1775)-

which is markedly French in character, especi-

ally as regards the helmet and crest—was prob-

ably executed in Paris, r/rra 1760* (p. 230).

^ See £. L. Z. ix. 58.

H II
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G. H. A. Koch (Brunswick), circa 1770, notice-
able for its heavy frame inclosing the modest
achievement of arms ; above is a genius with a
lyre (p. 231). The same genius and frame appear
on one of the exlibris of Franz 1 )c)minik Hiibcr-

lin of Ulm, teacher of law at H elmstadt. Which
plate is the original can hardly be determined.

The exlibris of Thomas Heinrich Gadebusch,

BOOK-PLATE OF ALOIS WELFINGER, S.J. (1775).

historian of Pomerania, and teacher in the Uni-
versity of Greifswald circa 1770, maybe com-
pared with the gilded picture frames of the

period (p. 232). It is a graceful design, finely

engraved, perhaps by Johann Martin Bemi-
geroth (Leipzig).

The Oriental Academy of Vienna, cii'ca 1775;
in a rococo border is the Latin inscription "Ad
Caesaream regiam academiam lin^uarum orien-

talium, Societas jesu/* and in Persian characters

L kju,^ jd by Google
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the motto of the Academy, For God and the

Padishah, " ix., the Emperor (p. 233).
A true rococo border is shown on the exlibris of

lJOOK-PI>\TE OF GEORG WILHELM FRIEDRICH LOFFELHOI.Z

VON KOLHERG {circa 1775).

the Jesuit Alois Welfinger (Munich), 1775

(p- 234).,

The exlibris of Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Loffel-

holz von Kolberg (Nuremberg), cuxa 1775,
armorial, with rococo frame, is perhaps by
Martin Tyroff.

[
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A real rococo shell structure, with the tii^aire of
Hope, is seen on the exlibris of Andreas Christol

Imanuel Seidel (probably Munich), area 1770.
An example of " Debased Rococo " (Zopf) is the

book-plate of Warmholtz, circa 1790, a canting^

plate (see illustration, Part II. 17.

BOOK-PLATBOr ANDRBAS CHRISTOF IMANUEf* SEIDEL («rmi 1 770).

(C) Allegorical and Miscellaneous Exlibris.

Besides the simple armorials and the rococo
plates already described, the eij»hteenth century

firoduced a large number of allegorical exlibris.

t became the fashion, about the middle of the
century, for the designer to express his ideas

through the medium of symbolical or allegorical

Digitizou by
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representation, and, being exactly suited to the

popular taste, this fashion grew in popularity for

the next fifty years, and was still in vogue in the

early part of the nineteenth century. The best

examples of this class date from the end of the

eighteenth century.

The gods of Olympus, as well as personifica-

tions ot the Christian cardinal virtues and other

abstract ideas, were freely introduced, and genii,

amoretti, and putti with pretty childish figures,

were favourite accessories. Among deities, Mi-
nerva (Pallas Athene), as goddess of the arts,

sciences, etc., and Mercury (Hermes), the mes-
senger of the gods and protectDrof commerce and
of tradesmen, and of the art of rhetoric, etc., were
especially popular. Other favourite classical per-

sonages were Mars, Hercules, i£sculapius and
Hygeia (on doctors' plates), Chronos, and the

Muses. Of abstract ideas. Truth, Science, His-

tory (Clio), Learning, Justice (Justitia, especially

on lawyers' plates), Wisdom, Music, Happiness,
the Virtues, Faith, Love, and Hope are frequently

personified, and angels and such figures as Pegasus,

etc., are met with. We find also library interiors,

views through libraries, book-cases, piles of books,

documents, open books, architectural and military

plans, writing materials, compasses and surveying

instruments, students' lamps, old Roman lamps,

hour-glasses, telescopes, fi^lobes (these are espe-

cially frequent), palettes (for artists), bundles of
twigs (the Hctor's fasces), scales of justice (for

lawyers), coins (for coin collectors and anti-

quarians), bales of merchandise, ships, etc.

Digitizeo by Cookie
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On the book-plates of doctors, skeletons, skulls,

retorts, microscopes, and various surgical instru-

ments are also introduced.

The taste of the period also approved of the

following ornamental accessories on book-plates :

pyramids, ancient monuments, memorial tablets,

Greek, Roman, and Christian temples, whole or
broken columns, capitals, ruins, urns, busts, sphinxes,

landscapes, views of places, i^ardens, groups of

trees, flower-vases, flowers (either separate or in

garlands), laurels, palms, garden tools, baskets of

flowers, fruit, shells, shepherd's pipes and crooks,

musical instruments of all kinds, especially harps
and lyres, trophies of weapons and flags.

The animal world is also, of course, strongly

represented: the owl, symbol of the untiring pur-

suit of wisdom and happiness ; the crane, of watch-

fulness and forethought;^ the bee, of indefatigable

industry, etc.

Though often pompous in conception, affected

in the choice of allegory, and, ro our present

ideas, distasteful and cxtravaiT^ant, the plates of

this period form, when taken as a whole, a most
highly interesting section in any collection of book-
plates. Most of them are by unknown engravers ;

but, although the number of really first-rate artists

who produced exlibris of this kind is very small,

yet many of these plates are well engraved and
worthy of attention, both from an artistic and

' l-rom the- legend that in a herd of cranes one keej>s watch,

and in order not to sleep stands on one foot holding in the

Other a stone, which if the bird fell asleep would fall and wake
it (See "Iconolog. Lexicon," Nuremberg, 1793.)
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technical point of view. As long as the rococo

influence is apparent, we find many pretty and
interesting book-plates ; but as the empire style

Ex Bibliothecd
CoUec^^ii Evan^^elici;

o ^

HOOK-PLATE OF THK EVANCiELICAL COLLEGE AT AUGSBURG.

By L. M. Steinberger (a>^<i 1760).

becomes predominant, stiffness and heaviness take

the place of grace and beauty. If the exlibris

illustrated in this chapter do not come up to

the same level as those of the precedini; cen-
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tunes, yet we shall find really good examples
among them, and if our space were not limited, it

is in this section, above all, that we should wish to

increase the number of illustrations.

a. Engravers of Allegorical Exlibris.

The following engravers may be mentioned,
although, as in former cases, it is impossible to

give a complete list

:

Leonhard Michael Stembergcr (Augsburg) ; ex-

libris of the Evangelical College at Augsburg,
circa 1760, with a representation, copi^ from
an old picture, of a sermon delivei^d in the
court}ard of the collei^c, which is still in ex-

istence, and belongs to the Protestant school
of St. Anna (p. 239). 1

Jakob Andreas Fridrich, Engraver to the Court
of Wiirttemberg (Augsburg).

Christof Andreas Pfautz (Ulm and Augsburg).
Emanuel /f/'r//r/, drawing master at the Protestant

College at Augsburg; exlibris ofJohann Konrad
Beuther (Augsburg), circa 1 770, a plate orna-

mented with putti, plans, view of a fortress, a
globe, compasses, arms, etc.*

Jakob Gottlieb 7)i^/i?/ (Augsburg) ; his curious ex*

libris of Franz Josef Fidel Brentano(Augsburg),
circa 1740, is here reprotluced (p. 241). The
portrait at the top represents vSt. Neponiuk.

Johann C. Sienglin^ Georg Christof Kilian^

Reproduced in £. L. Z. x. 93.

!
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Michael Kauffer, and Paul Jakob (or Johann
Georg) Laminit (all of Augsburg).

Franz R. F. (or R.) Brichct (? Augsburg).

A^rA^A Thcl-^ X-xJp.r Frr'

|{O0K-F»LATE OF FRANZ JOSEF FIDKL HRLNTANO.

By J. G. Thclot {circa 1740).

Franz Karl Hcisig (Vienna and Augsburg).
The well-known animal artist Johann Elias

^iir//«^(fr (Augsburg) engraved a plate for him-
self—a boy with a tablet bearing the inscrip-

1

1
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tion •* Nulla dies sine linca," books Ivinij; on the

ground, a copperplate, engraving instruments,

palettes, brushes, etc.» and behind, busts, shrubs,

etc. This plate has not been proved to be
a book-plate, and may have been only a trade

card.

Johann Nepomuk yl/i?^^^, Johann Michael Socklcr,

Josef Anton Zinmicrniann, court engraver (all of

Munich).

Josef Peter Paul Rauschmayr^ priest and en-
graver (Munich and Augsburg).

Egidius Verelst, court engraver (Mannheim, up to

1S02. and Munich), and pupil of Johann Georg
Wille, in l^aris ; exlibris of the Historical and
Literary Societ)' of Heidelberg, with view of the

castle and town, circa 1762.^

Aloys Count van La Rosie^ Chamberlain and Coun-
cillor of State at Munich, an amateur engraver
who, besides his o>vn exlibris (1769) and that

of Theodor Count von Morawitzky (library in-

terior, 1770), executed a book-plate, here repro-

duced (p. 243), for his friend Alfons Kennedy, a
learned Benedictine monk of the Scotch cloister

at Regensburg, a student of natural philosophy,

and member of the Academy of Sciences at

Munich, rZ/rrr 1769."

johann Micliael Mettcnlcitncr, afterwards Inspec-

tor of Lithography (Munich).

Ernst Karl Gottlieb Tlulot (Munich and DUs-
seldorf).

* Rcj)rodii( c(l in IC. L. Z. iv. 27.
" See "Ex-librib Journal, ' vol. vii., p. 30.
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Johann Karl Sckleich, Felix (?) Halm, Georg
Michael Wcisscnhahn (all of \Iunich).

.Michael Rentz (Nuremberg an4 Kukusbad).

BOOK-PT.ATK. 01 AI.FONS KKNNEDV.

By Count von La Rosee {^circa 1769,.

Martin Tyroff (Nuremberg), whose exlibris of

Johann David Kohler, Professor, historian, and
numismatist (Altdorf and Gottingen). circa

1730, is here reproduced (p. 244) : Truth hands
a pen to Clio, the Muse of History, while
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KOOK-PI.ATE OF JOHANN DAVID Kt)HLER.

By Martin Tyroff {circa 1730).

Chronos, over whom is a genius holdint^ the

arms of Kohler, stands by.

Georg Daniel Hcumaniiy engraver to the Court
of Brandenburg (Nuremberg and Gottingen).

I Google
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J. P. Funck, Andreas Leonhard Moglicli, Johann
Adam Dclsciibach, Adam Ludwig Wirsing, J.

C. Zick, Johann Ludwig Stalil (all of Nurem-

Johann Friedrich Volckart (Nuremberg) ; his ex-

book-im.ate of lothar krikdkich adam krlihlrr von
lUtzerodk.

By J. V. Volckart \circa 1790).

libris of Lothar Friedrich Adam Freiherr von
Liitzerode (Bonn), whose classical studies are

indicated by Minerva and the Coliseum at

Rome, is here reproduced. It dates from the

end of the eighteenth century, and took the

place of an earlier and inferior plate en-

^ Google
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' graved for the same owner by Dardenne
(Honn).

Nikolaus Gablcr, a tanner, as well as a minia-

turist and engraver (Nuremberg).
JohannGeorg Fridrich, and Meyr (Regenshurg).

Christof Friedrich Hormajut von Gutenberg Kauf-
beuern, Augsburg, and Ulm), a very distin-

guished engraver; see above, p. 222, where
his exlibris of the city of Kaufbeuern is repro-

duced.
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Johann Gottfried Koppel (Ansbach), who en-
graved the exiibris of the Karl-Alexander
Gymnasium at Ansbach (Onoldini). circa 1780.

Johann Gotthard von Mullt7% a famous engraver
of Stuttgart, member of the Academy of Arts
in Paris ; his exiibris, of 1779, for his friend,

Johann Josef Reuss, physician and Councillor

to the Duke of Wiirttemberg, is here repro-

duced (p. 246) ; the snake of /Esculapius and the

microscope point to the doctor's profession.

Ludwig Gabriel Necker, court engraver (Stutt-

gart).

Johann Jakob KoUer (Frankfurt and Amster-
dam).

Friedrich Ludwig Neubaucr, Johann Heinrich
Wicker, Anna Rosalia Wicker, Gottlieb Wdic^
Johann Christof Bemdt (all of Frankfurt).

Josef (also ''J. D.") von A/otUaUgre {FrnikfurU
Nuremberg, and Zittau), who engraved several

distinguished plates, c.^:, those of Gottfried

Polycarp Miillcr, Professor of Rhet<)ric and
l^oetry, Rector of the Gymnasium at Zittau,

and Bishop of the Herrnhuter communities in

Leipzig* Zittau, Marienborn and Herrenhut,
circa 1725; this plate, which exists in two sizes,

has figures of Minerva with spear and an owl,

and Truth, and the initials G. P. M." on a
stone pedestal.

Johann Friedrich Beer (Frankfurt), whose ori-

ginal, though not beautiful, exiibris of Franz
Kern, called Humser (circa 1 790), is here re-

produced (p. 247); the symbolism is explained
by the motto "Not without danger."
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Isaac J. ScJinappcr (Otfenbach-on-Main).

C. (? Johann Conrad) Susemihl (Darmstadt).

Heinrich Contgen (Mainz) engraved the exlibris of

Friedrich Karl von Moser (here reproduced),

after a design b)- Johann Andreas Benjamin

BOOK-PLATE OF FRIEDRICH KARL VON MOSER.

Designed by J. A. B. Noilin.ii^cl. Engraved by H. Contgen

{etna 1765).

Nothnagel, i /rar 1 765. Von Moser, who was
President of the Government of Hesse-Darm-
stadt, and a most distinguished statesman,

handed on the copperplate to his friend Susanna
Katharina von Klettenberg, whose name takes

the place of the inscription "E Musco Frid.
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Car. de Moser." Friiulein voii Klettenberg was
the friend of Frau Rath Goethe, who is im-
mortalized in the Bekenntnisse einer«chonen
Seele," in "Wilhelm Meisters Apprenticeship."*
Here again the design is a symboUcal vension
of the motto Aus dem Guten das Beste "—^the

bees being supposed to be seeking "the best"
out of the flowers in the garden.

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, the famous poet,

while a student at Leipzig in 1767, etched a

BOOK-PLATE OF KXtHCHKN SCH5NR0PF.

By J. W. von Goethe (1767).

small book-plate for Kiithchen Schonkopf ; a

pedestal with two books on it, and leaning f)n

them an oval tablet with the initial " S " (Schon-
kopf), here reproduced. Goethe's etching for

Katchen's father, S. G. Schonkopf, a wine mer-
chant in LeipzifT, is not an exlibris, as has been
supposed, but merely a trade card/-

Johann Martin Bemigerotk (Leipzig), one of

^ See \l. h. Z. vii. 12-15 ^3-
^ Stc I.. L. Z. ix. 95 and x. 50. It is reproduced in

W arnecke, p. 1 7.
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whose pretty and finely engraved exlibris—that
of Weller, circa 1760—is here produced. It

is a good example of German rococo; the
motto on the open book refers to the use of
books.

I'.OOK-FIJVTE OF WELLfiR.

By j. M. Bernigeroth {drea 1760).

Another well-engraved but overcrowded plate is

that of August Scholtz, Canon of Magdeburg,
on which are to be found, among other things,

a hill with a temple on it, Minerva with shield

and spear, five putti (among them Apollo on •

clouds), books, pallets, brushes, coin cabinets,
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telescopes, compasses, shells, sheaves of corn,

mattocks, rakes, shovels, etc., as well as motto
and inscription.

Christian Gottlieb August Licbe (Leipzio^ and
Halle).

HOOK-IM.ATK 01" KAKL I'.ENJAMIN LEXC.NICH.

Hy K. L. Crusius (17 . .).

C. G. W. Behriscli, J. B. Briilil, Wilhelm Arndt,
Christian Gottlieb Geyser, Johann Stephan
Capieux (all of Leipzig).

Karl Lebrecht Crusius (Leipzig) : his exlibris

of Karl Benjamin Lengnich. Archdeacon of

Danzig, and numismatist, is here reproduced.
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Leni^iiich had another l)ook-plate by Christian

Gottlieb GeN'ser. with a similar motive.

Johanna Uovoth^ Philippine nde Sysang (Leip-

zig)* who engraved four exlibris.

BOOK-PLATE OP LUISB GOTTSCHED.
m

By J. M. Stock {circa 1750-60).

Johann Michael Stock (Leipzig), Goethe's master

in the art of etchins^; he enL^raved the plate of

G. K. Weinland (Leipzig^), and probably that

of the original possessor of the copperplate,

Luise Adelgunde Viktorie Gottsched, fi^c KuU
mus (Leipzig), wife of the famous professor

I
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and critic, circa 1750-60* (see illustration) ; a
j

female figure, the symbol of study, is surrounded i

with putti. representing music, geography, 1

history and literature, and below are the arms
J

of Gottsched and Kulmus. Both exlibris are

copied from that ofErhard Friedrich Weinland,
Senator of Esslin^en, circa 1750.

Gotthelf Wilhelm JFmt' and Karl T riedrich /A?//^- •
.

viauH (Dresden).
j

Karl Gottfried NesUer^ Inspector of the Print

Cabinet at Dresden.
Ephraim Gottlieb Kri^r, Professor (Dresden).

1

Johann Georg Bdhm (Dresden) ; five exlibris for
|

Count Choteck.
Christian h^riedrich Boetius (Dresden) engraved

several plates for Moritz Karl Christian \\ uog,

Dean of Oschatz and Dresden, displaying a
skeleton with balance (** Waage ").

Johann Christof Sysang the younger (Halle,

Dresden and Leipzig), who engraved, among
others, the fine landscape exlibris of Clauser.

Johann Heinrich Tischbein jr. (and Muller ;
'

Cassel); exlibris of the Evangelical-Lutheran
Orphanage at Cassel, drca 1790.

|

A. Beck (Brunswick) ; one of the five exlibris of

Franz Dominik H^berlin, of Ulm, Professor of I

Law at HelmstMdt.

Johann Philipp Ga?iz\ engraver to the King of

Hanover ; exlibris of Christian Friedrich

Schnauss (Gotha), three varieties.

Dardenne (Bonn); the hrst exlibris of Lothar
I

^ See £. L. Z. ii. No. 4, p. 22.
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Friedrich Adam Freiherr von Liitzerode, show-
ings the Coliseum at Rome.

Maria Elizabeth IVyon, afterwards Lamblotte
(Cologne).

Von Mettelj (Cologne).

BOOK-PLATE OF TMNIEL C HODOW II.CKl.

By himself {1777).

Charles Dupnis (Bonn and Cologne), Artillery

Lieutenant and draughtsman to the Electors

Max Friedrich and Max Franz of Coloii^ne.

Daniel Chodowiccki, the well-known engraver and
Director of the Academy of Arts in Berlin

' See for his exlibris, E. L. Z. ii. No. i, p. 14, and No. 4,

p. 24 ; iii. 91 ; iv. 16, 118; viii. 34-45.
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his own exlibris, 1777, here reproduced, is

wholly symbolical : the Genius of Art leads a
student to the breast of Mother Nature. The
following exlibris are also by Chodowiecki

:

French Seminary in Berlin, 1772—^philosophers

planting and watering young trees, symbolical

of the education of die young ; copied by the
Swiss engraver, Johann Rudolf Schellenberg
for two exlibris of the Municipal Library of

Winterthur ;
^ David Fridlander, merchant and

author (Berlin), 1774, representing Mercury
and Apollo ; Christof Salomon Schinz, Doctor
of Medicine (Zurich), 1793 — iEsculapius
driving away Death from a sick man. An
engraving of 1788 representing Minerva and
Victoria, with Socrates, was not originalU' an

exlibris, but a vignette probably engraved
as a book-illustration. It was afterwards ap-

propriated and used as a book-plate by Dr.
Friedrich Philipp Usener, judge and syndic at

Frankfurt, a Chodowiecki-collector, who haa
his name engraved on the stone against which
Socrates leans.

Johann Wilhelm Meil^ Director of the Academy
of Arts in Berlin, engraved at least sixteen

book-plates which, though not important works
of art, are typical of the art of the period, both

in their design and in the delicacy of the draw-

ing and engraving. As an example of his work
we reproduce the exlibris of Alexander Meyer,
circa 1795, which displays all the favourite

' See above, p. 84.
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symbolical devices— Mercury, piitti, books,

maps, a globe, a crane with a stone in its claw,

BOOK-PLATE OF ALEXANDER MEYER.

By J. W. Meil {circa 1795).

and an obelisk. Another good plate by J. \V.

Meil is the exlibris of Imanuel Johann Gerhard
Scheller, a celebrated philologist and teacher

L L
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at Ltibben, and Professor at Brieg, circa 1790,
with figure of Minerva, an owl, a beehive,

wreaths, and a tree, in front of Roman ruins.

Johann Ernst Gci'icke (or Gercke, Berlin) en-

graved several plates, of which we reproduce

that of Johann Heinrich Samuel Formey, Pro-

fessor, Privy Councillor, Member ofthe Prussian

Academy of Sciences, and writer on historical

and theological subjects (Berlin), circa 1760

(p. 259).

Johann Konrad K^-uger (Berlin) ; two exlibris of

the Count Palatine Cothenius (Berlin).

Daniel Berger^ Professor and Deputy-Director of
the Academy of Arts (Berlin).

Anton JVacAsmann, and Wolff ( Berlin).

Michael Siegfried Loiuc (Berlin and Dresden).

E. Kinne (?) (Kleinschonebeck).

Erhard and von Hahn^ amateur engravers

(Basedow).

H. Westphalm (Hamburg).
Johann Dietrich Fos (Hamburg), who engraved

one of the two exlibris of Johann Heinrich voa
1

Hollander, Councillor at Riga, circa 1780, I

Isaak Saal (Danzig). 1

Other engravers are : Bendix^ exUbris of F. L.

Bouvier, tutor to Prince Charles of Prussia,

(Berlin) circa 1795; Chronos pouring oil over
j

an anti([ue lamp, a motive used again on his
,

exlibris of J Kuchel, though the design is I

different ; C. Graf, F. A. Feuerdcuh, O. G.
j

Nodcr, Matthias Pock, Karl Gustav von Hille^ I

WebcTy De St.Hilaire, Andreas //oger, Johann
j

Balthasar Wening, Karl Hempels (? Henpels),
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C. Scholcke (PScholtze), F. de Bukker, Steinberg,

Rausck, NatliCy J. Marianus.

I!OOK-PLATE OF JOHANN HEINRICH SAMUEL FORMKV.

By J. E. Gericke {circa 1760).

Mention must also be made of Balthaser Anton
Dnnkcr, who was born at Saal near Stralsund, and
is thus a German. He engraved numerous ex-
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libris, but as he worked chiefly at Berne, they do
not come within our scope.^

Austria :

Johann Christof IVinklcr (Munich and Vienna)

;

exlibris of Jamerai clu V^al, Librarian to the

Emperor (Vienna), circa 1750. The owner
is depicted in four attitudes : before his coin

cabinet, pruning a tree, tending cattle, and
ploughing ; in the background is his house, and
above a shepherd's crook, garden utensils, and
scientific instruments (p. 261).

Johann Adam Schmuzer, Kilisin Pon/ieimer, Johann
Kaspar IVcinrauch (all of Vienna).

Junker (? Karl Ludwig, Minister at Rupperts-
hofen).

Karl Schncciueis (SalzburL^^ and Milan).

Philipp Binder (Pest), who engraved the classical

exh'bris of the Royal University of Pest, with

Apollo, globe, books, etc., circa 1790.*

Johann Berka (Prague), Johann Boekm, J. GUuh.

Foreign /: 11oravers :

Ferdinand IVachsmiUk (Paris) ; exlibris of Fried-

rich Rudolf Salzmann and Johann Lorenz
Blessig, both of Strassburg, circa 1774 (see

above, p. 85).

Sebastian Le Clerc, and Lebert (Paris).

* Sl'c L. Gcrster " Die Schweizerischen Bibliothckzeichen,"

p. 323-
Reproduced in the " Zeitschrift fur Bticherfreunde," April,

1900.
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Johann Georg l!7//e the younger (Paris) ; exlibris

of Johann Valentin Meyer. Senator of Ham-
burg, 1766. Engraved by Halm.

Pieter Tanje and Simon Fokkc (Amsterdam).
S. G. Kiitncr (? of Mitau).

HOOK-PLATE OF JAMERAI DU VAL,

Hy Johann Christof Winkler {circa 1750).

b. Unsii^ncd Alh'o-orical Exlibris,

As examples of unsigned allegorical exlibris

the following may be given :
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Exlibris of the Royal Prussian Customs and Ad-
miralty Court at Konigsberg, chxa 1726, prob-

ably by Wolfgang Philipp Kilian, who lived

formerly at Augsburg and Nurembei^» but
afterwards migrated to K6nigsbcrg, where he
died in 1732 ^

(p. 263).

Five exlibris of Count Zinzendorf, circa 1770.

Ten exlibris of Count Schaffgotsch, circa 2^-

1800.

The pretty plate of Ernst Adam Levin von Trotta*

called Treyden (several varieties of size and
engraving), which may be ascribed to J. W.
Meil, circa 1770.

Nine different exlibris of Professor Christof Jakob
Treu, Anatomist and Physician in Ordinary

(Nuremberg), ci?'ca 1760, with the arms of the

Academy of the Emperor Leopold, cornucopiae

and dogs, symbolical of fidelity ("Treue").
Exlibris of the Duchess Luise Dorothea of Saxe-

Gotha. the friend of Frederick the Great, circa

1760; in honour of the king two putti are in-

troduced holding a shield with the inscription

F. R. (Fridericus Rex) Vivat."

Exlibris of Karl Gottlieb von Guichard, Colonel

in the Prussian army, a learned and well-read

officer, who knew Syriac and Chaldaic, and
was a welcome guest at the table of Frederick

the Great, by whom he was called "Ouintus
Icilius/' owing to some controversy about the

centurion Quintus Ca:^cilius or Icilius; his ex-

libris {circa 1763) displays^ beneath a palm, a

* E. L. Z. X. 77.
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COURT AT KUNIGSBERG.

By W. P. Kilian (?) {circa 1726).
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rococo shield with inscription, two putti, a lyre,

sword, spear, shield and helmet; it was made
for the library given by the king to Colonel
von Guichard at Hubertusburg, a Saxon castle

pillaged by that officer in revengfe for the havoc
caused by Saxon troops in the royal palaces in

the neighbourhood of Berlin.

The exlibris of the family of Von Stromer (Nurem-
berg) is less beautiful, but its technique

(*' Schabkunst") is interesting. It shows
Minerva with the arms of Von Stromer.

Book-plate of Johann Siegfried Breu, Senator at

Strassburj^, circa i 745 ; the naked Goddess of

Fortune with a sail on a winged globe.

Exlibris of Christof Friedrich Nicolai, bookseller

and writer (Berlin), two sizes and five varieties

of engraving* books with genii in front of a
tree trunk and bushes.

Exlibris of Josef Paul Kdlervon Cobres. honorary
member of the Academies of Berlin, Danzig and
Halle, banker and Captain of the town militia

of Augsburg. Ennobled in 1780, probably a
Spanish Jew; an heraldic tree with a twig

C^rafted on it in token of the ennoblement of

the owner, which was coupled with the uncom-
mon condition that his successors should have
no right to avail themselves of it, if they entered
into trade {circa 1782). This plate is here re-

produced (p. 265).

Exlibris of Johann Peter Cerroni, Imperial

Secretary, Moravian bibliophile and historian

(Vienna), circa 1795- 1800, here reproduced

(p. 266); it displays, in addition to the name, a
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bust of Aspasia, here, no doubt, symbolic of

Eloquence.
Exlibris of Fridrich Anton Gallisch/. Professor

and surgeon (Leipzig), 1768, by M. F. B. ; arms
with Mercury, Hygeia, bales of merchandise
and scales.

BOOK-PLATE OF JOHANN PETER CERRONI {ctrca 1795-1800).

Jakob Brentano-Mezzegra (Rebdorf); view of a
garden with temple, columns, etc.

Anton von Bretfeld, University Professor and
jurist (Prague), iT/mj 1795 5

probably byjohann
Berka (Prague).

As an example of a book-plate with decorated
label for the inscription, of which there are a
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large number, we give that of J. L. Schmucker»
doctor in the Prussian army, circa 1785.

BOOK-PLATB OF J. L. SCHMUCKBR {firca I785).

{p.) Library Interiors.

** Library Interiors" form a special and distinct-

ive division among the plates of the eighteenth

century. They show as a rule the interior of a
library, or part of a library, with book-cases, or a
view through several rooms lined with books.

The book-cases or book-shelves are the character-
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istic feature. Sometimes the room is drawn from
a real library, but more often it is purely imaginary.

How far this form of book-plate was the result of

fashion is shown by the fact that Library In-

teriors" {modem plates excepted^ are scarcely

known outside the eighteenth century. Where
they give an accurate representation of a real

library they have some significance, but as a rule

there is a great uniformity and monotony about
them. However, they reflect the taste and the
formality of the time, and, as must be acknow-
ledged to their credit, they were executed with
the most patient attention to detail, and with con-
siderable delicacy of technique. If they show no
signs of art in the true sense, that again is the fault

of the time, which produced noJirst-rate artists in

this branch of design.

No one who makes his ** Library Interiors'*

into a special division of his collection will deny
that, taken as a whole, they have a peculiar charm
and exercise a fascination which accounts for their

being so eagerly sought for by collectors.

Besides the shelves hlled with books we find on
these plates a great variety of objects intended to

indicate the erudition of the owner, or his special

branch ofstudy. Loose books, open or shut, some-
times in orderly array, sometimes scattered about
proniiscuously, are common ; and among other
learned accessories ma\ l)e noted writinof materials,

globes, compasses, and other instruments, coin

cabinets, plans, shells, plants, fruit, rulers, tele-

scoftes, ^genealogical trees, bales of merchandise,
musical mstruments, urns, busts, statues, paintings.
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arms and armour, antiquities, skeletons, the snake
of i^^sculapius, the owl of wisdom, Pegasus, attri-

butes of Justice, saints, gods, symbolical figures,

putti, etc. We are also given peeps into gardens,

or views of temples, casUes, towers, rivers, or the

sea.

We shall not be far wrong in giving the number
of German (including a few Austrian) Library
Interiors" as upwards of one hundred different

plates ; this does not include the numerous modern
exlibris of this class, which, though not executed

with such patient precision, are more realistic and
less formal.^

a. Engravers of Library Interior Exlibris,

Of engravers of library interior plates the fol-

lowing may be named

:

Johann Ulrich Kraus (Augsburg), who engraved
the exlibris (in four sizes) of Zacharias Konrad
von Uffenbach, Doctor Juris, Sheriff and Sen-
ator at Frankfurt, and a well-known bibliophile

' A special monograph on this subject has been compiled by

Sir Arthur Vicars ('' Library Interior Book-plates," 1893), which
gives a list of 283 different plates, including seventy-eight

Cf'rw^^// examples ; of the twelve plates illustrated, seven are

(icrman. From this carefully <()m|)ilcd list about twenty

(ierman plates are missing, which have come to light since its

publication, besides, of course, the numerous niotirrn plates of

this class produced since 1893. The largest number of " Library

Intericm " are, it is safe to say, in the collection of the author

and in that of the late Sir A. W. Franks, now in the British

Museum.
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and collector of coins and works of art.' This
plate gives a long perspective view of a library,

with the usual accessories, and a beautiful border
of roses.

One of the many engravers of the name of
Klauber, probably Ignaz Sebastian (Augs«
burg).

Bartholomaus Ignaz ]Vcyss (Munich); one of the

three exlibris of Ferdinand Reichsedler von
Hosson, Member of the Aulic Council of the
Electorate of Bavaria, electoral Herald, Secre-
of the Order of St. George (Munich, ennobled

1775), circa 1780; here reproduced (p. 271).
The genealogical trees, etc., point to his her-

aldic office ; the surcoat displays the lion of
the Palatinate, the table-cover the Bavarian

. lozenges, and the shield of Minerva the Order
of Sl George. The plate is rather interesting

than beautiful. Hosson's second exlibris, a
library interior with a distant view of the sea, a
ship and a castle, is a hner piece of engraving,

and may be ascribed to the next-named en-

graver, J. M. Scjckler.

Johann Michael Sdckler {VL\xvi\c\i), a pupil of Jung-
wirth; his exlibris of Heinrich Braun, Canon
and Ecclesiastical Councillor, reformer of the
school system in Bavaria, circa 1770, is here
reproduced (p. 272). It gives a view of two
rooms, with a figure of Minerva, an owl, putti

and arms, framed in a simple and graceful

rococo border.

' Reproduced in Wamecke, plate xviiL
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Josef Anton Zimmcrmann, engraver to the Court
of Bavaria (Munich).

Aloys Count von La Rosie, Chamberlain and
Councillor of State, President of the Council,

etc. (Munich) ; an amateur who engraved, among
other plates, the exlibris of his relative Count

BOOK-PLATE OF FKRDINAND REICHSEDLER VON HOSSON.

By B. I. Weyss {lirca 1780).

Theodor Morawitzky (Munich), 1770. It has

the usual figure of Alinerva in a library.

Martin Tyroff (Nuremberg); exlibris of Wilhelm
Alexander Balaus, advocate and bibliophile of

Brimn in Moravia, r/rr^z 1750.*

Hermann Jakob Tyroff, pupil of his father Martin
(Nuremberg).

' Reproduced in Von Hcincmann, plate 136.
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J. P. Fu7ick (Nuremberg); exlibris of Heinrich

Hartlib, Pastor of St. Sebald, Nuremberg, 1780.

It displays the owner before a table and crucifix,

BOOK-PLATE OF HEINRICH HRAUN.

By J. M. Sockler {circa 1770).

with a view into his library, the* whole sur-

rounded by a rococo frame.

Johann Baptist Homami, Johann Adam Sc/nucic-

kart, Georg Christof Wahucrt (all of Nurem-
berg).

Georg Daniel Ilciimann (Nuremberg and Got-
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tingen). Among others, one of the three plates

of Johann Michael von Loen, Prussian Privy

Councillor and author (Frankfurt), circa 1725 :

BOOK-H.ATE OF DR. JOHANN CHRISTOF HARRER.

By J. G. Fridrich {circa 1767).

view, through library and loggia, of a park and
pagoda.

Josef von Montalcgre (Frankfurt, Nuremberg and
Zittau).

N N
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Johann Gf^org Fj'idric/i (Regensburg) : exlihris of

Johann Christof Harrer, M.D., surgeon of the

garrison at Regensburg, circa 1767. here re-

f>roduced (p. 273). Interesting from the pro-

essional allusions.

Christof Friedrich Hdrmann von G'///^;/3rr^(Kauf-

beuern, Augsburg and Ulm). Among other

plates, he engravedone for his relative, Sebastian

Wolfgang Ludwig Hermann von Gutenberg,
circa 1775 : in front of a book«case Justice

studies the " leges divinae "
; to the right are

books lettered *'jus civile" and "jus publicum,"

while below are volumes of the *' leges natur-

ales, criminales, Germanise " and " feudales/*

The initial letters of the motto correspond with
those of the name, W standing for V.

Johann Heinrich Wicker (Frankfurt) : exlibris of

Heinrich Wilhelm Lehnemann, Doctor Juris

(Frankfurt). A room with book-cases, volumes
lettered with the names of favourite books, and
portrait collections, circa 1 730. Also one of the

exlibris of Johann Bernhard Nack, merchant
(Frankfurt), after 1 759. Nack owned two other

plates, coarsely engraved by De St. Hilaire,

1759, after a design l)y Dr. Osterlander. Be-

coming dissatisfied with these, as may easily be

imagined. Nack had the same design—a mer-
chant in front of Minerva, with Mercury, the

sea, and a seaport town—engraved afresh by
Wicker. For the sake of economy the new
exlibris were printed, lightly coloured, on the

back of the former plates, a procedure which is

probably unique.
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Peter (Frankfurt) engraved two exlibris for

Johann Michael von Loen, Prussian IVivy

Councillor, President of the Council, jurist,

bibliophile and author, a great-uncle of Goethe
(Frankfurt). One of these, dated 1725, is here

HOOK-PI^TE OF JOHANN MICHAKL VON LOhN.

By Peter Fehr (1725).

reproduced. It represents the contents of Von
Loen's library, with theological, legal, historical

and philosophical works in the centre ; on the left

a bureau containing a collection of prints ( Biblio-

theca Calcographica), and on the right one with

a collection of MSS. ; the signification of the

three figures is explained by the inscriptions.
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"colligendum," eHgendum," and *' multiplic-

andum," the collection, choice, and increase of

books and of knowledge. Von Loens second
exlibris, with view of library and garden, Is

. copied from a third plate engraved by G. D.
Heuniann, to which it is superior in execution.

The same view, unsigned, is found again on the

exlibris of Johann Daniel (von) Olenschlager,

Doctor Juris. Councillor to the Electorate of

Saxony and to the King of Poland, Imperial

Privy Councillor, Sheriff of Frankfurt and pub-
licist (Frankfurt), circa 1730. This plate is

also probably by Peter Fehr.

«H. O. and B. A. Contocn'' (Mainz) sign the

exlibris of Johann Philipp Burggrave, physician

of I>ankfurt (early eighteenth century). A
vaulted library with pictures, statues, and por-

trait-medallions. The borders of the plates by
Peter Fehr, mentioned above, show a strong

resemblance to this engraving by Contgen.

Johann Martin Bcrnigcroth (Leipzig) : exlibris of

£. L. von Danckelmann, 1745> arms on a
pedestal in a library.

Johanna Dorothea, Pkilippinnie Sysang (Leip-

Karl Gottfried Ncstlcr, Inspector of the Print

Room at Dresden. " liberaJium artium cultor,"

as he called himself.

The brothers Johann Friedrich and Johann David
Schleuen (Berlin) worked together, and usually

signed their plates "Schleuen" only. They
engraved the plate of the German poet Johann
Wilhelm Ludwig Gleim, of Ermsleben, Berlin,
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and Halberstadt, with the inscription, Gleimii

et amicorum " ^ (end of eighteenth century).

Johann Ernst Gericke (Berlin) engraved the large

portrait and library interior exlibris of Johanil

Karl W'ilhelm Mohsen, Physician in ordinary,

and numismatist (Berlin), 1757." On the left a

number of bookshelves in flames refer to the

destruction of the library by hre at the date

given (September i, 1753) J another date, 1756,
is that of the reinstatement of the library.

Mohsen possessed also another exlibris by
Gericke, 1756, a rococo cartouche with putti.^

Christian Benjamin Glassback (Magdeburg) en-

graved the historical exlibris of Johann Georg
Heinrich Oelrichs, Rector of the " Raths-und
Friedrichsschule " at Kustrin, and afterwards
Prorector of the Friedrichswerder Gymnasium
at Berlin. It illustrates the bombardment of

Kiistrin by the Russians in 1758, and the de-

struction of the library by a shell, and below,

the re*estabhshment of the hbrary in Berlin,

1759. The idea for this exlibris was probably
suggested by theMohsen plate described above.^

There exist, besides, library interiors by J. J.

Mailer (Hanover), G. Haupt (an anonymous
plate), Johann Gottlob Bruchholz (exlibris of

Gottlob), Andreas 7/<?r<n'r (exlibris of G. C. Oe,
with the owner reading, coin cabinets, and a
large figure of Christ on the cross, I74i)»

* ReproducL'd in \'on Heinemann, plate 149.
• Ibid.^ plate 139.
^ Reproduced in I'^. L. Z. v. 52.
' Reproduced in Warnecke, plate xix.

L
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S/ro-anoci'sfy, apparently a Pole or Bohemian
(cxlibris of Oiiirin Josef Chylik), and by the
following foreigners

:

Gerard Scoiin the elder (Paris). He engraved the
fine plate of Dr. Johann Heinrich Burckhard,
Physician in Ordinary to the Court of Brunswick
(Paris and Brunswick), 17 15; a hall with
statue of Hygeia, and various allusions to his

profession, etc.

Ferdinand Wachsmuth (Paris), who engraved the
two almost identical exlibris of Johwn Lorenz
Blessig, Professorand theologian, and Friedrich

Rudolf von Salzmann, publicist and jurist, both
of Strassburg, circa 1775 (see above, p. 85).

The latter was, in 1774, tutor to the future

Minister, Von Stein, at Gottingen, and in

1776-7 published, in conjunction with his

friend Blessig, a weekly newspaper on National
Alsatian lines. The friendship between the
two men explains their use of the same exlibris.

b. Unsigned Library Interior Exlibris,

Among the unsigned library-interior plates also

we find a number of elaborately engraved exlibris,

some of the most interesting of which may be
mentioned

:

Exlibris (in two sizes) of the iJcncdiclinc Monastery of
Raigern (Rayhradcnsis), near liriinn in Moravia,' with a
monk writing, and the chronosdch " inscriptions (see

above p. 59), 1784 and 1789; the three exlibris of Karl
Ferdinand Hommel, jurist (Leipzig), 1762 and 1767, with

' Reprinted from the original copperplate in E. L. Z. vL
7<J, 77-
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statue of Apollo and the threatening Lex BibliothecaCt''

given above (see p. 45) ; Konrad Edler von Albredit^ Im-
perial Councillor and Resident at the Court of Portugal
(Vienna), with Minerva, Pegasus, arms, globe, and two
jHitti bearing the helmets and crests on their heads

; Josef
Wratislaw (Edler von) Monse, Doctor Juris, lawyer, Tni-

iKTial Coiiin illor, (Jirunn and Oliiuu/), with owl. lamp,
scales, sword and chain of honour (punishment and
rewards), hcchive and bees with flowers: exlibris of
the Orphanage at Halle, with long pers|x^ctive view of

double bookcases on each side, and the Prussian eagle

;

''LeihbibUothek der furstlichenWaisenhausbuchhandlun^"
at Brunswick, with six busily-occupied putti, and a man in

ne|;lig^ attire reading ; Johann Anton Count Schaffgotsch,

Pnvy Councillor, Higher District Judge in Silesia ; his ex-
libris was engraved aifter his death, in 1742, with arms, a
skull, and four allegoncal figures of Justice and Learning

;

Library of the " Exercitien-Haus " of the Jesuits (Munich),
with S. Aloysius von Gonzaga, S. J., a crucifix as symbol of
self-denial, a lily the symbol of purity, and the Madonna;
Library of the Sheriffs at Leipzig, with figure of Justice;

J. H. Flick, a schoolmaster at Homburg, with an "ara
scientiarum and instruments (an amateur's work ) ; Charles
]>ouis de Magis, Lnvoy of the Prince Bishop of Louvain
to the German Diet of Regensburg, probably by Johann
Georg Fridrich (Regensburg), arms, with a lion as sup-

porter, and a putto ; Biblio&eca Fregiana, urns, bales of
merchandise, die staff of Mercury, view of ships, etc

Besides the above the fijllowing are especially noteworthy
for delicacy of engraving : Martin Reinhardt, Pastor
(Augsburg), with the owner reading, window, and open
doors ; Johann Erhard Schiffauer, Apostolic and Imi>erial

Notary at Freysing, 1777, ap[)arently by Johann Michael
Sockler (Munich), a book on a table in a library : Endter
(Nuremberg), figure of History recording events, etc.

All the foregoing plates with views of library interiors belong

to tfie eighteenth century.
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CHAPTER IX

ECCLESIASTICAL EXLIBRIS FROM THi: FIF-

TEENTH TO THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

N the foregoing pages many ecclesias-

tical exlibris have been described and

I

reproduced, but they form so distinct

I and important a branch of the subject

that a separate chapter is necessary for their due
consideration. The book-plates of monasteries

and divines are of extraordinarv interest from the
historical point of view, though they are not in

all cases of great artistic merit
The main reason which made the monasteries

in the Middle Ages the centres of intellectual life,

and the distributers of learning, was their pos-

session of libraries. Iwery institution possessed

rare illuminated MSS., of which it was justly proud,

and which were carefully and jealously guarded,
often being chained to their places to insure against

theft Such treasures would not willingly be lent
They must be studied where they lay, and the only
exception to this rule would be when a volume
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was lent to a scribe from some other monastery to

be laboriously copied—a work lasting for months
or even years. This was the only method by
which books could be multiplied^ and it is to the
industry and patience of monkish copyists that we
owe the preservation of numerous literar) master-
pieces. In those days the name of the monastery
would be written inside the cover or on the tlyleaf

of the volume, and often the arms of the founda-
tion or of the abbot would be added. So long as
every volume had to be written by hand libraries

were necessarily of limited extent, but after the

invention of printing they increased rapidly in size.

As we have seen above, the earliest printed book-
plates soon followed, and of the three oldest plates

known (see above, p. 94), one belonged to a
monk, Hildebrand Brandeniurgy ofthe Carthusian
Monastery of Buxheim, near Memmingen, in

Bavaria, and another to Hans filler, called

Knabensberg, a Bavarian divine, the date of both
being about 1470. Printed book-plates, however,
did not find their way into monastic libraries until

the sixteenth century, when numerous examples
are found. From that time to the present there

has been no lack of monastic exlibris.

i^A.) Ei\GRAVERS OF Ecclesiastical Exlibris.

Before dealing with ecclesiastical plates in

detail, the following engravers, whose names are

found on the exlibris of monasteries and divines,

may be mentioned :

00
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a. Exlibris of Monasteries.

(iERMANY: Augsburg: Lukas Kilian : Monastery of Chiem-
see, 1637.

Wolfgang Kilian : Chiemsee, 1654, here reproduced. •

Johann Ulrich Frank : Chiemsee, 16 . .

BOOK-PLATE OF THE MONASTKkV OF CHIEMSEE.

By Wolfgang Kilian (1654).

(ieorg Andreas Wolfgang : Kremsmiinstcr, 17..
Andreas Ehmann : Augsburg, Holy Cross, 16 . .

Josef Sebastian and Johann Baptist Klaubcr : Miinster-

Schwarzach, 1746.

Josef Erasmus Belling: M6nchsroth,^^'essobrunn, Ettal, 17 . .

Georg Konrad Bodcnehr : \\'iblingen, 17 . .
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BOOK-PLATE OF THE MONASTERY OF TEGERNSEE.

By Christof J. Stcnglin (1700).

Johann Heinrich Storcklin : Monchsroth (see p. 298), Rog-
genburg, Au, 17..

I^onhard Michael Steinberger: Evangelical College, Augs-
burg, 17 . .

Matthias Sigmund Salmus Miiller: Andechs, 17 . .

Jakob Andreas Fridrich : Regensburg (Dominican), 17 . .
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MuHuhx Christof J. StengUn: Tegernsee, here reproduced

(p. 2S3X Baumburg, 17 . .

Josef Mori: Weihenstqphan, 17 . .

Fnuiz Xaver Jungwtrth : Polling, 17 .

.

Johann Nepomudc Maag : Polling, 17..
Peter Herwegeo: Scfaaftkum, Munich (St* Boniiaoe), 186.9

1872.

Freisifii^: M. U. Hittinger: Weihenstephan, 16 . .

Regjtnsburg : Bemhard Gottlieb Fridrich : Sl Kmmeram»
17..

Mayr: Mallersdorf, 17 . .

6V. A'ichoJaSf mar Fassau : Vvaini Buchholzer : bt. Nikoiaus,

17 . .

IVurzlmrg : Johann Baptist, or Balthasar, (lUtwein : Oberzdl,

1764.
IVies^adm : Walter Schulte vom Briihl : Offenbuig, 1896.
JVeuuM: "£.&": Sayn, ana 1775.
Berlin -. Georg Otto : Kremsmtmster, 1893.
Karl Leonhard Becker (now at Bonn) : Nonnenwerth, 1896.
Also (residence unknown) Matthias Kiisel (W'ettenhausen,

1658) ; H. Franck (Wengen, 1682) : Alexander Maur
. (Au, 17 . .) : A. Schon (Diessen, 1755); F. (srassanter

(Monrhsroth, 17 . .).

Austria: Vienna: Friedrich Schaur : Scitcnstettcn, 17..
Jusef A. Sclimuzer : Herzogenburg, i*//vrt 1730.
Hugo Cierard Strohl : Geras, 1895.

Olmiitz : Anton Josef Schindler : Olmiitz, 17..
Prague : Johann Chiistof Schmischeck : Seeon, 1634 (see *

p. 285).

Anton Birckhardt: Neudorf, 17 .

.

Johann Berka : Mariabrunn, near Saar, 17..
Also Anton Wierix (Nikolsburg, 15 . .) ; A. l)rost (St. Paul

in the Lavantthal, 17 . .) ; F. Meyer (Seitenstetten, 17 . .).

^. Exlibris ofDwines :

Germany : Nuremberg : Albrecht Durer ; i>r. H. Pomer
(Nuremberg), 1525 (p. iio).

Kesch, or Roesch (woodcutter) : Dr. H. Pomer, 1525 (p. \ 10).

School of Diirer : Stephan Kosinus (Pa.^sau), 15 . .

Johann David TyrofT: Erhard Christof Bezzel (Poppenreuih,
near Nuremberg), circa 1720.
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Augsburg '. Dominik Gustos : Johann Georg von Werdenstein

(Eichstiitt), 1592.

Wolfgang Kilian : Sebastian Myller, Suffragan of Augsburg,

BOOK-PLATE OF THK MONASTERY OF SEKON.

By J. C. Schmischeck (1634).

Johann Striedbeck : Johann Baptist Renz (Augsburg), 1697.

Munich : Johann Sadeler : Ferdinand von und zu Hagenau
(Munich), 1646.

Franz Ertinger (Munich ?) : Wilhelm Oswald (Munich), 1688.
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Josef Mori : (ielasius Mieber ( Aui^shurg), 17 . .

August Hess : J. J. J. von DoUiiigcr (Munich), 18 . .

Peter Halm : Friedrich Schneider (Mainz), 1891-2.

Hans Beat Wieland : Emil Veesenmayr (Wiesbaden), 1899.

SckUisshdm : Otto Hupp : Friedridi Schneider (Mains),

1891-2.

Benchtesgaden : Bemhard Wenig : P. Hugo Schmid (Krems-
miinster), 1899 (reproduced in Chap. XL, B, ct),

Witrzlmrg'. Johann A. Salver: Johann Philipp von
Cireiffenclau (Wiirzburg), circa 1700.

Karl Behrens : Johann Hartmann (Dalherda, Wiirzbuig),

1896, and Dr. Jakob von Kiihks (Wurzburg), 1896.

Cotistaiire (?) : 1\ H. V. \\. : Jakob Eliner, Suffragan of

Constance, and Dr. Barthoiomaus Matzler (Constance),
circa 1570.

Mainz . Jakob Moldenrieder : Franz Anton Xaver von
Scheben (Mainz), 17 . .

Klemens Kissel : £hr. Johann Michael Raich (Mainz), 1893,
and I>r. Fianz Falk (Kleinwintemheim)^ 1892.

Cokgm : B. H. de Bnx^es, Etoctoral Councillor : Klemens
August Duke of Bavaria, Archbishop and Elector of
Cologne, 1760.

War^rg : Anton Kisenhoit : Theodor von Fiirstenbeig,

Prince Bishop of i^aderbom, 1603.

Bres/au (?) : Jakob I^ndnitz : Karl Franz Neander von
Petersheidau, Suffragan of Breslau, 16 . .

GUrlitz : Georg Starke : Adolf TrebUn, Frovost (BreslauX

1894.

Karl ICrnst : Wilhelm Sauber senior (Gutengermendorf),

1895.
Strassifuri^^ (Als;ice) : E. Simon (lithographer) ; Bishop

Andreas Kaess (Strassburg), 188 . .

Hamlmrg\ H. Rickers: John Nicolassen (Hamburg), 1899.
Berthelmingen (Lorraine): Arthur Benoit: Dr. Hermann

Kuhn (BrudersdorO* 18B .

Also (residence unknown) L. Eberle (Ingolstadt ?) ; Pro-

fessor Dr. Johann Oswald von Zimmern (Ingolstadt),

1600, portrait exlibris ; P. H. Hiiffner \ Erhard Christof

Beszel (Poppenreuth), circa 1720.

Austria : Vienna : Moritz I^ng : Georg Szelepcheny, Arch-
Inshop of Gran, ana 1670, portrait exlibris.
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Andreas Nicolni Franz Paul von Smitmer, Archbishop of
Vienna, circa 1772.

Franz Tvcopold Schmitnicr : Johann Michael Fnuu von
Velhorn, Deacon (\'ienna) 17 . ., 18 . .

Graz : V . Dietell : Dr. Johann Baptist Kursky, Arciideacon,
(Vorau and (iraz), 17 . .

J. A Prechler : Christof Reimbaldt von Royach, Benedictine
Monk (Ganten), 17 .

.

Exlibris oi- Monasterils.

In bringing together into one chapter the book-
plates of Monastic institutions from the earliest

times to the present day, we are dealing with
material which is sufficient both in (jiiantity and
interest to. form the subject of a separate mono-
graph. Among the many matters of historical

interest, which are brought before us by a general
survey of monastic exlibris, are, first of all, the
large number of monasteries that existed, especially

in Southern Germany and Bavaria, and also the

number and variety of the monastic orders, the

comparative importance and power of the different

monasteries, their taste in art, etc. In short the
exlibris of German and Austrian monasteries

—

which are almost the only plates of their kind

—

afford the most varied opportunities for study and
research.

The chief object represented on monastic ex-
libris, old and new, has been almost invariably the
cocU ofarms either of the monastery or the abbot,
or of both together : the surrounding frame and
decoration has varied with the style of the period.

In almost every case a crosier, or two in saltire,
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are placed behind the shield. The crosier (the

Pedum) is really the bishop's pastoral staff, and

l!OOK-l»LATE OK THE MONASTERY OF TEGERNSEE (r/mj 1 556).

is only borne by abbots and abbesses as a sign of
honour : it is the symbol of pastoral duties, and
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also of episcopal authority. To the staff is often

attached the siidariunt^ a cloth originally used for

the sake of cleanliness, the distinctive mark of an
abbot's staff, in addition, the abbot's cap otmiire
is almost always placed above the shield ; the
mitre, the two points of which are symbolical of

the Old and New Testaments, is also in reality an

episcopal distinction, but the Pope had the power
of investing abbots and provosts with the mitre

—hence the term mitred abbots." As a rule,

the mitres of abbots are more plainly embroidered
than those of bishops. The ornamentation is very
varied, and consists either of plain crosses em-
broidered in silk, cloth, pearls, or jewels, or arab-

esques and conventional pattern work, or figures

of the Madonna and Child,Angels, Saints, Martyrs,

etc.

—

e,g,y the exlibris of the Benedictine Monas*
tery of St. Veit, on which St. Vitus is represented

on the mitre in his kettle of boilini:^ lead and pitch.

In the case of monasteries, such as those of

Buchau (Wurttemberg), St. Blaise (Baden), and
Salem (Baden), which had temporal jurisdiction

over their subjects, a sward is laid across the

crosier. The crosses carried before the abbots are

also represented behind the shield ;
viz., the Latin

cross with one traverse, really the sii;n of an

archbishop, but also borne by many bishops,

honoris causa^ by Papal authority ; the double or

patriarchal cross, with two barst ending in trefoils,

borne by cardinals : and the triple or Papal cross

(see, e.g., the exlibris of Wessobrunn, with figure of

St. Peter, p. 290). These crosses are symbols that

the bearers are the representatives of Christ, and
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have, therefore, to bear the cross of their office,

in accordance with the words of Scripture, "tollat

criicem suam."

/ £ ^Ihny So ^ K

IIOOK-PLATE OK THE MONASTERY OF WESSOBRUNN.

By J. E. Belling (17 . .)•

When the foundations

—

eg.y those of Huchau
and St. Blaise—were princely abbeys of the

Empire, they did not hesitate to add a princely

coronet. Where a palm-branch .occurs it is the

indication of a martyr.
:
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In the eio^hteenth century ^//^^rA were frequently

introduced : sometimes they served as supporters,

more often winged cherubs' heads bearing the

mitre were placed above the shield. They were
intended, no doubt, as an indication of the re-

ligious activity of the monastery, and are often

most beautifully encrraved.

Besides these we find various representations of

the Madonna and Child, the patron saint of the

monastery, to whom it was consecrated and after

whom it was named, skeletons, symbolical of the

transitoriness of earthly things, St Michael, the

Dragon-killer (symbolical of victory over evil),

abstract figures, such as Time and Eternity ; even

the favourite Ooddess, Minerva, appears on one

monastic plate (Weihenstephan) ; also St. Peter,

with the Papal tiara (Wessobrunn, consecrated to

St. Peter), and his two keys, of gold and silver,

which signify the power of ordination possessed

by the Church and also its sovereign power.

Besides the ordinary lettering we find mono-
grams composed of the words Jesus and Mary, and
the well-known symbol of the Jesuits, " 1. H, S.,"

with the cross over the H. and the three nails of

Christ below. 'M. H. S." represent the first three

letters of the Greek IHSOTS, but have been vari-

ously interpreted ;ii different times to stand for

Jesus Hominum Salvator, Jesus Hortator Sanc-

torum, In Hoc balus,ln Hoc Signo (vinces), Jesum
Habemus Socium, 'Ino-ovc T»of £wTiip, Jesus Heiland
Seligmacher, etc.

Of other initial letters, S. P. stands for St.

Peter {e-g.y Monastery of St. Peter, Salzburg)

;
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O.S.B. = Ordinis Sancti Benedict!: PzrPrae-
positus (Provost) and also Pater (P^ather) ; A izr

Abbas ; B.V.M. iz Beatae Virginis Mariae ; D.G.
n: Dei Gratia; S.R.L = Sacri Romani Imperii;

I.O.G»D.= In Omnem Gloriam Dei; F.F.=
Fratrum ; P. P. = Patrum ; i.p.i. = in partibus

infidelium.

Many monasteries were not content with one
book-plate but had new ones either on the acces-

sion of a new abbot, or when some considerable

addition was made to the library. The Swiss
monastery of St. Urban had probably the greatest

number—at least thirty different exlibris ; but
some of the Bavarian abbeys had a long suc-

cession of plates, ^.4^, Chiemsee, 13; Polling. 9 ;

Baumburg, 8 ;
Augsburg, Holy Cross, 8; Andechs,

7; Monchsroth, 6 ;
Thierhaupten, 5, etc.

In the following list, which is believed to be
very nearly if not quite complete, the monasteries
which are known to have possessed exlibris from
the fifteenth century to the present time are i;iven

according to their Orders^ the arms and date of
institution of which are also added.^

«

tf. Bl.NEDTCTINK OrDER.
Founded by St. Benedict, b.c. 529, on Monte

Cassino, near Naples ; took root in Germany in

' Cf. H. i\. Strohl, **Euiiges iiber die Wappen dt r -t ist

lichen Orden " ; also various articles by A. von Eisenhart and
Count zu Leiningen -^Vt•sterf)u^g in E. L. Z. iv. 11, 48, 92;
V. 98 : vi. 33, 45, 95, 109; vii. 7, 78; i\. J 03. (The trans-

lator has also to acknowledge his indebtedness to \\'oodward's
** Krclesiastical Heraldry " (Edinburgh, 1894) for the blazoning

of the arms.)
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BOOK-PLATE OF TU£ MONASTERY OF BSN£DIKTB£U£RN (15 . .)•
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the eighth century. This Order, which possessed

15,000 abbeys at the time of the Council of Con-
sunce (14 1 5), was specially devoted to learning.

BOOK-FLATB OP THE MONASTBRY OP MALLSR5U>0RP.

Engraved by Mayr (17 . .)•

Arms : Azure^ a mountain of three coupeaux
in base (the cross of the Monte Cassino), thereon a
patriarchal cross^ its arms paties or ; over all the

word PAX i7i /ess sable.
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Gkkmany : Bavaria : Altomiinster, Andechs, Attl,

Benediktbeuern (see p. 293), Blankstetten, Ettal,

Hug.shoren,Irrsee,Mallersdorf (see p. 294), Met-
ten. Munich (St. Boniface), Niederaltaich (see

HOOK-FLATE OF THK MONASTERY OF ST. BLAISE (l? • .).

p. 39), Oberaltaich, Regensburg (St. Emmeram),
Rott-on-Inn, Schaftlarn, Scheyern. Seeon,
Tegernsee (see pp. 283, 288), Thierhaupten,

Weihenstephan, Weltenburg-on-Danube, Wes-
sobrunn (see illustration—St. Peter with the

Papal tiara and cross, and keys, p. 290).
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Suabia : Augsburo;- (St. Ulrich and Afra), Donau-
worth (Werden, Holy Cross), Elchingen, Neres-
heim, Ochsenhausen, Weingarten, Wiblingen.

Franconia : Amorbach, Banz, Mlinster-Schwarz-
ach, Neustadt-on-Main, Wttrzburg (St Stephen
and Scotch Cloister).

Elsetvherc. St. Blaise, in the Black Forest.

(Abbot Martin Gerbcrt von Hornau, see illus-

tration, p. 295 ; S.O.R. LP. stands for Sinuil([ue

Romani Imperii Princeps, arms of the abbot and
ofthe foundation); Ebersheimmiinster in Alsace,

Fritzlar, Fulda, and Seh'genstadt in Hesse,
Mainz (St. Jacob).

Austria*. Admont, Garsten, Kremsniiinster, Lam-
bach, Melk, Maria Zell, Rai^crn, Salzburg (St.

Peter), St. Lanibrecht, St. Paul in the Lavant-
thal, St. Veit, Seitenstetten, Vienna (Scotch
Cloister).

b. Order of the Camaldolites.
A branch of the Benedictine Order, founded by

St. Romuald of Ravenna at Camaldoli in Tus-
cany in the early part of the eleventh century.

Arms : Argent, a mountain of three coupeaux sup-

porting an open croicn proper,

Austria : Josefsberg, on the Kahlenberg near
Vienna.

c. Cistercian Order.
Founded by Robert, Abbot of Molesme, 1098,

in a desert called Cisteaux (Cisterzium) near
Dijon ; St. Bernard did good service to the

Onder and alone instituted 72 monasteries. In
all there were about 2,000 Cistercian abbeys.
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DOOK-I'LATE OF D. MICHAEL SCHNOCK VON KIEDERICH,

ADBOT OF EHKRBACH {l? . .).

QQ
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Arms : Azure, sem^ of Jleur-dc-lis or (France
ancient); an escutcheon r«Jw;V<7///.' Bendy of six

BOOK I'LATE OF THE MONASTERY OF MONCHSROTH.

Engraved by J. H. Storcklin (17 . .)•

or and azure, luithin a boi'durc gules (Burgundy
ancient). The Bernardine houses used : Sahle^

a bend cotmter-compony argent andgules as shown
on the illustration on p. 297.
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Germany : Aldersbach and Raitenhaslach, in

Bavaria, Waldsassen in the Upper Palatinate,

Bildhausen in Franconia, Salem in Baden,
Lutzel in Alsace, Eberbach in Rheingau (see

KOOK-PUME OK THE MONASTERY OF URSP£RG (l? .

iriustration, p. 297—in one shield are combined
the armsof the Cistercians, the monasteryand the
abbot),Altenberg in the Duchy of Berg, Lockum
in Hanover, Heinrichau and Leubus in Silesia*

Austria : Hohenfurt, Holy Cross in the Wiener-
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wald, Neuberi^, Plass, Mariabrunn near Saar,

Reun, Sausenstein (Gottesthal).

BOOK-PLATE OF THE MONASTERY OF WBISBNAU {fir^Ca 1568).

d. Pkkmons rKA'PHNsiAX Order {or Norbertines).
Founded in 1121, by St. Norbert, of Xanten, on

a meadow pointed out by Divine agency at

Pr6montr6 (= pratum monstratum), near Coucy,
in France. The Order had at one time 1,500
abbeys.
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Arms : Azure, senii ofJUur-de-lis or^ over all two
crosiers im saltire ofthe seeotuL

Germany: Bavaria: Neustift (Neuzell), Oster-

hofen-on-Danube, S. Salvator near Passau,

BOOK-PLATB OP THB MONASTERY OF OBERZBLL-ON-MAIN (175 .)•

Sch&ftlarn, Steingaden ; Suabia\ Kirchbirlingen,

Roggenburg, Roth (Monchsroth)—see illustra-

tion, p. 29S ; the a:riffin and fish are the arms of

the abbey : the abbot, Hermann Vogler (as is

shown by another exlibris), bore canting arms

—



"
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a falconer with a hawk on his hand—and the

engraver, with a defiance of heraldic law char-

acteristic of the period* has depicted the bird

BOOK-PLATE OF THE MONASTERY OF 8AYN.

By E. G. {firca 1775).

Aying, on a string, into the first quarter of the

shield, which is thus divided quarterly ; U rsperg,

(see illustration, p. 299), with the arms of the
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BOOK-PLATE OF THK MONASTERY OF SCHL5gL (1698).

abbey (Ursus, abear,and berg, a hill Ursperg)
and of the abbot ; Weisenau (see illustration,

p. 300) ; Franco7iia : Oberzell-on-Main (see
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illustration, p. 301), with original inscriptions re-

lating to the lending of books, and the arms of

the monastery, the abbot and the Order, the

last in a somewhat mutilated form ; Sayn,
also illustrated (p. 302) ; the saw is a reference

to St. Simon, one of whose arms the monastery
preserves as a relic ; Steinfeld in Rhineland.

BOOK-PLATE OF THE MONASTERY OK DI ESSEN.

By A. Schon (1755).

Austria : Geras, Klosterbruck ( Luca), Schlcigl—see

reproduction, p. 303 (canting arms, Schlagel —
mallet).

e. Regular Canons (Augustinians).

This Order dates its origin from St. Augustine,

whose Rule (written in 423) it follows. It was
established in Rome, in the Archibasilika

Lateranensis, by Pope Alexander II., at the

end of the eleventh century, and further regu-

lated by Pope Benedict XII., in 1339.
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Arms : The Order had no fixed arms, but used as

a device the Head of Christ from the pediment
of the Lateran Church at Rome, in a lozenge,

on a shield party per fess.

BOOK-PI,ATE OF THE MONASTERY OF HOGELWORTH (1725).

Germany : Bavaria : Au (Munich), Baumburg,
Diessen (see illustration, p. 304—arms of the

monastery, the same as those of the neighbouring

abbey of Andechs, reversed, and of the abbot),

Dietramszell, Herren-Chiemsee, Hogelworth
(see illustration, arms of abbot and monastery,

R R
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liOOK-l'LATE OF THE MONASTERY OF POLLING.

By F. X. JuiiKwirth (1744).

306
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I. B. P. H. z= Johannes Baptista Praepositiis

Hocjelwerdensis)
;
Polling (see illustration op-

posite ; one of the most important of monastic

BOOK-PL.\TE OF TFfK MONASTERY OF WENGEN (1785).

libraries, containing 80,000 volumes, and includ-

ing Spanish and Portuguese literature ; arms of

monastery, which have reference to a legend,

and abbot) ; Rebdorf, Rohr, Rothenbuch (Raiten-
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biich), St. Nicholas near Passau, Stacltamhof,

Weyarn.
Suabia ; Augsburg (Holy Cross and St. George^,
Wengen near Ulm (see illustration, p. 307 ; with
the motto of St. Augustine, ** Tolie, Lege/' and
the arms of the Abbot Nicolaus I. Bucher

—

canting arms—of Count von Werdenberg, and
of Count von Helfenstein) ; W'cttcnhausen.

Also the nunneries of Breslau in Silesia and
Offenburg in Baden.

Austria: Gars, Graz, Herzogenbui|^, Neustift

near Brixen, Olmiitz, St. Andrew-on-the*
I raisen, St. Florian, Pollau, Vorau, \'ienna (SS.

Sebastian and Roche ; and the Abbey of St.

Anthony).

/, Trinitarians, who are also to be classed among
the Regular Canons, though they form a distinct

Order.

Founded in 1
1 98 by the French hermits, Jean de

Matha and Felix de Valois, under the dtle of
an " Order for ransoming and freeing Christian

prisoners from the Slavery of the Unbelievers."

A branch of the Order, the barefooted Trini-

tarians, was formed in Spain in I594» by Jean
Battiste de la Conception.

Arms : Argeni^a crosspcUie^ theperpendiculargules

^

the traverse azure.

Austria : Pressburg and Vienna.

Dominicans (or Preaching Friars).

Founded by the Spaniard Dominic de Guzman in

1205, at Toulouse. The Dominican brothers

have always been feared and respected as the
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faithful and zealous "Hounds of the Lord"
(Domini canes).

Arms : Argent, chap^ sable. Additions were after-

wards made to the original coat : In base a hound
couchant, holding in its 7nouth a torch blazing

nOOK-I'LATE OF THE MONASTERY OF REGENSHV RG.

By J. A. Fridrich (17 . .)•

proper ; in chief a pahn-branch and a branch of
lilies proper, issuant front an open crown proper,

and surmoujited by an cstoilc or} The mother of

' These were the correct arrns, but tliey varied considerably

as will be seen from the plate illustrated on this page.
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St. Dominic is said to have dreamed that she
would bring forth a doer with a blazino- torch in

its mouth, and at his baptism his godmollu r

beheld a splendid star descend from heaven and
settle on his brow.

Germany: Bavaria: Eichstfttt, Medlingen, Re-
gensburg (see illustration, p. 309—^arms of the
Order surmounted by the Papal tiara, a car-

dinal's hat, an archbishop's cap, a Papal cross

and a crosier). Suabia ; Augsburg, Kirchheim-
on-the-Mindel ; Franconia: Wiirzburg; WUrt*
iemdergi Wimpfen; Silesia : Bresiau.

Austria : Bozen» and Neudorf (Neovilla).

A. Franciscans (or MiNORrrEs).
Founded in 1240, by Giovanni Bernardone, St

Francis of Assisi.

Arms : Argent, a Cross-CaJvary traversed by two
hiiuiaii arvis in saltire {sonietirncs issiiant frofn

clouds in base), one in bend staked, reprcsotfifig

the arm ofour SaviourJhe oUter in bmd sinister

habited in the dress of St. Francis^ both bearing

the stigmata.

Germany : Bavaria : Ingolstadt, Landshut,
Munich, Regensburg, Wiirzburg; Franconia:
Briickenau (Holy Mount Sinai), Hammelburg

;

Baden : Rastatt : Hesse : Fulda, Frauenberg ;
^

Rhimland\ Nonnenwerth ; Silesia: Bresiau,

Goldberg; Alsace x St. Odilien (nunnery).

Austria: Bozen.

I. Capuchins.

A branch of the F'ranciscans, founded in 1525 by
Matteo di Baschi at Urbino.
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Arms : As the I' ranciscans.

GtRMANv: Breslau.

Austria: Innsbruck.

k. MiNiMEs (or PaULAiM).

Founded in 1435 by St. Francis de Paule, a Cala-

brian Franciscan.

Armorial device : The motto of the founder,
** Charitas " (said to have been given to him
by an angel from Heaven), inclosed in a wreath
of golden rays.

G K i<MANY ; Munich.

Austria- Hungary : Pest.

/. Carmklites (Discalceati).

Founded in 1156 by the Crusader Berthold, Count
of Limoges, In the cave of the Prophet Elijah

on Mount Carmel in Syria.

Arms: SabU^manteli{prcliap6) argetU^three esioiUs

counter-changed^ The Carmes DichaussSs (bare-

footed Carmelites) made the sable point in base

terminate in a cross patee on the ardent chief.

Germany : Augsburg, Metz, Munich, Regens-
burg, Wohlau, Wurzburg.

m. AuGusTiNiAN Hermits.
Established by Pope Innocent IV., in 1244, by

the combination of several congregations of
recluses already existing in Italy, under the

rule of St. Augustine. As is well known,
Luther sprang from the Saxon branch of this

Order.

Arms : The Order had no fixed arms, but various

attributes of St. Augustine, such as a book with

Djflilized by Google
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the letters *'T.L.'' (Tolle, Lege), a heart, a
pastoral staff, arrow, girdle, etc., were used.

Germany: Aufkirchen and Munich.
Austria : Korneuburg, and Mulln in Salzburg.

If. Jeronymites.

A congregation of hermits under the protection

of St. Jerome. Founded about 1370 by the
Portuguese Franciscan Vasco, and the Spaniard,

Father Ferdinand Pacha, in the neighbour-
hood of Toledo.

Arms: None.
Germany: Munich.

Carthusians.
Founded by S. Bruno, a canon of Cologne, in

1084, at the famous monastery of Chartreuse
near Grenoble.

Arms : Argent, an orb azure, banded aiid sur-

mounted by a cross or.

Germany : Buxheim in Suabia, whence come the
oldest German exlibris.

p. Sekvites (Servi Mariae Virginis).

Founded in 1233 by seven rich merchants of
Florence, on Monte Senatorio.

Armorial device : A monogram of the letters

"S.M." (Sancta Maria), out of which springs
a plant of seven lilies.

Austria : Volders in the Tyrol, and Vienna in

the Rossau.

q. Monks Hospitallers.

This Order of ministers of the sick was founded

i
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by S. juan de Dio in 1540 at Granada in

Spain.

Device : A cross and pomegranate.
Austria: Vienna.

r, PiARiSTs (Patres scholarum piarum).

Founded at Rome in 1597 by S. Joseph of Cala-

sanza.

Armorial device : The name " Maria " surmounted
by a crown and cross ; below two monograms
representiniL^ an abbreviation of the Greek
words meaning ** Mother of God "

(fiiou /b^urn^).

Austria : Nikolsburg and Cracow.

s. Till ATiNs (or Cajetans).

Founded by Pietro Caraffa, Bishop of Theate»and
Cardinal Gaetani of Thiene (Venice), 1524.

Arms : A cross on a mountain of three coupeaux.-

Germany: Munich.
Austria : Salzburg.

/. Jesuits.

Founded by Don Inigo Lopez de Recalde, better

known as Ignatius Loyola, in 1538, and con-

firmed in 1540.

Armorial device: The cipher "I.H.S.," the H
surmounted by a cross, and beneath it three

passion nails, the whole surrounded by golden
rays.

Germany: Ingolstadt, Munich, Wiirzburg, Mainz
(see illustraiion, p. 315—gift-plate to commem-
orate a presentation from Daniel Breadel von

ss
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Hohenburg. Archbishop of Mainz, 1558; above

is the device of the Jesuits andbelowthe achieve-

ment of the Archbishop, his escutcheon bearing

quarterly Mainz and Brendel von Hohenburg»
with four ancestral shields), Fulda, Mannheim,
Strassburg, and Leipzig ; also SS. Cyrillus and
Methodius, the position of which is unknown.

Austria-H UNGARY : Linz (l* reinberg) and Press-

burg.

This completes the list of the. regular M&nasiic
Orders ; the exlibris of the two great Ecclesi-

astical Orders of Knightiwod must also be men-
tioned :

u. The Sovereign Order oe St. John of Je-
rusalem (Knights of St. John» Knights Hos-
pitallers, Knights of Malta).

Founded at Jerusalem in 1048 by merchants from
Amal fi : recognized as a religious Order of
Knij^hthood in i i 19.

Arms : iiulcs, a cross argent. The whole escut-

cheon is placed upon the eight-pointed cross of

the Order.

Two exlibris of the Library of the Chancellery of
the Order in Vienna, and of the Grand Priory

of Bohemia, 1899 and 1900, designed by Ernst
Krahl (Vienna).

V, The High Teutonic Order.
Founded by pious Germans (merchants from Lii-

beck and Bremen) in 1 1 28 as a Pilgrims' house
(** Deutsches Haus") in Jerusalem; estab-
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Ex Iibcralitatc RcucrcncLl&. arq^
lUuftnfs. Domini. Domi. Danielis Archiepiicopi

& Prinapis£ie^ri&Alogimuxu*^
BOOK-^^TX OF THB MONASTERY OF THB JESUITS AT MAIMZ

GIFT-PI«ATB OF DANIEL BRSNDBL VON HOHXNBURG,
ARCHBISHOP OF HAINZ (1558).

3IS
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6x Ishris G>rrrrneruLe4lncen5i5

Ordirus C^toraci

Ujjrxmo lugus Commendoiore

Joanrw ^osephjo^iixppoSSi.X

G>TTUte deJiarracW^jiorau

CoUedds

.

BOOK-PLATE OF THE COMMANDERY OP UNZ.

GIFT-PLATE OF JOSEPH PHILIPP, COUNT VON HARRACH (l6 . .)•

lishcd as a religious Order of Knighthood by
. the Emperor Henry Vl.andPope Ceiestine III.,

1 191 (Marienbui^ in Prussia, Mergendieim and
Vienna).

1
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Arms : A rodent, a cross sable, thereon a narroi^*

cross Jlory or, on an escutcheon en surtout of the

laslt ati eagle displayed of the second (the old

German Reichsadler ").

Exlibris : Commandery of Vienna ; library col-

lected by Karl Borromeus, Count von Colloredo,

Commander of the Order, 16 . .

Commandery of Linz
;
library collected by Johann

Josef Philipp, Count von Harrach, Commander
of the Order—see illustration, p. 316; the

Count's escutcheon is placed on the Cross of

the Teutonic Order, 16 .

.

District Commandery of Gumpolzkirchen, 1894,

by H. G. Strohl (Modling, Vienna) ; Samson
rendinj^ the lion.

Library of the Order in Vienna ; used also for

the h'braries of the schools, hospitals, convents,

and houses of mercy belonging to the Teutonic
Order: exlibris presented by Grand Master the

Archduke Eugene of Austria, 1898.

w. Other Religious Institutions and Commun-
ities WHICH POSSESSED BoOK-rLATES.

Germany.
Berlin-. Consistory of the French Church, 1H93.

Magdeburg: Metropolitan Church of St. Morit/, 1597.
Breskiu : Nfatthiasstift, 17 . . ; Library of the Church of St.

Mary Magdalene (memorial plate), 1579
StralsiDid : Library of the Church of St. Nicolas, 18 . ,

Cu/m-Ptlplin (West Prussia) : Priests' Seminar}*, 18 . .

Litmburg : St. Michael (Catholic Monastery till 1532, Pro-

testant Monastery till 1655, "Ritterschule" till 1850;, 17 . .

Jfaile : Evangelical Thedogical Insdtotioii of Tholuck.
JFHitiar: St Peter's^ origuially a Benedictine Monastery,
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afterwards a secular instiuitioiit 16 . see illostratioii

(Papal tiara and keys of St. Peter).

Aachen : Coll^;iate institution of the Virgin Mary, 17 . .

BOOK-PLAIE OF THE COLLEGIATE CHURCH OF ST. PETER,

FRITZLAR (16 . .).

Mariai'cri^ {on the Rhine, or in the Tyrol), 17 . .

Miniiih : (iregorianuni, 1636; Library of the High Con-
sistory Court of Bavaria, 18 . .

Augsburg : Cathedral Chapter, 16 , . ;* Evangelical College,
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BOOK-PLATE OF THE MONASTERY FOR WOMEN, BUCHAU (17 . .).

circa 1760;' Congregatio Latina Major B.W Mariae An-
nunciatne, 17 .

Eichstdit '. Cathedral Chapter, circa 1680.

* Reproduced on p. 239.
' Reproduced in E. L. Z. vi. 46; see also p. 113 of the

same volume.
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Freisingx Cathedral Chapter, 1770 ;
Archiepiscopol Clerical

Seminary, 17 . Archiepiscopal priests' semiifary, 17 .

.

DiUingen : Seminary of St. Francis de Sales, 17..
W'i'irzburg: Clerical Seminary of the (lood Shepherd. 17 . .

Si/ncahhauaen (near Kaufering) : Chapter of the Secular

Priests of this Deanery, cina 1790.
Spires : Episcopal Library, i 7 • .

Elhvangcn (formerly an ecclesiastical principality), Rittcr-

stift, 17 . .

Buchau : Free Secular Monastery for Women, 1 7 .
.

; see illus-

tration (p. 319). The escutcheon bears the family arms
of the Abbess Karia Theresa, Countess of Montfort

(1693-1730X with the princely crown of the abbey and
the sword indicative of temporal power.

Amlishagen : Church Library, 17 . .

Freibiir^-im-Brt'is^au : College of St. Rosarius, 17..
Vacha (Hesse): Church Library, 1672, by Martin Hailler

(Frankfurt).

Austria.
Vienna : Archiepiscopal Clerical Seminary, 17 . ., 18 . .

Maria- 7a/('rl, 17..
Spital-on-tlu-Pyrrhn : Secular Collegiate Foundation, 17..
Trient : St. Bernhard, 17..
Brixeni Ecclesiasttcal Library, ana 1580.

Innsbruck*, ErsfiirstUches Sdft und Regulhaus; see illustra-

tion, p. 321 (with the arms of Austria), 17 .

.

Haii (Tyrol) : Foundation for Noble Women, x6 . .

Ptttgttei Collie of St. Bernhard, circa 1725.

Kolocza : Chapter of the Metropolitan Church, 17 .

.

Also in Sweden.
iSiockhoim : German Community of St. Gertrude, 189 .

Amonc^ the monastic exlibris which are espe-

cially deserving of notice on account of their de-

signs, the following may be mentioned

:

IVjirzburg : Benedictine Abbey of St. Stephen
;

the Abbot, Jodocus Zimmermann, possessed
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three armorial woodcut exlibris, 1522, 1548,

1558, with verses.^

^Sr^^///(ar« (Benedictine) : Provost J ohann Ecker,

woodcut, 1 545 ; the charge on the shield is a

harrow (*' Egge," canting arms).

BOOK-PLATE OF THE "ERZFURSTLICHES STIFT UND REGULHAUS,"
INNSBRUCK (17 . .)•

Augsburg'. Holy Cross (Regular Canons) ; Provost

Georg, circa 1567, two coloured woodcuts ;
^ the

escutcheon supported by angels and sur-

mounted by the handkerchief of St. Veronica.

ThierJiaupteti (Benedictine), 1587; kneeling angel

' They are all reproduced in E. L. Z. x. 34, 35, 36.

Ibid.y iii. 16.

TT
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holding the abbot's shield (B.G.A.= Benedikt
Gangenrieder Abbas) and the canting arms of

the monastery— the head of a red deer ; here

reproduced, p. 323.
Mainz : Benedictine Monastery of St. Jacob; Abbot

Jakob Keim, copperplate, 1608 ; arms sur-

mounted by mitre and crosier, and also by a
pilgrim's staff and shell, the abbot having
undertaken a pilgrimage to Jerusalem.^

Bozen (Franciscan), 16 . . ; St. Francis is repre-

sented kneeling before a crucifix in the clouds.

Josefsberg (Camaidolite), on the Kahlenberg near

Vienna, circa 16S0 ; the arms of the Order with

Joseph and Mary and the Christ-child in the
centre.

Sdusenstcin (**Vallis Dei," God's VaIley,Cistercian)
in Lower Austria, Sciicnstcltcn (Benedictine) in

Upper Austria (three exlibris), and J^berskeim-

milnsier (Benedictine) in Alsace, all eighteenth-

century plates, are especial!) noteworthy for

their rococo borders, and cherubs' heads bearing
mitres.

JSa/zdjirg: Benedictine Abbey of St. Peter; two ex-

libris, dated 1636, with a gardener watering his

plants, and the motto "Conservando cresco."

The exlibris of the Cathedral chapter of Angs*
burg, 16 . and Freising, circa 1770, show tne
Madonna in glory, holding the infant Christ.

The exlibris of the Benedictine Abbeys of Sccon.

1634 (p. 285). Tigernsec, 1700 (p. 283), and
Augsburg (Imperial Abbey of SS. Ulrich and

^ Reproduced in Bulger's ''Leipziger Exlibris-Sammlung,"
Plate XLI.
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Afra), show their respective patron saints

—

St. Lambert and St. Benedict, St. Benedict and
St. Quirinus. St. Ulrich and St. Afra.

IIOOK-I'LATE OF BENEDIKT GANGENRIEDER, AHBOT OF

THIERHAUPTEN (1587).

The exlibris of the Premonstratensian Abbey of

Roggenburg \x\ Suabia, 17 13 and 1735, have rich
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baroque frames, and a later plate of 1753 bears

the figure of the Madonna, with a wreath of

stars and lilies, looking upwards through an
open crown.

The three exlibris of the Benedictine Abbey of

St Florian, in Upper Austria, circa 1754, 1755,
and 1 766, are finely engraved, and bear the arms
of the monastery and of the abbot.

The exlibris of the Benedictine Abbey of Krcms-
mUnsler, al&o in Upper Austria, 1893, gives an
accurate representation of the beautiful rococo
rooms which contain the library.

(C.) Exlibris of Ecclesiastics.

The personal book-plates of German and
Austrian ecclesiastics, from archbishops down
to simple clergymen and monks, afford almost as

rich a field of interest as the monastic exlibris dealt

with in the preceding section. Being almost
wholly armorial, these plates do not anord any
great variety in the objects represented ; but a
chronological collection of them enables us to

study the different methods of execution and
styles of design during four centuries, and to

observe how artistic feeling rose and fell under
the influence of the times.

The use of armorial bearings by ecclesiastics

dates from a very early period, and heraldic decora-

tion was used so frequently for church purposes

—

on the buildings themselves as well as in glass

windows, on vestments, church vessels, etc.—that

nothing was more natural than that the coat of
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arms should form the principal ornament on the

book-plates of Church dignitaries. At all times a
large number of ecclesiastics have devoted them-

selves more to earnest study and research than

to the cure of souls, and we can see from the

numerous exlibris still extant how many private

libraries have been formed by these learned

clerics. Frequently these collections were be-

queathed to monasteries, and after their seculari-

zation were transferred to municipal libraries.

Other ecclesiastical libraries were inherited by
relations, or fell into the hands of booksellers or

bibliophiles. Habent sua fata libelli," and the

books collected by ecclesiastics in the past have
in the course of centuries known many curious

changes of ownership.

The use of the Helmet by ecclesiastics dates

from the times when Princes of the Church led

their armies into battle in person ; and the custom
was carried on by theologians, who, though they

may have fought bravely with mouth and pen,

certainly never engaged in actual warfare. In the

sixteenth century, by way of compromise, a crest

of an ecclesiastical character was added to the

helm. Thus the exlibris of Martin von Schaum-
burg, Prince*Bishop of Eichst^tt, circa 1 560, dis-

plays the arms of the see, quartered with the

personal arms of the bishop, the escutcheon being"

surmounted by the family helmet and also the crest

of the bishopric—an arm upholding a crosier.

Early in the sixteenth century, however, it be-

came usual to place the more appropriate ilfi^r^

over the shield, either instead of the helmet, or
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alongside of it, or between two family helmets.
The episcopal or archiepiscopal mitre is often

sLimptiiously ornamented with precious stones,

pearls, pilgrims' shells, embroidery, figures of
saints or of the Madoniia, etc.

In some cases the place of the helmet is taken
by such objects as Skulls, symbolical of the tran-

sitoriness of this world, and emblematical crests

—such as an hour-olass or a snake with its tail in

Its mouth— are also found.

In order that the various grades of ecclesiastical

rank might be more easily recognized, in the early

part of the sixteenth century, the broad-brimmed
HatSy such as were actually worn on special occa-

sions by higher ecclesiastics, began to take the place

of helmet and mitre, or were placed above the latter.

The hats were distinguished by the number of

tassels (AoufipeSt Jiocci), As a rule the cardinal's

hat was of red, and had 5 tassels hanging on each
side; the archbishop's hat was green, with 4
tassels ; and the bishop's hat, also green, had 3
tassels. The last form of hat was usuallv worn
also by apostolical protonotaries, but with violet

tassels. These modest numbers were, however,
rarely considered sufficient, and cardinals assumed
as many as 15 tassels (i, 2, 3, 4, 5) on each ^ide,

archbishops 10 (i, 2, 3, 4), and bishops 6 (i, 2, 3).

If the further introduction of symbols of tem-
p(^ral authority, such as Coi'onets and Mantles, was
not considered inconsistent with the modesty en-

joined upon the sons of the Church, it must be
remembered that, in the sixteenth, and more
especial 1) in the seventeenth century, the Courts
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of ecclesiastical dignitaries were surrounded with

a splendour and magnificence of which we have

little conception. Holders of the higher offices

in the. Church were almost always the scions of

old noble families, and in many cases the most
stringent proofs of nobility" were required before

the applicant (jualitied for promotion.

Family arms were often joined with, those of the

see, either quartered on one shield or placed on
two escutcheons side by side. Coronets are

especially frequent on the exlibris of archbishops

who were also Electors of the Empire.
Other accessories, such as we have already

described as occurring on the exlibris of monas-
teries—crosiers, processional crosses, the sword of

temporal authority—also lend dignity to the plates

of ecclesiastics. The mitres are sometimes trans-

fixed by crosiers, and the heads of the latter are

of most varied form, ranging from the simple crook

to the elaborately carved and decorated produc-

tions of later times. On plates which went beyond
the pure armorial, especially in the eighteenth

century, we find saints as isupporters, or in the

borders of the plate, and representations of the

Crucifixion, the Madonna, angels and symbolical

figures, though the last are less frequent than on
the exlibris of private people. Portrait-plates of

ecclesiastics are also found. Allegorical designs

are also, of course, frequent : a heart on an anvil

or under a hammer, the sun and sunflowers, etc.

;

and—especially on shields which have been
assumed by the bearer for his personal use alone

—

hearts, the Lamb of God, the; dove with an olive
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branch, vine branches, simple crosses wreathed
with vine twigs, anchors, the Phoenix, fishes,

trefoils, flowers, palm branches, Madonnas, cruci-

fixes, Peter's keys, cranes, monograms such as

I .H . (J esus Heiland=: Saviour), and so on. A few
exlibris have representations of churches, and in

the eighteenth century putti and boy-angels are

common. On the plates of the Theatine Fathers
at Munich, by Thoma, and Don Ferdinand Sterz-

inger (17 • •) the cherub, otherwise naked, has
a biretta on his head, lest he should appear too
mundane.
Many exlibris of ecclesiastics have been repro>

duced in previous chapters,* and to these the
following may be added

Johann Egolf (P^ginolf) von Kiidringen, Bishop of

Augsburg, woodcut, ^^'r^ra 1574 ; the shield bears
quarterly, i and 4, the see of Augsburg, 2 and
3, Von Knoringen, the dexter helmet bearing
the crest of the see, and the sinister that of the
bishop. In the border are four ancestral coats :

I, Von Knoringen
; 2, Von Westerstetten; 3,Von

Schwendig; 4, Von Freiberg (p. 329).

Otto Gereon van Gutmann^ Doctor of Theology,

* Jakob Hainrickmatm (facing p, 10), HUtebrand Branden-
burg (/ronfts.)f Hector Pomer (pp. no, 112), Johann Jakob
Mdrtz (p. 121), Johann Jlf<7/>r, called Eck (pp. 1 23-1 24), Rein-
hard Count zu Letniftgen-lVesterburg (p. 141), Wolfgang Setdl

(p. 143), Ceort: HelwUh (p. 152), AUoDs Kennedy (p. 243),
Heinrich Braun (p. 272).

• The exlibris of abbots and abbesses, which belong to the

monastery rather than to the individual, have been included
in the preceding section, rather than here.
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lOANNES EGOLPHVS
EX FAMILIA NOBILIVM

A Knoekincen, Electys
& confirmatus Epifcopus

Auguilazius.

KOOK-PLATE OF JOHANN EGOLF VON KNORINGEN, BISHOP OF

AU(iSBURG {circa 1574).

Electoral Councillor and Suffragan Bishop of

Cologne, 1624; this plate, the original size of

which is 8^ in. x 5 J in., is the work of an accom-
plished engraver (p. 330).

u u
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BOOK-PLATE OV DR. OITO GEREON VON GUTMANN, SUFFRAGAN
BISHOP OF COLOGNE (1624).
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liOOK-PLATE OF SEBASTIAN DENICH, BISHOr OF ALMIRA, I.P.I.

(1672).
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S. C. ^.CAt. 5ni^/mus ^ytc^t^Lctfxs

BOOK-PLATE OF SIGISMUND VON KOLI.ONITZ, CARDINAL-ARCH-
lUSHOF OK VIENNA {ctrCil I730).



nOOK-PLATE OF (iOTTFRIED LANGWERT VON SIMMERN (1728).
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Sebastian Denich^ Bishop of Aimira i^.i., copper-
plate, 1672 ; a memorial plate (p. 331).

Sigismund van KoUoniie, Cardinal-Archbishop of
Vienna, copperplate, cijra 1 730 ; this plate

shows the arrangement of the 30 tassels (i5,-on

each side) of a cardinal's hat (p. 332).
Gottfried Langwert von Simmem^ Suffragan and

Administrator at Regensburg, 1728, with a
beautiful motto and characteristic baroque con-
struction ; one of his two plates

( p. 333).
The exlibrisof Klemens August, Duke ofBavaria,

Elector andArchbishop of Cologne/is reproduced
and described below, Part II. 6.

The folio plate (9 in. x 5f in.) of Josef Klemens,
Duke of Bavaria^ EUciar and Arckbishap of
Cologne (1688), Bishop of Freising (1685), of
Regensburg (1695), of Lie^^c ( 1 694), and of Hil-

desheim ( 1 702), copperplate, circa 17 10. The
shield is quarterly, i, See of Cologne; 2, Duchy
of Westphalia ; 3, Duchy of Engem ; 4» County
of Ahrensberg ; over all an escutcheon of the

personal arms of the elector : quarterly, i and 4,

Bavaria ; 2 and 3, Palatinate of the Rhine. The
archiepiscopal cross and the crosier and sword
are placed behind the escutcheon, which is sur-

mounted by the electoral crown ; the original of

this exlibris was taken from a volume presented

to the elector by Louis XIV. of France (p. 335).

The following book-plates of ecclesiastics are

also worthy of mention

:

Otio IV, Trueksess von IValdburg, Count von Sonnenierg^

Bishop of CoHsMme, woodcut, area 1485-90 ; Madonna
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and Child, between SS. Conrad and Pelagius, witl^ the

arms of Constance, Sonnenberg and Waldburg, and four

an(cstral ooats (Sonnenberg-Waldburgi Werdenbefg,
Abciidsberg, and Heiligenberg).

Two exlibris of Hugo 7'on Hohenlandeuberi:^, Bishop of
Constance^ one by Jorg Breu (Augsburg), 1504, the other

about the same date ; both have the Madonna with SS.

Conrad and Pelagius, and the arnis of Constance quartered

with Holienlandenberg.*

Johann J/a/Vr, called Eck, of Ingolstadt, the opponent of

Luther ; his first exlibris, probably by Hans Springinklee,

eina 1518, is reproduced on p. 125; his second plate, a
hand'<x>loured iroodcut of about 1522, is perhaps by Uie

same ardst (see p. 124) ; a third, but very doubtfiUt exlibris

of Eck, a woodcut of 1522, contains the full armorial

achievement in a richly ornamental Renaissance border.^

Two exlibris of Dr. Augustinus Martus^ Suffragan Bishop of
Wiirzburg, woodcuts, 1521, 1522, with and without the

mitre and crosier ; arms with a cross surmounted by a

wreath of roses with the name of Marius within it, and
various accessories.

Dr. Paul fw/ Oberstain^ Provost and Chancellor of the

University of Vienna, Archdeacon and Imperial Coun
cillor, two woodcuts, plain and coloured, 15 16 and 1528 ;

two shields with mitre and crosier.

Three exlibris of Mekhior VaiU^ Suffiagan Bishop of
Constance, coloured woodcuts, two dated 1529, the third

undated, circa 1529 ; arms with mitre and crosier in archi-

tectural border, and the curious inscription, '*Patronu8
Libri " Master of the Book ").^

Gregor Angrer, Bishop of Wiener-Neustadt, Provost of
Hrixen, coloured woodcut, tirca 1530.*

Dr. Johann Marbach^ of Lindau, afterwards leader of the
Lutherans at Strassburg, woodcut, apparently by Anton

^ Both are reproduced in E. L. Z. v. 96, 98.
* Reproduced in Wamecke, Plate VI. (No. 424).
' The three plates are reproduced in £. L. Z. t. 4 and

126.
^ Reproduced in Burger, Plate XII.
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Wonsam of Worms, circa 1550; symbolical representation
of l>avid and Goliath/

Johann Ba/dinger, Canon of St. Andrew's, Freising, and
Rector of Schieriing, near Mallersdorf, coloured woodcut.

Four exlibris of Johann Vt*ioxgvon Werdenstein, Prebendary
of Augsburg aiul Eichstdtt ; one a coloured woodcut, r/>ra

1558, the other three copperplates by Doniinik (.'ustos,

1592, and circa 1600. One of the latter is reproduced on

p. 165.

Johann Kaspar Neubecky Bishop of Vienna, copperplate,

area 1575 ; arms in a wreath of fruits, flanked by Mary
and St John.

Exlibris of Brother Johann Hochreuter^ Pastor of Rothbach,
near Munich, and Georg Hochreuter, a clergyman at

Passau; copperplate, 1583, rich border with a Latin
quatrain, which shows that the figure of St. George on
the shield (the Hohe Keiter")is a canting allusion to
the name of the owner.'

Hieronymus Hyrsen^ Vicar of Oephngen, woodcut, before

1581, armorial.*

J'wo exlibris of Halthasar Dorner, monk of the monastery of

Marchthal, and afterwards pastor of Munderkingen, wood-
cuts, 1 581, 1583; that of 1581 has merely the arms sur-

rounded with foliage, inscription, and motto ; but the later

plate is a much more ambitious production, displaying the
owner kneeling before the figure of Christ on the Cross,

with views of Munderkingen and Marchthal in the distance,

and three angels hovering round the cross.'

M( 1< hior K/eseiy Cardinal, and Minister of the Emperor
Matthias (Vienna), 1623: a large folio ])]ate, displaying

the coat of arms with SS. Peter and Paul as supporters,

and long inscription Ijelow.*

Ail'crt Lerch, (Jha{)lain of the Fraucnkirche, Munich, copper-

plate, 1650 j armorial in border with angels.

' Reproduced in E. L. Z. viii. 32. . ' Rid.^ viii. 72.
' IHi,y iii. 53. * /fifV/., vi. 9. ' IHd,^ vi. S, 10.
' Reproduced in Wamecke, Bookplates of the 15th and

16th Centuries," Plate C.

X X
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Maximilian Heinrich, Duke of Bavaria, Arckbiskop of
CoiognCy perhaps by Emanuel von Wehrbrunn, circa

1650 ; arms of Bavaria and the I^ilatinate, in baroque
border, with putti, surmounted by the electoral hat.'

Georg Szclepchem\ Archbishop of Gran, I'rimale of Hungary,
Anti-reformer, cof)perplate, circa 1670; portrait in framcy

with arms and inscri[)tion.

Heinrieh Tu/pcn^ of Kupferberg, Dean of Forchheim, copper-

plate, 1680; armorial, with view of Kupferberg in the

Fkhtelgebirge.*

AugasHny Bishop of Spiga /././., Chaplain to Pope Qemisit
XI., Vicar Apostolic, Abbot of Lepsing, Privy Councillor

to the Elector Palatine, etc ; copperplate, 17 . . ; armorial

with mitre, bishop's hat, crosier, and sheaves of corn.

Dr. Jodocus Hermann Nunning, Ecclesiastical Councillor to

the Elector of Cologne, Senior of the Abbey of \ reden,

historian, genealogist, numismatist, and tojioi^rapher ;

copperplate, signed "A.B.,'^ cina 1720; armorial in baroque
frame.

Two exlibris of Anton Igna/, Count von Fu^er-Kirchbet}^-

U'eissenhorn, Provost of Ellwani^en. Prince of the I^mpire,

copperplate, circa 1760 ; aniiorial with inscription, which
expressly describes his books as bibliotheca privata,

Cantinal Count van SchSnbomy copperplate, circa 1 720 ; arms
with good baroque border.

Klemens Wenzel, Duke ofSaxony^ Prince ofPoland, Elector-

Archbishop of Trier, Bishop of Augsbttig, copperplate,

drca 1785 ; the main shield bears the arms of Trier and
Augsburg with those of Poland on an inescutcheon, the

arms of Saxony being placed over tlie latter tn surtoui\

here reproduced, p. 339.
Franz Gregor, Count Giannini, Margrave Carpinetti. (^uion,

Provost, and Aj)ostolical Protonotary (Olnuit/, lireslau,

and /nnini), died 1758, had six different book-plates with

shield <iiul supporters, coronet, helmets, lances, mitre, hat,

and crosier.

Wolfgang Eder^ an Augustinian monk (Munich ?), copper-

' Reproduced in Buiger, Plate XLV.
* Reproduced in £. L. Z. 105.
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plate, circa 1 720 ; a prettily engraved landscape in a barocjue

border ; the inscription has " ad usum " instead of " ex
libris."

Two exlibris of Christof, Count Afi)^azzt\ of Waal and Son-
nenthurm, Cardinal-Archbishop of Vienna, copperplates.

nOOK-PLATE OF KLEMENS WENZEL, DUKE OF SAXONY, ELECTOR
AND ARCHBISHOP OF TRIER {circa 1 785).

circa 1 765 ; arms with mantle, coronet, hat, cross, and
long list of all the owner's titles.

Johann Nepomuck 7'on Pernaty Ecclesiastical (Councillor to

the Elector of Bavaria, Canon of the Frauenkirche in

Munich, copperplate, 17..; arms, keys, books, writing

materials, Roman tem[)le, and the Frauenkirche.

Martin Reinhardt^ pastor (Nuremberg), copperplate, 17 .

the owner in his library.

Adrian Rauchy a Piarist monk, copperplate, 17..; library
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interior, with the badge of die Order (the Virgin Mary)

above.

Magister Gottfried Balthasar Scharff^ Archdeacon of the

Church of the Holy Trinity at Schweidnitz, copperplate,

with two different inscriptions, library interior.

Benjamin S/aberiau, Dt aron (Danzig), copperplate by Martin

Tyroff, 17 . . : an obelisk with the eye of God, Noah's ark

and do\ e, between the figures of Faith and Hope, in a

rococo frame.

Georg Christof ll 't 'der^ Dean of St. Lawrence, Nuremberg,

poet and etcher; two exhbris, 1806, etched by himself on
one plate, and cut up after printing ; one displays a stone

monument in the form of a broken cross, wim inscription,

the other a tablet with inscription by a fountain.

Dr. Leonhard Ntissbaum^ Ecclesiastical Councillor (Munich),
circa 1840 ; arms placed on the star (jf an Order.

Dr. Johann Josef Ignaz tfou DoUitv^er (Munich), the cele-

brated Catholic theologian, woodcut, 1866, by August
Hess ; seated figure of History.'

Friedrich Schneider, Capitular of Mainz, and Ecclesiastical

Councillor ; sixteen different cxlibris by Otto Hup|) and
Peter Halm, the principal motive of all being a cross.*

Dr. Jo.sef />>r/;//v;, Titular Bishop, and I'rovost of the Cathedral

of St. Martin, Pressburg ; two cxlibris by L. Rauscher,

1893 (process reproductions) ; arms in Renaissance border.

Dr. Adolf Fran%^ Prelate (Gmunden, formerly Breslau) ; by
Prof. W. Behrois, 1895 (a variety, with inscription altered,

1899) > allegorical figures of Faith and History, the Ma*
donna, two putti, etc.

Pater Yiyxfifi Schmidt Lil)rarian of the Benedictine Monastery
of Kremsmiinster, by Bernhard Wenig (Berchtesgaden),

1899 (reproduced in Chapter XI. B. a, below).

{D,) Typographical Exlibris of Monasteries
AND Ecclesiastics.

Although typographical hibels possess no artistic

merit, they have been in use for four centuries,

and must not pass altogether without notice here.
^ Reproduced in £. L. Z. ix. 24. ' Idid,^ ii. 4, pp. 16-17.
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1

Such labels are usually small, with merely a
printed inscription, sometimes framed with one or

more lines of the simplest character. Some two
hundred ecclesiastical exlibris of this type are

known, from the sixteenth to the nineteenth cen-

tury. As an example we reproduce a plate which
has the advantage of being historically interesting,

that of the Jesuits' College at WUrziurg ; it exists

pRANCISCVS D.G.Bambcrg.ac
Herb. £pifcopas»FrancoiuasDuX)huiicaun
aliis fcx circicer librorum millibus, plerosq; i

Succis bcUo rapcos> a Czfar. milite itcrum c«

repcosy&acreS.Credemtos »lnunificentifli-

me clemenriflSmeque donabat CoUcgij So-

cictacislESuHcrbip.Bibliothccx,vcrusilUu5

Rcftauracor. D£us xteraumbcne&dac

BOOK-PLATE OF THE JESUITS' COLLEGE AT WUR2BURG
{circa 1634).

in four sizes, ciria 1634. The inscription records

the munificent gift of 6,000 volumes, which were
among those carried oft' by the Swedes after the

capture of Wurzburg in 1631. Three years later

the Swedes were defeated at the battle of Nord-
Hngen by General Melchior von Hatzfeldt, brother

of Francis von Hatzfeldt, Prince-Bishop of Wiirz-

burg and Bamberg, who then bought the 6,000
recovered volumes from the victorious army and
presented them to the Jesuits' College.^

' See E. L. Z. iii. 5, and vi. i x i, 1 13, where the laigest size is

reprodaoed

L
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Other typographical labels worthy of notice

are :

Benedictine Monastery of St Peter, Sakhurg,
circa 1706, with threat of excommunication against

borrowers who fail to return books, by virtue of a
special bull of Pope Clement XK^

Three exlibris of Karl Freiherr von Dalberg,

Archbishop and last Elector of Mainz, Primate of
the Confederation of the Rhine, and (from f 8to to
1 81 3) Grand Duke of Frankfurt; the archbishop

beini^ an enthusiastic supporter of Napoleon, the

inscription is, naturally enough, in French ; it is

also inaccurate. It runs :
*' Biblioth^ue de S. E.

Mr. Le Due de Dalberg"; he was, however,
never Duke," though he was sometimes called

so, but *' Grand Duke," and never " Duke von
Dalberg," but "Freiherr von Dalberg, Grand Duke
of Frankfurt."

* See E. L. Z. vi. 46.

t
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CHAPTER X

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY: 1800-1871

HE lack of taste and general aridity

which are characteristic of the early

part of the nineteenth century show
themselves, naturally enough, in the

book-plates of the period, which are beyond doubt
the most uninteresting specimens known to col-

lectors. It is sometimes said that the use of

book-plates died out between 1800 and iS;o ; but

this is hardly true, for though the output was less

than it had been, a large number of plates exist to

prove that the custom did not altogether fall into

disuse. The author's collection alone can show
about seven hundred German and Austrian exHbris

of this period, and there are perhaps ab6ut eight

hundred examples known in all/

Here, too, we might proceed to classify into

' In Kni;laiul more plates were pruduced during this j)eriod

than at any other time ; these are mostly pure armorials, formal

in style and not of great artistic value, though often finely en-

graved
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heraldic, allegorical, and t}pOL(raphical exlibris,

but it is not worth while to treat this period in too

much detail. The duty of the chronicler is rather

to select, and, the general character of the plates

being very similar, to describe a few as samples of
the whole.

Copper-engraving still remains the most common
method of reproduction, but some steel engravings

are found and also a few lithographs. In almost
every case the execution is extremely neat and
precise, while in the designs themselves senti-

mental insipidity alternates with the most rigid

formality. This is especially true of the first half

of the century, during the reign of the Empire
Style (1800-20) and the Bicdcrmeier period (late

Empire, 1820-40). In the middle of the century

came the classical revival, founded on Greek art,

of which Schinkel of Berlin and King Ludwig I.

of Bavaria were the most famous exponents.

About i860 an improvement in taste set in, but

it was not until after 1871 that book-plates, which
so surely reflect the art of their time, again rose to

a high level of excellence.

Ifwe examine the purely heraldic exlibris after

1800—and, as usual, they form a majority of the

whole—we fmd a number of " impossible*' heraldic

forms, such as never existed in reality, either in

Germany or in England, whence were borrowed,

e.g.^ the late Georgian " spade " shield, with the

cusped top, and the casque-like '"die-sinker"

shield. Other shields are reminiscent of Renais-
sance t\ pcs, some are man) -eared, some oval,

some round, while some, borrowed from Greek or
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Roman shapes, hardly admit of definition, and
could only have proceeded from the minds of

designers utterly devoid of style or taste. Among
other enormities we find crests poised in the air

instead of being fixed on the helmet, helmets with
wasp-like necks, into which the owner could not

possibly have squeezed his head, vizors throu^^h

which it would have been impossible to see, and
coronets which are either pure inventions or are

imitated from foreign countries. Though we can-

not excuse the artists who thus drew on their

imagination, and produced work which shocks us
by its hideous incongruity, we must remember that

good examples of heraldic design, such as are now
placed within the reach of all in our museums
and illustrated text-books, were not then easily

accessible.

In the non*heraIdic allegorical exiibris of this

period the same lack of taste is evident. The
figures are effeminate, the symbolism far-fetched,

and the general effect bald and insipid. In short,

a general deterioration is evident, and while in

earlier times bad plates formed the exception, it

now becomes a difficulty to seek out a few good
specimens from the mass of those which, to us at

the present day, seem to lack both beaut)' and
interest. Of the typographical exiibris, which

were much used, there is little to be said ; they

have sometimes long inscriptions, sometimes only

the name, and are generally inclosed in a simple

border. Impressions from stamps, unornamental
and generally far from clear, are also found.

A large number of engravers produced exiibris

Y V
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during this period, but comparatively few signed

their work, and though experts may assign some
plates to this or that engraver with tolerable

certainty, in many cases the attributions must
remain mere guess-work. It was the exception

for any artist of importance to devote time to
book-plates, and most of the designs look as if

they had been turned out wholesale by ** heraldic

stationers," who did not sign their productions as

they do now.

It must here be mentioned that to the period

under consideration belongs the first German
publication on the subject of book-plates: in

his Bilderhefte zur Geschichte des deutschen
Buchhandcls " (Cologne, 1853-65), Heinrich Lem-
pertz the. elder, a dealer in books and art at

Cologne, devoted a chapter to book-plates, with

twenty illustrations (one exlibris of the fifteenth

century, sixteen of the sixteenth, three of the
seventeenth), and was thus the first to draw atten-

tion to exlibris in print.

^

(^i.) Dlsigners and Engravers of Exlibris^
1800-1871.

The following is a list of artists whose names
are found on the plates of this period :

Munich : Otto Titan von Heftier, and his heraldic

institute (six plates) ; a designer who, though
he produced slovenly work, worked after old
and good examples.

' See, for further infornialion, E. L. Z. vi. 57-63.
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P>anz, Count PoccU designer and etcher of his

own exlibris.

Dr. Karl ^^and Son, lithographers, printers to

the Court and University.

NuREMBKRG : Georg Christof Wilder^ Dean of
St. Lawrence, poet and etcher.

Johann Ludwig StahL
Professor Eugen Freiherr Loffelholz von CoLberg^

heraldic artist and miniature painter (Nurem-
berg, Ansbacb, and Munich), who was already
doing good heraldic work in the sixties, but did
not reach perfection until twenty years later.

Ri:(;i:xsr.uRG : Franz Anton Niedermeyert one of

the earliest lithographers.

Frankfurt-on-Main : Geiler.

Halle: Moritz Voigt.

Strassburg : Benjamin Zix, painter.

Dresden : Karl Friedrich Ho/:niann,

Adrian Ludwig Richtci\ w ho engraved the pretty

plate of Otto Jahn, the celebrated philologist,

Professor at Bonn (children under fruit trees).

Eduard Betukmann^ Professor in the Academy of
Art at Dresden, and Direojtor of the Academy
at Diisseldorf ; exlibris of Benoni Friedlander,

numismatist (Berlin), woodcut, circa 1850; Dr.

Julius Friedlander, Director of the Coin Cabinet
in Berlin, etching, i860; and Ernst Friedl^der,
archivist, woodcut, circa 1882 ; these three

plates were executed by Professor Hugo Biirk-

ner (Dresden).

Julius Hildncr, Professor and Dirtctor of the Pic-

ture Gallery, brother-in-law of Eduard Bende*
mann. He designed exlibris for his four sons,
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the plates beiruLT etched with extreme delicacy

by Professor Hugo Biirkner, viz. : Franz
Hiibner, IVivy Councillor (Berlin) ; Emil
Hubner, Professor of Philology in the Uni-
versity of Berlin ; Hans Hiibnen Professor of
Chemistry in the University of Gottingen ; and
Martin Hubner, banker (Berlin), 1868, 1854,

1868. One of these, the humorous exlibris of

Hans Hubner, is here reproduced (p. 349); a
bottle of Hochheimer is wei^rhed in the balance

against a sleeping toper in a retort, which
ascends as the genius of the wine escapes. In

the centre are the Hubner arms.

Professor Hugo Biirkner, a man who was mainly

responsible for the revival of the old German
woodcut for book-illustration, etc., in the middle
of the century, and was also an accomplished
etcher, executed the exlibris designed by Bende-

nia)i7t and Hiibncr, just mentioned, and also

those by Karl Ludwig Theodor Graff, Privy

Councillor, Professor and Director of the School

of Art at Dresden. Biirkner's beautifully exe-

cuted exlibris form a noteworthy group among
the inferior work of the time.*

Meissen : O. E. Godsclic, lithographer.

Berlin : Joseph Caspar ; exlibris of Gustav
Parthey, bookseller, philologist, archaeologist,

orientalist , etc. (Berlin), a fine steel engraving,

circa 1826, displaying the figure of Victory in a
four«horsed chariot, with a palm tree behind.*

*
I 'or hirthrr information see K. L. Z. vii. 46-49.

* Kepruduced in Warnecke, Plate XXI.
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Friedrich Geneily and Professor Johann Samuel
Ot/o.

S. Halle ; exlibris of the Prussian General Fried-

rich Boguslaw Emanuel, Count Tauentzien von
Wittenberg (Breslau and Berlin), copperplate.

BOOK-PLATB OF HANS HOBNER.

By Julius Hiibner (1868).

Ludwig C/fnimx (Berlin and Magdeburg) ; twelve
exlibris before and after 1871.

Hanovkr : Julius Gicrc,

Sa(;an : Leonhard Dorst von Schaizberg, heraldic

artist and architect.
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Hamburg : F. Rosmdsler (also at Doberan, 1816)
and Gustav Adolf Forsmann.

Vienna : Klemens Kohl and Jakob HyrtL
Prague : Johann Berka,
Paris: Georges, or Mucius, Malhcstc\ exlibris of

Prince Friedrich Salm-Kyrburtr, 1827.

London : Richard Silveste7\ who enoraved the ex-
libris of Peter Godefroy (Hamburg).

Milan: Ripamonti Carpano^ papermaker and
lithographer ; exlibris ofAnton Thomas (Milan,
died in Venice).

Also the following: L. Rauscli, von Ihissc,

J. E. Lohrcnz, Christian Hammer^ Neubauer^
Hans N. (?) FinckCy J. Marianus^ M. BcUkcr^

Christof Nathe (Vienna ?).

(^.) Unsigned Exlibris.

Germany.
We have already mentioned (see p. 250) that

Goethe^ during his student days at Leipzig, etched
an exlibris for KMthchen Schdnkopf, «>r« 1767.
Though he does not appear to have jjossesscd a

book-|)late of his own, two typograpliical labels

must be mentioned which bear his name. These
were printed and fixed in his books in the forties

—he died in 1832—when his library was dis-

persed. They have different borders, and the in-

scriptions run : Aus dcr l)ibliothek Johann Wolf-
gang von Goethe's " and " Ausdem Nachlasse des
Staatsministers Dr. J ohannWolfgang von Goethe.**

The poet's son, Julius August Walther vm Goethe^

possessed a simple armorial exlibris, copperplate.
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1

1809; '^^^ arms with inscription
**
J. A. W. V. Goethe " above, and the date below.

After his death a typographical label was fixed in

his books also, reading Aus dem Nachlasse des

Geheimen Kammeratns u. Kammerherren Julius

August Walther von Goethe " {circa 1840).

An exlibris also exists of another member of the

family, Wolfgang Maximilian von Goethe, a grand-

son of the poet, copperplate, 18 . . ; it shows the

coat of arms with inscription "M. W. von Gothe"
above and the date 18 . .

" below. This plate is

a puzzle, for not only are the initials in the wrong
order, but, as is well known, the spelling "Gothe"
for *' Goethe "was intensely disliked by the family.

No used examples have been found, but some
unused impressions exist, and possibly they were

.

presented to the owner by some amateur en-

graver.

All these five Goethe exlibris were probably

executed in Weimar. In the same connection

another typographical plate may be mentioned
(circa 1840) bearing the inscription ''Henriette

Freifrau von Pogwisch, geb. Grafin Henckel von
Donnersmark " ; the owner was the mother of

Ottilie Freiin von Pogwisch, who married Julius

August Walther von Goethe.

Of other unsigned plates the following are the

most important

:

Annorial,
Oeot% Ernst Levin, Cimnt von Winiutigerode^ Minister of

State at Stuttgart, circa 1815.

Rudolf, Count Stillfricd von Alcantara und Rattonitz, IVus-

stan Chief Master of the Ceremonieb, writer on art,
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genealogist, and herald ; three different plates, one hairing

three varieties of colour, circa 1849.

Leonhard Dorst von Schatzber^, architect and heraldic artist

(Sagan) : four exlibris, circa 1844-6.

August von Kotzebue^ German dramatist and Russian Coim-
cillor uf Slate, a:>sassinated at Mannheim in 181 9 ; copper-
plate.

Dietrich Heinrich I.udwig von Omptcda^ Minister at Han-
over and Brunswick, and writer on international law.

Ludwig Friedrich Viktor Hans, Count vtm Bulaw^ Westpha-
lian and Prussian statesman.

Eugen Rtichsfreihtrr voti Maucler^ Representative of Wurt-
temburg in Vienna (Oberherrlingen), 1839.

Johann Gottlob von Quandi^ collector of works of art and
writer (Dietersbach in Saxony, and Dresden).

Georg Heinrich Krieg von Hod^elden^ General in the army
of Baden and author.

Gottfried Kcllner, German Consul at Odessa.

Georg I'on Koch^ Minister at Brunswick, and herald.

karl von Heideloff^ architect and painter (Nuremberg and
Hasslurt).

Karl Albert von Graefc, oculist ( Halle).

Christian Karl ^1 reiiierr von) Bunscn^ savant and statesman
(Bonn).

Karl Peter Lepsius^ Privy Councillor and archaeologist

(Naumburg).
I)r. Karl Ritter Mayer von Maytrfeh^ herald (Munich).
I>r. Georg Wilhelm von Raumtr^ Director of the State

Archives and historian (Berlin).

Dr. Henry Bethel Sirousberg (ori-inally Baruch Hirsch
Strausberg), railway contractor (London and Berlin).

X^on-artnorial.

Heinrich Oswald Theodor Freihcrr Tschammcr von Osten

(Schlaupe, Silesia), officer in the Prussian landwchr, mort-

ally woundtd at Leipzig, 1813: a palm tree with shield

leaning against it, at the side a pile of hooks.

Dr. IaIikucI Jiockin^y Professor (Bonn) ; four exlibris, one
with portrait of Ulrich von Hutten, one with Ciothic archi-

tectural frame, one with four shields, and one (with three

varieties of paper) with a figure of Justice.
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Krenzschuie^ Dresden, the town "gymnasium," first men-
tioned in 1300 as a Catholic school, became Protestant in

1539 ; tablet with globe, liible, and lyre, in border of ivy.

licrnhard (I reiherr von) Kd/ini\ archaeologist, a numismatist,

and herald (Berlin), in 1844 Conservator of the Coin

I

BOOK-PLATE OF BERNHARD (FREIHERR VON) KOHNE (l8 . .)•

Cabinet of the Hermitage, St. Petersburg ;
inscription with

the obverse and reverse of a Hraiulenburi; coin, here re-

produced. There are also two exlibris of liernhard Hein-

rich Wilhelm Rohne and Karl Bernhard Wilhdm Kohne,
both with beehives.

Edtuurd Gtrkard^ arcbmlogist (Berlin) ; two exlibris, one

ZZ
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pare armorial, the other showing the coat of arms with
representation of Romulus and Remus with the wolf, a
candelabrum, and a man with a griffin.

Dr. Friedrich Philipp Usener, Syndic, historian, and col-

lector (Frankfurt) ; name with five small landscapes.

FMmaurerlo^ (Freemason's Ixxlge) %u den 3 Weltkugeim
(Berlin), area 1840 ; in the form of a medal, with the
Prussian eagle above three globes.

Loge Leopold zurTreue (Karlsruhe^; triangle with chain, the
initials L. Z. T. and the masomc motto " Sehen, Horen,
Schweigen."

Loge zur Einig^keit (Frankfurt-on-Main) ; masonic symbols
with inscription, in a wreath of stars.

Ludwig (7rt7'rt/// (Darmstadt) ; Minerva crowning Mercury.
Adam Walter Stroife/^ Alsatian historian, Professor at Strass-

burg, circa 1840; two exlibris, showing the Cathedral of

Strassburg.

Johann Georg SekmalMer^ master carpenter, 1775, member of
the town council at Miilhausen in Alsace ; one of the first

litho^phs by a pupil of Senefelder, Gottfried Engelmami,
who introduced lithography into France ; it shows a pile

of measuring and surveying instruments.

Johann Gottfried Sc/m't'/g/h'ii/scr, Professor at Strassburg,

etna 1843 5
designed by Pastor Johann Ringel (Allmenns-

weyer and Uelzach) ; rocky wall of the Odilienberg.

Dr. W'ilhchn Cescm'us, Protestant theologian, Professor and
Orientalist (Halle) ; typographical.

Austria.

Frorf the historical point of view the three large folio plates

(two varieties of engraving and one of colour) of the
Archduke Ferdinand of Austria^ Grand Duke of Tuuany,
and from 1802 to 1805 temporal Elector of Sahturg^
brother of the Emperor Francis I. of Austria, are of
interest. These plates were made by order of the
Electoral Governments, but the existence of the Electorate

of Salzburg was of so short duration that all the prints were
not used, and the remnant, following the fortunes of the
electoral and archiepiscopal library, came into the pos-
session of the Imperial iUchives at Vienna; copperplates,

armoriali circa 1513.
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Historically interesting also is the plate of Beidaels dc Zittaert^

last Roy d'Annes, Herald in the Chancellery of the Nether-

lands in Vienna. After the loss of the Netherlands (1795, •

1 8 10, 18
1 5), the chancellery ceased to exist, but the

records of nobility remained for some time in the posses-

sion of the King at Arms, until they too found their way
into the Inipcrial Archives : about the year 1825 the refer-

ence liljrary belonging to the ott'it e. the volumes of which
contained the book-plate in question, also passed into the

same depository. 'I'he exlibris is a massive copperplate,

circa 181 5, displaying the Imperial doable eagle, with the

arms of Austru^ Lorraine, and Burgundy, and two inscrip-

tions, " Appartient It la biblioth^ue ^ a^ve, and *' DonM
par le Conseiller premier roy d'armes Beydaels de Zittaert

"

below (the two inscriptions are generally cut off).

Another plate of historical interest is that of the Imperial
Library of Si. Mark^ yenice (from 1815 to 1866 under
Austrian dominion), copperplate, circa 1850, two sizes;

above the inscription " Tmp[erialis] R[egia] I)[ivi] Marci

Venetiarum Bibliotheca " are seven l)Ooks, one of which

the winged lion of St. Mark holds in his left fore-paw, while

in his right he brandishes a sword round which a seroll is

wound with the words "Custos vel ultor ' ("Guard or

avenger

"

Max, Count von Merveldt, Cavallery General, Austrian

Ambassador in London ; armorial
Georg Andreas Freiherr Bajtath von Peszakt Councillor to

the King of Hungary ; four large armorial exlibris.

Frans J^iiter von Hausiaby Field Marshal (Vienna);
armorial.

Freiherr von Loudon (Laudon), Castle Bistritz am Hostein,
Moravia; armorial.

Theodor van Karajan^ Germanist and historian (Vienna);
armorial.

Alfred Greuser, herald (Vienna) : one armorial plate and two
with palm tree, snake, and insrription-tal)let.

University of Cracmi^ Jagellonian Library ; armorial.

(Nicolaus Miklos) /<'7///v777V7/ von Wnclas, assessor, writer and
collector, Pest, 1830 ; his library formed the nucleus of

the " Landesbibliothek " at Pest, founded in 1832 ; arms
in border. .



CHAPTER XI

MODERN £XLIBiUS: 1871-1900

H foundation of the modern German
luTipire, which had so great an influ-

ence on all branches of intellectual

activity, was not without results in the

domain of SLrt> and the formality, coldness, and
insipidity of the preceding period soon gave way
before the health and vigour of the new movement.
The revival of German art, in which Munich

took the lead, did not start on an independent
footing with the formation of a new style, but was
based on the works of the old German artists of
the Renaissance. Since the word ** Deutsch

"

had ceased to be merely a collective name lor a

number of independent states, and had again come
to designate a geographical and political idea full

of vitality and energy, an effort, half unconscious,

had been made throughout the Empire to give
expression to this newly-created German national

feeling. Thus a return was made to the most
brilliant period of German art, the German Re-
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naissance, and buildings, furniture, decorations

and ornaments were all executed in the "old
German " style. Soon, however, this gave way to

an imitation, in succession, of the Baroque, Rococo,

and Empire styles, and into the short fifteen years

from 1875 ^ ^^90 crowded every fashion in

art which had been slowly developed during the

three previous centuries. The time has rightly

been called the " period of repetition "
;
yet it was

not without splendid results. Not only were old

masterpieces, especially in the applied arts, mag*
nificently reproduced, but artists and workmen
imbibed the spirit of the early German masters
so thoroughly that new works were produced on
the old lines, which are worthy to be placed by
the side of the best creations of the fifteenth

century.

It was natural enough, at a time when old

usages were being revived, and when art had once
more begtin to exercise an influence over the
smallest details of everyday life, that the custom
of employing book-plates should awake to new
vigour. At hrst heraldic plates were almost uni-

versal, but a welcome return to the fine old models
is apparent ; later came imitations of Renaissance,
Rococo, and other styles, and also allegorical and
symbolical designs.

Among the many styles which were imitated

and absorbed during this period, special mention
must be made of the so*called New English
Style," which was the result of an endeavour to
introduce art in a simple and practical form into the
everyday surroundings of life. It found its way
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into Germany, as into other countries, and its

influence extended not only to sculpture and
paintinor, but, more particularly, to metal-work,

kirniture, iuid all kinds of desii^ning— including

book-plate composition. The Pre-Raphaelite
fnovement, and the sudden discovery ofJapanese
art, also exerciseda powerful influence on German
art and on German book-plates.

Meanwhile—amid a chaos of all possible styles

and imitations—the last five years have seen the

rise of the '* Modern ' movement, which is charac-

terized by simplicity of line, by an eflbrt towards
convenience in all articles offurniture, etc, and, in

decorative design, by the use ofvolutes and spirals,

and especially by a most varied conventional

treatment of (lower and plant forms. This move-
ment is being cultivated in every art centre in

Germany—in Munich, Berlin, Dreisden, Stuttgart,

Karlsruhe, Darmstadt, Hamburg, and, in a some-
what distinctive form, in Vienna—^and the inter-

change of ideas is stimulated by the numerous
art magazines published in Germany and Austria.

It is too early yet to pass any definite criticism on

a movement which is still in course of develop-

ment, but it may safely be predicted that its life

will not be of long duration.

The book-plates of the present time, closely

connected as they are with the book-illustrations

which have again become so common, accurately

reflect, as usual, this modern movement, and many
of the most original of the younger artists of the

dav are showing through the medium of the modest
exiibris what the. " mMem " style really is.
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As we have already pointed out (see p. 1 3), the

most varied methods of reproduction are now in

use. A great revival has taken place recently in

the art of wood-mgraving, and many exlibris are

now cut on the wood by the artists themselves

;

many desigfns are also drawn in the bold manner
of the old woodcuts.

Etching has also come in favour again among
book-plate designers, and copper-engraving still

flourishes, and is often employed in combination
with etching. Many plates have also been repro-

duced in phaiogravure during the last five years.

Lithograp/iy,hox.\\ in black and white and in colours,

has reached a pitch of perfection in Germany
which it will be scarcely possible to surpass, and
many exlibris have been produced by this method,
not only because of its comparative cheapness,

but because by working direct upon the stone the
artist can obtain the exact effect he requires, in-

stead of leaving his work to an artisan who may
not interpret it correctly. The commonest and
cheapest method of all, the ordinary zinc-process^

also reproduces a drawing with absolute accuracy,

though care must be taken that the reduction is

not too great, and also that the block is well

printed.

These modern processes have also been applied

to the production of coloured ^yX\\)X\<,—^a revival of

the old and typically German coloured plates of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The Germans
have always had a peculiar love of colour in de-

coration, as their fine old costumes, painted house-

fronts, interior decoration, etc., witness, and in no
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other country do we find so many exlibhs printed

in colours.

As we have already seen, the revival of exlibris

after 1871 followed naturally on the general re-

vival of art ; but the fashion was stimulated by
the numerous writings on the subject, from costly

works of reference to magazine articles, which
followed each other in rapid succession. The pub-
lication of Lempertz' " Bilderhefte " {circa 1853),
to which we have already referred, was followed

by several works in French and English,* of which
" Les Exlibris fran^ais," by A. Poulet-Malassis,

Paris, 1874-5. and "A Guide to the Study of

Book-plates," by J. Leicester Warren (Lord de
Tabley), London, 1880 (reprint 1900), are the

most notable.

In 1 88 1 August Stoeber, Alsatian historian,

poet, and librarian, issued his ** Petite Revue
d'Exlibris alsaciens/' containing Alsatian exlibris

of the old German, French, and modern German
periods. He « was followed in 1883 by Arthur
Benoit, with a monograph on the two exlibris of
Johann Daniel Schopflin of Strassburg (see

P- 232).

In 1887 the Bavarian Royal Herald, Gottfried

von Bohm, published in the " Zeitschrift des
Mtinchner Alterthums-Vereins (Nos. 2-4), the

first modem article on German book-plates, and
so led the way for the numerous writers who have
succeeded him. In 1 889 appeared Herr Carland-

er s important volume on Swedish exlibris, and the

' See the Bibliographies in Cfestle's **£nglish Book-plates"and
Hamilton's French Book-plates," in this series.
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loUowinj^ year saw the publication of the first

freat German work on the subject— the late

nedrich Waraecke's *'Die Deutschen BUcher-
zeichen." This volume contained, besides an intro-

duction, a detailed list of 2,566 exlibris (among
which arc included, on account of their German
names, besides Austrian, some French-Alsatian,

Swiss, Dutch, and Swedish book-plates). To-day,
ten years later, about 4,500 old and 5*900 modern
German and Austrian exlibris are known.

More recent articles and monoi^raphs will be
found enumerated in the Bibliography at the end
of this volume.

In dealing with the great mass of modem ex*

libris, among the designers of which are to be
found many artists of the first rank,' and many
who have made their reputations in various other

hranchcs of art, it would be possible to classify

them in various ways, according jto their technicjue,

style, schools, etc. It will, however, be best to

keep to the simple classification which we have
adopted in previous chapters, viz., heraldic and
non-heraldic, with a brief mention of the purely

typographical labels.

{A) Heraldic Exlibris (with arms only).

The coat of arms is the most individual orna-

ment (with the possible exception of the portrait)

which any possessor of books can place on his

' Unfortunately some of the giants—Menzel, Lenbacb, Stuck

—are still missing from the list of exlibris artists.

3A
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exlibris, and it is therefore not surprising that, as

the earliest German book-plates were mainly
armorial, so now about one-half of the plates of

the last thirty years have no other design but
the coat of arms, with perhaps an architectural or
decorative border.

To many artists of the younger generation,

however, the simple coat of arms appears too

monotonous, and thus on many plates it has taken
a subordinate position or been altogether dis-

carded. Such plates will be dealt with in the
next section {B,).

Before 1870, in spite of the writings of such
excellent heralds as Dr. Hermann Grote (Han-
over), Freiherr Leopold von Ledebur (Berlin)*

Otto Titan von Hefner, Karl Ritter Mayer von
Mayerfels, Ralf von Retberg (all of Munich), and
Prince Friedrich Karl von Hohenlohe-Walden-
biirg (Kiipferzell), armorial design remained, as

we have seen, in a most deplorable condition. The
earlier " Wappenbucher of the eighteenth cen-

tury were debased in style, and had entirely lost

sight of the good old principles of heraldic design.

Great attention was paid to unimportant details,

while the simple old rules were transgressed time

after time. It was not until after 1871 that

the publication of a succession of practical and
well-illustrated heraldic handbooks again made
draughtsmen familiar with the fundamental rules

of armory and raised the level of heraldic draughts-

manship. Of these works the most important were
Prof. A. Hildebrandt's *' Heraldisches Muster-

buch" (1872), and Fr. Warnecke's Heraldisches
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Handbuch," illustrated by Prof. Emil Doepler,

junior (ibSo), both of which went through a
number of editions.

Mention may also be made of Prof. A. M. Hilde-
brandt's excellent little "Wappenfibel" (1887),
several works by Gustav A. Seyler—especially his

brilliant " Geschichte der Heraldik " and his con-

tinuation of *' Siebmachers VV^appenbuch "—Maxi-
milian Gritzner's " Heraldische Terminologie

"

{1878), and "Grunds^tze der Wappenkunst"
(1889), and, most recent of all, Hugo G. Str5hrs
" Heraldischer Atlas" (1899).

At the present time bad and incorrect heraldic

designs are still to be found* just as badly-drawn
landscapes and portraits are only too common.
They stand out, however, as exceptions among
the many fine armorials produced in recent years.

a» Designers of Heraldic Exlibris.

The following are the most important designers

of armorial book-plates at the present time.

Professional artists :

Germany: Berlin: Professor Adolf M. Hilde-

brandt^ the most prolific designer of exlibris in

Germany. His early plates were purely armorial,

within ornamental borders, but recently he has

introduced decorative motives of various kinds

\e,g,, plant and flower forms), which are often

suggested by the charges on the shield. The
variety displayed in his one hundred and forty

plates is amazing, no two being alike, and as far
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as the heraldry is concerned they are irreproach-

able. As an example we reproduce the exlibris

of theGerman "Exlibris-Verein " (Berlin), 1892;
another is given in Part II. 8. Among his best

plates (many of which are in colour) may be
mentioned those of the Luther Library in the

Wartburo-, Regierungsrath Hubert P reiherr von
Gumppenberg (VYurzburg), Rittmeister Emmo
Freiherr Grote (Neustrelitz), three plates of

Prince Stolberg (Wernigerode)» two of Gustav
A. Seyler, Privy Councillor (Berlin), Archiv
des fiirstlichen Hauses Leiningen (Aniorbach),

and Charles Howard, X'iscount Morpeth (one of
six English exlibris designed by this artist).*

Professor Emil Doep/er^ junior. President of the
German Exlibris-Verein, who, basing his style

on the old German masters, has produced many
beautiful and typically German armorial exlibris.

Man\ of his designs are also adorned with figures

and other decoration. Among his fifty-five

plates we may mention especially the follow-

ing: the Emperor William 11. (reproduced in

Part II. 6), Kaiser-Wilhelm Bibliothek, Posen,
six exlibris of the family of Bachofen von
l^cht (Vienna), \ erein Herold (Berlin), Kunst-
gewerbe-Museum (Berlin), Hermann F. Gies-
ecke (Berlin), Otto Freiherr von Aufsess
(Regensburg), Oberprasident Wilhelm (Bill)

Count Bismarck (Kdnigsberg), Lieutenant Kurt

^ See an article on Hildebrandt's work, E. L. Z. viL 112-120.
He has also published three albums, each containing twenty-
five book-plates (Berlin, J. A. Staigardt, 1892, 1894, 1898).
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Auervon Herrenkirchen (Berlin), photogravure,

the coloured plate ofArmin Freiherrvon Folker-

Xo M Vf <t.oc»KVMD-r. tavfi,.

BOOK-PLATE OF THE EXLIHRIS-VEREIN.

By Ad. M. Hildebrandt (1892).

sam (St. Petersburg), Paul Nikolaus Ratajczak
(Berlin), photogravure, Max Ravoth, architect
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(Berlin), and Alfred Bovet (Valentigney) (t)-'
As an example of Professor Doepler's work the
exlibris of the author and his wife is here re-

produced.*

Rudolf Otto, court engraver ; exlibris of Professor
Franz Reuleaux (Berlin), 1882.

BOOK-PLATE OF COUNT KARL EMICH AND COUNTESS MAGDA ZU
LEININGEN-WESTERBURG.

By E. Doepler, junior (1899).

Georg Otto, a pupil of Doepler ; his heraldic de-

signs are good and correct in treatment, and he

' This useful symbol, always employed by German writers

to signify "deceased," is here, and throughout, retained for the

sake of convenience [Tr.].

^ See an article on Doepler's work in E. L. Z. viii. 77-82,

121 ; also iii. 4, 5, 37, 41 ; iv. 16, 67 ; v. 12 ; ix. 21, 124.
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has also produced numerous non-heraldic plates.

His exlibris of Otto Haak (Berlin), 1898, is here

illustrated. Among his one hundred and seven

HOOK-PI-ATE OF OTTO HAAK.

By Georg Oito (1898).

plates special mention may be made of those of

Irmaos da Verdade (Rio de Janeiro), Oskar
Lessing (Berlin), H. von Eckardt (Constantin-

ople), Ueutscher Graveur-V' erein (Berlin), Lieu-
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tenant Kurd Warnecke (Metz), Harry de
Forest-Smith (Gardiner), Otto Boas (Berlin),

Erich Schmidt, the Goethe scholar (Berlin), Yon
Transehe (Neusclnvanenburg), Max von VVedel
(Berlin), Freiherr von Korff (Preekuln), etc

Oskar Roick ; twenty-three exlibris, also very cor-

BOOK-PLATE OF OSKAR ROICK.

By himself (1899).

rect heraldically. His own plate, 1899, is here
reproduced.

Paul Voigt,2iX\ official in the Imperial Government
Printing Office, for which he has etched four
exlibris, as well as two for the Imperial Post
Office

;
they are exquisitely printed plates,

with a beautiful conventional treatment of the
imperial eagle.' For others of his thirty-one

plates, see the next section {B,),

* Some of these are given in E. L. Z. iv. 54 and 90.
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Emil Zellnery architect, twelve exiibris. •

Heinrich Nakde, court heraldic designer.^

Hermann Heling, court heraldic designer.

Johann Sauber, proprietor of the firm of Armand
Lamm, lithographer and engraver.

Robert Mielke, drawing master.

Munich : Otto Hupp (Schleisshelm, Munich), the

designer of the famous Munich Calendar (1885-

1901), whose heraldic drawings, in Gotnic or
Renaissance style, are as excellent as they are

entirely individual. In his treatment of animal

forms, crests and mantling, he shows the fine

decorative feeling of the early Grerman masters.

Of his twenty exiibris, most of which are

coloured, we may mention : Gabriel Seidl,

architect (Munich), woodcut. 1880; Arthur von
Osterroth (Castle Schonberg), 1895, of which
a black and white reproduction is here given

(p* 370) I
M. von Wilmersdorffer, banker

(Munich), 1897; Professor Dr. Max Kirmis
(Neumlinster), 1899 ; two exiibris of Rosa and
Heinrich Kronenberger (Munich). 1900; and
Cornelius von Heyl (Worms), 1900.

Otto Titan von Hefner (t)i who has already been
mentioned in the last chapter (p. 346) as at

work before 1 8 7 1 ; ten exiibris.

Eugen Freiherr Ldffelholz von Colberg (f). Pro-

fessor, and miniature painter; his family came
from Nuremberg, whence he inherited his

artistic instinct and capacity.

Karl RickeU, whose beautiful exiibris of Freiherr

* For two of his plates, see E. L. Z. ii. No. 2, pp. 8, 9.

3»
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BOOK-PLATE OF AKIHUR VON OSTtKKOlH.

By Otto Hupp (1895).

370
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KARLRICKEU
i IciMiK

FREIHERRLy. LIPPERH ElDE'sche
- BfelCHERSAMMLUNG

Nr.

ROOK-PLATE OF FREIHERR VON LIPPERHEIDE.

By Karl Rickelt (1894).

37»
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von Lipperheide (Berlin), 1894, is here repro-

duced (p. 371) ; it exists in six sizes.

Josef Widmafui, Prolessor Ferdinand ^^zr///, Lud-
wig Eduard vm Marnier^ Eduard ForsUr^ Karl

Wolft Max vm Baumgartm.
Max Guie^ court engraver, fifteen etched exiibris,

good heraldic designs.

Karl Oc/in'no^, court engraver.

Karl ]os^i Zzuc7^sc/ii7ia, Wilhelm Standtkc.

Karl Belz^ Seligmann ^tumtbandy engravers.

Starnberg : Georgvs^;^ Urlaub ; etched exlibris of

Antonie von Pannwitz (Munich).
Regensburg: Lorenz Rkeude, thirty exlibris,

some of them coloured, in good heraldic style.

WuRznuRG : Karl Ju'lircns, sculptor.

Nuremberg : Professor Ludwig Ku/iUy whose ex-

libris of C. Freiherr Heyl zu Hermsheim
(Worms), etching, 1 891, is a fine specimen of

simple and dignified design.

Prpfessor I^riedrich IWiudcrcr, exlibris of the
** Albrecht-Durer-Hausstiftung," on the model
of Durer's Pirckheimer plate, woodcut, 189

Stuttgart : Gustaf Adolf Class, an admirable her-

aldic painter, who has based his work chiefly

on the Zurich Wappenrolle " (thirteenth and
fourteenth century) and Konrad Griinenberg's

• " Wappenbuch" (lifteenth century); three ex-

libris.

Karlsruh£: Professor Karl Ett/i,

Constance : Heinrich Schmidt^Pechi.

FrbiburG'IM-Breisgau : Heinrich Janizen.
Mannheim : Josef Esswein (formerly at Mainz)

;

exlibris of Prince P riedrich von Sayn-Wittgen-
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stein, now Count von Altenkirchen (Cassel),

1890, and Karl Count zu Eltz (Eltz and Vuko-
war), 1 89 1.

Strassburg (Alsace) : Alfred Erdmann,
MuLHAUSEN (Alsace): Louis Sclio)ihaupt\ his own

exlibris, 1882.

BOOK-PLATE OF SIMON MORITZ KREIHERR VON BETHMANN.
By K. L. Becker (1889).

Frankfurt-on-Main : Gottfried Tlieissinger, Otto
Lindlieimcr y and Professor Eugen K/i?Nsch (f).

Weimar : Dr. Adolf von den Vclden ; his own
exlibris.

Bonn : Karl Leonhardt Becker, the German Sher-

born— if not in the number of his plates, yet at
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least in the quality of his heraldic designs and the

fineness of his enorravini^s : seven exlibris,among
them five masterly copper-engravings, viz.;

Therese, Countess Hahn-Basedow, 1890, from a
design by £. Doepler ; Simon Moritz Freiherr
von Bethmann (Frankfurt), 1889, armorial after

Hans Scbald Beham, here reproduced (p. 373);
Adolf liachofen von Echt (Vienna), 1889;
Albertine Bachofen von Hcht (Vienna), 1893,
froin a design by E. Doepler ; his own portrait-

exlibris, 1893.^

DussELDORF ! Hans Deiters.

Magdeburg : Ludwig C/cricus, herald (f); ten ex-

libris of little importance.

Hanover: Ferdinand Go€Ucke\ a well-designed

armorial plate of Count von Burghaus (not
used).

Albert Brager\ exlibris of Dr. Theodor Roscher,
lawyer (Hanover), 1895.

SciiWERiN : Karl Teske (f), four exlibris, among
them those of the late Grand Duchess Sophia
of Saxony, the late Grand Duke Frederick
Francis III., and the reigning Duke John
Albert of Mecklenburg-Schwerin ; in correct

heraldic style.

Hamburg : Hugo Groothoff, architect*

Altona: Gustav Hogeiop\ four exlibris designs
with fictitious names.*

Austria: Vienna: Ernst A>a^, heraldic painter

to the Court,'^ came originally from Dresden
and was a pupil of E. Doepler in Berlin. Since

' The last three reproduced in £. L. Z. iiL 63, 67, 89.
' Idid,^ V. 16. ' Md,^ ix. 112*118 ; X. 44i 65.
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being in Vienna he has been chiefly occupied
with book-plates, of which he has produced
thirty-seven, all characterized by good heraldic

BOOK-PLATE OF THE HERALDIC SOCIETY "aDLKR."

By E. Krahl (1887).

draughtsmanship, and some of them having
modern decorative accessories. His exlibris of
the Imperial and Royal Austrian Heraldic

Digitized by Google
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Society "Adler" (Vienna), 1887, is here repro-

duced (p. 375), and another example of his work
(the book-plate of the author) is.'givea on p. 90.

Among his best plates are: Karl Krahl
(Vienna) (t). Georg, Marie, and Hanna von
Hutterott (Trieste), Adolf Count von Fursten-

stein (UUersdorf), Max Freiherr von Imhof
(Steyr), and Bailli Fra Rudolf Count von
Hardegg (Vienna).

Hugo Gerard Strdkl (Mddling» Vienna% of whose
rteraldischer Atlas" an English edition is

in preparation ; fifteen exh'bris, among which
those of Alexander Freiherr von Dachenhausen
(Munich), Oskar Guttmann (London), photo-
gravure, executed in London, and his own, a
coloured plate, are conspicuoust as well as that

of Lydia Freifrau von Sterneck (Vienna), 1899,
which is reproduced here.

Milan Sit?iko ; several exlibris, including the

beautilul plate of the late Josef Leidinger,
Councillor (Vienna), 1886 and 1896.

the exlibris of Heinrich Freiherr von Gudenus,
chamberlain (Waidhofen-on- Thcya), 1891, after

an old engraving.

]o\^^^x^n K>chwerdiner^ Imperial: Councillor and en*

graver; among others, two etchings of Ernst
ount Marschall and Camillo Freiherr von

Althaus, circa 1880 and 1898.

Karl BoesSt heraldic painter ; Vincenz Kaizler^ I

' See "Blatter fiir Kunst-Gewerbo^" Vienna, 1899, ml
» * The Art and Practice of Heraldry " (Edinbw^ T. C

and £. C. Jack).

court engraver ; among others
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painter ; Leopold Geisde, woodcutter ; Oskar
GrUner ; Camillo Lamiaiie*

Theym^ und HardiimUk, stationers.

C- An^erer und G&schl, process engravers, etc.,

who executed in chromo-lithography the original

but very appropriate exlibris oi Anthony von

BOOK-PLAT£ OF LYDIA FKKiKKAU VON STERNECK.

By H. G. Strohl (1899).

Siegenfeld (Vienna), a seal in green and red

wax on parchment, 1897.

Bludenz : Jakob Icliey\ exlibris of Douglass of

Tilquhillie, coloured armorial.

Also in France : Paris : Hirsck and Stem, who
have engraved several German exlibris; Alexis

Damd, one of the two plates of Eduard Grise-

bach» Consul-General, and poet (Berlin), 1881

;

3^
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and Henry-Andri^ one of the author's plates,

1899.
Nancy: Claude E. Thierry, exlibris of Nikolaus
Ehrsam, author of the "Livre d'Or" of Mul*
hausen in Alsace, 188 . •

Amateur artists:

Germany : Berlin : Arm in Frci/icjr von F'olkcr-

sam (Berlin and St. Petersburg), the possessor

of property in the neighbourhood of Riga;
twenty-five exlibris which display great talent,

good ideas, and highly artistic execution. His
plates are mainly heraldic, though carried out
according to modern taste/ The early medi-
aeval plate of K. E, Count zu Lciiiingen-

Westerburg^ 1899,1$ here given. It is designed
as a piece of embroidered wall-hanging, shaped
like a crown at the top, while on a background
diapered with the Leiningen linden-leaves are
the initials K. E. L. W., inclosing a panel
bearing the crosses of Westerburg and the
eagles of Leiningen.

Adolf Sch^nbeck^ Prussian Captain (retired).

Arthur van Oertzen^ Prussian Lieutenant (retired)

;

Bernhard Kilmer, lawyer ; Dr. Theodor Toeeae-

Mittler\ T httodor //enntg:

Munich : {akoh I leinrich z'on Hcf)ie7'-Altcnccky

Privy Councillor, writer on art, etc., and author
of the well-known book on costume; his own
five exlibris in Diirer's manner, three process
reproductions (black and hand-coloured), and
two copperplates, engraved alter his design by

^ 1 wo exlibris reproduced in £. L. Z. ix. 49.
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Johann KLipphan (Aschaffenburg and Nurem-
berg).

Ralf von Retberg-Wcttbergcn (t), Durer scholar;

his own fourteen exlibris are almost all based

HOOK-PLATE OF K. E. COUNT ZU LEININGEN-WESTERDURC.

By Armin Freiherr von Fiilkersam (1899).

on designs by Diirer, whose spirit they catch

admirably.

Irene Freim ReicJilin-Mcldegg^ Mistress of the

Robes (retired) ; exlibris of William, Duke of
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Urach, Count of Wiirttemberg (Stuttgart),

1899 ; seal-shaped, with armorial bearings.

Sigmund Friedrich vom Praun, Bavarian Lieur
tenant-Colonel (retired) ; two etched exlibris in

the style of the Nuremberg hatchments.

Alexander Freiherr von Dachenhausen, Prussian

First Lieutenant (retired); thirty exlibris, some
in brilliant colours, the heraldic draughtsman-
ship being extremely correct ; we may mention
his own, 1893;^ Albert Bock (Rudolstadt),

1895 ; Dr. George H. Falkiner-Nuttall (Cam-
bridge), 1898 ; Alfred Freiherr von Dachenhau-
sen, Captain of Horse (Radymno, Austria),

1900, here reproduced ; and four of the family

of Freiherr von Schdnberg (Thammenhain),
1898-1900. /

Nl rkmherg: Ernst Ferdinand Karl Kirchner^
clerk in the custom-house.

Cass£l: Otto Kleemann, merchant, a draughts-
man with good heraldic feeling.

Trebschen : Heinrich VII. PrinceReuss^ Prussian
General of Cavalry, Imperial Ambassador (re-

tired) ; one exlibris (etching) for his consort,

Princess Alexandrine, circa 1885; arms in circlet.

Hayixbeck (Munster in Westphalia) : iAds'iSiFreiin

van Twickel,

Naumbukg : Julius von Lowenfeld, Major-GeneraL
Aachen : Frau Theodora van Rammd^ nie Kirsch.
St. Johann-on-Saar : Alwin Ziehme,

Hamburg : Eduard Lorenz Afryer, wholesale mer-
chant ; a very good designer of heraldic and
modern plates, full of character and individu-

* The origiiud is given in £. Z. iiL 70.
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BOOK-PLATE OF ALFRED FREIHERR VON PACHENHAUSEN.

By Alexander Freiherr von Dachenhausen (1900).

38-
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ality, author and designer of several excellent

local works of aa heraldic nature. He has pro-

BOOK-PLATE OF EDUARD LORENZ MEYER.

By himself (1894)-

duced thirty-seven exlibris, of which his own,
1894, is here reproduced.
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Altona : Fritz von Bro)isart, Prussian Captain.

PiRNA, Dr£SD£N : Erich Freiherr von Hansen^
Major in the army of Saxony : twenty-one ar-

morial exlibris in the old style.

SoNDEKSHAUSEN : Karl Kurt z^m^/i^iAiii, assessor

;

eleven armorial exlibris.

Kalbi: : Martin Taubcrt, First Lieutenant (re-

tired), and postmaster.

Austria: Vienna : Moritz von Weittenhillery Privy
Councillor and Chancellor (Dobling, Vienna)

;

a correct heraldic draughtsman and a skilful

etcher.

Also Punta-Arenas : P)ernhard Ose^ibriigg, of

Hamburg ; his own plate coloured in the

manner of Otto Hupp.

b. Unsigned Heraldic Exlibris^ 187 1- 1900.

The following unsigned heraldic plates are

worthy of mention

:

Hugo Sholto Freiherr von Douglas (Aschersleben), Major
(retired), by Heinrich Nahde (Berlin): arms in (lothic

quatrefoil on a Scotch blue and gret:n plaid ; printed in

colours.

Hugo von Donop (t), Lord Steward of the Household
(W eimar), 1885 ; arms in ornamental frame.

Hermann Freiherr von Mulknhcim, Chamberlain, and
Prussian Major (retired) (Strabsburg; ; two coloured armorial

plates.

Willy von Hardt, Prussian Major (Cassd), 1893 ; arms in

lozenge.

Count von Mirbach, Fidei Kommiss-bibliothek " at Harff,

18S8 ; armorial in seal form.

Count Fugger-Gldtt (Kirchheim), 1S97; copy of a coat of

arms of 1628, with putti and trophies.
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Count Werthern (Bcichiingen), circa 1880; armorial with

four ancestral coats.

Ludwig FreiheiT von Boogart (FfaffendorfX 1^95; i(nita<

tion of rococo exlibris ofVon Gymnich and P. Scfaneltgen.

Mumm von Scbwanenstein (Johannisbag), 188 • ; four ar-

morial plates (one by Stem, Paris).

Friedrich Zarncke^ celebiated Gennanist» Leipaig (fX
copperplate, cir€a 1875 ; anns in baroque firame.

Barbara Kreifrau von Plessen, Prmoess Gaganne (f)
(Baden-Baden), 188 . .

Stanislaus von Lcszczynski, Prussian Major-General (Berlin),

circa i8g8 ; full achievement placed on the Iron Ooss
in a mandorla : not signed, but drawn by Dr. Theodor
Toechc-Mittlcr (Berlin).

Paulus Museum, Worms: arms of the city upheld by the

Nibclungen dragon, 1891.

Franz Schenk Freiherr von Staufienberg (Rissdssen), member
of the Reichstag, 188 . ; arms in arch, after an old signet

Napoleon Vecchioni, editor and politician (Munich), the
same

Prince Auersperg, "Fidei Kommiss-bibliothek " (Laybach),

189 .; arms surrounded by inscriptions.

Dr. Heinrich Kabdeho of Capri (f), 1886, art critic, and
• bibliographer (jf the Siege of \'ienna by the Turks, circa

1 880 ;
arms in the style of U. S. Beham, probably by Karl

l^ocss (Vienna).

(je(jrg Count Hoyos (Fiume), 1898, copperplate, armorial.

Julius Count von Falkenhayn, Imperial Privy Councillor,

Austrian Minister of Agriculture (f) (Vienna), 188
armorial.

(iff.) NON-Heraldic Exlibris.

This section of German exlibris, which includes

all pictorial, allegorical, and other plates which are

not in the main heraldic, is of remarkable interest

ovviniJ^ to its c^reat variety. Though we find more
than one artist workino^ after one original, and
though pupils show the influence of their masters.
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yet there has probably never before been so much
original talent displayed in black and white de-
sign. Almost all of the most important German
artists, each inspired by his own artistic convic-

tion, have an unmistakable style of their own, by
which their work can at once be distinguished.

The best exlibris designers, such men as Max
Klinger, Otto Greiner, Hans Thoma, Heinrich
Vo^^eler, Otto Eckmann,VonGebhardt, and others,

possess a distinction and individuality be) ond the

reach of their imitators, though their influence may
be seen in the work of many young artists of their

respective ** schools."

Special groups of artists are also noteworthy,
who work together on particular lines—r.^., the
archaic school, whose work is mainly based on
Diirer—Josef Sattler, Georg Barlosius, Paul Voigt,

Karl Spindler^and Melchior Lechter ; the Munich
and Vienna secessions, the artist colonies of
Worpswede (near Brenien), Dachau (near Mun-
ich), and Darmstadt the^* Kunst im Handwerk "

at Munich, etc. ; and besides these the '* modern "

school who work for the Munich illustrated weekly

Jugend, " a journal which has had a very strong
influence on the younger generation of artists.

To these groups belong such men as Julius Diez,

Bernhard Pankok, VdMXRieik, Emil Orlik, Walther
Caspariy Albert IVcisgerber^ ¥ vitzErler, Erich Otto
Engel, and Paul Bilrck,

More independent spirits among exlibris design-^

ers are Otto Udbelokde^ Franz Stassen^ Bernhard
Wenig, Hermann/TfVx^.andEduardLorenzil/^^r.
Many designers, following either their own
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tendency or the wishes of their client, take their

style from old examples, and produce pure '* old

German " plates ; others combine old motives with

modern, while an increasing numberwork entirely

on modern lines. The tendency of the present

day is to be as modern as possible. Ja|)anese ,

naturalism has many votaries in art of all kinds, '

and conventional plant decoration is to be found
in all applied design, as well as on book*covers»

book-illustrations, and the latest book-plates.

As for the objects represented on the exlibris <

of the present day, their diversity is without any
'

parallel in previous times. References to the

owner are, of course, expressed in the most various

ways, though it is matter for regret that so many
plates are produced with designs of a genera]
character which would be as suitable for anyone '

else as for the real owner, and as appropriate for

any other purpose as for a book-plate. Symbol
and allegory tind especial favour at the present

1

time ; indeed many designs are of so mysterious
a character that it is quite impossible for anyone
who is not in the secret to understand or explain
them. This practice is not in accordance with

\

the purpose of a book-plate, which is intended to

protect and decorate the books in which it is

fastened, and should not present an insoluble en*
igma to the inquirer of a later generation.

It would be impossible to classify scientifically
^

and enumerate all the objects represented on '

modern plates, but the following lists give at any
rate most of the motives which are to be found on
the exlibris of to-day :
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Figures : the gods of Olympus and other mythological per-

sonages, f.j^.y fuj)itt'r, Minerva, Venus, Afars, Mercury (or

their Greek equivalents), the Muses, the (iraces, Pan;
Cassandra

;
Wotan, the Valkyries, Parsifal

;
Madonnas,

8aints(er.^., St George, St. Cecilia), angels, devils; allegorical

figures representing religion, history, art, painting, sculp-

ture^ architecture, poetiy, truth, light, fortune^ freedom

;

Germania, Hygeia, war, victory, fame, old Germans, knights,

landsknechts, soldiers, savants, and councillors in old

costumes, monks, fools, men, women, and children, in

old and modern costumes, and engaged in occupations of
all kinds ; whole or demi-figures of a classical character

;

nude figures, male and female ; men sowing, planting

trees, reading, studying by lamplight, or stretching out

their arms towards the sun
;

figures of fair}*land and fable,

wild men, gnomes, putti
;
portraits of the owner

;
portrait

medallions, with heads of historical personages, as emperors,
poets, statesmen, composers, etc.

Military -, arms, e.g.^ swords, sables, lances, helmets, cuirasses,

shields, rifles, cannon, shells, bombs, drums, flags, pennons,

landsknechts, accoutrements of various troops, Mars, god-
dess of victory.

Naval : ships of all sorts, from sailing boats to irondads,
anchors, flags, pennons, compasses.

Theological I crosses. Bibles, cups, churches.

Legal : swords, scales, law-books, goddess of justice, figure

of Roland.
Afedica/ : snake of . Ksculapius, Hygeia, microscojK s, ther-

mometers, medicinr bottles, bowls, mirrors, instruments,
skek toiis, skulls, the reaper, etc.

Chemical: retorts. ])hials, scales.

Lihran and Tluatrical : pens, paper, books, lyres, masks,
laurel.

ArehiUetsx columns, capitals, architectural structures, build-

ings, plans, compasses, rules, set-squares.

Artists I shield of the Artists' Guild, painting utensils,

brushes, palettes, paint-boxes, camp-stools; sculptures,

busts
; painters, sculptors, embroiderers, at work.

Ittdustrial Arts I hammers, anvils, set-squares, with or with-

out the arms of the Artists* Guild.

HaiuUcm^s : hammers, rules, saws ; details of machinery.
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, Students; broadswords, rapiers, bandages.

Musical', music, violin bows, musical instruments, e.g.^ pianos,

harps, lyres, flutes, violins, guitars, etc.

Mauntaineerit^i Alpenstocks, axes, haversacks, ropes, Alpine
flowers (edelweiss, Alpine rose, et&X ^nd Alpine animals.

Ladies: favourite flowers, occupations, books, musie^ em-
broideries.

Landscapes: views of towns, rivers, mountains, glimpses
of sea vind lake, views of woods, parks, gardens, and
meadows ; temples, altars, churches, pagodas, fortifica-

tions, castles, ruins, villas, towers, town-halls, private

houses, schools, Ijarracks, library buildings, factories, home-
steads, [)icturL'S(|ue court) urcls, mills.

Inferior: living rooms, libraries, ladies' boudoirs, chimney-
corners, studios, halls, salons.

Animals : owls, pet animals, such as dogs and cats ; deer,

swans, doves, hares, snakes, snails, tortoises, spiders with

webs, frogs, monkeys; dragons, Pegasus, sphliQras, printeis*

griffins.

Fhwers : natural or conventional flowersr especially roses,

lilies, violets, lilies-of-the*valley, chrysanthemums ; heraldic

flowers; the flower of Romance; plants, trees, such as
oaks, limes, beeches ; laurel and acanthus wreaths.

Collectors: bibliophiles—books ; numismatists—coins and
coin cabinets ; heralds—arms

;
genealogists—documents ;

exlibris collectors—exlibris; shell collectors— shells.

Syffti'ois of Leartiinj^: single books, lolios, piles of books,

manuscripts, documents, writing materials, globes, old
Roman lamps, reading lamps, candelabra ; bookcases

;

bookshelves : writing desks.

S/ii/'s : large and small, ancient and modern, men-of-war and
merchant ships, boats : ships with books in the interior,

books in the form of ships.

Various Accessories : hour-glasses, clocks, chess-boards, burn-
ing torches, electric lamps, Rontgen rays, printing presses.

Mercury's stafi*, beehives, statues, busts, vases, statuettes,

runes, masks, cartouches, decorative ornaments, love-knots,

children's toys ; skulls and skeletons ; nKMiograms with
and without crowns.

Arms : not used as the chief ornament of the plate, but in a
subordinate position : portioito of the arms used decora*
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tively, house marks ; arms of states, towns, trade associa-

tions and companies; arms of the Artists' Guild.

This list will give some idea of the endless

variety displayed in the designs of the present
day, and though it is possible that other objects

may hereafter be depicted on book-plates, it seems
hardly likely that the imagination of artists or the

caprice of their clients will add very largely to

the wealth of ideas represented under the above
headings.
The number of designers of book-plates is now

so large that it is quite impossible in the space at

our disposal to name them all. The following list,

however, contains all the most important designers,

with a brief mention of their best plates.

a. Designers 0/Non-Heraldic Plates.

Professional artists :

Germany: Municit. a city which may be con-
sidered to be *' Prima inter pares

Professor Rudolf Scitz and Anton Seitz (t), each
of whom has unfortunately only produced one
plate, viz., Dr. Georg Hirth (publisher), and
August von Eisenhart, Councillor of State
(retired), both of Munich.

Professor Peter Halm^ whose etchings are well

known ; ten exlibris, among them the coloured

plate of the Grand Duchess Victoria Melita of
Hesse, 1895.

Otto Ubbclolidc, the eminent landscape painter
;

eight exlibris, of which his own, a noble etching,

may be named.
Karl Sch$noll von Eisenwerth ; two exlibris, one
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of which is the very original, interesting, and
typically modern etching of Richard Holscher
(Darmstadt), 1899; the symbolism has reference
to book-thefts.

Wilhelm Vols ; two book-plates, of which that of
Heinrich Schmidt-Pecht (Constance), 1898, is

especially i^ood, and very appropriate to the
famous old '* Haus zur Katz" at Constance.

|

Max Esterle (from Cortina d'Ampezzo in South
Tyrol, and until the autumn of 1900 in Paris)

;

an extremely clever representative of the
modern movement, who, generally with very
few lines, produces a design characterized by

• great delicacy and graceful composition ;
twenty-

one exlibris, mostly with female figures, busts,

or heads ; especially good are those of Pauline
von Knoll (Bozen), 1899 ; Emilia Wittouck
(Brussels), 1899 * Jules Claretie, Director of
the *' Comedie Fran^aise" (Paris), and Geori:^es

Claretie, advocate (Paris). 1899; his own, 1899;
and a second exlibris of Frau Philippine Kuhn
(Innsbruck), 1899, here reproduced; also etch-

ings : his own and that of Frau Fiffi Kuhn (Inns-
bruck), both 1900.

Albert Welti, a Swiss artist ; two exlibris of Franz
Rose-Dohlau, etchings, 1899- 1900.

Julius Diez, a draughtsman well known to the
readers of " Jugend"; thirteen book-plates, of
which that of Dr. Georg Hirth, the publisher

(1899), is here given (p. 392).*

^ Another plate, that of the " Kunstgewcrbe-Verein

"

(Munich), is reproduced in J. W. Simpson's " Book of J^ook-

plates," No. i.
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Bernhard Pankok, also a frequent contributor to
" Jugend, " and well known also for his modern
interior decorations, and through his illustra-

trations for the official catalogue of the German
Empire for the Paris Exhibition, 1899 ; seven
exlibris, one of which is an etching, and four

BOOK.-PLATE OF FRAU PHILIPPINE KUHN.

Hy Max Esterlc (1899).

woodcuts ; that of Frau Mari^arethe Strauss

(Magdeburg), 1899, with the head of Wotan,
is here reproduced (p. 393).*

Walther Caspari ; four exlibrist among them an
appropriate plate for the poet Wilhelm von

' See also ''The Studio/' winter number, 1898-9; pp.
66-67.

1

I
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Scholz (Munich), and one for Mr. Gushing
(Galesbury, 111.).

Maximilian Dasio
;
eighteen very good exlibris,

with simple and appropriate classical allusions.

'

Alois Balmer^ a Swiss artist, who knows how to

combine good heraldry with modern ornament

;

fourteen exlibris, of which his own, with canting

HOOK-PLATE OF DR. GKOKG HIRIH.

By Julius Uicz (1899).

arms (holly ="Stech-/^^z/w^"), and the winged
ox of St. Luke, patron saint of painters, 1898-
1900, is here reproduced (p. 394).

Hans Beatus IVte/andy also a Swiss; seven good
modern plates.

Ernst Berger \ nine exlibris, printed by means of

* Only fourteen of these have been carried out ; ten are re-

produced in " Kunst und Kunsthandwerk " (Munich), vol. 49,
No. 1

1
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Stencil plates direct into the volumes (see p. 13,

and E. L. Z. viii. 48, 51).

Adolf Hcngelery the inimitable humorist of
" Fliegende Blatter"; exlibris of Johann
Leichtle (Kempten), 1883.

Fritz Erler, known through Jugend," as well as

EXLIBRIS

/VSTRAUSS
BOOK-PLATE OK FRAU MARGARKTHK STRAUSS.

By Bcrnhard Pankok (1899).

from his modern interior decorations; eighteen

exlibris, of which those of the composer Hugo
Wolf (Vienna), Privatdocent Dr. Karl Mayr
(Munich), Frau Clementine Schonfield, concert

singer (Munich), Ulrich Putze, picture dealer

(Munich), Gustav Eberius (f), bookseller (Mun-
ich), adapted from a cover-design for "Jugend,"

are the most pleasing.
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Ferdinand Barth, Professor ; among others a pretty

series of book-plates for the ** Freiherrlich von
Cramer- Klettsche Hausbibliothek ' (Munich),

BOOK-PLATE OP ALOIS BALMBR.

By himself (1898-1900).

189 1 ; armorials with seven different borders,

with landscapes, figures, etc.

Ludwig Seyfried\ two attractive plates in late

eighteenth-century style of Prince and Princess

Oettingen (Munich), and Bibliothek Aulendorf,
Count Konigsegg, 1899.
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Anna May ; three exlibris, among them that of

Princess Ruprecht of Bavaria, 1900.

Otolia, Countess Kraszewska ; a dignified modern

BOOK-PLATE OF FRANZ XAVER ZCTTLKR.

By August Pacher (1890).

classical plate of Lily von Poschinger (Munich),

1899.
Ernst Kreidol/^ a Swiss artist who has produced

some excellent children's picture-books ; his own
exlibris and that of Lili Burger, pianist (Munich),
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1897, lithograph, showing two hands on the

keys and an allegro symbolically expressed.^

Robert Weise\ two lithographs, Adolf Spemann
(Stuttgart), 1899, and Peter Hubert Becker,

author (Munich), 1900.

Hans voft Hayek ; woodcut exlibris of Dr. Ernst

Fischer (Buchloe), 1900.

August Packer; exlibris of Franz Xaver Zetder,

Councillor of Commerce, a well-known glass

painter (Munich), 1890, in the manner of Johann
Esaias Nilson, with the towers of Munich in

the background ; here reproduced (p. 395).
VdiMXRieih ; collection of Dr. M. Schubart (Munich),

1899, photogravure (also a zinc-block).'

Albert IVeisgerber, a pupil of Franz Stuck, and

one of the "Jugend*' artists; several good ex-

h'bris of modern character.'

Otto Porsche ; a pretty, simple exlibris of Dr. Paul

Parey (t) publisher. First Lieutenant (retired)

(Berlin) ; book, pen, sword and the Iron Cross.^

James-ffi<fA?r>trtf«/; two etchings. Dr. Rudolf Stein-

hiiuser (Munich), 1899 and 1900.

Hilda LodcDUDi, an American ; two exlibris of Dr.

R. Wedel (Munich), 1899, one of them a good
etching.

Hermann A>//if^; exlibris of Markus Schtissier

(Nuremberg), 1 89 7, with St. Mark andthe Casde
of Nuremberg.

' Reproduced in E. L. Z. vii. 50.
* Ibui.^ \. 24.
* Five exlibris reproduced in " Kunst und Kunsthandwerk,

'

voL 50, Na 7.

* Keproduced in £. L. Z. x. 66.
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OsVss Adam ; two graceful plates of Franz Xaver
Zettler (Munich), 1899.

Max Reinitz \ etched exlibris of Frau Sofia Menzler
(Munich), 1900.

Maximilian Josef Gradl\ ten exlibris in modern

BOOK-PLATE OF RUDOLF OLDENBOURG.

By Maximilian Josef GradI (1898).

Style, some showing English influence^ ; that of

Rudolf Oldenbourg, publisher (Munich), 1898,

is here reproduced.

Hermann Torggler, ofGvdiZ ; fourverygood exlibris.

including that of Dr. Max Maas (Munich), 1900.

* Five exlibris reproduced in E. L. Z. vi. 20, 21.
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Heinrich Kronenberger, architect ; seven exHbris.

Theodor Fischer, architect, who erected the

Bismarck Monument on the Starnberg Lake;
four exlibris.

Fritz Bemer^ architect ; seven exlibris.

Ludwig HoUwein^ architect ; eight ultra-modem
exlibris.

Knorr und Hirth, printers.

Dr. C. Wolf und Sohn^ Printers to the Court and
University, who have produced many excellent

exlibris.

E. F. Genzsch, type foundry, who set up nine very
attractive exlibris, with type ornaments and
letterinof desii^ned by Otto Hupp, printed by
Reinhold Bammes (Munich), 19CX); a novelty
in exlibris.^

Otto Tragy (Pasing, Munich); exlibris of Captain
Emil Heuser (Spires), 1898.

Erich Otto animal painter(Dachciu, Munich),
who etched a book-plate, full of character, for

Dr. Max Halbe, author (Munich).
Berlin : Ludwig Burger (t) an industrious and
well-known illustrator and painter; nine exlibris,

lithographs and woodcuts.
August V071 HcydcHy Professor (t), painter and de-

si^^ner of costumes ; two military exlibris for

General Ernst von Prittwitz, Karlsruhe, and the
Hessian Field Artillery Regiment, No 25
(Darmstadt), 1886, with guns and standard*
bearers.

P^erdinand Count von Harrach, Privy Councillor

and Professor ; three delicately drawn exlibris

:

> See £. L. Z. X. 71.
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his own, 1893 (photoi;^ravure) ; Count Ernst
Harrach (f) (Kleinkrichen), 1896; and Ulrich
Count von Schwerin (Belgrade), 1899.

Emil Doepler, junior, Professor, and teacher in

the Royal Industrial School of Art, already

named among the heraldic designers
; fifty-five

BOOK-FI ATi: OF OTTO ECKMANN.

By himself (1898).

noteworthy exlibris, partly heraldic, partly with
figures, etc. : some of these have already been
mentioned (p. 364).

Helene Varges, a pupil of Doepler ; nine original

and delicately drawn exlibris, full of line senti-

ment.

EUi Hirschf also a pupil of Doepler; four good
exlibris.
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Otto Eckmanny Professor, a gifted pioneer in the

rei^Tion of modern decorative art and handicraft,

who is known not only for his beautiful wood- '

cuts and book-decoration, but also for his designs

for textiles, metals, glass, furniture, etc.;^ fif-

teen exlibris, ofwhich we may mention especially
|

the four plates (three of them coloured litho-

graphs) of Va\v\ Uhles, Councillor of the Supreme
|

Court (Berlin), 1898-9. Eckmann's own ex-
,

libris, a simple but effective monogram, is
j

here reproduced (p. 399).
j

Hans Mtyer^ Professor in the Royal Academical

High School of the Fine Arts; two etched

book-plates: his own, 1882, with two putti, after

Andrea del Sarto, and that of George Bancroft,

American Ambassador in Berlin and author (t)>

1874, after Raphael.

Franz Siassm^ a talented exlibris artist, whose de-

signs are symbolical and classical, but imbued
with the modern spirit ; ten exlibris (some '

etchings), of which those of Dr. Josef Poppel-

reuter (Berlin), 1896; Eduard Stucken, poet

(Berlin), 1899; the Magdeburg Museum, 1900;

the musical exlibris of Frau M. Strauss (M^-
deburg), 1900; and that of M. Steinthal (Berlin),

1900, are the most beautiful.*

Friedrich vo?i Schmnis, a Swiss artist : his own

etched exlibris successfullycombines old heraldic
j

drawing with a sphinx in the modem style.

' See two articles, with numerous illustrations, in " Deutsche

Kunst und Decoration," April, 1900.
' See reproductions in £. L. Z. x. 42, 43, and '^Dekoradve

Kunst," June, 1900.
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Hans am Ende, one of the Worpswede school

;

etched plate of Wilhclm T elsing (Berlin), 1898.^

Melchior /^echier, a Gothic desig"ner, known among
other things for his designs for painted glass,

etc. ; two exlibris in the Gothic style of Consul
Auerbach (Berlin), 1896, and Karl von Gross-
heim, Baurath (Berlin), 1897.

AlexanderZ£f^w^«« ; five exlibris (three etchings).^

Hans Baluscli€ck \ six exlibris, of which that of

Heinz Tovote, author (ijerlin), 1 895, with motive
taken from his novel *' Fallobst, wurmstichige
Geschichten," may be mentioned.

Josef Satiler, the designer of the monumental
edition of the ** Nibelungenlied," whose wonder-
ful book-illustrations, thoui^h mostly in the spirit

of the sixteenth-century illustrators, are in the

highest degree original ; an extraordinarily pro-

lific worker of wide-ranging fancy, his motives
are often pleasing, but as frequently grotesque
and bizarre. He has published an album of
forty-two exlibris desij^nis, beautifully printed in

colours ; of these, however, onl\' about a dozen
are in actual use as book-plates ; one of them,
the punning*' plate of Friedrich Karl Haupt
(1893), IS b^^^ given.' Besides these Sattler

has produced five other exlibris designs and
twenty actual book-plates, the best of which

* See E. L. Z. xi. \o. i. • Ibid., x. 13, 14.
' This album s[)rcad the fame of the artist in England and

America, and, other modLrn ( irr nuin exlibris being little known
in those countries, gave rise to the belief that Sattler was the

only book-plate designer in Germany. The list given in these

pages shoiild finally dispose of this belief, if it stiU exists.

3F
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are those for Dn Robert Forrer, archaeologrist

(Strassburgf, Alsace), 1892 (Satder's first ex-
Hbris) ; I'lberliard Freiherr von Bodenha usen
(Berlin), 1895; Georg Haehl (Rubcrtsau), 1S95;

Anton and Hedwig VVoworsky (Berlin), 189b ;

Fritz and Hans Curschmann (Dresden), 1898 ;

Hermann Heinrich Alexander Wentzel (t)>

architect (Berlin) ; and Daisy Neumann, 1899.
Paul Voigt, Head of a Department in the Govern-
ment Printini^ Office, Berlin; some of his thirtx-

one exlibris are in the manner of Sattler, and
he has also produced some good interiors ; we
may mention the exlibris of Julius Wolff, poet
(Berlin), 1894 ; Max Hinterlach, assessor (Itze-

hoe), 1898, here reproduced ; Karl Rosier (An-
clani), 1895; and his own exlibris, etching, 189S.

here printed Irom the original plate. Voii;L

also engraved the four exlibris of the Govern-
ment Printing Office and the two of the Govern-
ment Post Office (Berlin); and those of Dr.
Paul Fischer, of the Government Post Office

;

Karl Biisse, Privy Councillor, Director ol the

Government Printing Office; and C. Schwartz
(Berlin, altered for Stephen Wiesand), 1891-
1900.'

^*Fidus " {nam-de-plume of Yixxgo Hiippener) ; four

exlibris ; his best is that of Hermann von
Kissling ( Riva l, 1900.

Gustav Rictschcl (Berlin and Paris) ; three etch-

ings for Karl Schmitzdorff(Brandenburg), 1895,
only one of which was used.

^ See E. L. Z. iv. 53-54 and 90-91, and " The Studio," winter
number, 1S98-9, pp. 64, 65.
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Ernst Fischer-Cor/in ; six extremely welKdrawn
exlibris, collotypes, mostly in classical taste

and in the style of Greek vases, of which those

of Karl Koch, Professor Breitbach, 1899, and

BOOK-Pr.ATK OF MAX HINTERLACH.

By Paul Voigt (1898).

Paul and Helene Souchay, 1900 (all of Berlin),

may be mentioned.

Eduard Liesen ; six exlibris, among them a
modern design for C. H. Oskar Lange, book-
seller (Berlin), 1899, and a good plate for Wil-
helm Arndt, sculptor (Berlin), 1900.
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Anna von JVaA/, of Dorpat ; seven exlibris,amoncr

which are two good plates,viz.»Charl^vonWahl
(Dorpat), 1877, vase of flowers with book, and
Mercedes Zuologa, a South American Spaniard

(Hamburo;), 1899, female head with wreath of

roses and thorns ; also three stencilled exlibris.

Sophie Bernhardt painter and sculptor ; exlibris

of Max Harrwitz, dealer in rare books (BerHn),

circa 1895, and Dr. Ernst Oberwarth (Berlin),

1899, good modern designs.

Kathe Schdnberger\ five exlibris, some of which

show originality of ideas ;

^ one for Walther von
Zur Westen, assessor (Berlin), 1899, is here re-

produced.

Luise Clason ; a good modern exlibris of Mathilde
von Treu (Nieder-Rosen), 1899.

•Marie Stuler-Waldc \ four modern exlibris.

Ma5c Za7nho}iy\ a pretty exlibris of Otto Liistner

(Essen), 1896, with view of the Castle of Weil-
burg, books^ violin, and some bars of mnslc.

Otto Protzen ; two etchings, one of which is an
excellent plate for Karl G. F. Langenscheidt
(Berlin), 1900.

Efraim Mose Lilien \ ten exlibris, mostly with un-

draped female fl inures.'

Alexander Zick^ Professor; universal exlibris for

books for the young published by Velhagen
und Klasing (Leipzig), 1899.'

^ Two exlibris reproduced in Deutsche Kunst und Decora-
tion," iii 7.

* Four reproductions in the " Zdtschrilt fur Bucherlreunde,''

iii. 7.
' Reproduced in £. L. Z. x. to.
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Richard Bokland, the gifted painter of the splendid

facade of the *' Deutsches Haus " at the Paris

Kunsller

BOOK-PLATE OF WALTHER VON ZUR WESTEN

By Kiithc Schiinberger (1899).

Exhibition, 1900; sketch for an exlibris of an
artillery regiment.*

Martin Rdnike ; a pretty exlibris of Friedrich

Pfeilstucker, bookseller (Berlin), 1889.

^ Reproduced in E. L. Z. iv. 67.
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Emil Zellner, Baumeister ; twelve exlibris in the

Gothic style, with good heraldry.

Gcvemment Printing Office^ which has produced
the excellent etched exlibris mentioned above
(under Paul V^oigt), and also that of the Kaiser-

Wilhelm Bibliothek at Posen, designed by E.

Doepler.

Charlottenburg, near Berlin : Georg Barldsius,

teacher in the Municipal Industrial School oif

Art, Berlin, a talented artist and book-illustrator;

thoui^h older than Sattler, he works in the

sanie archaic style of the sixteenth century,

and is a prolihc and fine draughtsman, full

of good ideas. Of his twenty-four exlibris

(eighteen only carried out), the following may
be mentioned : coloured book-plates of Anna
Kruse-Lietzenburg, 1898 (with landscape) :

Klementine Bohm (Wilmersdorf ), 1898 ; Karl
G. Langenscheidt, publisher (Wannsee, Ber-

lin), 1900 (with landscape) ; and that of the

author of this volume, 1898 (with landscape) ;

^

also in black and white : I'Vicdrich Gottheiner

(Charlottenburg), 1899; Mans Denecke (Bruns-

wick)» 1898, with portrait of Wagner and
music ; Friedrich Altmann (Sachsenhausen.

Frankfurt-on-Main), 1900; village library of

Grosslttsewitz, 1 900 ; Hans Lukas von Cranach,
Governor of the Wartbiirg, 1900 ;

Victor Count
Schlieffen (Weimar), 1900; Lothar B. von
Carlshausen, Captain ofHorse (Stuttgart), 1901

;

^ Reproduced in £. L. Z. ix. 14 ; "Exlibris Journal,'' ix. 68

;

and Catalogue of the Antwerp Esdibris Exhibldon, 1900.
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Willibald Franke, publisher (Berlin), 1899, a

very appropriate book-plate, here reproduced.

Hermann Hirzely a Swiss artist ; onVinal modern

BOOK-PLATE OF WILLIBALD KRANKP:.

By Georg Harlosius (1899).

plates with landscapes and conventional flower

and plant decoration ; has recently shown skill

as an etcher. Of his sixty-four exlibris we may
mention : Alfred Doren (Berlin), with view of

Frankfurt-on-Main, 1897; Stanislaus Cauer,
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sculptor (Rome), with Monte Cavo, 1897 ; Otto
Giaumann, assessor (Breslau), altar in land-

scape, 1898; H. Ernest Opdenhoflf (Brussels),

landscape, 1898; Nelly l^rodmann, operatic

singer (Wiesbaden), meadow with trees and
statue of Apollo, 1898; Hans Hermann (Berlin),

landscape with altar, 1899; Walther von Zur
Westen, assessor, meadow with trees, 1899;
two of Etienne Baud, lawyer (Geneva), zinc-

block and etchintr, landscapes, 1897 and 1900 ;

Dr. Friedrich 1 mhoof-Blumer (Winterthur), two
zinc-blocks with views of Megara and the

Acropolis of Athens, and one etching, tree in a
meadow, 1892; Dr. Felix Gattel (Berlin), zinc-

block and etching, 1899, book in landscape with
trees ;

* Karl G. F. Langenscheidt (Berlin),

1900; Sulzer-Steiner (Winterthur), 1900; Dr.

Kessler ( (Berlin), 1900; Paul Nicolaus Ratajczak
(Berhn), 1901, etching, etc.

Friedenau, near Berlin : Julius CAfaess; twenty
exlibris. mostly fine, six being etchings. We
may mention his own plate, 1895 i those of

Dr. Otto bnum (t), author (Munich), 1S95;

Maj^da Countess zu Leininj^en-WCsterburi,^

1896; Otto Rau (Berlin), 189S; and two of

Karl G. F. Langenscheidt (Herlin), 1897.

Grunewald, near Berlin : Meinhard Jacoby ; four

modern exlibris, three being etchings. Espe-
ci.ill) good are the portrait-plate of Else Bc nn-

dort (Vienna), 1897. and an original exlibris of

Dr. Flesch (Frankfurt-on-Main), 1898, whose

^ Six reproductions in the 2^itschrift fur Biicherfreunde,'*

iii. XI, and four reproductions in £. L. Z. viiL 46^ 47.
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strong hand is depicted wresting the sickle

from the hand of Death.

HOOK-PI.ATfc: OK AUCtST RASOR.

By Hans Thoma (1898).

^OTSDA-M : Lucy du Bois-Raymond, daughter of the

celebrated physiologist ; seven exlibris, mostly

3^
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etchings, among them one of Paul Hensel,

Professor of Political Economy at Strassburg,

1896.

Stuttgart: Adolf Fischer \ a charming exlibris

of Dr. Friedrich Hauff (Feuerbach^ Stuttgart),

1899, with arms and view of Stuttgart through
a ¥rindow.

ILdmund Schdfer ; ten good exlibris.

KAKLskniE (Badt-n) : Hans Tliovia, Professor,

and Director of the Art Gallery, formerly of

Frankfurt-on-Main. This well-known painter

of romantic pictures, full of truly German poetry

and sentiment, was urged to the designmg of

exlibris by the author, and since 1895 "^^ pro-

duced twenty-two plates * the designs include

landscapes, figures of children, subjects from

German mythology, fabulous beasts, etc. Some
of his plates are executed by algraphy (printed

from aluminium plates) ; that of August Rasor
(Frankfurt-on-Main), 1898, is here reproduced

(p. 409) ; the pearls which the cupids are ex-

tracting from the shell refer to the business of

the owner, who is a pearl merchant*

Hans Richard von Volkmann\ his own exlibris,

1897 (wild man in wide-stretching landscape).

Karl Biese (Grbtzingen, Karlsruhe), four modem
exlibris, lithographed in colours by himself,

1900.

Darmstadt : Paul Biirck ; his own *' punning
"

plate (Birke= birch-tree), 1899,^ that of die

' Three are reproduced in "The Studio," winter number,
1898-9, pp. 62 63.

Reproduced in E. L. Z. ix. 93.
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** Buchgewerbe-Verein '* (Leipzig), 1900, and
that of Ludwig Sang (Darmstadt), 1900, as well

as some designs for exlibris in modern style.

Anna Becker \ two etchings, Alex, and Vicky von
Frankenberg-Ludwigsdorff (Darmstadt), 1900.

Dresden : Albert von Zahn (f) ; exlibris of the

BOOK-PLATE OF KLARA AND KDUARD VON GEBHARDT.

Jiy Eduard von Gebhardt (1897).

famous ecclesiastical historian Karl August
Hase (t) (Jena), 1873; this was redrawn by
L. Nieper, and eleven other plates for members
of the family of Von Hase have been made
(I875-98).-

Hugo Burkner, Professor, and Karl Ludwig
* See Chap. V., pp. 88-8q.
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Theodor Graff ; the cxlibris of Professor Georg
Hermann Quincke (Heidelberof), 1877. and
Field-Marshal Josef Edler von Latour- i hum-
burg ^Viennsi), 1877.

Johann Vincenz Cissarz^ a skilful book-decorator;
exlibris of the bookseller Robert Voigtlander
and his wife (Leipzig), 1899.

DiissELDoKF : Ernst Forbcrcr Professor : exlibris

of W. Spemann, Privy Councillor of Commerce
(Stuttgart), circa 1876 ; a very finely engraved
copperplate, after a bronze by Peter Vischer,

the design being by* Professor Friedrich von
Thiersch (Munich).

Eduard von Gcbhardt, Professor, the well-known
historical painter ; iifteen exlibris, full of German
feeling

;
especially good are the suggestive plate

of himselfand his wife (here reproduced, p. 4 1
1 ).

and those of Betty von Gebhardt (Dusseldorf),

1898; Rochus PVeiherrvon Liliencron,the origin-

ator of the " Alli((Miicine deutsche Biographic"
(Schleswig), 1898; Klara Ponsgen (Dusseldorf),

1 899, a particularly good plate, showing Sieg-

fried listening to the song of the birds after he
has slain the dragon and sprinkled himself with
its blood, and above, the bird-motive from
Wagner's " Siegfried "

; Oskar and Anna Volk-
mann ( Diisseldorf), 1898, husband and wife in

wooded landscape ; Georg Freiherr von Rhein-
baben. Minister (Berlin), 1899, with St. George
and the dragon; Walther and Klara Preyss
(Diisseldorf), 1899, with portrait of Hans Sachs.

Johannes Gchrts\ a very pretty portrait-plate of
Arnold Hirth, publisher (Leipzig), 1896, and
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an etched portrait-plate of Eduard Lorenz

Otto Bayer ; two exlibris of Karl Heine, lawyer
(Dusseldorf), 1898, interior with view from a
window, and Johanna von Cramatzki (Dussel-
dorf), 1899, Roman altar with view of a castle

on the seashore.

Hamiu'kg : Emil Horst \ a very fine exlibris of

Johann Merck (Hamburg), 1898, photogravure,

representing Don Quixote, in a Spanish Gothic
border.

Hermann de Bruycker\ an excellent plate of Dr.
Adolf Lcncrt Wex, lawyer (Hamburo^), 1898.

photogravure, with arms, landscape, iigure of

Justice, and view of Hamburg.
Oskar Schwindrazheim

; twenty-one exlibris and
twelve designs for exlibris.^ We may mention
those of Oskar L. Tesdorpf, 1892 ; Sieq^mund
Hinrichsen, President of the City Guilds, circa

1892, here reproduced (p. 4 1 5) : Hermann Lange,

junior, 1897 ; and Dr. Emil Tungel, 1897 (all of

Hamburg); four exlibris of children of the family

of Schi£f (London), 1900; musical exlibris of *

the three sisters Schiff (Hamburg), 1900.

Adele Lippert ; six ladies' exlibris, mostly of

graceful design.

Altcxva: Alfred AIohrbuUer \ live ultra-modern

ladies' exlibris.

' £. L. X. 91, 92-93, and "Exlibris Journal,*' xL i,

frontispiece.
^ Reproduced in K. L. Z. iii. 57, 58 ; in " Liebhaber-Kiinste

"

(Munich, i8<)6) ; and in ''Beitriige zu einer Volkskunst"

(Hamburg;, ii. 20.
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MAfiDEBURG : Karl IVegner^ Professor; two ex-

libris.

Hall£ : H^mncYi Kopp \ exlibrisof the Kunstge-
werbe-Verein (Halle), 1900.

G5RLrrz: Georg Siarie^ of the firm of C. A.
Starke, Purveyor to the Court, printer and
treasurer of the German Exlibris-Verein, a firm

which has produced numerous exlibris. Georg
Starke has himself designed fifteen plates.

Frankfurt-on-Main: Bemhard Mann/eld, the

well-known etcher; two etched exlibris of Dr.

Hermann Kletke and Dr. R. Dohme.
Bertha a skilful etcher; five exlibris, of

1

which the best are her own. with view of the

Eschenheimer Tower at Frankfurt, 1895/ and

that of A. Lask^, lawyer (Frankf|irt), with

flowers and the cathedral in the distance, 1 895.
Annette Versel ; three delicately etched exlibris

:

Kduard Riesser (Frankfurt), 1899, ^^'^^ view of

the cathedral and the Main bridge ; Marie and
Luitpold Rosenthal (VViirzburg), 1899, with the
" Kiirschnerhofchen "

; and Jakob and Kate
Rieder (Wesserling)» 1900, view of a castle.

Ottilie R&derstein ; a very good etched exlibris of

Ferdinand and Anna Hirsch (Frankfurt), 1898,

with portraits and allegorical figures of Mercury
and Charity.

Frau Kathinka Ochs {tide Schlenker) ; four exlibris,

of which that of Karl EUer (Karlsruhe), 1893,

arms with the edelweiss of the German-Austrian
Alpine Club and figure of Justice, and that of

^ A print from the original plate is given in Miss LAboucheres
Ladies' Book-plates " (London, 1^95), p. 190. •
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Siegfried Ochs, bandmast^ (Berlin), 1899, with
cherubs' heads as notes/ have great decorative
charm.

Ferdinand Lutiimer^ Professor ; universal exlibris

BOOK-PIATX OF SIECICUIID HINRICHSKN.
'

By Otto Schwindraiheim {prta 1892).

design, and two etchings of Moritz von Kuffher
(Vienna), 1895, showini^ a putto with coat of

arms, book-case, and the tower of St. Stephen's

Church, and Alfred Hahn, bank director (Jb rank-

* Reproduced in " Dekorative Kunst," June, 1900.
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furt), 1898, with cock (Hahn), book, and sport-

ing appliances.

**/^^7^;/r/,s' ** = Francis Oppoihcinier (Frankfurt and
Paris, born in London), a draughtsman and
etcher of great talent and with an excellent

style of his own ; twelve good modem exlibris,

among them one English plate, the late Sir
Charles Oppenheimer (Frankfurt), young man
in a landscape, crests and badges, etc. ; others

are Frank Kirchbach (Munich), armorial ; G. L.

Sand (Munich), statue of Nike, with books;
,

Stella B., young woman with flowers ; Alberta
von Puttkamer (Strassburg, Alsace), female
figure in landscape (motto :

*' Die mttde Mensch-
heit erfrischt sich an den Bliithen der Poesie ")

;

Mary B. Brittan (San Francisco), etc., ii>99

and igcx).

Wiesbaden : W'alther Schulie vam Bruhl, editor,

author, and illustrator; forty-nine exlibris,^ of
which the best are : exlibris of Albrecht Witt-
linger (Zurich), 1S95 ; Waltrud Schulte voni

Briihl (Wiesbaden),-' 1894; Adolf Netiendorf
(Wiesbaden), 1894; Convent of Notre Dame
(Offenburg), 1895 1 Rudolf Benkard (Paris),

1895, a humorous design; Hedwig Lange,
actress (Munich), 1897 ; Josef Lauff, Major (re-

tired), poet and dramatist (Wiesbaden), 1899.
Kki.fi LH : Karl IVold^'ajidi, architect, and Di-

rector of the Teclmical Schools ; sixteen ex-

' Of the?ie forty have Ix-tMi published in two volumes of

•'Twenty F.xlibris ' (1895 ^^^^^ ' '^'i'))- See also E. L..Z. ii. No. 3,

p. 15 (lour illustrations^, and x. 22.

* Reproduced in Labouchere s " Ladies' Book-plates," p. 229.
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libris, mostly of pleasing design, with conven-
tional flower decoration, arms, etc.*

Barmen : Heinricb Kony^, a German Bohemian

;

exlibris of Dr. Rudolf Neumann (Reichenberg,
Bohemia), 1900.

Neuss-on-Rhine : Klaus RdlilijiQrer, architect.

VViedensahl: Wilhelm Busck, the famous humor-
ist ; exlibris of Friedrich Warnecke (t), Privy

Councillor (Berlin), lithograph, 1889, an owl on
a tree-trunk.

Bremen : Anton Albers ; three original woodcuts
in modern style.

WoRPswEDE (near Bremen) ; Heinrich Vogeler^^
exlibris designer who may worthily be named
after Klinger and Greiner ; but while the last-

named artists, in spite of their modem style,

draw by preference on clcLssical subjects for

representation, Vogeler's individuality expresses

itself best in views of moorland, full of deep
sentiment, with reminiscences of the scenery of
Friesland, parks, flowers, fruit trees, birch trees,

etc. He has shown himself at the same time,

both in his etchings and his poems, to be a
*• Milrchenpoet " of the first order. Of his

twenty-two exlibris, sixteen are'etchings and the

others zinc-blocks. The following are especially

good: Margarethe Herwig, 1896, river-land-

scape, with play on the old German name of

Herwig
;
Schotteck, estate of the Wolde family

near Bremen, 1898, park-scenery ;^ Frau Adeie

' See £. L. Z. ix. loS-iii, where twelve plates are repro-

duced.
* Reproduced in " Dekorative Kunst," June, 1900.
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Wolde, ff/f Von Knoop (Bremen), 1898, woman
reading* with view of church, arms, and rose-

border
; Johann Baron Knoop (St. Magnus,

Bremen), 1898 ;
park-scene with flower-border,

and violin, lyre, and arms; Alfred Heymel,
editor of Die Insel" (Munich), 1899, fountain

in park with faun and nymph, here reproduced

;

WUhelm Oelze (Bremen), 1900, ship, medallion-

portrait of Goethe in border of trees ; Vogeler's

own plates, one ( Barken-H oft ) with girl reading,

birch trees and farm-house, and the other with

open book and rose, in front of a monument
undera tree; Luise Wolde ^Bremen), 1900^ child

in garden; Georg Wolde (Bremen), 1900, ship
with view of Bremen.*

HiLDESHEiM : EUi WilUy a pupil of Doepler ; five

good exlibris.

NuK£MB£RG : Ludwig Kuhn, Professor ; three
excellent etchings : Markus Schiissler (Nurem-
berg), 1895, portrait and view of his paternal

house; Frau Helene Schiissler, 1899, portrait 1

and view of Kadolzburg,^ both plates combining
[

high artistic merit with first-rate technique;
also Freiherr Cornelius Heyl zu Hermsheim
(Worms), 189 1, arms in fruit-border, a beautiful

and eflfective plate.

Wilhelm Bchrens, Professor ; ten exlibris in various

styles, characterized by fine drawing and taste-

ful composition. Especially good are : Rudolf
Benkard (Paris), 1893, with figure represent-

* Nine exlibris by Vogeler reproduced in "Deutsche Kunst
und Dekoration." ii. 7.

* See E. L. Z. ix. 108.
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By Heinrich Vogeler (1899).
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a successful fencer and gymnast
;
Magda

Countess zu Leiningen-Westerburg, 1892, ar-

morial in the rococo style in vogue in 1892;^

Ernst Count Mirbach (HarfiH, 1894, view of
his castle in Renaissance boraer ; Pauline von
Henzler-Lehnensburg (Munich), 1894, rococo,

armorial ; Reinhold Kohler (f), librarian

(Weimar), for collection of folk-lore, Frau
Sage in Rhine landscape ; Maria Theresia and
Hedwig Countesses Droste zu Vischering von
Nesselrode-Reichenstein ^Miinster in West-
phalia), 1895, rococo, armonal ; Valerie Brettauer

(Trieste), 1898, piano in rococo flower-border

with putto ;
^ the last four plates are particularly

charming.
Georg Kellner\ two exlibris for the Germanic
Museum (Nuremberg), 1898.

Berchtesgaden : Bemhard Wenig, an artist in the

. modern style of great talent and good ideas,

whose exlibris have the effect of rich woodcuts ;

twenty-seven book-plates, with busts, flowers,

landscapes, etc. ; that of Father Hugo Schmid
(t) (Kremsmttnster), 1899, is here reproduced

;

other very good plates are : Wenig's own
exlibris, 1897 ; Countess Sofie du Moulin
(Munich), 1897 J

Dr. Adolf Preyss (Berchtes-

gaden), 1897; l^^rl Selzer, painter (Munich),

1897; three plates of Johann Nepomuck Eser
(Buchloe), 1899; two of Dr. Heinrich Stumcke

^ Sec E. L. Z. viiL 52, and Labouchere, "Ladies' Bool(-

plates," p. 431.
• Reproduced in "Zcitschrift fiir Biicherfreunde, '

iii. i, and
in the " £x-libris Journal," x. 86.
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(Berlin), 1898; Professor Hermann von Sicherer

(Munich), 1898; Julie Speyer (Vienna), 1898;
Louis Ring (Berlin), 1899; Dr. Hans Lichtenfelt

PHUGONIS
SCHA\ID

.S. IRE/H 0FA EW SO-(S>-S"B,

'0

1qR\FICE71

BOOK-PLATE OF FATHER HUGO SCHMID.

By Bernhard Wenig (1899).

(Bonn), 1900/ Dr. Louis Merck (Darmstadt),

1900, etching.

Constance : Walter W. Sturtzkopf (t), well-known
painter of horses and wild animals ; six charming

' See reproductions in E. L. Z. vii. 136-138; viii. 18; ix. 12.
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exlibris,with landscapes* castles, and anns ; ^ that

of the ** Brunegger Bibliothek/' with view of

the Abbey of Brunegg, Switzerland, now in the

possession of Dr. Binswanger (Constance), 1897,
is here reproduced.

St. Leonhardt (Alsace) : Karl SpindUr^ an excel-

lent illustrator, who often works in the manner
of Sattler ; four exlibris, of which those of the

Municipal Art Gallery at Strassburg, 1895 ;

Moritz Himly (Strassburg), 1895; and Albert

Rieder, engineer (Mulhausen, Alsace) 1899, are

worthy of special praise.

Mainz: Bruno Pamitz, teacher in the Technical
School ; exlibris of Rudolf Opfermann (Mainz),

1900.

Clemens Kissel ;
^ forty-seven exlibris of varied

character, with figures, arms, landscapes, and
interiors ; we may mention his own, with the

arms of Hesse, 1 896 ; Dr. K. G. Bockenheimer
(Mainz), 1890, here reproduced (p. 424) ; John
Mornran (Aberdeen), 1896 ;

Alphons von Steiger

(K.oiniar), 1894 ; Fritz Mouths (Ruttenscheid,

Essen), 1896; and Otto von Brentano-Tremezzo
(Oifenbach-on-Main), 1897.

Leipzig : Max Klinger, Professor, painter, etcher,

and sculptor ; one of the most original, versa-

tile, and imaginative artists of the present day,

' See E. L. Z. ix. 73-76.
^ A volume containing twenty-five of his exlibris was pob-

lished by J. A. Stargardt, Berlin, 1894.
' See article on his exlibris, with complete list (exclusive of

two plates executed since) and two illustrations, in £. L.. Z,

viL 15-19.
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BOOK-PLATE OF THE LIBRARY OF BRUNEGG.

By W. W. Sturtzkopf (1897).

and beyond doubt the greatest master of book-
plate design now living, either in Germany or

elsewhere. His ten exlibris, all etchings, may
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be named here in full : Two exlibris of Leo
Liepmannssohn, dealer in rare books (Berlin),

1878 ; one with a lion and the initials L. L.,

BOOK-PLATE OF DR. K. G. BOCKENHEIMER.

By Clemens Kissel (1890).

and the other with lion reading, and eagle, be-

tween the initials. Exlibris of Dr. H. Klinger,

Professor (Konigsberg, Prussia), 1879, figure of

Minerva, with wreath and chemical thermometer
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instead of lance, in front of a lamp and retorts,

and the monogram H. K. below. Two exlibris

of Fritz Gurlitt, fine art dealer to the Court
(Berlin), 1887 : (1) a naked man among rocks on
the seashore, walking towards a castle, and a
naked female figure standing on a globe in the

sea holding a trident ;
^ the allegory denotes the

steadfast progress forward, in spite of tempta-
tion, the woman representing Art ; (2) two naked
female figures, with colonnade and water, and
above, a carjratid with mask

; symbolism : in Art
as in Nature, the mature is the most beautiful.

Exlibris of Dr. W. Bode, Privy Councillor,

Director of the Picture Gallery (Berlin), 1894;"^

a man carrying three women, in classical, re-

naissance, and modern costumes, through water,

landscape in the background
; symbolism : a

Herculean representative of art-history— a refer-

ence to Dr. Bode's position—carries the repre-

sentatives of the three chief epochs in the history

of art through the mire of the barbarous and de-

based age. Musical Library of Peters ( Leipzig),

1896, fK>rtrait of Beethoven Max Klinger*s

own exlibris, 1896, perhaps his best, here repro-

duced (p. 427); a naked female figure, with sea,

rocks, etc., in the background ; this plate shows
the artist's love for the classical representation of

Nature and ofthe perfect human form. Reinhold

* Reproduced in ''The Studio,** winter number,^ 1898-9,

p. 66.

Impression from the original plate in £. Z. vii. i8.
' Reproduced in '*The Studio^" winter number, 189S-9,

p. 64.

31
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Richter (Wannsee, Berlin), 1898; young man,
naked, on the seashore, with book. Frau Elsa

AsenijetT-Xestoroff, authoress (Leipzig), 1899;
on the seashore, with distant view of moun-
tains, a naked woman, who is setting her knee
on a man's neck, a symbol of all-conquering

beauty.*

Otto Greiner (now in Rome) ; an artist who in

his noble paintin^^s. as well as his exlibris de-

signs, is nearly allied to Klinger, to whom, in-

deed, he approaches in excellence ; he has pro-
|

duced five exlibris (four lithographs and one
etching) in the antique style and of a beautiful

classical character, which are to be found in very
few exlibris collections ; two exlibris of W'ilhelm

j

Weigand, author (Munich), 1895, one represent-
[

ing the battle of the Titans,^ the other, Athene
springing from the head of Zeus; Dn Paul
Hartwig, of the German Archaeological Institute

(Rome), 1895. the owner occupied in repairing a

Greek vase, and above, two symbolical figures

representing the aesthetic and joyous sides of
Hellenism holding up the perfect vase;* Dr.
Wolfgang Erhardt, physician to the Geitnan
Embassy in Rome, 1899, with an allegorical

representation of his motto, ** Non franq;or,'

here reproduced (p. 428); Marianne Brockhaus
(Leipzig), 1899, ^ female figure reposing and
dreaming, in a rose-border with fauns.

^ Reproduced in "Zeitschrift fiir Bucherfreiindc," iv. p. 364.
* Reproduced in '' The Studio," winter number, 189S-9

p. 64.
i

• Ibid.^ p. 66.
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BOOK-PLATE OF MAX KUNGER.

By himself (1896).

427
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Fritz Schumacher, architect, an artist with good

imagination, original ideas, and a delicate and

pleasing style of drawing ; fourteen exlibris

(five of them sketches only), in good modern
stvle.^

Max Honegger, Professor ; two exlibris, including

BOOK-PLATE OF DR. W. ERHARDT.

By Otto Greiner (1899).

an effective and boldly drawn plate of the

Typographical Society (Leipzig), 1898, with
the printer's griffin.^

Hermann Feld7iiann\ original exlibris of Gustav
Drobner, Leipzig, here reproduced.

Frau Lina Burger \ ten exlibris, of which we may

* Three exlibris reproduced in E. L. Z. xi. No. i.

^ Reproduced in E. L. Z. ix. 52.
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mention, besides her own, 1896 and 1898, and

that of Ludvvig Volkmann (Leipzig), 1894, the

exlibris of Prince Otto Bismarck, which was
placed in a number of books presented to the

BOOK-PLATE OF GUSTAV DROBNER.

By Hermann Feldmann.

Prince on his eightieth birthday in 1895 the

Booksellers* Association in Leipzig (reproduced

in Part ii. 7) ; the exlibris of her husband, Kon-
rad Burger, librarian (Leipzig), 1898, is here

reproduced (p. 430).
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John Jack Vriesldnder \ ten exHbris, among them
two original modern coloured plates of Dr.

Hans H. Ewers, author (Diisseldorf), and Mrs.

Georgia M. Ovington (Diisseldorf), I900» as

well as some humorous exlibris.

Richard Grimm ; three good modern exlibris.

Weimar : Giulio Aristide Sartorio, Professor (now
in Rome) ; two exlibris for himself/ and one for

BOOK-PLATE OP KONRAD BURGBR.

By Lina Buiger (1898).

Onorato Carlandi, 1895 and 1899, two of which
are etchings.

' Georg Heii ; exlibris of Thomas Ewing Moore,
American Consul at Weimar, 1896.

Austria: Vii.nna : William Uns^er, Professor,

the well-known etcher ; a good and appropriate

exlibris of Hugo Thimig, of the Court Theatre,

^ One is reproduced in " Dekorative Kunst," June, 1900.
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circa 1898; etching, with rolls, music, wooden
sword, etc.

Alfred Cossmann^ pupil of Unger ; exlibris of
Nicolaiis Dumba, Privy Councillor, a well-

known patron of the arts (f 1900) ; etching,

showing the Parliament House in Vienna, with

a Genius laying a laurel wreath before a bust of

Minerva.*

Koloman Moser, Professor ; exlibris of Fritz and
Grete Schwartz (Munich). 1900.

Hans Mackt^ Professor ; exlibris of Josef Lewin-
sky, the famous tragedian of the Court Theatre,

1892 ; mask, laurel, the three rings from Lessing's
" Nathan der Weise," and crown in architectural

border.

Anton Kaiser ; two very fine etchings, the exlibris

of Dr. Karl Becher (Karlsbad), 1900, being
especially good. '

Felicien Baron Myrbach, Director of the Industrial

Art School (Vienna) ; exlibris of the Theresian
Military Academy (Wiener- Neustadt), 1900.

Marianne Schreder; seven exlibris, of which we
may mention those of Wilhelm Hegeler (Ha-
lensee), 1899 ; Ethel Gillmor (Creston, Iowa),

1899; Rerthe Jouvin (Paris), 1899; and Abbie
Margaret Strong (St. Paul), 1900.

Graz: Darnel Pauluzzi; the charming exlibris, here
rq>roduced (p. 452), of Dr. Hanns Ldschnigg
(Graz), 1898, with the allegorical figure of Ro-
mance, the heraldic panther of Styria, the owl,

representative of learning, the clock tower of

Graz, the snake of yEsculapius and bowl, as
^ Reproduced in £. L. Z. x. 52.
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symbols of the medical profession, and a Tana-
gra figure, for art-history.

BOOK-PLATE OF DR. HANNS LOSCHNIGG.

By Daniel Pauluzzi (1898).

Prague: Emil Or/Z/t (at the present time in Japan)

;

twenty-four exlibris, mostly in modern style, with
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original and clever ideas; two etchings, the

remainder coloured lithographs. The follow-

ing may be mentioned : his own, a humorous
plate, 1897; Dr. Anton Wolfler (Prague), 1898;

BOOK-FLATE OF R. M. RILKE.

By Emil Orlik (1897).

Professor E. Zaufal, 1898 ; Dr. Hugo Salus,

poet (Prague), 1898 ; Rainer M. Rilke, poet
(Schmargendorf, Berlin), 1897, here reproduced;

Otto Erich Hartleben, author (Berlin), 1898 ;

3K
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Professor Max Lchrs (Dresden), 1899; and Dr.
Hans W. Singer (Dresden), 1899.^

Karel HlaviUek (t) ; six strange exlibris.

Hugo Steiner^ eight modem exlibris.

Foreign Countries : Rome : Otto Greiner. See
above, under Leipzig.

Venice: Michelangelo Guggcnhcimcr\ two exlibris

of Ludwigand Valeric Brettauer (Trieste), 1898.

Paris: Edgar VValther^ aa American sculptor;

exlibris of Elsa Rau, pianist (Berlin), 1900.
Aglaiis Bauvenne (Paris), Claude E. Thierry

(Nancy), and Gaston Save (St. Di6) have all

designed exlibris for Arthur Benoit (t) (Ber-

thelmingen, German Lorraine), those by the

two former being etchings, 1883, 1884.

Brussels: Fernand Kknopff; exlibris M. v.

B(5hn) (Munich), 1896, woman's face in a circle.

Georges Lemiuen ; three exlibris of Harry Graf
Kessler (Berlin). 1899.

London : Reinhold J hide, painter and illustrator,

who represented ** The Graphic " in the Boer
War; exlibris ofGeorgPflumer(Hameln), 1894,
interior with view of " Hamelin town."

Charles \V. Slicrboni, the most famous of English
book-plate engravers, whose work is strongly

reminiscent of the German little masters: among
his innumerable exlibris are those of the Duke
and Duchess of Teck (White Lodge), 1890 and
1896, which ought, perhaps, to be mentioned
here, and also one of Curt and Lilli Sobernheim
(Berlin), 1894.

^ Two plates reproduced in Ver Sacnim," ii. 9 ; one in

"Zeitschrift fur Biicherfreunde,'' iv. 10, 11.
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EinxBURGH : Joseph W. Simpson ; exlibris of Karl

Emich Count zu Leiningen-Westerburg, 1898,

with St. Catherine, the patron saint of litera-

ture.*

Amaieur designers :

Germany : Munich : Irene Freiin Reichlinr

Meldegg^ Mistress of the Robes (retired).

Berlin : Johann Joachim Hildeirandi, son of Pro-

fessor Hildebrandt, a clever young artist; six

exlibris.

Walther Badeker, bookseller (from Danzig) ; eight

modern exlibris.

Stuttgart : Karl Rosnery editor of Die Garten-
laube "

; two exlibris for himself.

Darmstadt : Prince Louis of Battenberg, Colonel

in the Hessian army and Captain in the EngHsh
navy ; five exhbris, viz. : Prince and Princess

Henry of Prussia, his own, Princess Victoria of

Battenberg, and Princess Beatrice of Batten-

berg.

Alexander von Frankenberg-Ludwi^sdorf, Cham-
berlain, r

Hcinrich Freiherr von Scnarclens-Grancy

.

Hamburg : Eduard Lorenz Meyers already men-
tioned among the heraldic designers (pp. 380,

582), but must also be included here for his

original and mostly pleasing floral, musical, and
ladies' plates in the modern style ; thirty-six

exlibris, mostly lithocrraphs, in one or more
colours, of which the following may be named :

' See illustrations of his work in E. L. Z. viii. 99-101 ; ix.

15, 30, 21.
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Alice Meyer (Hamburg), 1895, reproduced in

Part IL (p. 479) ; Magdalena Merck (Hamburg),
1895; Meta Baur (Hamburg), 1895; Mary
Reincke (Hamburg), 1896 ; Lili Merck (Ham-
burg), 1897; Magda Countess zu Leiningen-

Westerburg (Neupasing, Munich). 1895. These
five plates with flowers, music, and arms.

Another plate of the last-named, 1896, is here
reproduced (p. 437). Elsa von Ohlendorff
(Hamburg), 1898, with holly; Anita Brockmann
(Bangkok), 1898, with the Wat Chang temple
in Bangkok; Marie Wormann (Hamburg), 1899,
with palm-tree and the ship Marie Wormann "

off Zanzibar.

Frau AmalieEngd {tUe Reimers) ; eleven woodcut
exlibris, of which those of the Johanneum in

HamburL,^ 1^94, and Ernst Rose (Bergedorf),

1895, arc especially good.

Frau Dr. Olga Schramm {n^e O'Swald) ; three ex-

libris, of which that of Theo. Behrens (Ham-
burg), 1895, flowers and view of Hamburg, is

very good.

FrauToni cySua/d {iicc Haller); exlibris of Alfred

O'Swald (Hamburg), 1895, wn'th his factory in

Zanzibar; exlibris of Maggie Haller (Ham-
burg), 1899.

Frau Anna Harriet Kannengiesser (nie Sauber)

;

four exlibris, among them one of Eduard
Kannengiesser, district judge (Hamburg), 1896.

interior with view of scenery.

DocKENHUD£N, near Blankencse: Robert Wege-
ner-, avery pretty exlibris Wegener, 1899, with

landscape.
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Hachenburg : Alexander Count von Hachenbtirg,

Strassburg (Alsace) : Rerroff, pseudonym of Dr.

Robert Forrer, archaeologist ; twelve exlibris,

mostly in the old style
;
among them a dedication

book-plate (not used) for Prince Otto Bismarck,

1898, fist with sword, arms and ink-pot, and an

BOOK-PLATE OF MAGDA COUNTESS ZU LEININGEN-WESTERBURG.

exlibris of the Convent of St. Odilia (Alsace),

1898, with St. Odilia and the Odilienberg.
5

Paul Reiber ; his own exlibris and that of his

father Ferdinand ; two etchings, 1900 and 1879,
with the Cathedral of Strassburg.

ScHWERiN : Frau Elisabeth von Biiloiv (nde Schar-
lach) ; six exlibris.

By E. L. Meyer (1896).
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Austria : Vienna : Emil Hutter, liquidator (t) ;

two etched plates: his own, 1872, and that of
Julius Kaschnitz Edler von Weinberg (Vienna),

1872.

Viktor Christy member of the Orchestra of the
Court Theatre ; four well-drawn exlibris.

Dr. Hans Przibram ; four good exlibris.

DoHLiNG (Vienna) : Moritz von W'cittcnhillcr, Privy

Councillor, Chancellor of the Teutonic Order ;

thirteen exlibris, of which nine are etchings

(four still unfinished).

Stockerau (Vienna) : Frau Ernestine Countessvon
Coudc ;i/ioz e {nt^e Countess Breuncr) ; two exlibris

of Princess Eleonore Auersperg (Goldegg),

1899.

Wiener-Neustadt: Eduard zfon Zambaur^ Cap-
tain* Professor in the Military Academy; his

own exlibris, with quotation from the Koran in

Arabic characters, 1900.

Eklaa :
1^ riederike von Oldcndiiro\ Countess von

IVelsderg'y exlibris of her mother, Nathalie,

Duchess of Oldenburpf.

Foreign Countries : Hollingbourne (Kent)

:

MaforE. Bengfough Ricketts; besides numerous
K modish plates, four exlibris for the author,

1898.

b. Unsigned Ex/ibris.

Of other and unsigned plates the following may
be noted

:

Frau Dr. Helena Zorn (Heidelberg), 1898 ; a
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collotype reproduction of the \\ ( ll-known picture

by Arnold Bocklin, *' Poetry and l^ainting"."

Ludwig August Reuling, inspector (Munich),

1898 and 1 90 1, two portrait-exlibris.

Dr. Adolf Magnus-Levy (Berlin), 1894, with re-

production of Michelangelo's "Prophet Zacha-
rias " from the Sistine Chapel at Rome.

Dr. Salomon Fuld, Councillor of Justice (Trank-
furt-on-Main), 1895, with a reproduction of

Raphael's frescoes in the Camera della Segna-
tura in the Vatican.

Martin Schwarzschild (Frankfurt-on-Main), 1896,

interior.

Dr. E. Schneegans (Heidelberg), circa 1895, with

the standard of Strassbur!;^

Royal National Gallery (Berlin), 1895.

Anton Einsle, bookseller and composer (Vienna),

ciyca 1885, harp and music.

Dr. A. Kornfeld (Vienna), cifca 1890, with

Murillo's head of Justina (Vienna).

Georg Eckl, bibliophile (Vienna), circa 1898, two
exlibris.

(C) Typographical Labels.

As this form of book-plate has no artistic or

pictorial interest, it will be sufficient to note that

the custom of printing the owner's name and rank
only on a label to be fastened in his books still

survives, either from motives of economv, or be-

cause the owner does not feel the need of decorat-

ing his volumes as well as insuring their safety.

Public libraries, if they do not emjdoy a coloured
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stamp, are especially given to the use of such
tasteless typographical book-plates. None of the

labels of this period are worthy of mention. They
mostly contain the inscription alone, though some
have a simple border, or at best a cartouche, or a
wreath of laurels.

BOOK-PLATE OF FRIEDRICH WOLF.

By himself (1862).

uiyiiized by Google 1



PART II—SPECIAL

K have hitherto considered exlibris with

reference to periods and style. The
material, however, admits of further

subdivision, into special classes. In-

deed many collectors make a speciality of one or
other of these classes, and admit only plates be-

lon^j^inij;^ to them into their collections.

Many of the exlibris in question have already

been described, and in the present chapter the

subject need only be briefly dealt with, especially

as the headings of the sections in most cases

explain themselves.

(i) Double Exlibris.

These were used only in early times, and, when
not belonging to a married couple, were the result

of the owner's desire to make his volumes doubly
secure. They are generally found inside the front

and back covers of the book, a portrait-plate

3L
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in front and an armorial at the back, or tdce versa ;

an example in the Royal Library at Munich shows
that they were sometimes engraved on one wood-
block, and cut up after printing.

The custom of using a double exlibris never
came into general use, and a few examples only
need be mentioned here

:

Melchior Schneider and Frau Barbara, nie Schoner (AugB>
burg), married in two coloured armorial wood-
cuts, both turned towards the contents of the book.

Dr. Sixtus Kapsscr^ physician of Duke Albrecht V. of

Bavaria, 1560 (hitherto wrongly ascribed to S. Kercher),

woodcuts, portrait and arms (reproduced above, pp. 50-

51).

Dr. Franz P/ei/^ Town Syndic (Hamburg and Magdeburg),

1564, woodcuts, portrait and arms.*

Magister Hieronymus Wol/^ Doctor of Theology, Rector and
Town Librarian of Augsburg, 1574, woodcuts, portrait

and arms.*

Johann Sckwanberg^ pastor (Frankfurt-on-Main), 1580,
copperplates, portrait and arms.*

John Frederick the Magnanimous, EUckrof Saxat^^ and his

Consort, SibyUa of Jiilich-Cleves, 15 . . ; two portraits with
arms.'

Michael Aschenhrenner^ court apothecary, and master of the
mint, and Frau Christiana, nkt Musculus (Berlin), 158^
armorial woodcuts.''

Kemptcr von Ricthuri:, (T\ rol), circa 1650 ; two armorial
woodcuts, ahnost identical."

Johann Hai)tist Gadfur. Presbyter (Bavaria), 17 .
1, copper-

plates, armorial and typographical.^

^ Bulger, "Leipziger Exlibris-Sammlung," pi. 5.
• JRnd,^ pL 25. • E. I* Z. iv. 46. * Burger, pi. 35.
* Lempertz, Bilderfaefte,'' Exlibris, V. Plate A.
* Ibid., iv. pi. 4-5. ^ E. L. Z. vl 115 ; see also vii. 32.

'

{

* Seyler, " Exhbris-Taschenbuch," p. 41.

I

I
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Married people, or owners of several book-plates, at the

present daf mii^t easily follow this custom, by placing

one esHbris at the beginning and another at the end of
thcar books.

(2) Memorial and Gift Exlibris.

Memorial plates are those which, by inscription,

arms or portrait, arc intended to perpetuate the

memory of the previous possessor or the be-

queather of a library ; in the same way gift-plates

commemorate the donor. On such book-plates

the inscriptions usually record the history of the

acquisition of the volumes, and in some cases

the plates come also under the heading of historical

exlibris (see 4).

The following examples may be given

:

Two of the College of .SV. Nicholas in I icnna^ for the volumes
becjueathed by Bishop Johann Fabtr ofVienna, 1 540

;
' the

exhbris of the gift of the Archbishop of Mainz, Daniel

BrtndelvonHokenburg^ to theJesuiis ofMaim^ < 5 5 5* 1 55^1*

1570, armorial ; and that of UL^t Abbot ofFubia^ Balthasar

von Dembaehy to theJesuits o/FuUa, 1 573« 1 574, armorial

;

Markus Siityn, Goyemor of North Dithmarsch, in 158a

presented his library to the parish church of Lunden, as

is recorded on the exlibris ; ' the Monastery 0/ the Holy
Cross, Aui^sburg, inherited in 1588 over t,ooo volumes, as

well as mathematical instruments, from Wolfgang Andreas
Rem von Retz, Provost of Augsburg : Tjbrary of the

Church of St. Maria J/(ij;(/(i/(y/<\ J>ns/(iu, gifl-plate of

citizens of Hreslau. 1579, inscription with housnuirk, hand-

painted ;
* two exlibris of the /ji>rarv of tlie Cler};y house of

St, Lawrence, Xurcvih^ r\:^, 1 6 1 8 and circa i 7 1 8, which record

the foundation of the library by Johann Vennitzer^ portrait-

' Warnecke, p. 6, and Seyler, p. 36. * E. L. Z. vii. 80.

' Ibid,^ iv. 82. • * Ibid.^ vi. 14, 26.
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plates ; * Umversify 0/ Marhirg^ foundation of the Chan-
oellor, Johann Geoig Estor^ 1768^ two copperplates, anns
on pediment; Tmiomc Order^ Vtetma^ presentation of the
High Master, Archduke Eugsn Austria^ 1898, anns of

the Order, with inscription; etc

(3) Complimentary Exlibkis.

Under this heading are included complimentary
exlibris {presented to an institution or to a private

book-collector bv the artist or a friend ; the

exlibris of the Historical Society of the Palatinate,

by Professor Hildebrandt (see p. 465) ; another

example is the exlibris designed by August
von Heyden (Berlin) and presented to the 25th

Hessian Field Artillery Regiment by Colonel von
Prittwitz, 1 886. The number of such plates is

small.

(4) Historical Exlibris.

These also are not numerous, but among them
are some very interesting plates. This class in-

cludes exlibris which commemorate by their in-

scriptions a historical event with which the library

is intimately connected. In the earlier examples
the event is always of a military nature ; some of
them are also memorial plates. Among historical

exlibris the following may be named

:

tf. Exlibris of the Biblioikua Palatina (Heiddbeig and
Rome), copperplate in two sizes, by Raphael Suleler
(Munich), 1623, here reproduced. After the capture of

* See pp. 166, 195, 471; also £. L. Z. i. No. i, p. 8 ; ii.

No. 4, p. 24.
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Sum de BibliotHeca, quam Heidclberga

capta, Spolium fecit,&
P M.

GREGORIO XV
trophaeum misit.

BOOK-PLATE OF THE BIBLIOTHECA PALATINA.

By Raphael Sadelcr (1623).
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Heidelberg by the Army of the league under Tilly' in

1622, the Elector Maximilian of Bavaria presented the
vahiable library of Heidelberg (then worth 80,000 croNMis,

and containing, among other treasures, 3,500 manuscripts)

to Pope (Ircgory XV., and had this exHbris engraved and
fastened in the volumes. The whole library was then
packed in 196 cases and taken on the backs of mules
across the Alps to Rome. The greater portion still

remains \\\ the \'atican, only a fraction having been re

turned to Heidelberg in 1815. This may be coupled
with Diirer's exlibris of VVillibald Pirckheimer, as the most
interesting book-plates extant^

b, Wurwbur^y Jesuit^ CoHege^ 1634 ; typographical, four

varieties of size and print (see above, p. 341).'

€, Johann Karl \^lhelni Mohsen^ court physician^ nunusma-
tist (Berlin), 1757 ; one of his two plates, by Gericke,

commemorating the burning and reinstatement of his

library (see p. 277).'' This plate evidently served as a
pattern for the following.

</, e. Tw o exlibris of Johann Cieorg Heinrich Oelrich^, rector

of Kiistrin and prorector of Berlin (one en^'raved hy

Glassbach), showing the destruction of his library during

the l)()nihardment of Kiistrin l)y the Prussians in 1758,
and its ri -t stal)lishment in Berlin. 1750 (see p. 277).*

f. Princt- ami Pfiuccss William of Prussia (now (ierman

Imhim ror and Empress) ; exlibris presented, on their

marriage in 1881, by the Corporation of Booksellers ot

Berlin, designed by E. Doepler, junior ; angel holding

shields.*

g. Exlibris of the late Grand Duchess Sofic of Saxony {mh
Princess of the Netherlands), designed by Karl Teske
(Schwerin) to commemorate her golden wedding, October
8th, 189a ; lithograph in gray and gold ; arms, portraits of
Goethe and Schiller, and date of the golden wedding.

A. Exlibris of Marie Gabriele, Frinass Rupnchi ofBavaria

^ See further, for the history of this plate, £. L. 2L. iL No. 4,

p. 12.
• /hid.^ vi. Ill, 112.
* W arnecke, pi. xix.

• Von Heinemann, pi. 139.
* Jbid,^ pi. XXV.
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* (n^ Duchess of Bavaria), on her marriage, July loth,

1900 ; designed by Anna May (Munich) ; on a plinth

with inscription and two Bavarian coats of arms, a female

figure with pen, surrounded with roses, in front of two
columns crowned with bowls of fire.

/'. Ernst Gotz^ factory owner, Captain of I^ndwehr (Leipzig),

by himself, 1895 5 ^^ '^^ motive from Beethoven, figure of

Goethe, and letter of Bismarck (a reference to the three

greatest (iernians of the nineteenth century, whose works

are represented in his library), and also the last verse of

. the inscription on the war-monument at Leipzig, which
iros composed by Etnst Gotz.^

K Lothar fiudems von CaHshaustti^ Captain of Horse in the

Army of Wiirttemberg (Stuttgart^ 1^7* in memory of the

German centenary celebration of the birth of the Emperor
William the Great, with his portrait after Franz von Len-
bach, by Gustav Alms (Diisseldorf).^

/-«. Three exlibris of the " Kaiser- Wilhelm-Dank^ Verein

der So/dafen/reunde'^ (Berlin), 1898 and 1899 ; the first (/)

has a (ierman knight ; the second (w), a portrait of the
Emperor WiUiam I., a Oerman knight and (lermania ; and
the third (//), a portrait of the Eni{)LT()r William II. : (/), the

Jirsi Colonial exlibris^ is for the Hbrary of the (icrnian

garrison at Kiaulschou, and has a sentcnc c from a speech
delivered by the Emperor, December 16th, 1897 ; (//) is

for the " Kaiserbiicherei," the library founded by German
publishers in honour of the tenth year of the Emperor's
reign.' The figures of the knights in (t) and (m) are from
sketches by his Majesty.

o. Exlibris of the Kiautschnu Library, the second Cohnial
exiihrUy 1898, presented by the Kiautschou Library-Com-
mittee in Berlin for the library of the Artillery head-
quarters at Tsintau ;

ship with inscription,*

^.The following, though not, strictly speaking, a German ex-

libris, is nevertheless worthy of mention here from its

expression of loyal devotion to the mother-country, and
from the arms represented : exlibris of the Historical Society

* E. L. Z. viii. 76.
• Ibid.^ ix. 50-53.

• Jbid,^ xi. I.

* Ibid., ix. 50-53.
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of the Jteformed Church in the UniUd States 0/ America
(Lancaster, Penna.), 1881. This plate, which comes from
a republican country, bears the arms of the Elector Palsr

tine, Frederick III^ 1563; the founders of the Society,

mostly emigrants from the old Palatinate (which com-
prised the Bavarian Palatinate of the Rhine and the terri-

tory of Heidelberg), chose for their exlibris the arms of the

Elector who hatl been in favour of the Reformation, and
had l>L'en instrumental in introducing Calvinism into the

Palatinate : the date on the inscription, 1563, refers to the

pronuilgalion of the Heidelberg ('atechism. The same
arran^L inent of the three shields of the l^alatinate, Pavaria,

and Spanheim is often found on seals of the Palatinate,

and may be seen also un the Cattle of Heidelberg.*

(5) EXLIDKIS OF THE " ReICHSRITTERSCHAFT."

The German Knights of the Empire consisted

of those nobles who held their titles immediately

from the Emperor, yet had no seat or vote in the

Reichstag, as had other *' immediate " nobles.

Under the Emperor Maximilian II. these Knights

of the Empire formed themselves into a close

society called the *' Reichsritterschaft," which was
divided into the Circles of Franconia, Suabia, and

the Rhine. Each of these Circles was ajjain sub-

divided in fifteen "Cantons." The Reichsritter-

schaft came to an end with the mediatization of

the nobles in 1 806.

At the headquarters of some of the Cantons
libraries were funned, of which the following had

exlibris.

a. Odemvaid (Ottenwald) ; imperial eagle with shield, with a

' £. L. Z. iii. 7.
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horse in front of trees, the whole surrounded by the in-

scription ; three varieties.

SUigermaU
; springing unicorn in front of trees, in rococo

frame.

c, SuMa (Allgau, Hogau, Bodensee); imperial eagle with
shield ; fitlcon with sceptre, and fish with sword.

4/. Brengttu (Anterior Austria) ; St. George and the dragon,
in ridi cartouche.

e. Central Rhine ; arms between branches of laurel and palm.

/. Upper Rhine (Orttenau) ; impcnrial eagle with shield and
St. George and the dragon.

All these are copperplates of the eighteenth century.

(6) ExLiBRis OF Sovereigns and Princes.

A considerable number of exlibris of German
princes exist ; but they are not, as a rule, easily

f>rocurable, and are not to be found in every col-

ection. The following are plates belonging to

members of reigning sovereign houses : where no
other description is given, the designs are mainly
armorial.*

a. German Empire \

WiUiam II., German Emperor^ King of Prussia, by Emil
Doepler, junior (1896), here reprochucd (j). 451): the

imperial arms with the high Order of the Black £agle, and
a " VV " formed of books (two sizes).

^l!(^i{<;te Victoria, German Empress, Queen of Pmssia {nee

Princess of Schleswig-Holstein) : two exlibris: (i) by

Cleorg ()tt<», 1893, angel holding shields;^ and (a) by
Josrf Sattler. 1896, arms on a cross (two sizes).

Irederick ///., German Kniperor, Kin^ of Prussia, while

Crown Prince: the letter "F" with the German Crown
Prince's crown and inscription, r/'mi 1880.

Victoria, German Empress, D(nvai^er Empress Frederick ; two

E. L. Z. iii. 58-63, 81-86. * Ibid., iii. 76-77.
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exlibris: (i) as Princess Royal ofCircat Britain and Ireland,

circa 1857, "V" with crown ; (2) as I^owager Eaipress, by

Josef Sattler, armorial, 1S97 (two sizes).

A. Prussia I

A Margrave of Brandenburg, 15 . ., after Albr^cht Diirer.

John Frederick, Duke of I\)merania, 1596,

Prince and Princess WiUiam of Prussia (see above, p. 446).'

Princess WiUiam (nee Princess of Schleswig-Holstein),

angel with shields.

Prince Henry, Vice-Admiral, 1896; Prussian eagle in q^uatre-

foil
;
designed by Prince Louis of Battenberg.

Princess Irene {nee Princess of Hesse), 1896; Prussian eagle

and Hessian lion ; designed by Prince Louis of Batten-

berg.
•

Prince Joachim Albrecht, 1899.

Prince Adalbert^ Admiral, 18 . . ; typographical, with crown.

Prince Adalbert, Prince Auj^ust William and Prince Oscar,

sons of the Emperor William IL, 1900.

c, Bavaria :

Wolfgang, ('ount Palatine of the Rhine and \'elden/., Duke
of Bavaria, 1559, by Virgil Solis (see above, p. 1 19).

Library of the Dukes of Bavaria, 1618, in numerous
varieties.'

Duke Albrecht Sigismund, Bishop of Freising and Regens-
burg, 1650.

Duke Max Philif^ and his consort Biaria Febronia (nk De la

Tour d'Auveigne), 1670.

Duke Max Heinrich, Elector-Archbishop of Cologne, 16 .

.

Duke Josef Klemens, Elector-ArchbisJiop of Cologne, etna

1715 ; two plates (see above, pp. 334, 335).
Maria Anna Karoline, Countess Palatine of the Rhine^

Duchess of Bavaria, circa 17 18.

Duke Johann Tht'odor. Bishop of Freising, 1727,
Karl Philipp, Elector Palatine, 1736.^

^ Wamecke, pL xxv.
' See above, pp. 161, 175-176, 184, and Von Heinemann,

pi. 74.
' E. L. Z. lii. 59.
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1

The Electress Maria Anna (nie Princess of Poland), circa

1770 ; two plates.

Duke Klemens August, Elector-Archbishop of Cologne,

1760, one of the most wealthy princes of his time, fond

of display, and conspicuous for his love of hunting and

BOOK-PLATE OF H.I.M. THE GERMAN EMPEROR.

By E. Doepler, junior (1896).

travel ; exlibris engraved by his Councillor, Bartholomeus
Heinrich de Brockes, 1760, here reproduced (p. 453); fol-

lowing a custom originated by Louis XIV. of France, the
** roi soleil," it displays the initials surrounded by rays, as

though their owner, like the sun, cast a glory around him.

In the centre are the arms of the Archbishopric of Cologne,
and the four escutcheons at the sides are those of his Sees
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(of Hildesheim, Munster, Paderbom, and Osnabriick, of

which this Prince of the Church was also Bishop).

Otto, Prince of Bavaria, King of Greece, i860 ; three

varieties of colour.

King Louis I. and King Louis IL ; twogift«]dates,

and 1870; typographical.

Prince-Regent Luitpold, area iSgo; typogn^»hical.

Marie Gabriele, Princess Ruprecht, 1900 (see above, p. 446).

d. Wurttemberg :

Duke Karl Christian Erdmann, of Wiirtterobeig-Oels, area

1780; two plates.

Queen Olga (Russian Grand Duchess), 187 . ; monogram
and crown.

Duchess Vera (Russian Grand Duchess), 187 • ; monogram
and crown.

Duke I'hilipp, 1892.

Print L August, Prussian Colonel General, 18 . . ; two plates,

typograpliical.

Duke Wilhelm von Urach, Count von Wiirttemberg, 1899.

The exlibris of the Duke and I )uchess of Teck, 1 890 and

1896, by C. W. Sherborn (see above, p. 434), may also be

mentioned here.

e. Saxmyi
Electress Magdalena Sibylla (nte Margravine of Branden-

burg), drta 1630 ; monogram/
Johann Ernst VIIL, Duke of Saxe-Saalfeld, circa 1680;

monogram.
Sophie Hedwig, Consort of the foregoing (n^ Duchess of

Saxe-Merscburg), circa 1680 : monogram.
• Duke Ernst I^riedrich Karl of Saxe-Hildburghausen ; four

exlibris, partly by Martin Tyroflf, 17 . .

Duke Johann Wilhelm of Saxe-Eisenach ; two exlibriii

1722 (see p. 203).

Duchess Luise Dorothea of Saxe-Ciotha {fiee Duchess of

Saxe-Meiningen), circa 1760, with '*F. R. (Fridericus

Rex) Vivat."

^ £. L. Z. vi. r5. ' Von Heinemann, pL 126
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BOOK-PLHTfi OF KLEM&NS AU(^UST, ELECTOR-AKCUtilSUOP OF
COLOGNE.

By B. H. de Brockes (1760).

Duke Klemens Wenzel, Elector-Archbislu^ of Trier, cirra

1790.
King Frederick Augustus I., 18 . .

King Frederick Augustus II., print collection, 18 •

.
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Duke Bemhard of Saie-Wdmar, i8 .

.

Peter (Dom Pedro) Augustus, f^oe of Saxe-Cobnig-Gotha,
circa 1892.

Grand Duke Karl Alexander, Wartbuig, Luther libimiy,

1895, by Ad. M. Hildehrandt.*

Grand Duchess Sofie {nee I^rincess of the Netherlands), 1892,
by Karl Teske (sec above, p. 446).

Duk( l>nst of Saxe-Altenburg, 1887, by Ad. M. HUde-
brandl.

Ducal Library at Coburg, Duke Alfred, 189 two varieties

of colour and two of arms.

V' Prince Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg, Prince of Bulgaria, 1893 ;

six varieties of colour.* '
'

/. Baden :

A Margrave, 17..
Margravine Karoline Luise {nee landgravine of Hesse-

Darmstadt), circa 1780 ;
typographical.

Margrave Wilhelm, 187 .; typographical.

g, Mecklenhuri^-Schwerin :

^

Duke Ulrich ; six exlibris after Lucas Cranach the elder,

155^)1 i573» 1582, 1590.
Duke Johann Albrecht II., circa 1620.

Duchess Luise Friederike {jiee Duchess of \\ urttemberg),

17..
Grand Duke Friedrich Franz I., 1816, by F. RossmSsler.
Duke Friedrich, 1780 (Ludwigslust).

/ Grand Duke Friedrich Franz IlL, 1894, by Karl Teske and
W. Behrens.

Duke Johann Albrecht, Regent ; two exlibris, by Ad. M.
Hildebrandt, 1888, and Karl Teske, 1892.

Hereditary Grand Duchess Auguste {fUe Princess of Hesse-
Hombufg) (posthumous), 1898.

Brunswick I

Duke Ludwig Rudolf of Brunswick-Litnebuig ; tiiiree ex-

libris, circa ii$o.

' E. L. Z. V. 1
1 9.

' Idid.y iv. 43 (printed from original plate).

^ See K. Teske, " Das Mecklenburgische W appen und die

Exlibris," and E. L. Z. x. 4.
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Duchess Elisabeth Sofie Marie of Hrunswick-Liineburg
{nee Princess of Holstein-Norbiirg), circa 1760.

Duke Karl of Hrunswick-Luneburg, circa 1760.

Duke Karl and Duke August of Brunswick-Oels, 17..
Dtike Friedrich August of Brunswick-Oels, 17..; two sizes

and numerous varieties of engiaving and colour.

Duke Friedrich Franz, 17 .

.

/. Hesse

:

Landgrave Friedrich; two exlibris, ana 1795.
landgrave Karl, 17 . .

Princess Luise, circa 1800.

Landgrave (lustav Adolf (Homburg), while still Prince of
Hesse, circa i<S45.

Grand Duchess Victoria Melita (fu'c Princess Victoria Melita

of Eidinburgh, afterwards of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha), 1895,
by Peter Halm ^Munich).

*'Fur8tlich Battenbergsche Bibliothek," temporarily in the ^
possession of Prince Alexander of Battenberg, Prince of
Bulgaria, Count of Hartenau, 187 . ; seal-«ha|XKl.

Prince Louis Alexander of Battenbeig, 189 . ; almost the
same as the last-named.

Victoria, Princbss Louis ofBattenberg (nie Princess ofHesse),

189 .

.

Prince Henr)' of Battenberg, 188 .

.

Beatrice, Princess Henry of Battenberg (n^tf Princess of Great
Britain and Ireland), 189 ..

Prince Henry of Hanau, 18 . . ; typographical.

Prmcess of Hanau, 18 .
. ; typographical.

Ji, AnhaU:
Princess Henriette Katharina, 17..^

Eliaibeth, Hereditary Princess Leopold {nle Princess of
Hesse), 1898, by Georg Otta

/. Oldenburg :

Natalie, Duchess of Oldenburg {me Kreiin \'ngel von
Friesenhof) ; designed by her daughter, I Viederike of

Oldenburg, Countess von VVelsburg, 1898 ; view of Castle

Brogyan.

^ Von Heinemann, pL 117.
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m, Sckiesmg-JEMskin:
Duke Ferdinand Leopold, Dean of Breslau, ana 1690.
Duke Friedrich Karl Ludwig of Holstein-Beck, dna 1790

;

two exlibris.

Princely Library ofNassau-Dillenburg, 17 . . ; typographical.

0» Austria :

Iuii{)res.s Maria Anna (fUe Duchess of Bavaria), 16 . . ; mono-
gram and crown.*

Archduchess Elisabeth, dna 1770: rococo.*

V Archduke Max Franz, Elector-Archbishop of Cologne,

1785, by Charles Dupuis (Cologne).

Archduke Ferdinand, Grand Duke of Tuscany, Elector of

Salzburg ; three exlibrlt, nrtm 1803 (see above, p. 354).
Archduke Anton, ctfta 1834 ; monogram.
Archduke Friedrich*, dna 1840; typographical.

Archduke Maximilian, Emperor of Mexico, dna 1866.

Archduke Rudolf, Crown Prince, 188 . ; '^R" with crown.

Archduke Franz Ferdinand Este, dna 1896.

Archduke Leopold, 189 .

.

Archduke £u£^, 1899, by E. Krahl.

We may mention also Soiie Albertine, Princess of Sweden,
dna 1825, as Abbess of Quedlinburg ; armoriaL

Of the non-sovereie^n houses of the higher no-

bility, orii^inally " immediate" Princes and Counts
of the Empire, exlibris exist of the following

:

Auersperg, Castell, Erbach, Fugger, Harrach, Hohenlohe,
Isenburg« Khevenhiiller, Konigsegg, Leiningen, Leiningen-

West«rburg,Oettingen,Ro8enberg,Salm, Sayn-Wittgenstdn,

Schlitz calledVon Gor^ Schdnbom, Schwanenbeiig^ Solms,

Stolberg, Thum und Taxis, Torring.

(7) Exlibris of Famous or Well-known People.

exlibris of well-known or historically

' E. L. Z. iii. 76.
' "Zeitschrift fiir fiiicherfreunde," iiL L 24.
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important people have already been mentioned,

and without including the princes given in the

f>receding section, or attempting to give a complete
ist of celebrities, the following may be named

:

Konrad Pcutitt^er^ Doctor Juris, Iniy)erial Councillor, and
scholar (Augsburg), 1516 ; here reproduced (p. 457).'

Sebastian von Rotenhan^ humanist (VViirzburg), 15 . . (see

above, p. 113).

Hieronymus Baumgartncr^ jurist (Nuremberg), 153 . (see

p. 1 16).

Siatnmen : Willibald Pirckhdmer (Nuremberg), drea 1503,
three exlibris (see pp. 104, 133); Christian Ernst Cimmi
9u Stolhergj 1711 ; Wilhelm cww IfumbMf^ savant

(Berlin^ 18 . . ; Otto Prince Bismanky Geraian Imperial

Chancdlor, three exlibris, of which one, by Frau Una
Bulger, 1895 (see ahcne, \x 429), is here reproduced; the

oak and trdbil of the Bismarck arms are made use of
in the design ; Bismarck's second exlibris, placed in

volumes presented l\v Paul Farey, publisher (Berlin),

displays the coal of arms u{)on a prince's mantle, 188 .;

the third (not used) is by Dr. K. Forrer (see p. 437). a

fist with sword, shield, ink-stand and sun
;
Philipp Jinnee

(Count) zu Eulenbur^^ German Ambassador at Vienna,
1896, by J. Sattler.

Historians : Wiguleus Ifundt von Lauterpach^ Bavarian Chan-
cellor (Munich), 1556;" Dr. W. Lazius (Vienna), 1559,
1560 ; Thomas Heinrich Gadebusch (Greifswald), 1 770 (sec

p. 232) ; Heinrich KMrmueh (Hanover), 18 . . ; Johann
Daniel %chapflin (Strassburg), two exlibris, 17 . . (see

p. 229); Dr. Johann Gustav Droxsen (Berlin), 18 . . ; Dr.
Anton Schlossar (Graz), 1899.

Ecclesiastics and Church Historians \ Dr. Johann Maer,
called .£rX' (Ingolstadt), 15 18, 1 522 (see pp. 123, 114); Efc
Johann Marbach (Strassburg) ;

^ Karl Freiherr von Dai-
berg, Archbishop and last Elector of Mainz, Prince-Primate

of the Confederation of the Rhine, Grand Duke of Frank-

» E. L. Z. iv. 79* 80. ^ Md., il Na 3, pp. 8, 18.
* IM.^ viiL 33.
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furt, circa 1810-13 ; Karl August von Hase (Jena), 1873 i

Dr. Johann Josef Ignaz von Dollin^er (Munich), 1866.

Poets: Johann Spiessheimer f^'' Cttspinian'') (Vienna), circa

BOOK-PLATK OF OTTO PRINCE BISMARCK.

By Lina Burger (1895).

1520;* Johann Alexander ^oe/ (^^Brassicanus") (Tubin-

gen and Vienna), circa 1530; ^ Dr. Th. Sebastian Linck

(Ingolstadt and Freising), circa 1540;' Sigismund von

* E. L. Z. ix. 24. * Ibid.^ iv. 112.
^ Ibid.^ vii. 83. * Ibid.^ iv. 113.
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Birheti {**jFbndam'*) (Nuremberg), «nne» 1670 (see p. 170)

;

Nikolaus Count Znnyt\ Hungarian General and poet,

(Hungary), 1646; Johann Wilhelm I.udwig Gleim (Berlin),

17 . August rv;// AVVs^^w^ (Mannheim), 181 .; Eduard
Grisebach (Berlin), 1881 ; Rainer Maria Rilke (Berlin),

1897 (see p. 433) ; Otto Julius Bicrbaum (Munich), 1896 ;

Wilhelm von Scholz (Munich), 1897 : Eduard Stuckcn

(Berlin), 1899 ;' Oskar Wiener (Prague), 1900; Dr.

I nednch Adlcr (Prague), 1900 : Dr. Hugo 6'a//^J (Prague),

1 898 ; Jaruslav / ><////rX;v (Prague), 1900.

Aiit/iors : Johann Fischarf, called Mentzer (Strassburg and
lorbach), 15 . Johann Heinrich Formey (Berlin),

17 . . ; Johann Christof Gotfsched and Luise Adelgunde
Viktoria Gcttschtd (Leipzig) (see p. 253); Christof

Friedrich Nicolai (Berlin), 17 . . ; David Friedidnder

(Berlin), 17 . . ; Paul Umdau (Berlin), 1877 ; Dr. Max
Haibe (Munich), 1900 ; Otto Erich Hartleh^ (Berlin),

1898; Hermann Sudermann (Berlin), 1S94 : Dr. Otto

Braun (f) (Munich), 1895; Josef /a//^; Major (retired),

and dramatist (Wiesbaden), 1899 : Heinz Tm^ote (Berlin),

1895 : \m6.\v\^ Jacobo-ivsky (f) (Berlin), 1897 ; Karl Busse

(Berlin), 1897 ; Hans Muller-Brnucl (/even), circa 1897 ;

Peter Hubert Becker (Munich), 1899; Frau Dr. Anna
Spier (Frankfuri-on-Main), 1S95 : Dr. Hans Ewers
(l)iisseldorf), 1900; Felix Lorenz (Berlin), 1900: Hilde-

gard \\\'\::;scheider-'/.ie[:!;ler {Vm'A\\\), iqoo; \x\.\\w\ Holitzscher

(Munich), 1897; Alfred //f;i7//t7 (Munich), 1899: Wolf
Count Baudissin (Freiherr von Schlicht) (Dresden), 1900;
Felix Fopptnberg (Charlottenbuig), 1895 ; Dr. Hennaim
Oeser (Karlsruhe), 1900; Peter if€mieher (Lechenich),

1900 ; OttomarEnking (Wismar), 1 900 ; Richard Zoozmanm
(Berlin), 1900; Dr. Rudolf Ztf/Aar(Vienna), 1896; Gustav
Baron Suttner (f) (Vienna), circa 1865 ; Wolfgang von
Wurzbach (Vienna), 1900 ; Paul Lefpin (Prague), 1900.

Goethe-Schoiars : Prof. Michael Bernays (f ) (Karlsruhe),

circa 1892; Prof Erich Schmidt (Berlin), 1896.

Art-Historians : Gustav Friedrich Konstantin Parthey
(Berlin), 18 . . ; Jakob Heinrich von Hcfner-AlUnedt

Reproduced in E. L. Z. x. 42. * Ihid,^ iv. 44.
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(Munich), 1891 (sec p. 378); ^sM van Retberg-Wei^ergen

(Munich), 18 . . ; Rudolf Count WM SHil/md-Akantara
(Berlin), 18 . Dr. Hetimch^oA^ o^it/T^^* (Vienna),

ana 1880; Friedrich IVamecke (BctVoi), 187 .-188.; Pro-

fessor Dr. Heniy Thode (Heidelberg), 1895.

Arckikcts : Karl von HeideU^ (Nuremberg and Hassfurt),

18 .
. ; Gabriel Seidl (Munich), 1880; Bernhard Sehring

(Berlin), 1894; Heinrich Kronenberger (Munich), 1895,

1899, 1900; Theodor Fischer (Munich), 1899; Max
Osienrieder (Munich), 1900 ; Bodo Ebhardt (Gninewald),

1900, 1901 : Fritz .Sr/wwrtr^^*/' (Leipzig), 190T.

Artists : Sebald Beham (Nuremberg and Frankturt-on-Main),

1544 (see p. 117); Joachim I'on .VrzW/a/-/ (Nuremberg),

15 . . : Georg Christian Kilian (Augsburg), 17 . . : Daniel

Chodowiecki {\\kix\\x\), 17 . . (seep. 255); Professor Max
A7///;,'^^r( Leipzig), 1896 (see p. 427); Professor Mans Thoma
(Karlsruhe), 1896 ; I'erdinand Count Harrack (Berlin),

1893 ; Stefan Cauer^ sculptor (Rome), 1897.

The following may also be mentioned:

The philosopher Arthur .SV/w/tv/Z/tzz/f/' (IVanklurt on-Main),

18 . Susanne Katharina %'on KUtti/i/krg (Goethe's

"schone Seele," Frankfurt-on-Main), 17 . . Kiithehen

&>^<;//i^i^/( Leipzig), iina 1767 (see p. 250); the ( iermanist

and literary historian, Friedrich Zarncke (Leipzig), circa

1875 ; the Orientalist, Dr. Wilhdm Gesenius (Halle),

18 . . ; the mineralogist, L. Rittinger (Vienna), 18 . .

;

Rudolf Eitelberger Ritter von Edetberg, Professor and
Director of the Austrian Museum of Art and Industry,

art-critic and author (Vienna), 187 . ; and the composer,
Hugo fri^(Vienna), 1897.

(8) Exlibris of Public Libraries.

As a rule, public libraries in Germany and
Austria do not use a pictorial exlibris, but merely
a stamp with the name of the institution. A
certain number of book-plates, however, belong-

* £. L. 2^ vL 65. • Ibid,^ vii. 1 3.
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ing to public state or municipal libraries, exist, of

which the following may be mentioned : the list

includes Government Institutions and Societies,

etc., as these often serve a public purpose.

Berlin : Franzosischcs Seminar, 1772;' Gesellschaft natur-

forschendcr Frcundc, i 773 ;^ Kollegialer Vcrein von prakt-

ischen Aerzten, 1837 ; Loge zu den 3 Weltkugeln, ami
1840 j Kgl. Bibliothek, 1850, 1853 ; Verdn der Berliner,

1886 ; Verdn Bo'liner Kunstler, 18 . . ; Rdchsjosdzam^
189

«

\ Reichsverrichening^amt, 189 . ; Rdchsdradcerei,

1893; Reichspostamt, 1^3, 1899; Reichspostinuseuiii,

189. J Veretn Herold, 1891; Exlibris-Verein, 1892 ; Deut-

•cher Graveur-Verein, 1893; Bibliothek der Stadt Berlin,

1895 ; National-Gallerie, 1895 ;
Kunstgewerbe-Museum,

'^95 ; Jahn-Verein, 1897 ; Volksbibliothek-Verein Wil-

mersdorf, 1897; Gesellschaft Xordwest-Kamemn, 1899;
Diskonto-Gesellschaft, igoo: Deutschcr Ofticier's-Verein,

1 900 ; BerlinerBau- und bpar-Verein, 1 899 ; Amtsgericht 1.,

1900.

Munich : Mol - und Staats-Bibliothek, a large number of plates,

seventeenth to nineteenth century; Akademie derWissen-
schafien, 1750, 1772; Deutsche Schulbibliothek, 17.
Kurpfalz-Bayrisches GeheimesLandes-Archiv, 1803 ; Stadt-

Arcfaiv, x88 . ; Stadtisches Museum, x88
. ; MaOlinger-

Sammlung, 188 . ; Kunstbibliothek, 18 . . ; Kupferstich-

Kabinet, 186 . ; Maxunilianeum, 187 Aerztlicher Verein,

189 . ; Malschule der Stadt, 1892 ; Kunstgewerbe-Verein,

1899.

Dresden : Kurfiirstliche 6fientliche Bibliothek, 17 . . ; Kreur-
schule, 18 . .

J^rankfi(r/-on- U(iin : Mitteldeutscher Kunstgewerbe-Verein,

t88 . ; Stadtbibliothek, 1894; Rotbschildsche 6fientUche

Bibliothek, 1897.

Eppstein (in the Taunus) : Evani^ehsche Gemeiiide, 1895.
Fosen: Kaiser-Wilhelm-Hibliothek, 1898.

Breslau \ Kunstgewerbe-Museum, 1900.

^ E. L. Z. ii. No. I, p. 14, and see viiL 36.

Ibid., V. ri8.
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Casseix Evangelischlutherisches Waisenhftus, 17 .

.

Halkx Wauenhauslnbliothek, 17 Studenten-Konvikt
Tholuk, 1899; Kunstgewerbe-Verein, 1900*

Frankfurt on- Oder \ Akademie^ x6 . ,

Marbmrgi University, 1768.
iVernigerode : Harzverein, 18 . .

Hanover : English Hook-Society, cina 1820 ; Heraldischer
Verein zum Kleeblatt, 1897.

Liineburg'. Rathsbibliothek, circa 1570 and 16 . ,

Diisseldorf: Kiinstler-Verein Malkasten, 1899.
Grcifswald : Ciemeinniitzige Lesebibliochek, 17.,; Univer-

sity, 188 .

.

MeldorJ: Museum Dithmarsischer Alterthumer, 1901.

Kiel: Deutscher Volksbund, 1896.

SiraUitndi Stadtbibliothek, 18 .

.

Ikuuugi Raths- und SenatsbibUothek, x6 . . and 17 .

.

JC0$^^erg(Pntssiay, Admiialitat and LioentkoUegium, circa

1726 (see p. 263).

Augsburg: Stadtbibliothek, 1544, etc.; Akademie, 17 . .

Nunmbergx Stadtbibliothek, 16 . Germanisches National-

museum, 1898; Kiinstlerklause, 1897; BiUiothek der
Albrecht-Diirer-Hausstiftung, 189 ..

Neubun^ on-D'^nau : Stadtbibliothek, x88
Kempftn: Stadtbibliothek, 1880.

Kaujbeucrn : Stadtbibliothek, ana 1 740 ; Lesegesellscbaft,

1821.

fJtidaw. Stadtbibliothek, 1600.

Eichstdtt \ K^l. liibliudick, 1900.

Nordlingeni Stadt- und Rathsbibliothek, 1602.

Ansbach : Kari-Alexaoder-Gymnasium, 17..
Eriangen : Bamberger Baderschule, 187 . ; University, 188 .

.

Spires : Historischer Verein der Pfklz^ 1893, here reproduced

465) ; Uie shields of the German Empire, Bavaria, and
Falatinate, with Romanesque architectural design (in

reference to the Romanesque remains in the Palatinate) ;

designed by Prof. Ad. M. Hildebrandt.

Frankenthal\ Alterthums-Verein, 1896.

Kolmar -. Litterarische GeseUscbaft, drca 1780 ; Scliongauer-
Gesellschaft, 1894.

Strassfnirg {Alsace) : Stadtbibliothek, 18 ,
. ; Stadtische Kunst-

sammiung, 1895.
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Zabem : Museum, x88 .

SiuUgari(Mumch amd Beriim)i GeseUscfaaft der Bibliophilen,

1899, 1900.

TidbingtH : University, 15..
Oehringen -. Stadthibliothek, 1509 and ami 1536/
Fachsenfeld : Dorfbibliothek, 1899.^

Heidelberg : Bibliothcca Palatina, 1623 (see p. 444); His-

torisch-Litterarische (ieseUschaft, circa 1760; Hochschule,
i8cS8.

Freiburg-im-fireisgau : University, Konvikt Collegium Pacis,

and Konvikt Sapienz, all 1756.

1! 'orm^ : I'aulus-Museum, i S() 1

.

Lcip'^i^ : Suidtbibliothek, 1 582 diid 1899; Schuircnbibliolhek, •

17 . , ;
Typographibche Gesellschaft, 1898; ' Buchgewerbe-

Vefetn, 1900.

Etdtna : Staats- und landswirthschaftUche Akademie, circa

1840.
JFreihtrg'Om'Unstrmti Jahn-Museum, 1899.
IVittetierg (Atscwmx&i atJena): University, circa 1536 (see

p. i«9)-

Weimar : Hofbibliothek (Reinhold Kdhler's Library of
Folk-lore), 1894.

Eisenach : Regicrungsbibliothek, circa i8ao.

JVarfhttrg: Lutherbibliothck, 1895.*

jMagdeburg \ Museum, 1900.

Brunswick : Waisenhausbuchhandluni;, 17 . .

Jlamburg : Stadtarchiv, 18. .
;
Johanneum, 1894; \ erband

von Schiilerii dcr Staatlichen Kunstgcwcrbeschule, 1897;
Vcrcin TrclTass, 1898 ; Oefftntlichc Bucherhalle, 1899.

Schwerift'. GrossherzoglicheRegierungsbibliothck, tvna 1885.
Rostock : Landschaftliche Bibliotfaek, 17..
GrosS'L&semttx Dorfbibliothek, 1900.

Vienna : Orientalische Akademie, 17 . . (see p. 233) ; Stadt-

bibliothek, 18 . . ; Verein Adler, 1887 (see p. 375) ; Poly-
technisches Institute, 188 . ; Bibliothek und Historiaches

Museum der Stadt, 189 .; Verein dsterreichischer Handels-
Angestellter, 189 . ; Ministerium des Aeussem, 189.; Ad-

* Reproduced in E. L. /. viii. 4, und above, p. 128.
^ Ibid.^ ix. 82. * Ibid,y ix. 52, 53. * Ibid,^ v. 119.
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ministrationsbibliothek des Ministeriums des Innern, i86
.

;

Kaiser-Franz-Josef I. Jubiliiums-Stiftung fiir Volkswohn-
ungen und Wohlfahrtseinrichtungen, 1899 ; Nieder6ster-

reichische I^ndesbibliothek, 189 ..

Pest : University, 17..*

Praj^ue : University, circa 1850 and 1875 ; Kunstgewerb-

BOOK-PLATB OF THE HISTORICAL SOCIBTY OP THB PALATIMATB.

By Ad. M. Hildd>nmdt (1893X

lichcs Museum (six designs, not carried out), 1900; Lese-
und Redehalle der deutsclun Studenten, 189 ..

Cracoiv : Jagelloiienhibliolhek, 18..

Venice : (while under Austrian occupation) : Library of San
Marco, a'na 1850.

(9) Military Exlibris.

Most of the German regiments, in their numer-
ous libraries^ use no book-plate but a simple stamp.

' Reproduced in " Zeitschrift fiir Biicherfreunde," iv. i.

30
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There are, however, a certain number of exlibris

of military libraries which may be mentioned here

;

book-plates of individuals, officers* etc., are, of

course, omitted, as they are far too numerous to

be included in the space at our disposal.

German Empire:
Prussia : Hcyal War Office (BerlinX 1894, by £. Doepler,

junior.

Regiment of the Guards du Corps (PotsdamX i394» also by

I)oc[)ler.'

Westphalian UhJan Iiei:^imcnf, No. 5 (Diissi ldorf),

Rittnu'ister Otto von La \'alette (Diisscldorf).

School of Artilkry and Engineers (Charlottenburg), 189
by \'. C.

Association of former oiembers of the Royal hire Bri^:;aik

(Berlin), 1894, by E. Doepler, junior, used as an cxiibns

since 1897.

Bavaria: Itifantry Kei^iment of General Field-Marshal Count

Holstein (bukc Clement), now the Seventh Infantry Regi-

ment of Prince Leopold of Bavaria (Bayreuth), cirea 1 775.
Royal Third Line Regimeni of Duke Carl (Augsburg), circo

1806.

The same Regiment^ with inscription of Prince Cari^ circa

i8as.
First Cuirassier Regiment of Prince Carl (Munich), circa

1840 ; now the First Heavy Cavalry Regiment
JFar Archives (Munich), 1892.
Hksse : Grand Ducal Hessian Field-Artillery Regiment, Ai;.

25 (Hessisches Artillerie-Corps) (Darmstadt), 1886, by
August von I leyden (Berlin).

Also the following :

Officers' lAbrary of t/ie Seventh Dragoons (Nienburg, Han-
over), 1792.

Artillery School (Hanover), circa 1825, by Johann I'hilipp

Ganz (Hanover).

Library of the Ojjiccrs of tlic Infantry Battalion ofFrankfurt-
on-Main^ circa 185a

' E. L. Z. iv. 67.
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Librury of the German Officers' Society (Berlin), 1900.*

Imperial Navy: WarrtuU Qffkers''Scfiool {^<^\ 1894, by
Georg Otta

See also the two exlibris ofKiautschou mentioned on p. 447.

Austria :

£n}:^ineers' Academy (X'ienna), 17..; Officers' Library at

Verona (under Austrian occupation), circa 1850, typo-

graphical ; Iheresian Military Academy (Wiener Neusiadt),

1901.

(10) Portrait Exlibris.

We have already seen (see pp. 441, 442) that

double exlibris, showing the portrait of the owner
and his coat of arms, were used as early as the

beginning of the sixteenth century. Later on it

became more usual to have single portrait-plates.

Portraits, however, such as are often found fastened

in the cover of a volume, not as signs of owner-
ship, but to serve as reminders of some character

in the book, or of some ancestor, do not come
under the heading of " Portrait-exlibris." of which
the distinguishing characteristic is that they dis*

play the portrait of the owner.
Although vanity—or a wish to hand their like-

ness down to posterity—must often be suspected

as a motive with those who elect to reproduce

their own portraits on their exlibris, yet the in-

scription on the exlibris of Johann Spiessheimer,

called Cuspinianus,*' of Schweinfurt {circa 1520),

shows that the portrait was sometimes introduced

^ Sketches for military exlibris also exist by Pr(tf. HUde-
brandt, Richard Bdhland, Georg Otto, and Prof. Doepler (1894).

* E. L. Z. ii. No. 3, p. 20^ and iv. 11 a, 113.
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for other reasons. Spiesshelmer evidently thought
that his portrait would remind borrowers of their

obli^tions, and be a warning to book-thieves:
• CLispinianus ut fures, si posset, arceat, hie suam
imaginem posuit." Whatever the motive, portrait-

exlibris cannot fail to be of interest to the owner s

descendants, direct or indirect, into whose hands
his library may eventually fall. In England and
America portrait-plates are common, and they are
also found, though less frequently, in France.

Some care is necessary in determining what
plates come under this category, as, in modern
times especially, imaginary busts or heads are

frequently found on exlibris merely as part of the
general design. A special division might be
made of such plates as have portraits of historical

personages, e.g., Charlemagne, John Frederick

the Magnanimous, Elector of Saxony, the Great
Elector, the Emperors William I. and II., Ulrich

von Hutten, Dante, Goethe, Schiller, Bismarck,
Gutenberg, Pestalozzi, Beethoven, Bach, Wagner,
Andersen, Gabelsberger, Nietzsche, Heine, Na-
poleon I., Homer, Socrates, Newton, etc.

The following portrait-exlibris may be men-
tioned :

Dr. Johann Spiessheimer (Cuspinian)^ humanist and poet,

drca 1520/
I>r. Geo]|( Hobsif^er (Regensbmg), 1539 ;

^ here reproduced.
Dr. Christof Seheuri and bis sons Geoig and Christof
(Nuremberg), cina 1540.'

Dr. Sixtus Kapsser (Municb), 1560 (see pp. 50, 51).

' £. L. Z. iv. 112, 113. ' Ibid.^ iii. 34.
* Md.^ iL No. 3, p. 4, and iv. 24.
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BOOK-PLATE OF DR. CEORG HOBSINGER (1539).

Dr. Franz Pfeil^ Town Syndic (Hamburg and Magdeburg)
1564.'

Dr. Th. Hieronymus Wolf^ Magister (Augsburg), 1574.'

* Burger, pi. 25. * E. L. Z. iv. 46, 47.
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Johann Schwanberg^ pastor (Frankfurt-on-Main), 1580.'

Halthasar Dorner, pastor (Munderkingen), 1583.^

Konrad von Qfcnbach^ jurist (Frankfurt-on-Main and Worms),

Ulrich Duke of MeckUnbun:^ (Schwerin), woodcuts, 1582,
1586, copperplate, cina 1590/

A. V. Heriti^^ 1596-
Nikolaus Ocfiscnbach^ Governor of the Castle (Tiibingen),

1598/
Johann Dietrich Fniktrr pm Murgenthal^ Prebendary of

Salzburg, 15 .

.

Sebastian von R<iHnhan^ humanist (Wurzburg), 15 . . (see

P- 113)-

Janus von Holtz (Breslau), 15 . .

Johann Christalnik^ an ecclesiastic of Carinthia, 1$ . .

Dr. J. Oswald von Zimmern^ Professor (Ingolstadt), 1600.
Peter Vok, Prince Ursini, Count von Rosenberg, 160Q. .

Johann Vennitzer^ cutler (Nuremberg), exHbris of the clergy-

house of St. I^urence, 161 8'' and 1730; the latter here
reproduced. Vennitzer lived from 1565 to 1629, and, apart

from the engraver's name, this plate is shown to be post-

humous by the rose which he holds in his band, a sign
that he is selig."

]o\\einn Hofe/ius Ufenheim^ jurist (Schweinfurt), 1635.

Nikolaus Count Zrit^iy Hungarian poet and conqueror of
. the Turks, circa 1646.

Johann Kissiing von Weissenstadi^ 1664.

Bemhard Middendorp^ jurist and mathematician (Liibeck),

1667.

Geoig Friedrich Seuferkcid^ Burgomaster of Schwabisch Hall,

1668.

Georg SzeUpcheny^ Archbishop of Gran, Primate of Hungaty,
circa 1670.

Polycarp Count Kucnbun:^, Bishop of Gurk, circa 1674.

Johann Baptist Renz^ pastor (Augsburg), 1697/

* Hurger, pi. 35.
" E. L. Z. vi. 8, 9.

' Ibid., vi. 12, 13.
'* n>id., X. 88, 89.

' Ibid , vi. 74, 7 5.
" Ibid.^ i.No. i, p. 9.

' Ibid,y ii. No. 3, p. 19.
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BOOK-PLATE OF THE CLERGY-HOUSE OF ST. LAURENCE, NUREM-
BERG, WITH PORTRAIT OF JOHANN VENNITZER.

By G. D. Heumann (1730).
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Johai^n Burchard MetUut^^ Polish Councillor and historio-

grapher, after 1708.

C. G. 6^£', 1741.

Dr. Johann Karl Wilhelm Mbhscn^ court physician, and
numismatist (Berlin), 1757.'

Johann Bernhard Nack^ merchant (Fraiikfurt-on-Main),

^759-
Dr. Johann Georg Kryni%^ I769»

Friedrich Rn^ScholH^ publisher (Nuvembeig), 17..
Quirin Josef Cfylik, 11 .

.

Martin Rdnhardt^ pastor (Augsburg), 17..
Ferdinand von Jfosson^ Electoral Herald (Munich^ two ex-

libris, 17 . . (see p. 271, ? if portraits).

Sigismund Count von Spreti (Munich), 17 . . (also doubtful).

Christof Heinrich von Watzdorf^ Cabinet Minister in Saxony
and Poland, 17 . . (also doubtful).^

Dr. Anton Rulaud^ Director of the University Library
(Wiirzburg), 1874.

Friedrich U'anitrAr, Privy Councillor (Berlin) (f), 1878.'

Ludwig C/en'cus, herald (Magdeburg) (+), n'rid 1885.*

Also in more recent times : Therese Countess Hahn-Bascdaw
(Basedow), 1890 ; Karl Leonhard j^^r^dT, engraver (Bonn),

1893 ; Albertine Bacliofen von Echt^ the elder (Vienna),

1893 i
' Clemens Kissel^ designer (Mainz), 1893 ; Frederick

Francis III. Grand Duke of MecMenburg^hmerin
(Sdiwerin), 1894; Geocg .Qfi^nwr (Hameln), 1894;* Her-
mann Monmch (Langensee), 1895 ; August tfon Piankari^
Councillor of State (retirad) (Muni<£), 1895 ; Arnold
Hirth^ publisher (Leipzig), 1896; Hans Miilier-Brauel^

author (Zeven), circa 1896; Dr. Hans Brendicke (Berlin),

1896; Dr. Rudolf Lothar, author (Vienna), 1896; Elsa
Benndorf i^mw Reiche) (Vienna), 1897 ; Markus Schiissier

(Nuremberg), 1897 ;
Hedwig Lan\^e, actress (Munich),

1897; Rosa Adamus (Vienna), 1898; Isabella ^^aes5
(Friedenau), 1898; Frau Caecilie //(V/'/'fZ//^// (Kreft-ld),

1898 (see p. 481) j
Georg Otto^ painter and engraver (Berlin),

^ Von Hcinumann, pi. 139. ' pi. 130.
^ Warneckc, pi. xxvi. * E. L. Z. iii. 41, 42.
* Von Heinemann, pi. 159, and £. L. Z. iiL 67, 68.
* £. L. Z. iv. 121, 122.
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1898; (lertriid t>>/A> (Berlin), 1898 ; I,udwig August Rculin^^

Inspector (Munich), 1898 and 1901 ; Ferdinand and Anna
Hirsch (Frankfurt-on-Main), 1898; Alois Gebhart^ painter

(Munich), 1899 ; Frau Helene5r^x/tfr(Nttremberg), 1 899
;

'

Adolf Porsche, painter (Vienna), 1899; Eduard F. Eikan
(Hamburg), 1899; Dr. Hermann Kiuge^ Professor (Alten-

burg)| 1900 ; F. BotHehtr^ sculptor and wood-carver (Dres-

den), 1900 ; Alfred Ritkng^ Notary (Strassbuig; Alsace),

three exlibris, 18 . ., 1900, 1901; Hans Lik as Tnm Crana/hy
Governor of the Wartburg, 1900 ; Eduard Lorenz J/n tr,

wholesale merchant (Hamburg), 1895, 1900; Richard
ZootmoHHy author (Berlin), 1900.

(11) MoNu(iRAM Exlibris.

This form of book-plate, which does not fulfil

the main purpose of an exlibris— to protect the

volume by u'lvini^ the fianic of the owner— is not

on any account to be recommended. Monograms
are suitable enoucrh for fans, note-paper, cigarette

cases, and the like, but are eminently out of place

on book-plates. Examples of this class are, how-
ever, found from the sixteenth to the nineteenth

century, of which the following may be named.

Dr. Jobann Maier^ called Eck (Ingolstadt), with the mono-
gram J. M. E. T., 15 18, 1523 (see above, pp. 123, 124, and
&. the exlibris of Tengler and Tannstetter, pp. 125, 126).

The Empress yfaria Anna., M. A., cirea 1610.^

Magdalene ^s\^\\\Kt Ekctress of Setxony, M. S. I)., circa 1630.'

Johann Ernst VIII. Duke of Saxe Saa/fcU, and his Consort
Sophie Hedwig, J. K. 1). S. and I >. S. H., cina 1682.

Ernst Friedrich Karl Uukc of ScLxC'IiildburghcMsen^ E. F. C,
circa 1714.

Ludwig Kudolt Duke of Brunswick^ L. R., circa 1730, etc.

^ Reproduced in E. L. Z. ix. 108, 109.
' Ibid,^ iiL 76. ^ Jbid,^ vi. 15;

3P
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(12) Universal Exlibris.

These plates arc not designed specially for any
one individual, but are intended to be used by any-
one who has no plate of his own, a blank beings

left for the name to be inscribed. It is curious

that of the twelve oldest fifteenth*century plates»

two are universal exlibris, showing that the need
of them was felt in very early times. Of the

twenty-live known plates of this class, the oldest

and most interesting is here reproduced* 1489 (see

also pp. 97, 98); the words "das puch und der
schilt tst " (the book and shield belong to) are cut
on the wood-block, the arms and name, " Michel
Lorber," havinijbeen inserted with ink.* The next
in point of date (late hfteenth century) is a plate

on which a woman supports an empty shield.

Another interesting universal book-plate is one
with a border contsuning twenty different musical
instruments ; on one example the arms of the
Bavarian Councillor, Erasmus Vend (Munich),

1567, are found ; on another those of Franz Mandl
von Deutenhofen (GUnzburg), 15 . Another
design, which has been proved to have been used
for tnree different libraries in Ndrdlingen—^Wolf-

gang Vogelmann, 1533, Johann Christof Scherb,

1598, and the Councillors' Library, 1602—has
an architectural border with imitation tarsia-work.

A Frankfurt plate, circa 1886, has been used
several times in that city, e.g., by the Kunst-
gewerbe-Verein, by the Municipal Library, and by

' Others are reproduced in L. Z. iv. ii6, 117; vii, 110,
III ; X. 6-11 ; Seykr, p. 54; Burger, pL 14.
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August Osterrieth-Laurin, 189 1. In recent times
some of the large publishing houses (P. Parey, and
S. Fischer, Berlin; Spemann, and the "Union/*
Stuttgart ; Velhagen und Klasing, Leipzig) have
adopted the custom of printing universal exlibris

in the front end-papers of their books. The
" Gesellschaft der Bibliophilen " has also two
universal exlibris, 1889 and 1900, and the Berlin

Press Association also printed one in their gift to

ladies (a book entitled " Jungbrunnen ") at their

ball on January 26th, 1901, in Berlin.

(13) Exlibris of Actors, Actresses, and Mu-
sicians.

These are only known in modern times. In
the designs masks are most frequently represented,

and also lyres, part-books, books of all sorts, and
the coveted laurel. The majority of actors are
continually changing their place of residence, and
consequently they do not as a rule possess libraries.

The exlibris of this class are therefore not numer-
ous. A few may be named here

:

Anton (operatic singer) and Hedwig Woworsky (Beriin)^

1898, by Josef SaUler.

Emil Gerhduser^ singer (Munich). 1896, by Fritz Erler.

Matthieu Lutzenkirchen^ actor (Munich), 1S97, by £mtl
Orlik.

Paul Hildcn^ actor (f), at Augsburg in 1S94, by Clemens
Kissel.

Herman Knispel, actor of the Court Theatre, Darmstadt,
1899, by Kurt Kenipin.

Josef Lewinsky, the well known tragedian of the Burg Theatre,
Vienna, 1892, by Hanb Macht.
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Hugo TkhUg^ actor of the same theatre, circa 1890^ by
Wilhelm Unger.

Nelly Brodmann^ opeia singer (Wiesbaden), 1898, by
Hermann HineL

Hedwig LangCy actress (Munich) ; three exlibris, two of them
by W. Schulte vom Hriihl, 1897.

Rudi Siehle^ actress (Wiesbaden), 1900, by W. Schulte vom
Bnihl.

We may also mention here the exlibris of

:

Wolf Christof tou Enzestorf^ Austrian musician, 1575, by
Martin Rota (see p. 137) : Hermann f.evi (t), Director of

the Royal Orchestra (Munich and Partenkirchen), 1898^
by Hans Thoma ; Marcella St mhrich^ concert singer

(Dresden), i8y2, by Ad. M. Hildebrandt , I rau

Klementine MayrSchonJUld, concert singer (Munich),

1896, by Fritz Erler ; Elsa Rau^ pianist Berlin), 1 900,

by £. Walther, an American artist in Paris.

(14) Children's Exlibris.

In Germany, as well as in England and America,
the custom has recently arisen of providing child-

ren with special exlibris for their books, and there-

by waking in them the love of works of arts. Of
the few children's exlibris we may mention :

Isabella Maess (Friedenau), 1890, by her father, Julius

Maess.
Hedwig IVarnecke (BttxYwi), 1893, by Josef Sattler.

Waltrud Schulte vom Briihl (WiesbadenX 1895, signed
" Papa."

'

Walter, Hildegard, and Gotz Budtrus von Carhhausen (Stutt-

gart), i8q7, by Paul ^'oil^t, here rcprodueed (p. 47S).

Karl Kgon von Heinz (Hcrlin), 1898.

Heinrich and i'ctcr W'olhrandt (Krcfeld), 1899 and 1900,

and Luise IVolbrandt^ two of 1900, by their father, Karl
Wolbrandt.

^ Labouchere, p. 229.
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Leo and Rudolf Loffler (Frankfurt-on-Main), 1899 ; after

designs by Krau Madeleine Hoffmann (Frankfurt).

Renata, Benita, V'erena, Freiinnen von Folkersam (Riga,

Mitau, and Libau), i899,byArniin P reiherr von Folkersam.

BOOK-PLATE OF WALTER, HILDEGARD, AND GuTZ IIUDERUS

VON CARLSHAUSEN.

By Paul Voigt (1897).

Universal exlibris of the children's publications of Velhagen
und Rlasing (Leipzig), 1899, by Alexander Zick.

Catherine Josefine Lucile, Charlie B. and Martin Noel Schiff

(London), 1900, by Oscar Schwindrazheim (Hamburg).
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Wolf and Hans Freiherren von Dacfunfiausen (Radymno),
1900, by their cousin Alexander.

(15) Ladies* Exlibris.

A special monograph might easily be written on

KOOK-PLATE OF ALICE MEYER.
By Eduard Lorenz Meyer (1895).

this theme, as there are some five hundred Ger-
man and Austrian ladies' book-plates. It is im-

possible here to do more than mention a few of

the more notable examples.

The earliest lady's plate is that displaying the arms of Wilhelm
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von Zell and his wife,whose name is unknown,dna 1479.^ Next
in order comes that of the widow Radigunda Gossenhvi^ nit Eg
genberger zu Fussen, circa 1500-3, bearing the arms of husband
and wife quarterly ; * and that of Frau Barbara Sckneider^ nte

Sch6ner (Augsbuig), drca 1514-20, coloured armorial.' The
oldest dated plates arc those of Martin Pfinzing the elder, and
his wife Anna, tiee Loflfelholz von Colberg (Nuremberg), 1 543

;

and Frau Christiana Aschenbrenner, nee Musculus (Berlin),

1588/ Five hidies' plates areknown belonging to the seventeenth

century, about forty to the eighteenth, and from 1800 to 1870
about fitieen ; the remainder— about four hundred and forty

—

date from 1871 to 1900. Most of the eighteenth-century ex-

amples belonged to latiies of princely or noble rank.

In this volume many ladies' j)lates have already been illus-

trated,^ and here we reproduce that of Frau Alice JA ivv ^ Ham-
burg), 1895, designed by her husband, Eduard Lorcnz Meyer

(P- 479)-

* Wamecke, p. 9.

* E. L. Z. iL No. 2, pp. 2, 3, 10; X. 23 ; and see Labou-
chere's Ladies' Book-plates,'' pp. 206, 207.

' Buiger« pi. 5,^. ^Lempertz, "Bilderhefte.**
' E^,^ KJara Kress von Kressenstein, 1645 (p. 167) ; Fraunm

Jeetze, 17 . . (p. 199) ; Countess Fugger, 17 . . (p. 219) ; T.uise

C^ottsched, circa 1750-60 (p. 253); Margarethe Strauss, 1899 (pu

393); Philippine Kuhn, 1899 (p. 391); and Magda Countess

2U Leiningen-Westerburg, 1896 and 1899 (pp. 366 and 437).

Miss Fabouchere's excellent volume on "Ladies' Book-

plates" in this series contains also illustrations of numerous
German ladies' e\lil)ris: Elise Freiin Konig (p. 221) : Olga

Queen of W iirttemherg, 18 . . ( p. 224) : Maria Anna Countess

Frzehorsowsky, 17 . . (p. 225) ; Duchess of Kurland, 18 . ,

(p. 226) ; H.FM. the (ierman Empress, 1893 (p. 227) : Count-

ess Seinsheim, 18 . . (p. 228); Use Warnecke, 1893 (p. 228);

Waltrud Schulte vom Briihl, 1895 (p. 229) ; Convent of Notre

Dame, Offenburg, 1895 (p. 230); Camilla Freifrauvon Mirbach,

1891 (p. 233); Albertine Bachofen von Echt, junior, 1891,

and senior, 1893 (pp. 333, 334) ; Magda Countess zu Lein-

ingen-Westerburg^ 1892 (p. 341). Of the 2,114 ladies' exlibris

mentioned by Miss Labouchere, 1,912 are English and no
German and Austrian.
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(16) Musical and Landscape Exlibris.

These are also too numerous to be dealt with

in any detail. Musical Plates are such as con-

BOOK-PI.ATE OF CAFXILIE WOLBRANDT.

By Karl VVolbrandt (1898).

tain music or musical instruments : pianos, harps,

lyres, flutes, violins, drums, trumpets, zithers, bells,
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etc. Of these there are some two hundred and
twenty German and Austrian examples : sixteenth

century, about six ; seventeenth century, about

six
; eighteenth century, about twenty-seven ; and

the remainder, about one hundred and eighty, of

modem date. These numbers do not, of course,

include such plates as show musical instruments as

charges on their shields.^

The most remarkable and in all prolNibility the oldest musical

plate known is the universal exlibris already mentioned on p^

474, area 1567, with twenty different instruments in the border,

of the highest interest from the historical point of view.* The
exlibris of Johann I'Vicdrirh 7'on Uffcnbach^ Counrillor and
Sheriff (Frankfurt-on-Main), l)y himself, 1723, is also noteworthy;

it contains a spinet, violin, double bass, rcllo, mandoline, song

and books.' A charming modern example is that of Frau
Valerie Bref/ai/er {TricsW), by W. Behrens (Nuremberg), 1898,

with piano.' As an example of a musical plate we reproduce on

p. 481 the exlibris of Caecilie Woibrandt (Krefeld), by her

husband, Karl Wolbnmdt, 1898 ; lyre and lily as ^rmbol of
St. Cedlia, the patroness of music.

Special mention may be made of the fine musical exlibris of
Fiau Mai]ep^^ Stiaiiss (Magdeburg), 1900, etched by Franz
Stassen, widi figure of Polyhymnia, etc

Of Landscape Exlibris, in Germanv and Aus-
tria, there are about two hundred which represent

real landscapes ; the number of those with fancy

scenes is much larger.

* Musical exlibris have also formed the subject of a special

monograph by J. F. Verster (Amsterdam, 1897), with forty

illustrations. His special collection of musical exlibris—among
\vlii( h are included those which have instruments as part of the

arniorial hearings—numbers 1,150, of which 186 are German
and 658 P^nglish.

* E. L. Z. X. 8, 9. » « Exhbris Journal, ' 1896, vi. 8.

* Idid,^ 1 900, X. 86.
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The oldest exlibris with a reai landscape is that of Pastor

lialthasar Dormr (Munderkingen), 1 583 (also a portrait-plate),*

with view of Munderkingen and the Abbey of Marchthal.

Another noteworthy plate is that of the Conventus SocUtcUis

ZUerariae** (C. S. L.)->Litenr]r Scxnety of Heidelberg,

1760-4, with Heidelberg, the Neckar and the Castle burnt by
Melac in 1690 ; by Egidius Verelst (Mannheim and Munich).*
Of fofeign exlibris, that of Louis Bhm^M (London), 1897,

by Edgar Barclay, with view of the toweis of Nuiembcaga may
be mentioned.

(17) Miscellaneous.

Book-plates may be divided for the purpose of

collection into numerous other classes, besides

those mentioned in the foregoing sections. Special

collections, for example, have been formed, and
lists made, of exlibris of medical men, with urns,

trophies, skulls, skeletons, etc. (book-plates orna-

mented with such emblems of mortality are very
numerous).
The following subdivisions might also be made

:

a. According to professions: exlibris of oiticers, architects,

jurists, painters, sculptors, and scientists. Several exlibris

of social democrats are also already in existence.

if. According to the special studies or hobby of the owner

:

niiniisinatics, heraldry, etc.

c, Exlibris with ships^ or ot a maritime character.'

' E. L. Z. vi. 8, 9.

Some landscape plates are described in E. L. Z. iv. 24-33

and 63 (with six illustrations).

' Two examples ofexlibris iiships^libraries are the ''Oceanic,"

1899, and the American yacht "Sovereign," 1896. RailuM^
exUMs are also not unknown, that of the Chicago and
Alton Railroad, on the " Alton Limited " expresses between

Chicago and St Louis, 1900.
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d. Humorous txUbns, Designs of a jocular or huniofous
chaiacter are an invention of recent times : extibris of
Rudolfi^mAflfi^ (Paris), 1 895, representing ahand reachiz^
after a book-thiefwhile a voice shouts'* Halt! Myboc^l";
Otto Dam^ music director (Wiesbaden), 1895, small

figuiesdanc^and jumping on the Iceys of a piano; Fdiz

B00K-Pf.ATE OF THE BIBLIOTHBCA WARMHOLTZIANA (^circa 1790).

Pcppenherg^ author (Charlottenburg), 1895, naked cupid
with eyeglass and white and black quill pens, representing

good and bad criticism ; Dr. Peter Janssen (DiisseldorfX

1900, Hygeia proud and triumphant, looking down upon
Death ; Otto Kohkr (Berlin), 1899, a bull-dog guarding a
book, etc.

€, Funmng exUbris, Just as we find punning or canting
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arms, in which the charge is connected with the name of

the bearer, so also exlibris in which the design is a play

upon the owner's name are not uncommon. We give six

examples

:

Bibliodieca WarmMhiana^ circa 1790, a pretty engraving

;

wurmes Holz»ivann (and so " buxning wood ; here re-

produced.

Joeef Ignatz Quirin Schelkapf^ pastor of Reichkirchen, 1728

;

a head (Kopf) which schel sieht = schielt (squints).

Bernhard Sehring, architect (Berhn), 1894, by Emil Doepler
junior ; book with St. Luke and shield, inclosing an "JS

"

held by a hand with a wedding-ring (S-Ehering).

Otto Aui^stetn (Herlin), 1897, by Paul Voigt ; besides "A.O."
and apple-tree, an eye (Auge) in a rock ((jestein).

Agnes Engehausen (Hamburg), 189CS, by Karl Wolbrandt

;

narrow houses (enge Hiiuser) between l)ooks.

Emil Wesenmeycr^ clergyman (W ie.sl)aden), 1X99, by Hans
Beat \\ ieland ; a Hlack Forest peasant (Meyer) with ears

of com (Veesen), etc.

f. There are even Acrosticexlibris : e.g., I rauValerie Brettauer

(Trieste), 1899, by Dr.Vitale Laudi; letters and numbers
correspond, and by beginning to read at the i you obtain

the name.
The so-called Abbreviated exlibris of Professor Adolf M.
Hildebrandt (Berlin) may also be mentioned here ; instead

of the elabomte armorial bearings he uses one or two
characteristic portions of the arm8» with inscription, etc.,

bringing the whole into a small compass.^

(18) Notaries' Signets and Visiting Cards.

As both notaries' signets and visiting cards were
used in the place ofan exlibris proper in the seven-
teenth, eighteenth, and early nineteenth centuries,

a brief mention must be made of them here.

Notaries' Signets^ have been proved to have
' E. L. Z. vii. 1 18, 1 19.
' Dr. Fr. Leist Notariatssignete," 1896, and £. L. Z. vii.

55^.
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existed as early as the thirteenth century ; in the

course of time it was laid down by law that all

notaries must deposit their signatures and signets

in the Supreme Court, and a further ordinance of
the Emperor MaximUian in 151 2 forbade them
to alter their signets at pleasure. The signet had

hits reqjtur orhis.

W M . 1 V 0

NOTARY'S SIGNBT (l6 . .)•

the sigfnificance of a notary's seal, and was drawn,
printed, or fastened on deeds. Up to the end of

the sixteenth century it was drawn by hand ; later,

Stencil-plates were used, and in the eighteenth

century copper-engravings were used, which were
fastened at the foot of the deeds. These prints

were often used as book-plates; they, are very
similar in appearance to the allegorical exlibris of

the eighteenth century, and, as might be expected,
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the designs usually display some symbol of the

legal profession. As an example of a notary's

signet, used as a book-plate, we reproduce that of

W.M. (Bavarian), 16.., 1. V. D. = juris Utriusque

Doctor ; motto and design signify that the law and
the sword rule the world.

Visiting Cards were also used in the place of

book-plates in the eighteenth century.^ This was
natural, since the visiting cards of that time were
frequently ornamented with borders, sprays,

flowers, cupids, figures, landscapes, ruins, trophies,

sphinxes, griffins, columns, vases, etc.—in short,

they were works of art, and were often carefully

engraved on copper. Many people indeed in the

eighteenth century did not expressly order a
"book-plate" or a "signet" or a visiting card,"

but a " copper" (" Kupfer" as it was then called),

which they used for all purposes.

The plain typographical visiting card of the
present day is also occasionally used as a book-
plate. Kven a label engraved for wine bottles,

" Freiherrlich von Borsch und Borscholdsche
Weingebirge," circa 1830 (arms with inscription

and vine border), is in the author's collection, and
is shown to have been used as a mark of posses-

sion by the words " Kupferstich-Sammlung

"

(print collection), which are written over the word
" Weingebirge."

* Collections of these have also been formed. See also

£. L. Z. viii lo^zxd.



PART III

(i) GERMAN EXUBRIS COLLECTIONS

OT.LECTORS of cxlibris are infl ucnced in the
pursuit of their holjhy by various motives. Some
are attracted simply by the beauty and varietv of
these little prints ; others collect from a sporiing
instinct, in order not to be outdone by their friends

;

while a third class collect book-plates for the same reasons
which induce some people to collect postage-stamps or post-
cards. Many collectors, however, have deeper aims ; they look
upon their collections as aids to the study of art and the history
of art, knowing that even a moderate-sized collection of exlibris

is as valuable from this point of view as a general print collec-

tion of the same size.

A well-arranged collection of book-j)lates, will provide a fund
of interest and instruction not only to the specialist, but to
anyone who is interested in art, history, genealogy, heraldry,

engraving or decorative design—subjects of which lew educated
people nowadays can afford to l)e wholly ignorant. The
student of ornament especially will find a chronological collec-

tion of exlibris of enormous value, as in no other way can he
obtain so dear a view of the different styles in design and
variadons of taste which have prevailed during the l^t four
hundred years. The student of heraldry will attracted by
the many superb armorial designs, and the probability that he
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will discover on book-plates arms he has not previously met
with : while the writer on art, the historian and the genealogist,

will n(}t infrequently obtain inforniation as to dates, individuals,

and historical events, as well as knowledge of the tastes, studies,

and true character of the owner of a book-plate such as he could

not easil^r find elsewhere. In many other ways an exlibris col-

lection will prove ofvalue, and it is little matter for surprise that

so many collections should now exist in Germany, Austria,

Switierland, England, France, Italy, Holland, Bdgium, Por-

tugal, Swed^i, Denmark, Rusna, North America, Chile, and
Australia.

The oldest exlibris collection, probably, is one which was
formed in Ireland about 1750 (now in London) ; the next
British collections were those of Miss Jenkins at Hath, 1820,

and the Rev. Daniel Parsons, begun before 1833, and now at

Downside Abbey. A number of collections were started in

England and France in the sixties and seventies—in 1874 there

were twenty in I*aris alone.

The oldest Cierman collection was formed at Augsburf^ at

the end uf the eighteenth century; it contained 191 e\lil)ris

and armorial prints, 112 of them being book-plates, mostly of

Augsburg origin. They are now in the possession of Frau
Mugare&e Strauss (Magdeburg).'

Next in order comes the collection of Gotdob Gunther
August Heinrich Karl FMhtrr von Berhpsch of Gross-Stock-

heim, near Wolfenbiittel, begun in 1826. It consists of 3,443
plates from the fifteenth to the eighteenth century, and now
belongs to the Ducal Library of Wolfenbiittel.* About 1850
Heinrich LtmperH the elder formed a collection at Cologne,
which was afterwards amalgamated with those of Dr. Albrecht

A'/>r^^7^( Leipzig), 1875, and A. F. 7?///j<->^ (Augsburg), 1887.
These collections are now in the jiossession of the Borsen-

Verein deutscher Buchhiindler (I^ipzig).' They contain in

all about 3,000 plates, including a large number of rare old
plates.

* See E. L. Z. x. 92.
* Dr. O. von Heinemann, "Die li^xlibris-Sammlung der

herzoglichen Bibliothek zu Wolfenbiittel " (Berlin, 1895).
* Koniad Burger, Exlibris-Sammlung des Borsen-Vereins

der deutschen Buchhandler" (Leipzig, 1897).

3R
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In the seventies were fonned the collections of Gottfried

7w/ Bdhm (Munich) (about 250 plates), August von Eiscnhart^

(Muni( h) (now numbering about 10,000), and Friedrich Ww-
neckc (Berlin) (about 2,000).

In 1895 tfitire were in Ccrmany, Austria, and Switzerland

aliout 45 exlibris collections; in 1898, 92; in 1899, more
than 100; and in 1900, about 300 known to the author.

There are probably several small collections besides which
have not yet come to lii^ht. Many of these 300 collections,

of course, are still in early stages, and contain only a few

hundred plates ; others are limited in their scope. One
will collect only old examples, another only modem plates, and
a third onlymodem plates of high artistic merit; othm confine
themselves to ladies plates, doctors' plates, armorials, musical
plates, and so on.

The largest and at the same time the most important collec-

tion on the Continent is that of Karl Emich Count zu Leitnngem-
Westerburg (Neupasing, Munich), l>egun in 1888. It con
tained in February, 1901, 20,200 exUbns from 1470 to 190 1, of
all countries ; of these 10,065 German, Austrian and Swiss,

9,153 of other lands, 48 original drawings, and 895 reproduc-
tions. 'I'here exist, of course, many more exlibris than this,

especially English plates, but it is not probable that there are
many more German exlibris extant. W e may, perhaps, com-
pute the total number of(ierman book-plates at from 11,000
to 12,000. An analysis of this collection is interesting, a.s

it shows the number of plates of different styles, periods,

etc.

:

Germany^ Austria^ and German Switzerland-, circa 1470-
r6oo, 202 ; seventeenth century, 410 ; eighteenth centur>%

1,140; ecclesiastics, 419; monasteries, 508; rococo, 481;
library interiors (old), 141 ; allegorical with books (old), 155

;

other allegorical plates (old), 738 ; nineteenth century (1800-
1871), not allegorical, 539; present day (1871-1900), 4,769;
modern typographical, 306 ; Bavarian (court and state), 81

;

miscellaneous, 215.

Italy% 507 ; France^ 1,906; England^ 4*256; Sweden^ 215;
Denmark, 82

;
Spain and Porfuii^a/, 42 ; Greece^ 4 ;

Hollandy

267; Belgium, 343 > Russia. 192; Egypt, i; Ufiited States,

1,270 ;
Canada, 35 ; Australia, 22 \ Jlrazil, 2

; Japan, g, etc.

The Ladies' Book-plates in this collection number 1,094 (496
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Gt.Tman, Austrian and Swiss, 389 English, 155 American,
etc. ).

It contains also 294 plates by C. W. Sherbwn^ of which 268
are different plates, and the others varieties; a 10 by E. D.
French (173 different) ; 83 by R. A. Bell (52 different) ; 29 by
H. S. Marks ; 40 by G. W. Eve^ etc.

The German exlibris designers of the present day are almost
all represented by complete series of tbetr plates.

The collection which ranks next to this in importance is that
^' of Augustvan Eisenliart^ Councillor of State (retired) (Munich ).

It contains about lo^ooo exlibris, including many old and
monastic plates; German, before 1800, about 3*500; after

1800, about 3,700 ; foreign, about 2,600, etc.

Somewhat larger than this (about 14,000) is the collection

of H. K. .SV/e'/W ( 1' rankfurton-Main), of which the author has

no detailed knowledge. Another very interesting collection

is that of Rudolf Bcnkard of Frankfurt-on-Main (now in

Paris) : it contains 9,500 exlibris, of whi< h some 1,500 are

modern, and the rest old, viz., 3,500 (lennan, 4,000 French,

I,000 English, 500 Italian, etc. Other large collections are

owned by the publisher Karl G. F. Langenscheidt (Berlin), a
very well catalogued collection containing 8,000 plates (1,600

\ German, 800 English, 2,000 French, etc.) ; Karl Koch^ liquidator

(Vienna), about 6,000, including 3,230 old examples and 520
volumes with superexlibris ; and tihe Benedictine Monastery of
Krtmsmunster in Upper Austria, about 4,900^ many ofthem old.

In addition the following collections may be mentioned

:

I>r. Rudolf Neumann (Reichenberg, Bohemia), about 3,000

;

Frau Margarethe ^S/ra/m (Magdeburg), about 2,800, with good
old plates : Frau Use Warnecke (Berlin), about 2,500, mostly

old; Or. Richard ^<V/>/,j,''///Vr (Berlin), about 2,500, old and
new: Ernestine Countess Coudi')ih(nh' (Stockerau, X'ienna),

about 2,500, mostly old; Professor Adolf M. Hildehramlt^ and

his son Johann Joachim (Berlin), about 2,200, German and
foreign, chiefly of artistic merit : Captain Lothar Buderus -i'on

Carlshausen (Stuttgart), about 2,200 (450 old) : PVau X'aK rie

yy/-t'/A///r/' (Trieste), about 1,800 (500 old) ; Dr. Hans Jl-n'trs

(Diisseldorf), about 1,800; Markus Schiissler (Nuremberg), about

1,500 (300 old) ; Gustav i>f»^^ (Leipzig), about 1500, mostly

modem; Ernst iTniA/ (Vienna), about 1,500 (500 old); Fritz

Mouths (Ruttenscheidt, Essen), 1,500, mostly modem; Lieu-
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tenam-Colonel van WaUmemck (Munich, at present in ChinaX
about 1,400(700 old) ; Eduard Dilimann (Korneubuig), about
1,400 ;

Captain von Ihinz (Altona) (f), 1,300^ mostly modem;
Franz (Munich), about 1,300, mostly modern ; Karl
Wolbrandt (Krefeld), about 1,100, mostly modem ; Dr. Ernst

Fr^s (Munich), 1,100 (700 old) ; Walther vott Zur Westcn
(Berlin), about i,too, all good modern plates ; Alfred Sihrodir
(Berlin), 1,000 ;

Johann Count W 'ilczek (vSebarn), about 600 (360
old, rich in scarce old plates). Most of the remaining coliec-

tions contain about 1,000 plates or less

Of Go^'trntncfi/ institutionSy the Print Rooms at Berlin,

Munit h, Dresden, Vienna, etc., have cxlibris in their

possession.

The following Pubiic Ltbrants and Museums have special

collections of ewbris

:

KuHstgewerbe-Museum^ Beriin; the collection originally

formed by Dr. Heinridi Pallmann, and afterwards in the
possession of Rudolf Springer. It has been considerably

mcreased, and comprises alx>ut 5,000 exlibris, of whidi the
majority are old, though some good modem plates are
included.

Ho/' uttdSiaats- BiMiofhcky MunuA; about 1,500 plates, mostly
old and interesting exlibris of men of learning and monasteries ;

//rrzo(^//Wre Bibliotheky W'olfenbiittel^ about 2,500, mostly old
;

Bib/iothek (/(S Ju^rscn J reins deufscher Buchh i)td/er^ JAipzi^^

about 3,000, mostly ( Icrnian plates of tbe fifteenth-eighteenth

centuries, including many interesting old examples ; Stadt-

bib/iothek^ Frankfurt-on-Main^ 2,800, many good old exlibris

(including the collection of 2,103 J'lates presented by Alfred

von Neufviile, t) ; Univfrsitats-Bibliot/uk^ W 'urzbur^^ about

700, mostly old ; and many with smaller collections.

Many collectors in foreign countries also own German and
Austrian exlibris: r^., J. F. Verster (Amsterdam), whose 8,100
plates include 963 German examples (of his 1,151 musical
plates 186 are German) ; L. Gerster^ pastor (Kappelen), 3,640
exlibris, including 576 old and 700 modem German, and 1,850
Swiss plates; Miss Emma Ckcmherlayne (London), whose fine

collection inc ludes 1,450 ladies' plates, of which about 350 are

German; John W. Singer (Frome), 13,000 exlibris, including
about 2,000 (German plates (of his 1,300 ladies' plates 320 are

German) ; Adolf Gtering (Basel), 3,300 plates, of which 1,300
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are Gemum and 600 Swiss ; Emilio Cantt Bwkm (Mestre)»

1,950, indading about 1,300 German plates.

German book-plates are to be found in fifty or sixty other

foie^ collections, e^., in those of the English andFHmh Ex-
libris Socteiies ; Armin Frtiherr von Folkersam (St. Petersburg

about 1,600) ; Alexei Petrowitch Bachrouschitte (Moscow) ; C.

M. Carlander (Stockholm); Frederik Heymann (f) and Numa
.^>w«>fe/ (Copenhagen) ; August Sassen (Helmond) ; Dr. Achille

Berfarelli (Milan) : Dr. L. Bouland (Paris) : Iv Engelmatui

(Paris) : Edmond des Rohcrt (Nancy) : Pierre Dor and Charles

de Sartorio (Marseilles) ; licnjaniin Linniy^r Professor Pol de

Afont, Frau Van de V/n (Antwerp); Ad. Lourciro (Lisbon):

C. W. Sherborn, G. R. Dennis, F. J. Thairlwall, }. R. Brown
(Ivondon) ; E. B. Rickcits (Hollingbourne) ; Miss E. A. Greene

(Clifton) ; W. H. K. Wright (Plymouth) ; S. A. Grundy-
Newman (Walsall); G. M. Elwood (Rochester, New York,

about 4,800, including about 500 German); £. D. French

(Saranak Lake^ about 1,600^ of which 300 are German) ; Miss
M. Van Zandt (New York, about 1,100, including about 600
ladies* plates) ; Miss M. G. Messenger (New York, about 9,000,

including 950 ladies' plates) ; W. C. Prescott (Newton High-
lands) ; Dr. A. W. Clark (Lawrence, Kansas); Museum of

Fine Arts, Boston^ Mass., etc.

The collections of the late Sir Augustus Franks (now in the

British Museum) and Lord dc Tabley also contained numerous
German book-plates.

(2) THE ARRANGEMENT OF A COLLECTION.

Collections of exlibris may be arranged either alphabetically

or chronologically. The alphabetical method is only suitable
for small collections

; while facilitating the finding of any par-
ticular plate, it has the fatal di-^^advantage of presenting exlibris

of all styles and periods jumbled together, thus depriving the
collection of its chief interest.

On the other hand, the intelligent enjoyment of a collection

can only be obtained by a clironological arrangement, which
allows plates of the same st\Ie and period to be [)]aced in

juxtaposition. The analysis given above (j). 490) of the author s

collection shows how a chronological arrangement may be
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carried out Although periods of style do not always corre-

spond precisely with the different centuries, yet the subdivi-

sions shown will be found suffidendy exact for all pcacdcal
purposes.

I 'orcign plates should always be kept apart, and it is also ad-
visable to separate old from modern examples.

Hitherto little attention has been given to a brancii of col-

lecting which has, nevertheless, much to recommend it: namely,
the collection reproductions^ es|)ecially of old plates. Unique
exlibris exist in almost every large collection, and very many
other plates are so scarce as to be altogether beyond the reach
of the ordinary collector. Such esdibris may well be represented
by modem facsimiles, though care must, of course, be taken to
distinguish such reproductions from original plates, dther by
placing them in a separate division, or by any other convenient
method.

In the same way, modern impressions from old wood-blocks
or coppeiplates are not to be despised, so long as the blocks or
plates remain in good condition.

Book plates may be preserved in various ways, according to
individual taste.

a. On white cards, about i 2 in. x 9 in. : scarce and specially

fine plates may l)e placed by themselves for better effect, but
four, six, or nine smaller or less valualjle plates may be placed

on one card. These cards may be kept loose in boxes, or may
be fastened together periodically with a thick piece of cardboard
at top and bottom, and pierced with a couple of tapes, each
volume being then preserved in a cardboard box.

Each ^ibris may be placed on a separate thin card, of
octavo size, about 8 in. x 6 in., which may be preserved in

boxes containing about 100 or 200 plates each.

c. As in ^, but kept in cardboard boxes open at the top.

The best method of £Eistening plates on to the cards i> by
means of stamp-mounts, or strips of stamp-paper, which should

be hinged, so that any plate may be taken out without injury.

Book-plates should never be fastened down all over, nor

should they be placed in bound all)ums. OpjK>rtunity must
always be left to rearrange or to make additions.

Underneath may be written all the available information as

to the names of owner and engraver, date, price, etc., with re-

ferences to any mention of the plate in exlibris literature ; for the
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serious collector will soon acquire a special library of volumes
dealing with the subject of his hobby.

It will be found advisable to keep an alphabetical catalogue^

I which will show at a glance whether any particular exlibris is in

the collection or not. References may be added, if necessary,

to the subdivision, box-number, etc

(3) THE GERMAN EXLIBRIS bOClETY
AND JOURNAL.

The " Exlibris-Verein " and "Exlibris-Zeitschrift " were both
founded by the late Friedrich Warnecke, in Berlin, in May,
189 1. In two years the Society had sixty-one members, and
now, after ten years of existence, its membership has increased

*

to 283.

The President of the Society, since 1895, is Professor Emil
Doepler, junior (Berlin, W.) ; the editor is Dr. Hans Brendicke
(Berlin, VV. FrotK^nstrasse 31); and the treasurer and publisher

C. A. Starke (Gdrlitz, Salomonstrasse 39). The yearly sub-

scription is twelve marks.

The richly-illustrated ** Zeitschrift " appears quarterly, and
is sent free to all members of the Society ; the price to non-

members is fifteen shillings a year. The high artistic value of

the Journal has been reroi;ni/c (l on all sides, and the niagni-

fu ent facsimiles of old plates, prints from old as well as from
modern copperplates, and innumerable other illustrations in

black and white and in colours, of German and also English

and other exlibris, have served to attract to the Society several

members who are not acquainted with the German language.

In May, 1900, of the 278 members (some of whom have since

died)i 170 were German, 31 Austrian, i Italian, 10 Swiss,

4 JDutch, 5 Belgian, 2 Swedish, 4 Danish, 8 Russian, 6 French,

25 English, and 14 American. The list includes in all 30
ladies, and Her Majesty the German Empress has honoured

the Society by subsoibing to the Journal.

The early volumes of the " Zeitschrift " are already out of

print, and the complete series will always be a valuable work
of reference for the collector, as well as for bibliophiies, print-

collectors, and others.
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(4) MISCELLANEOUS.

(a) ExUMs 4xMibiii4ms,

There are permanent exhibitions of bookplates in the Royal
Library, Munich, and the University Library, Wiirzburg : and
frequent exhibitions are held in the library of the Industrial

Art Museum, Berlin. German book-plates have also been
shown, either singly or in specially selected collections in the
exhibitions of art work, etc., held during the last few years at

Munich, Berlin, Krefeld, Magdeburg, Hamburg, Diisseldorf,

Nurenii)crg, Hanover, Halle, Hrcslau, Vienna, Hrunn, and
Troppau, as well as in London, 1892-1900; ^Vntwerp^ 1900;
Paris, i(/oo ; Chicago, 1898; Boston, 1899.

{b) Lectures.

I^ectures on exlibris have also been held, from 1893 onwards,
under the auspices of many German and Austrian societies,

examples being always shown.

(r) CompeHHoms,

Prizes have been offered for book-plate designs in competi-

tion, by the Industrial Art Societies at Munich, Halle, and
Bresiau, the Industrial Art Museum, Prague, and the magazine
Deutsche Kunst und Dekoration," Darmstadt.

{d) The price ofexUhfis.

Several auction sales of book-plates have taken place in the

large towns, at which early plates have realized high prices

;

other plates, however, have varied so much that no idea could

be formed of their true monetary value. The same variation

in price has been noticeable at the sales held in London.
The prices asked by dealers in the eighties were extremely

low, but during the last ten years they have risen enormously.
Inde^i such absurd prices used to be asked diat collectors

refused to buy at all, and the result is that recently-formed

collections consist chiefly of modem plates wfaidi can be
obtained by exchange. A reaction has now set in and lower
prices are again asked : but it must not be forgotten that old
plates are becoming more and more scarce, and collectors more
and more numerous. Plates by a few modern artists—Kiioger,
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(ircincr, Ilirzcl, Orlik, and Krler— occasionally find their way
into dealers' hands, and high prices are asked, at least for the

work of the first three named.

Hcinrich Letnperfz, " Bilderhefte /iir (leschichte des Biich-

handeU ; Bibliothekzeichen " (Cologne, 1853-65), now very

rare.

Au:^usf Stot'hcr, Petite Revue d'Exlibris alsaeiens ' (Miil-

hausen, iSS i ).

Arthur Btnoit^ ** Les Exlibris de Schopflin " (Paris. 1883).

J^riedrich W 'ariucke^ Diedeutschen Biicherzeichen (Berlin,

1890).

Adoif M. Hildebrandi, 25 Exlibris," three parts (Berlin,

1892, 1894, 1898).

Kari TesAe, ** Das MecUenbuigische Wappen und die Ex-
libris des Herzogs Ulrich von Mecklenbui|^" (Berlin,

1894).

Geor^ Otto, " 20 Exlibris " (Berlin, 1893).

FriedrUh Wanieckc, Exlibris des 15. und 16. Jahrhunderts "

five parts (Berlin, 1894).

Ckmens Kisstl^ " 25 Exlibris " (Berlin, 1894).

Josef Sattier^ "Deutsche Kleinkunst: 42 Kxlibris "(Berlin,

1804).

Giistai' A. Sc-v/fr^ "Exlibris, illustriertes Taschenbuch"
(Berlin, 1895).

JJr. O. voH HcincmanHy " Die lC\libri;> Sanimlung der herzog-

lichen Bibliothek zu Wolfenbiittel " (Berlin, 1895).

n\ SckuHe vam BrUM, *' 20 ExUbris, I., II. Folge'' (Wies-

baden, 1895, 1899).

(Konrad Burger) Exlibris-Sammlung des Bdrsen-Vereins

der deutsche^ Buchbandler (Leipzig, 1897).

If. Other 7vorks cotitaitiing Ifook-plates.

F. Warnecke, " Heraidische Kunstblatter " (Gorlitz, 1876,
Berlin, 1898), four portfolios.

A. Demmtrty " Studien iiber die stofflich bildenden Kiinste

und Kunsthandwerke," and " Papier und andere Be-

(5) BIBLIOGRAPHY.

a. Exiihris volumes.
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schreibstoffe, Schreibgerath, Buchdnicker- und Biicher-

zdchen* Initialen, etc.'* (Wiesbaden, 1890).

a MUJdbrttht, BucherUebhabeid," first edition 1896,

second edition 1898 (Bielefeld and Leipzig).

/. SaitUr^ ^ Duicheinander'* (Beriin, 1897).

E. A, Seemaun, "I>eutsche Kuns^;ewerbezeichner " (Leipdg,
fourth series).

Ad. M. /^//^/'/^rtf//^//*HeraldischesMu8terbuch," third edition

(Berlin, 1898).

H. G. Stroh/, " Heraldischcr Atlas" (Stuttgart, 1899).

A'. Rosfwr, " Am V.ndv des Jahrhiinderts," in " Dekorativc
Kunst im 19. Jahrlumdcrt," vol vi., 1899.

** Berlin vor 100 Jahren, 1800" (Berlin), 1900.
** Hiu her und VVege i\i Buchern " (Berthoid : Jessen, p. 487,

1 900).

€• Articles and iilustrations in maga%ines.

Zeitschrifi Jur Biicfurfreunde (Leipzig): i. i, 3, 5, 7. 8, 9;
ii. I, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12 ; iii. 1-4, 7, 11; iv. 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

10, II.
*•

Zeitschrifi des Munchner Altertkams-Vereins^ 1887, 2-4;

1891, p. 48.

Kunstgewerheblatt (Seemann, Leipzig), vi. 2 (1894) ; vii. 1

1

(1896).

Zeilschriftfiir bildende Kunst (Seemann, Leipzig), vii. 2, 4, 5,

1 1 ; viii. 7, 8, 16 : ix. 4, 12 ; x. 4, 8, 10 ; xi. 2.

Kunst ftir Alle (Bruckmann, Munich), xii. 14 (1897).
£)ekoratiV€ Kunst (Bruckmann, Munich), i. 2 ; ii. 12 ; iii. 9

(translated in L'Art d(\ oratif^ Paris, ii. 21). *

A'////J/ (liruckniann, Munich), i. 8, 9.

Kunst unserer Z^it (Hanfstangl, Munich), vi. i ; vii. 2 ; x.

6, 7 : xi. 6.

Kunst und /fnnda crk (Munich), wwvi. 5, 7-; xxxwii. 7;

xlix. 8, 1 1 : 1. 1 , 4, 7 (1897 1900).

Deutsche Kunst und Dckoration (Jvoch, Darmstadt), 1. 4, 6;

11. 5, 7, 8 ; iii. 2, 3, 7.

Litbhabtr KUnste (Oldenbourg, Munich), 1895, 10, 13, 15;

1896, 4, 5.

Pan (Berlin), prospectus volume, 1895 ; and i. 4; ii. i.

yair|^^(Hirth, Munich), iii. 6 ; iv. 13, 19 ; v. 3.

Kunsthalle (Berlin), iv. 4, 10.
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Gtselluhaft Hiimbur^scfur Kunstfreunde^ Jahrbdch, 1895-7.

Kunsi OlfVff^ (Leipzig) 1891-2, iii. 12.

Sammltr (Dr. Brendicke, Berlin), 1890, 16 ; vii. 21, 22 ; xii.

22 ; xiiL lOy it ; xx. 17 ; xxL i.

AntiquiiSi€H-Zeitsehrift{\yt, Forrer, Strassburg), 1890, 33, 34;
1891, 49, 50.

IVegwtiserfir Sammlcr (Leipzig), ix. 14, 16, 18 ; x. i, 3, 5-

Antigtataicn-Zeiturtg (Dr. Jaeckh, Stuttgart), iii. 22 ; v. 2, 6

;

vi. 28 ; vii. 52 ; viii. 3, 12, 46.

Vmschaii ( I'rankfurt-on-Main), i S^S, ii. 20.

^fittht'ilun};en fur Aiitograftn-Sanunler^ 1890, No. 12.

Garft'n/auif€, 1896, Supplement to No. 3; 1900, No. 41, p.

710.

Dalieim, xxviii. 2 ; : \xx. 30 ; xxxiii. 48 (Supplement).
I'ttm Fe/s zuf/i JA cv

, 1895, '7*

Grcnzbotcn^ 1890, xxxxix. 45.

Gegenwariy xxxxi. 9 ; Iv. 22.

DeMtsches IVackendiaff, 1899, xii. 18.

Ju^eftd'Garfen (Stuttgart), 1899, xxiv. ; 1900, xxv.

Der Fifr/mf (Leipzig), 1896, 18.

Anstigtr des Gtrmanischen NoHonal'Museum (Nuremberg),

1892, i.

Monatsschrift des historischeu Vertins von Olteritayern (Mun-
ich), 1892 ; 1898, vii. 5-8.

Pfdizisclu's Afuseum (Spires), 1895, xii. 4 ; 1898, XV, lo.

Mormt^^ihrift des Fra?ikenthaler Alfirthums- Vereins^ vi. lo,

Cenfralhlattfur Biidiot/ie/rii'ese/i, i. 8 ; ii. 8 j xii. 5, 6,

Litti nirisches Cetitralh/att, No. 53.

Qudrtalbliitter des hisiomc/tm Vereinsjiirs Grossherzogthum
/lessen, i. 14.

Jllustrirte (Isiissische Rundschau^ igoo, ii. 4.

Jnidehrandtsche Gesduchtshlatter, 1S97, 8.

Wiesbadencr litkrarisclus Feuillcion (Schulte vom Briihl),

i. 8.

Geweriebiatt aus Ulirfiembfri^y xxxxix. No. 50, 1897.

Deutscher If€roid(Bcx\\r\), 1895, 7; 1896, 11 ; 1897, 2, 3, 11;

1898, 12; 1899, 12; 1900, 6, II, 12.

Iferaldische Mitiheilungen des Vertins sum Kleeblait (Han-
over), 1890, No. 283 ; vi. 10 ; viii. 6, 8, 9.

Der Wappensammler (Kahla), 1900, i. 1-5, 7.
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MomatsscXrift fur Gtuhickig u$id IVisstnschaft dts Jttde/h

thums^ Xxwii. 1 1.

BuchgetverMf/a// { \ 1895, 7, 8.

Borsenblatt fur den deutuken BuchhamdeJ^ 1896, 325 ; 1897,

100 ; 1901, 41,

Archiv fiir Buc/ii^eiverhe, 1899, xxxvi. 6 ; 1900, xxxvii. n, 12.

BuchhiindU-nvarff {\\ki\\\x\), 1899, 1900, No. 25.

Journal fur Buchdruckerkunst (Hamburg), 1896 ; 1898, 25-

2 7i 30-

Archiv fiir Biu hdruckkutist, 1899, ww i.

NachrUklen aus dem Buckhandel^ No. 74, 181, 183,

185.

Deutscher Buck- und Steindrucker (Berlin), 1898, v. i.

Rathgeber fiir die gesammte Druckindmtrie (Leipzig), 1900,

V. 2, 9, 10, 13.

Illustrirte ZeitungfUr Buchlnndeni (Berlin), xxxi. Iv. 21*24.

Graphisehe PoU (Frankfurt-on-Main), xii. 285 ; ziiL 303, 321.

Meyei^s and Brockhaui Kofwersationslexica^ 1900 and 1901.

Allgtmeine Kunstchronik (Vienna), 1891, No. 2.

Graphisehe Kihtste (Vienne), 1899; xxii. 3.

Blatterfiir Kunst^eiverbe (Vienna), 1899, ix.

V^er Sacrum (VitMina), ii.

Kunst und Kunsthand'iVcrk (Vienna), i. 7.

Frcic Kiinste (Vienna), xvii. 6, 7 ; \x. 5 ; xxii.

A//ci^(>ricN (Cierlach und Schenk, V'ienna), 19-20, plate 89.

Mittheiluni^en des Mahrischen Gewerbe-Museums (Brunn),

T898, 5, 7.

Jahrbuch des Adlcr (\'ieiina). 188^^.

Monatsblatt des Adler (N'ienna), 1898, iv. 25-27 ; 1890, No.

118.

5b^/<9S0r (Prague), 1898, xxxii. 49, 51.

Ncfoy Kult (Prague), 1899, ii. 8.

VoM SnUry (Prague), 1900, iv.

Modemi Revue (Prague), vii. 3.

{li) Articles in neivspapers.

Staats/f//rj^er-/eit///ft:(\)vrV\u), 1895, 5.>^'-

A!l;::<'maiu' /.citting (Munich), 1890, No. 301 ; 1895, ^o. 289
(Suj)j)Kiii.iit).

Munchcncr W uste Xachrichtt ii, i8t>7, Xo. 47.

Frankfurter /a. Itung^ 1899, No. 338.
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1

Hamburger Nachrichten^ 1^94, No. y (Supplement)
; 1897,

No. 30.

Neue Hamburger 2Seiiungi 1898, No. 84.

Leipziger Tagebiait und Anuiger, 1891, No. 21; 1895, No.

604 (Supplement).
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CONCLUSION

THE CHOICE 01 A BOOK-PJ.ATE

N conclusion the main principles which should
govern the choice of a book-plate may be briefly

bumniarized.

In the first place, the full mime of the owner
must be clearly shown ; his address and rank may

be added, if desired. The signature of the artist and the date
should also appear.

The design and style must depend entirely on the wishes
of the owner, or of the artist, if it be left to him

; good taste

alone will set a limit to the variety of ideas which may be
expressed.

The plate may be heraldic or pictorial, or may combine
heraldry with allegory. The chief con.siderations are that the

design should contain some allusion to the intlividual tastes or

studies of the owner, and that it should not be overcrowded.
In these days of com()licated allegory and obscure symbolism,

it cannot be too often repeated that simplicity is the first thing

to be aimed at.

Anyone who has the right to bear arms may be rc( oninit iided

to adopt a purely heraldic exlibris, as being more ^aliblactory

and less ephemeral than any other class of design.

Book-plates which are not purely armorial, may display an
endless variety of motives, as has been shown on pp. 387, 388.

As a general rule one plate, in one size, will be sufficient for

books of all sorts; but plates are often used in two or three
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sues, and many book-ooUectofs have special plates made for

the diffisient divisions of their library.

The original drawing should not be too much reduced, or
it will suffer in clearness. On the odier hand, if the plate

is too huge, it will not look well inside a small volume. It

is essential to use good paper, and for this purpose a thin

handmade paper is the best, being not only easy to paste into

books, but durable and cap»able of taking the best impression

possible. It is well to get the printer to send pulls on different

coloured papers and in various inks, as, though hku k on white

is generally the most suitable, it will be found that another
colour may often give a softer effect.

Of the various methods of rci)ro(lu( tion we have already

spoken (st e }){). y-15), and here it is only ne( essary to add that

as a book-plate is to last a life time, it is worth while spending

a little money and havini! it well executed to start with.

Though the cheap photographic processes give an a< ( urate

result, and if properly printed are not unsatisfactory for certain

classes of design, they cannot produce the quality ot a finely

engmved copperplate, or even of a first-rate lithograph.
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SUBJFXT INDEX

This index contains names of owners of book-plates, but not

those of engravers and designers, which will be found in the

second index.

Abbreviations : Exl. = exlibris ; v. = von ; Frh. = Freiherr,

Baron; Frfr. = Freifrau, Baroness; Ct. = Count, Graf; Cts. =
Countess, Grafin ; Vet. = Viscount ; Pr. = Prince ; Prs. = Princess.
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